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cultural landmarks is largely unrecognized today, they rank among the largest and most

widely distributed bodies of photographs of African Americans in American visual

culture.  Published between 1899 and 1906, the images in the Dunbar books represent a

counterpoint to the much-emphasized publicity photographs made concurrently for the

school by Frances Benjamin Johnston, complicating simplistic conclusions about the

nature of Hampton Institute and the industrial education movement.  Drawing upon

substantial original research on the predominantly white Hampton Institute Camera Club

and its institutional context, and presenting a biographical portrait of the lead

photographer, Leigh Richmond Miner, this study ultimately traces a history of

photography at Hampton Institute from the 1890s through the 1920s, reproducing more

than 150 unpublished and unrepublished images.  This study reveals that the photographs

in Dunbar’s works were created explicitly to reconceive pictorial representations of

African Americans, and to subtly discredit any reductive conventional perception of racial

character altogether.  By depicting their subjects photographically, the members of the

Hampton Camera Club sought to undermine essentialist characterizations--both

derogatory and sentimental--by presenting their subjects as self-determining and

multifaceted individuals.  In their use of serial photography and by employing African-

American creative forms, the books ultimately suggest vernacular origins of a disjunctive,
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1

INTRODUCTION

In 1899, the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute hired the pioneer

photojournalist, Frances Benjamin Johnston, to make photographs representing the

school at the Negro Exhibit at the world’s fair to be held the following year, the Paris

Exposition of 1900.  Booker T. Washington, a Hampton graduate and the principal of

Hampton’s major satellite institution, Tuskegee Institute, largely engineered the exhibit

through an associate, Thomas J. Calloway, who assembled materials from many sources,

which as a whole, depicted the variety of black life in America.  After seeing Johnston’s

photographs documenting the Washington, DC. schools, Washington recommended

Johnston, who was politically well-connected, to Hampton’s principal, Hollis Burke

Frissell. The school paid the photographer a thousand dollars, a huge commission for the

time, to publicize the school’s classrooms, students, activities, and facilities.  Johnston

photographed at Hampton during two visits in December 1899 and early 1900, and

produced roughly a hundred and fifty finely-made prints from large-format negatives.

Hampton maintained a set of negatives, lantern slides, and three albums of prints for

publicity materials, which it used extensively for the next six years. During the period,

contributions soared and the school’s finances improved dramatically.1

In 1942, the arts administrator and critic Lincoln Kirstein bought one of three

leather-bound albums of unattributed publicity photographs depicting Hampton in 1900

at a second-hand bookstore in Washington, DC.2  Kirstein was a multitalented arts

administrator, editor, and more than a dilettantish curator or patron of the arts, he was a

bonafide intellectual hub of a top-flight community of creative modern artists who

wheeled about him, and his hand was in several major endeavors, many of which are

remembered acutely today.  In a series of high-profile projects executed for the Museum

                     
1 Bettina Berch,     The Woman Behind the Lens; The Life and Work of Frances Benjamin Johnston, 1864-   
1952    (Charlottesville, VA: University Press of Virginia, 2000), p. 50. Citing Francis Greenwood Peabody,
Education for Life   , p. 363.  Hampton broke even in 1899, and in 1900 the endowment increased by
$163,000. in 1901 by $38,000, and in 1902 by $128,000.
2 Lincoln Kirstein, “Foreword,”     The Hampton Album     (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1966), p. 5.
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of Modern Art in New York in the 1930s, Kirstein nourished a deep fascination with the

vernacular arts of the nineteenth century, memorializing the obsolete forms of the era as

he predicted their passage into oblivion, overwhelmed by the tide of social progress.

More than merely writing an essay for Walker Evans’ landmark 1938 book and exhibition

at MOMA, American Photographs, the first major show by a photographer at a U.S.

museum, Kirstein seems to have actually determined the content of much of Evans’ early

work.  Kirstein suggested the subject matter of Evans’ elegiac record of nineteenth-

century culture, the puritanical and functional predecessors of Modern design and

eccentric gothic architectural details.  The critic curated the series as a touring exhibit in

1935, “Photographs of Nineteenth Century Houses by Walker Evans.”3  Evans’ style

too, seemed to issue from Kirstein’s requirements, an unobtrusive, anonymous

documentary style that explicitly eschewed the expressionistic Modernism of self-

consciously artistic photographers.  Evans’ functional style emulated the nineteenth-

century vernacular photography that Kirstein valorized in the postscript to Evans’ book:

The attitude of the early photographic master was a simple but
overwhelming interest in the object which was set before this machine.  His
single task was to render the object, face, group, house, or battlefield
airlessly clear in the isolation of its accidental circumstances. […]  These
photographers were not much concerned with their theoretical right to
claim the prestige of an artist.4

When Kirstein discovered the anonymous Hampton album four years later, its images

evidently embodied the nineteenth-century photographic ethos he had described in his

essay on Evans’ work. For twenty years, Kirstein exhibited the album privately for

friends, ultimately depositing the album in the photography collection at the Museum of

Modern Art.  In 1966, the photographs in the album were attributed to Johnston, its

plates were exhibited at the museum and published in an exhibit catalog. In the interim,

Johnston deposited her prints and negatives at the Library of Congress, from which, like

Evans’ FSA images, they may be reproduced without restriction. They belong to the

                     
3 Virginia Lee Webb,     Perfect Documents; Walker Evans and African Art    (New York: Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 2000), p. 40.  See also Gilles Mora and John T. Hill,      Walker Evans The Hungry Eye   
(New York: Harry Abrahms, 1993), p. 54.
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American people and to posterity, not an insignificant factor in their ubiquity in

scholarship on American photography and analyses of photography and race.  Since

1966, the images constitute one the most critically-scrutinized body of photographs in

the canon of American photography.  

Fig. 1.  Frances Benjamin Johnston, “Class in American History,” ca.
1900, FBJ, P&P, LC.  Neg. LC-USZ62-38149.

Beginning with Kirstein’s 1966 introductory essay, photographic scholars have

imputed Hampton’s mission from Johnston’s images, primarily from her “Class in

American History.”5 Recent scholars largely reiterate Kirstein’s original observations and

description:

                                                              
4 Kirstein, “Photographs of America: Walker Evans” in Walker Evans,     American Photographs   , (1938, rpt.,
New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1988), p. 190.
5All the major discussions of Johnston's photographs use them predominantly to extrapolate Hampton's
history and educational philosophy: Lincoln Kirstein in the Foreword to     The Hampton Album     (1966),
Laura Wexler in "Black and White and Color: American Photographs at the Turn of the Century" in the
journal     Prospects    (1987), revised in     Tender Violence    (2003), and James Guimond in a chapter in     American
Photographs and the American Dream     (1991).  Several other writers, including Pete Daniel and Raymond
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…we behold a live Indian in full tribal regalia, posed on a model stand,
glorious as a thunder bird, isolated and strange as if he were stuffed and
cased behind glass….  An Indian boy, uniformed in the official version...of
a U.S. Trooper’s dress, regards his blood brother with awe.  Behind
perches another masterpiece of taxidermy, an American eagle, as
ferociously disinfected and harmless as the patient students themselves.
On the wall behind is a print of a Remington painting: cavalry, on their
rough-riding way to exterminate rebellious Piute or Ojibwa.6

Kirstein’s interpretation imputes Indian cultures rendered “disinfected and harmless,”

shadows of their former glory, forced to wear the uniforms of their oppressors, the

exterminating cavalry.  He continues,

…her subjects… [are] locked in the suspension of time, like flies in amber,
but nevertheless alive in the translucent air of history.  They stand as
metaphor or parable in their sturdy dreaminess, their selfless absorption,
in self-improvement. […] she did capture…the better part of a historic
aspiration in its innocent and necessary striving.7

His description of the students in the photo is suffused with melancholy and pity, their

hopeful innocence and earnest striving for the future all the more poignant because of his

own misgivings as to the students’ likely fates.  They don’t know their future, yet he

assumes he does: tragic individuals who upon graduation, fluttered in cages with invisible

walls, marginalized by their racial identity.  Kirstein and others read Johnston’s image as

merely another sign confirming the extent of racism in American culture, and implying

Hampton’s complicity in promoting it.  In Kirstein’s time, the conquest and subjugation

of Indians and African Americans weren’t revelations to scholars. Similar assertions,

however, remained controversial cultural flashpoints into the mid-1990s, perceived as

gratuitous defamations of America’s exceptionally liberatory history and culture, the

dominant mythology depicted in popular media and political rhetoric. The individual

stories of the subjects’ lives do not consistently bear out Kirstein’s misgivings.8  Based

                                                              
Smock, C. Jane Gover, Judith Fryer Davidov, Bettina Berch, Jeannene Przyblyski, and Shawn Michelle
Smith use Johnston’s work similarly.
6 Kirstein, “Foreword,”     The Hampton Album    , p. 11.
7 Ibid.
8 Historian Jon L. Brudvig has compiled a definitive list,“Hampton Normal & Agricultural Institute,
American Indian Students, 1878-1923,” (1994/1996),
<www.umary.edu/~jlbrud/Hampton/HUINDBIO.htm>.  Also available at
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upon his interpretation, we walk away from the image re-confirmed in our well-meaning

prejudices, of the helplessness and collective identity of romanticized Indian and African

students, and with a vague impression that these individuals were additionally victimized

by Hampton’s callous eradication of their cultural identity.

In the year prior to Johnston’s photographic visit to the campus, Hampton

Institute’s faculty Camera Club was hard at work illustrating a book of dialect poetry by

the African-American poet, Paul Laurence Dunbar.  Dunbar was the second most

celebrated African American of his time; the most celebrated figure, Booker T.

Washington, referred to him as the “Poet Laureate of the Negro Race.”  Dunbar’s

illustrated book, Poems of Cabin and Field, was released just in time for the 1899 holiday

season, appearing almost to the day when Johnston arrived at Hampton to make her

landmark body of images.  The Camera Club photographers’ technical skills were

somewhat rudimentary in their earliest efforts, illustrating Dunbar’s seemingly archaic

dialect verse with affable characters strumming banjos evoking the idealized culture of the

old plantation.  Although their actual content largely undermined the foundations of the

plantation tradition and its romanticization of slavery, its renderings are subtle and easily

mistaken for renderings of halcyon days in which “Massa and Missus’” cared for their

subjects from the expansive porch of the “big house.”  The book evidently sold very well.

In the next six years, the members of the Camera Club and a extraordinary individual

member, Leigh Richmond Miner, produced images to fill five more like books, which

appeared almost yearly until the author’s premature death in 1906.  By today’s

standards, the books’ obsolete iconography of rural poverty in hand-built shacks

automatically evokes conditions of life during slavery and the Jim Crow South, of brutal

inequalities in quality of life and life expectancy, of child mortality and rigid codes of

                                                              
<www.twofrog.com/hamptonfem1.txt>.  The student in traditional garb, Louis Fire Tail, enlisted in
World War One and was an armed services recruiter in Fort Thompson, SD.  John Wizi, another Indian
student photographed by Johnston was the son of Chief Wizi of Crow Creek, SD., and he became an
agency interpreter.  He died in 1906, still a young man.  Adele Quinney, the young Stockbridge, WI.
Indian woman in many of Johnston’s images, received her Normal course certificate in 1901, took
postgraduate courses and taught at Hampton for a year in 1904.  She married and was a seamstress, teacher,
and housewife.  She died in 1932. See also Mary Lou Hultgran and Paulette Fairbanks Molin,     To Lead
and To Serve   ; American Indian Education at Hampton Institute, 1878-1923 (Richmond: VA Foundation
for the Humanities, 1989).
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racial subjugation enforced by vigilante violence, of progressively more egregious

curtailings of African-American civil liberties, and of victimhood at the hands of a legal

system that enforced white supremacy as state policy.  Despite the books’ evasion and

repudiation of plantation tradition conventions, as a result of the conventions they share

with the formula, such as rendering African-American dialect textually and depicting

affable people living in poverty, these historic and significant books of photographs

languish unread in long-term library storage or were sold to collectors years ago.

The Dunbar books render a distinctly different portrait of Hampton’s educational

mission than do Johnston’s images.  Like the Johnston images, the Dunbar volumes

patently refused to depict the abjection of rural, black domestic life.  However, they

represent a corollary portrait of Hampton at the turn of the century that tempers and

complicates Johnston’s images and cursory assessments of Hampton’s legacy and

institutional priorities.  The Dunbar books insistently contradict the accepted historical

truth regarding Hampton’s manner of industrial education for disadvantaged members of

America’s African-American and Indian racial minorities.  Above all, the Dunbar books

largely refute any essential portrayal of African-American subjects, be they sentimental

or derogatory, positing individuals living amid an autonomous, thriving, yet impoverished

rural culture.

The Dunbar books are seminal works in this hybrid medium, and in the larger

generic subset, the photographically-illustrated text.  Dunbar consistently used the genre

for his poetic output.  Half his published books of verse were illustrated

photographically, and the books remain among the most prevalent original editions of

Dunbar’s poetry, an indication of their widespread popularity in their own time.  To

date, scholars have not substantially addressed these collaborative, multi-media works as

a part of the critical discussion of Dunbar's oeuvre or in the history of photography, a

serious omission, considering that the books represent one of the largest and most widely-

distributed bodies of photographs of African-Americans published to date, and among the

most influential in their time.9

                     
9 I have found little evidence indicating exactly how many of the books were actually sold.  Several
indicators suggest that the books occupied a high profile in their time.  Although the books were released
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Dunbar’s photographic books primarily collected and illustrated the poet’s verse

in African-American dialect, which had typically appeared previously in the popular

press and literary magazines.  In the earlier photo-texts, many of the poems had been

published previously in book form, and in the later illustrated works, many of the poems

would subsequently appear in unillustrated form in more standard literary formats.  The

photo-texts frequently presented new material, previously unpublished in book form. In

the case of several of Dunbar’s poems, they were the original context, the first published

appearances of some of Dunbar’s dialect poems, and in a few cases, they represented the

only publication during his lifetime.10 This study addresses the content of these

photographs for the first time, the first concerted effort to interpret their cultural and

historical significance.  

The photographs in the Dunbar books represent half of several stories: they

complement and inform important existing scholarship on Johnston’s work at Hampton

and cast Hampton’s legacy in a somewhat new light, especially revealing the breadth and

sophistication of Hampton’s pioneering uses of photography in publicity and fundraising

efforts, Hampton’s commitment to reforming the manner in which African Americans

were depicted in the mass media, and Hampton’s commitment to recording and

disseminating African-American vernacular culture, a project in which the Dunbar

photographs played an integral part.  Not surprisingly, given that the photographers

often dutifully followed Dunbar’s verse to the letter, they also illuminate several

important latent themes in Dunbar’s work and emphasize the centrality of photography

in Dunbar’s poetic works.  

 The books this study addresses, written by Paul Laurence Dunbar, illustrated

photographically by members of the Hampton Institute Camera Club, decorated by

several individual illustrators, and published by Dodd, Mead and Company, are as

follows:

                                                              
annually over six years, the     New York Times   , for instance, reviewed even the later books in their “Saturday
Review of Books” section.  Dodd, Mead’s company history indicates the company viewed the books as
stable, blue-chip sellers through Dunbar’s death.
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Poems of Cabin and Field (PCF), 1899. Photographs by the Hampton Institute Camera
Club.  Decorations by Alice Morse.

Candle Lightin' Time (CLT), 1901. Photographs by the Hampton Institute Camera Club.
Decorations by Margaret Armstrong.11

When Malindy Sings (WMS), 1903. Photographs by the Hampton Institute Camera
Club. Decorations by Margaret Armstrong.

Li'l' Gal (LG), 1904.  Photographs by Leigh Richmond Miner of the Hampton Institute
Camera Club. Decorations by Margaret Armstrong.

Howdy, Honey, Howdy (HHH), 1905.  Photographs by Leigh Richmond Miner.
Decorations by Will Jenkins.

Joggin' Erlong (JE), 1906. Photographs by Leigh Richmond Miner.  Decorations by John
Rae.12

This study patches several major gaps in scholarship on Hampton’s historical

legacy, on Dunbar’s interactions with photography, and in the history of photography

and visual depictions of African-American subjects.  Each of these topics is substantially

altered by the re-emergence of the photographs in the Dunbar books, which in turn are

also illuminated by each of these topics.  Juxtaposed with the excellent scholarship on

Johnston’s work for Hampton, this study largely assembles a history of photography at

Hampton in the years from 1890 to 1935, with important omissions.  As I have been

working from the Dunbar books and the Camera Club, I have largely omitted the history

of Indian education and the large archive of images of Native Americans that exists in the

Hampton Archives and which were disseminated nationwide.  Historian Donal Lindsey

has published a recent history of Indian education at Hampton that fills in this crucial

                                                              
10 “Book Reviews,” “Candle Lightin’ Time,”     SW     , December 1901, p. 697.  See also Joanne Braxton’s
itemized list of variants of Dunbar’s poetry, in     The Collected Poetry of Paul Laurence Dunbar   ,
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1993).
11 Margaret Armstrong was not related to Hampton’s founder, Samuel Chapman Armstrong, although
readers had that impression.
12    Joggin’        Erlong    was published just after Dunbar’s death, according to an editorial formula the poet had
sanctioned and helped oversee.     Speakin' o' Christmas   , a subsequent volume of Dunbar's poetry, and
illustrated with photographs, was published by Dodd, Mead in 1914, eight years after the poet’s death.
Unattributed, there is no evidence the photographs were made at Hampton.
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aspect of Hampton’s history.13  Read in concert with Robert Engs’ two histories of

Hampton, which extend from the Civil War until founder Samuel Chapman Armstrong’s

death in 1893, this study extends that larger project from the founding of the Camera Club

in 1893 into the 1920s and early ‘30s.  After 1907 I view the school through a narrow

field of vision, largely in the person of Leigh Richmond Miner, who photographed the last

three of the Dunbar books individually, and who was Johnston’s successor, the resident

staff photographer, art teacher, and landscape architect at Hampton from 1907 until 1933.

Miner himself is a major figure in the history of photography who has been almost totally

overlooked by scholars, despite his technical and conceptual brilliance as a committed

photographer of African-American subjects.  Only a small percentage of his work has

been republished since it originally appeared in the Dunbar books, the periodical press,

and Hampton’s publicity materials.

Much of my interpretation of the images in the Dunbar books relies on

Hampton’s crucial activities in the area of African-American and Indian folklore, an area

in which Donald Waters has paved the way.14  Several leading figures in the Folklore

Society were also members of the Camera Club, and there is significant overlap and cross-

pollination between figures in the two unofficial school organizations.  Finally, Hampton

itself has provided crucial published historical studies, including a collection of historical

essays, which provided a brief introductory study of Dunbar’s photographically-

illustrated books, and the work of Hampton Museum curator Mary Lou Hultgren, whose

essays in several published exhibit catalogs inform many of the above areas.15

In the years of the Civil War through 1910, Hampton, both town and school,

constituted a seminal location in the development of twentieth-century photographic

practice and the subsequent history of depictions of African Americans.  Nearly every

                     
13 Donal F. Lindsey,    Indians at Hampton Institute, 1878-1923   , (Chicago: University of Illinois Press,
1995).
14 Donald J. Waters,     Strange Ways and Sweet Dreams; Afro-American Folklore from the Hampton
Institute   ,  (Boston: G.K. Hall & Co., 1983).
15 Keith Schall, Ed.,     Stony the Road; Chapters in the History of Hampton Institute   , (Charlottesville:
University of Virginia Press, 1977).  Richard J. Powell and Jock Reynolds, Eds.,     To Conserve a Legacy;
American Art from Historically Black Colleges and Universities   , (Andover, MA/ New York: Addison
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major photographer of African Americans in the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century

century visited the Hampton campus and its neighboring communities. Beside Johnston's

connection to Hampton, the photographer James VanDerZee, a one-time town resident,

also photographed the institute's classrooms and the nearby community, and the art

photographer F. Holland Day lectured to the Camera Club and photographed students

and staff at the school.16 During the Civil War prior to the establishment of the Institute,

the town of Hampton was a central supply and administrative center, the de facto capitol

of the Union-occupied South, and host to the largest and earliest-documented

communities of “contraband,” runaway slaves.  Home base to legions of photographers

and delineators from the burgeoning illustrated weeklies, Hampton’s contraband

community was the subject of several influential depictions of freed slaves in illustrated

magazines, profoundly influencing the nation’s conception of how the former slaves were

to be integrated within American life and culture.  Hampton, both school and town, are

crucial locales in the development of American perceptions of African Americans since

the Civil War. The school pioneered the use of photography as a promotional tool, not

only for social reform, but for any publicity purpose at all. By the 1890s, the period in

which the Camera Club was founded, Hampton's highly-developed publicity machine

expressed its institutional ethos largely in photographs. It is no coincidence that so many

photographs depict Hampton, and it is appropriate that Johnston's images, the most

recognized images of African-Americans in the history of photography today, have re-

awakened contemporary interest in the school’s history.

Johnston's photographs depict Hampton as a somber, coldly rational civilizing

machine, replete with "before-and-after" pictures calculated to publicize Hampton's

solution to America's African-American and Indian problems.  At face value, Johnston's

photographs imply the school’s mission as a violent stripping away of an inferior native

                                                              
Gallery of American Art/ Studio Museum of Harlem, 1999). Mary Lou Hultgren and Paulette Fairbanks
Molin,     To Lead and to Serve   , op cit.
16James Guimond,     American Photography and the American Dream    , (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1991), p. 37.  See also Van der Zee,     The World of James Van       der Zee: A Visual Record of
Black Americans   , (New York, Grove Press, 1969), pp. 25-7.  On Day, see Barbara L. Michaels, “New
Light on F. Holland Day’s Photographs of African Americans,”     History of Photography    v. 18, Number 4,
Winter 1994, pp. 334-47.
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culture, implanting ethnocentric, genteel mainstream values and conventions in their stead

with a clinical, unsentimental precision.  For its time, this was a progressive attitude,

which despite its ethnocentrism, acknowledged the intellectual and emotional capacity of

African Americans to participate in national life, and offered future possibility to do so.

What was a seemingly candid effort to exhibit Hampton in archetypally positive terms in

its time has defined Hampton in stereotypically negative terms as cultural values shifted

to a relativistic paradigm in the twentieth century.

Most scholars assess Johnston’s work as documentary photographs. Johnston's

images, however, were made for hire, they were commercial images created to publicize

Hampton's efforts, primarily to raise the profile of the Institute and to solicit funds at the

international expositions of 1900 and 1901 in Paris and Buffalo, New York, and thereafter

at local fundraising meetings and in school publications.  Most commentators on

Johnston's work to date naively use Hampton’s publicity photographs as historical

documents to convey what Hampton was actually doing, never seriously entertaining the

possibility that the school was expressing what it wanted supporters to believe it was

doing.  One of the original reviewers of The Hampton Album in 1966 went so far as to

say that the photographs "radiate such innocence and good hope they make me want to

cry,"17 perhaps the best testament to Johnston's skill as a publicity photographer, and

the condescending sentimentality that remained manifest in perceptions of putatively

“positive” images of African Americans.  Despite their constructed character, Johnston’s

images are valuable documents, underscoring the manner in which Hampton sought to

perform its mission to potential donors and the public at large, and as such, they elucidate

a seminal part of Hampton’s story.  They do not objectively depict daily life at the

school, and only with extreme circumspection should they be used as indicators of the

school’s core values. Across the board, the documentary legacy Hampton has left for

posterity is remarkably cagey, contradictory, and resistant to analytical simplification.

Implicitly, the photographs in the Dunbar books and their context provide an

additional vision of Hampton's seemingly unambiguous commitment to assimilating its

African-American and Indian students, complementing and complicating the accepted
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truths characterizing Hampton and the larger industrial education movement for racial

minorities.  Shaped largely by the members of the Hampton Camera Club, the books are

an expression of the Hampton community's multilayered attitudes toward African-

American folk culture and betray a substantial ambivalence toward the school's much-

publicized civilizing mission. Hampton did not merely seek to coldly conquer and

eradicate African-American culture, but also showed considerable interest in the texture,

practicality, and artistry of African-American vernacular traditions.  

Rather than signifying an embrace of African-American vernacular language and

culture, to readers of the last half century, Dunbar’s use of African-American dialect was

an ambiguous sign that was popularly construed as an anachronism, a signifier that

postulated African-American inferiority. Recent scholarship on Dunbar's poetry,

promotes a contradictory interpretation of the poet’s legacy, positing Dunbar's use of

dialect and plantation settings explicitly as a duplicitous means of undermining the

plantation tradition, an example of black “masking.” A calculated misrepresentation

performed for strategic advantage, masking also evokes creolized cultural structures,

couching libertory practices within apparently hegemonic cultural institutions.18  Recent

re-publication of Dunbar’s essays and theatrical works make Dunbar’s positions on racial

equality and African-American cultural legitimacy more explicit.19  Despite the poet’s

use of this contested linguistic genre, Dunbar's poetic narrative expressed an authentic

African-American cultural identity, which in turn dictated the content of most of the

visual images in the books, confusing a cursory interpretation of the images by

contemporary readers as expressions of white supremacy.  Both Dunbar's influence on

the production of the images and his ironic subversion of the plantation tradition

encourage a closer reading of the images.

                                                              
17 Quoted in Guimond, p. 42.
18 cf. Charles Davis, "Paul Laurence Dunbar," in     Black is the Color of the Cosmos      ; Essays on African-   
American Literature and Culture, 1942-1981   , Henry Louis Gates, Editor.  (New York: Garland Publishing,
1982), pp. 121-165.  See also Henry Louis Gates, "Dis and Dat: Dialect and the Descent" in     Figures in
Black      ; Words, Signs, and the "Racial" Self   .  (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987), pp. 167-289,
also Joanne Braxton's introduction,     The Collected Poetry of Paul Laurence Dunbar   , pp. ix-xxxvi.
19 Herbert Martin and Ronald Primeau,    In His Own Voice; the Dramatic and Uncollected Works of Paul
Laurence Dunbar   , (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2002).
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Complementing Dunbar's sophistication as a narrator, the photographs were made

by individuals who lived in a large and diverse African-American community: the

assimilated students, alumni, and faculty of the school, and urban communities in

Hampton, Norfolk, and Newport News, and the rural folk living in the outlying

countryside.  Composed of members of the integrated Hampton faculty, staff, and

administration, the predominantly white, Yankee photographers of the Camera Club lived

in close contact with their African-American students and the surrounding community,

dedicating years of their lives to the education, cultivation, and socio-economic

improvement of African Americans, just a generation removed from slavery.  The

Hampton context suggests a possibility that the photographs depicted individuals and

culture using first-hand experience rather than artistic conventions and media-borne

stereotypes, or at least promoting an alternative ideological agenda than the predominant

white supremacist imagery of the mainstream media.

Members of the Camera Club, a few of whom who were also active organizers of

Hampton’s Folklore Society, preferred Dunbar’s poetry in black dialect, because of its

authentic and unique African-American voice.  Writing in the Southern Workman, one the

school’s publicists, Helen Ludlow, assessed Dunbar’s dialect work in Candle Lightin’

Time, the second of the Camera Club books:

…we are especially glad that he has since devoted himself entirely to his
dialect writing—especially in his verse.  It’s not that he can’t do the other
thing [write in standard English], but that his white brother can’t do this;
at any rate not anything like so well.  We like to hear the

‘Jay bird chattin’ wif de bee,
Tryin’ to teach him grammah,’

And are sure the bee should be very much obliged.20

Members of the Hampton community supported black vernacular expression, and

specifically differentiated between the quality of white and black writers in the genre.

Many members of the Hampton community were also highly knowledgeable and

committed to collecting African-American folklore. Using animal allegories of racial

                     
20 Helen W. Ludlow, Book Reviews, “Candle Lightin’ Time”     SW     , December 1901, p. 697.
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character, themselves drawn from African-American folklore, Ludlow suggests that

genteel, middle-class culture might have something to gain from vernacular African-

American oral traditions, that the industrious bee might suspend his buzzing to hear the

jay bird’s chatter.

Hardly representative of the racist extremes of the era, the integrated Hampton

faculty and photographers represented an enlightened end of the ideological spectrum

among the white population.  Contemporary readers will find latent racist images in the

books, although there is clearly more to be said about the images in the degree to which

the photographers intentionally avoided stereotypical conventions.  Close attention to

visual material in the books and detailed inquiry into the social and historical contexts

surrounding the production of the images reveals an effort by the photographers, like

Dunbar, to subvert the conventions of the plantation tradition.  Paralleling Dunbar in their

own medium, the Hampton photographers sought to supplant traditional caricatures of

African Americans by using photography as a new standard of realism to supporting the

validity of the African-American vernacular and the individual humanity of African-

American people.  Despite an apparently stereotypical surface that seems to represent

predictable racist attitudes toward African Americans at the time, the books are central

cultural documents in the evolution of the visual depiction of African Americans, masked,

like Dunbar’s verse, as plantation literature.

The photographs in the Dunbar books explicitly sought to evade the pictorial

conventions characterizing African Americans that were typical of the era: servile,

maudlin grins, hand-wringing pathos, and bestial, unrestrained savagery.  Among the

primary contexts in which photography at Hampton is meaningful is Hampton’s

concerted effort to reform depictions of African Americans in the national media using

photography, not only by correcting crude and demeaning hand-rendered stereotypes, but

also the necessary reductions of individual personalities that were effected by well-

meaning reformers, a practice that was inaugurated and necessitated by abolitionism.  

Both Johnston’s images and those made by Miner and the Camera Club specifically

sought to endow African Americans with an image of self-determination and self-help,

rather than positing unindividuated objects of pity and condescension. Images cast in this
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sentimental and romantic mold continued to appear in reformist documentary

photographs through the twentieth century, which portrayed African Americans as two-

dimensional icons of sentimentality rather than as complex individuals.  

In the Dunbar books particularly, the Camera Club photographers sought to

invest their models with complex and varied personal characteristics, of which race is but

one factor.  Despite their efforts to eliminate the vestiges of essentialism and

sentimentality, several images scattered through the books exhibit a modicum of

sentimentality and comedy, but more significantly, the photographs in the Dunbar books,

especially those made by Miner, often succeed in transcending conventional

representations of African-American subjects. The subjects' range of costume, for

instance, seems calculated to defy conventional representations; subjects are not all

dressed in rags, nor are they dressed as stereotypical dandies, and the images present a

great range of racial and physiognomic characteristics.  While most of the photographic

locations describe scenes within a stone’s throw of iconic cabins, there are many notable

exceptions.  When Dunbar's narrative did not specify location, the photographers often

depicted merely modest homes.  Many images show people at work in menial jobs, a

function of Dunbar's text and a reflection of social reality.  In most of the images of

working people, however, an expression of sober responsibility pervades, and most seem

to be working for their own families and survival, a theme appropriate to Hampton’s

much-touted gospel of self-help.  While many of the images are set in the pre-

Emancipation past, an equal number depicted the photographic present, and looked

toward a future promise.

Many of the images in the Dunbar books were staged, based on fictional

narratives, and produced in an institution that publicized its civilizing mission. It is ironic

that the images were created with a documentary purpose, albeit not in the social reform

tradition in the manner of Jacob Riis or Lewis Hine.  Hampton’s photographers

ultimately didn’t address a single acute issue but sought to effect a long-term, more

pervasive cultural reform, to use photography’s capacity for accuracy and detail as a

means of differentiating individuals and altering social perceptions of African Americans.

Despite Hampton's apparent public repudiation of traditional African-American folk
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culture, the images in the Dunbar books are calculated to demonstrate the value of

elements of that culture.  The central problem to be solved by an analysis of the Dunbar

books is to reconcile Hampton's public assertions with the contradiction implicit in the

Dunbar books and the strong ethnographic tradition at the school from which the images

sprang.  While photographers may express cultural “value” by making images in an elegiac

or “salvage” documentary mode, as is often the case when cultures are thought to be

disappearing, the images in the Dunbar books express more than a sentimental paean to

the disappearance of a picturesque culture.  Although the books surely romanticize

traditional African-American culture, the images entertain the notion that African-

American folk culture represents a workable alternative to genteel civility, with admirable

practices African Americans might retain and that mainstream culture might incorporate.

As it is constructed in the Dunbar books, and as it was generally understood at Hampton,

African-American vernacular culture represented a worldview that persisted despite

education, cultural, and technological acculturation, as an ethnicity rather than as a

separate culture or a perversion of white culture.  Hampton’s modernizing vision also

forged a creolized culture.

Centuries of slavery inevitably fostered behavioral and psychological disorders;

Hampton articulated its mission as an undoing of this legacy of slavery, rehabilitating an

African-American civilization that paralleled white civilization, and which would intersect

with white culture primarily in the public sphere.  Despite Hampton’s avowed mission to

preserve racial boundaries, Dunbar and Hampton’s photographers idealistically exposed

African-American homes to reveal the black domestic sphere to white audiences, a

figurative means of viewing within the mask and through the veil, to testify to the

morality and civil character of African-Americans, attesting to a psychic interior only

marginally different than that of white Americans, despite racial and cultural  differences.

The authors of the photo-texts, both Dunbar and the photographers, sought to undermine

romantic racialism, a less virulent notion, yet another fixed notion essentializing

individuals and idealizing them according to race. This convention was derived from the

tradition of domestic sentimentality and modeled upon Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle

Tom’s Cabin, portraying African Americans as  childlike, intuitively moral, and helpless
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sympathetic individuals, secular missionary prospects, and objects of an impulse to

“uplift” and civilize from a condition of abjection.

Nearly forgotten today, Dunbar’s illustrated volumes were among Hampton’s

most visible publicity instruments.  Despite its prodigious output and technical capacity,

Hampton’s Camera Club remains relatively unknown to scholarship on visual culture and

American cultural history.  For several reasons aside from Dunbar’s use of dialect, these

books remained relatively obscure for the better part of a century following their initial

publication, despite their significance and attractions.  To some extent, these hybrid

photo-texts occupy interstices separating academic disciplines, making them difficult to

address methodologically. Despite their prominence and cultural importance, historians of

visual culture and literary critics have largely disregarded the photographs in the books; as

gift books, produced with ornate, gilded bindings, decorated margins, and photographs,

they suggest commercialism and an ornamental, ostentatious appeal that was beneath the

standards of “serious” literary scholarship.  Furthermore, the images never existed in the

art market or outside Hampton’s archives, and analysis of the images formally and

individually is a methodological challenge beyond making subjective qualitative judgments

as to the merit of the work; there are no central images in this body of work to focus

upon.  Hampton's photographers were amateurs, anonymous part-time artists and

hobbyists, and substantive biographical information for them is nearly irretrievable.

A further reason the books remained obscure was that Hampton’s significant

history and mission entered a long period of eclipse, fading into obscurity, ultimately the

result of the Northward and urban migration of the majority of African Americans in the

years after World War One and growing belief in the obsolescence of the industrial

education movement following the death of Booker T. Washington in 1915.  Because of

Hampton’s widespread exposure after the Civil War well into the twentieth century,

Hampton was a prominent target for criticism.  Most frequently, the public encounters

Hampton’s rich and complex history primarily in Booker T. Washington’s

autobiography, Up From Slavery (1901), a historical document promoting Hampton

employing an archaic and highly subjective rationale, the school’s major publicity vehicle

and historical artifact since the book’s first publication.  Ultimately W.E.B DuBois’ 1903
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work, The Souls of Black Folk, determined Hampton’s lasting legacy framed primarily in

the context of the author’s well-publicized rift with Booker T. Washington, despite his

own early support for the institution.

Recently however, as in so many once-settled areas of scholarship, Hampton’s

legacy is being re-evaluated, renewed, and contested.  Long overdue, historian Robert F.

Eng’s biography of Samuel Chapman Armstrong, a probing and thorough examination of

Hampton’s legacy, complicates and contradicts simplistic and cursory characterizations

of the institution’s unexamined investment in white supremacy in its teaching methods

and organization. While those vestiges were there to be sure, Hampton’s purpose and

achievement were far more ambitious, ultimately working to eliminate disparities of

wealth, education, political representation, and life expectancy between European-,

African-, and Native Americans.  Many of Hampton’s founding principles remain

pragmatic means of fostering economic parity and raising third-world living conditions:

from poverty, oppression, and neglect, to the basic standards of modernity, while

instilling self-confidence and autonomy.

Delivered from the feudal conditions of chattel slavery and banished from the

national conscience with the end of Reconstruction in 1876, former slaves required a long-

term effort at relieving these problems, then unforthcoming from market forces or

governmental sources.  At no point in its history did Hampton intend to train the entire

local African-American population.  From the beginning, Hampton sought to train

teachers across the South who would teach others to help themselves and raise their own

standard of living.  Largely secular, with non-sectarian services in the campus church,

evangelism was never explicitly part of the school’s mission.  Hampton is remarkable in

the degree to which it preserved and encouraged its students to retain African-American

cultural traditions, despite overwhelming cultural resistance. Hampton’s government-

funded education of Indians, from 1868 to 1912, like other off-reservation boarding

schools, remains a greater point of controversy.  If Hampton had failed to address the

educational and cultural needs of a great many of its unassimilated Indian students, it does

not automatically follow that Hampton failed its African-American students or all its

Indian students.  With profound cultural, educational, and linguistic differences,
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Hampton’s curriculum did not serve all of its students equally well.  Hampton’s greatest

failure perhaps, was to consider Indians as a singular group with like educational and

cultural needs.  Many Eastern Indians, acculturated for hundreds of years by contact with

European cultures, for example, had vastly different educational needs in 1900 than many

Plains Indian groups, conquered less than a generation earlier, with much lesser skills, for

instance, in speaking English.  Regardless of ethnic background, assimilated students who

offered talent and promise beyond the capacity of local educational resources, were

served well at Hampton.  Hampton, in fact, was never chartered specifically to serve any

specific race, its mission merely dictates that it teach “without distinction of color.”21

Although their numbers were relatively small, non-Indian white students received an

education at Hampton superior to that which they would have received in remote rural

locales.  With a large endowment, excellent facilities, curricula similar to those in

comparable vocational and normal schools, a diverse student body, and an environment

that fostered and rewarded work-study opportunities, Hampton was an excellent place

for poor Southern students to receive elementary, technical, agricultural, and teacher

training.22

Unfortunately, Hampton’s position in the scholarly consciousness is largely a

derivative of fluctuations in the scholarly assessment of Booker T. Washington’s legacy,

ultimately determined by W.E.B. DuBois’ much-read negative assessment of

Washington’s brand of industrial education in a chapter of Souls of Black Folk. DuBois

and his allies ultimately directed their public criticism of industrial education at

Washington, finding in Tuskegee Institute the representative icon of the larger movement

initiated at Hampton.  Overshadowed for posterity, Hampton largely remains a footnote

in the story of Washington's career, and the legacy of industrial education remains a point

of controversy, like the Dunbar books, a frustratingly difficult, elusive, and uncooperative

subject for easy scholarly synthesis.  Each of the recent scholars who has attempted to

summarize the historical legacy of Hampton and the industrial education movement has

                     
21 Roy D. Hudson, “Foreword,”     Stony the Road   , p. xi.
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felt compelled to revise an initial assessment of the institution and its mission and to

posit a corrective, second vision to complement an initial assessment.23

The fact is, the record is extraordinarily long, complex and contradictory, spanning

several institutions which diverged philosophically and evolved independently as time

went on. One should not extrapolate historical actuality inductively from any single

source, especially from an institution perched on the edge of compromise between three

contesting factions.  Ultimately, the education philosophy and reality of institutions as

mutable and veiled as those of Tuskegee or Hampton must be rendered in their

complexity and rigorous totality. The industrial educations promoted at Tuskegee or

Hampton, its parent school, differed and fluctuated over time, presenting themselves very

differently at times in divergent contexts.  Houston Baker’s dual contradictory portraits

of Washington in separate works ultimately provide a plausible means of doing just that,

of balancing the public and private statements articulated by partisans of industrial

education: superimposing what the institutions thought they were teaching, what they

intended to accomplish, what they actually did, and their lasting cultural influence.24

Although Baker seemingly forswore his earlier analysis in his latter work, hardly citing his

earlier take on the subject, both of Baker’s visions resonate in and out of phase, providing

a plausible actuality, a pattern of interference and additive emphasis created when two

distinct wave patterns intersect and interact.  Assessing any cultural document, at any

degree of resolution, requires simultaneously balancing a thesis while entertaining its

                                                              
22 Historian Frederick Rudolph offers a similar assessment in the essay, “Samuel Chapman Armstrong;
Founder of Hampton Institute” in Vivian Patterson,     Carrie Mae         Weems; The Hampton Project   , (New York/
Williamstown, MA: Aperture/ Williams College Museum of Art, 2000). p. 61.
23 I am referring specifically to the work of Robert Engs, in     Freedom’s First Generation      ; Black Hampton,
VA.    (1979) and      Educating the Disfranchised and Disinherited; Samuel Chapman Armstrong and Hampton
Institute    (1999); Laura Wexler, “Black and White and Color” in the journal     Prospects    (1988) and     Tender
Violence; Domestic Visions in an Age of U.S. Imperialism     (2000) and Houston Baker,      Modernism and the
Harlem Renaissance    (1987) and     Turning South Again; Rethinking Modernism, Rereading Booker T.   
(2001).  Each author candidly contradicts an earlier assessment of industrial education.
24 In      Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance    (1987) Baker uses Washington as a foil to posit the
ineffectual political results the aestheticism of the Harlem Renaissance effected, arguing Washington’s
masquerade and driving machination represents the apotheosis of black Modernism. In     Turning South
Again; Rethinking Modernism/ Re-reading Booker T.    (Durham: Duke University Press, 2001), Baker
recants his earlier assessment, excoriating Washington for betraying his obligations to his people to enrich
himself and mimetically ingratiate himself with representatives of wealth and power.
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antithesis, not necessarily a seamless synthesis, but juxtaposing and keeping evident

contradictions within sight.

Articulated in an atmosphere of virulent racism, Hampton and Dunbar, like

Booker T. Washington, frequently coded their opposition to white supremacy and the

racial caste system, often densely concealing their intentions within obfuscations and

simplifications for public consumption.  More than in any other era and American

historical situation, African Americans and institutions dedicated to their advancement

had to thread a narrow path through obstacles that could provoke potentially volatile and

violent opposition.  Under these circumstances, historians and critics should be extremely

wary of taking any public utterances made by proponents of industrial education at face

value.

Although the American Missionary Association funded Hampton at its inception,

the school remained a largely secular institution. However, like many institutions

dedicated to social reform, the “Hampton Idea” was predicated on the secular vestiges of

evangelism: it was a city on a hill, an exemplary institution that was to graduate illustrious

individuals, who would teach by example and therefore effect the “uplift” of the race.

Much of black social reform is dominated by the figure of the exemplary individual, and

many black leaders have sought to lead by example.  Rarely regarded as individuals by the

culture at large, any perceived moral failure by an individual was immediately construed

as a shortcoming in the African-American “character.”  Because African-Americans are

defined by visible differences and undifferentiated as individuals in the calculus of racism,

projecting the aura of unassailable rectitude played an important discursive role in

uplifting the race and the identity of the African-American middle class.  Performing

outer-directed behavior imposed upon by racism and inherited from the Calvinist

theology of election, middle-class African Americans, like many Americans who aspired

to gentility and social leadership, were highly conscious of their visibility, masking their

complexity as individuals, and obscuring their personal shortcomings and insecurities.25  

                     
25 Kevin Gaines,     Uplifting the Race; Black Leadership, Politics and Culture in the Twentieth Century   ,
(Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1996).   Gaines defines the varieties of the vague
term, “uplift,” and ultimately undermines racial division, allying the African-American middle class to the
middle class at large, which both defined themselves against the mass of African-American culture.
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Save for four years of civil war, the South was never an entity wholly separate

from the North, and the industrial education movement and its attendant publicity

machine largely spawned threads of connection between the North and Black South

during the tenuous decades of the “nadir” prior to the great migration.  Following the Civil

War, it was virtually impossible to make a forthright stand in the South against racial

injustice, a time in which the White North was largely ambivalent to the plight of Black

Southerners, who were increasingly restricted by public policy and private custom, their

rights of citizenship and promises of war reparations progressively abrogated and

revoked. Given the rigid strictures of racial hierarchy, paternalism and sentimentality

weren’t ineffective means of reawakening support and empathy for Southern Blacks in

the North, despite their origins in the missionary tradition and minstrelsy.26  Racist

discourses were directed toward just ends, even facilitating a more equitable society, in

which race would not factor into social and economic circumstance or political

participation.

Photographs too, are elusive documents from which to derive historical truth; so

often the context in which they appear determines their meaning.  The Camera Club

provided the school with stock images for its multitude of official publications, which

catered to diverse constituencies, which as often as not had vastly different interests in

the school’s activities. The school emphasized vocational training and discipline to

Whites, to African Americans it denounced disparities between blacks and whites in

citizenship rights, wealth, education, and social status. Hampton spun both its

educational mission and mined its photographic archive to imply a variety of social

agendas. Like many institutions and entities, Hampton overlaid competing and contrasting

interests, promoting several agendas at once, sometimes believing its own propaganda,

sometimes warily obscuring its purposes.  If anything, Hampton’s underlying

philosophy was pragmatic, devious, and improvisatory, using whatever tools and

discourses it had at its disposal to further its own institutional survival. Always

                     
26 Eugene Genovese begins his monumental study by asserting that the paternalism of American slavery
in fact prevented the brutal conditions of the agricultural factories of much of the New World, and
protecting both parties from its potential excesses.      Roll, Jordan Roll; The World the Slaves Made    (New
York: Vintage Books, 1975), p. 6.
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paramount was Hampton’s steadfast commitment to educating African Americans in as

many ways as it could so as to foster their continued survival and undermine social

disfranchisement to the furthest limits white society—and their own personal biases--

could reasonably bear.  Through the years this study spans, roughly from the 1890s

through the 1920s, this too, fluctuated widely, as the institution’s culture and mission

transformed and evolved.

Analysis of the photographs in these books demands a rigorous and circumspect

exploration of the contexts informing the images in the books: the text that is associated

with them, and the habits of thought that inform like images of their type, an iconographic

or typological approach. At nearly every interpretive level, the Dunbar books are hybrid

expressions, multivalent and irreducible at several levels. They are complex collaborative

productions of images playing against texts, initially visions of Hampton’s thirty or so

active Camera Club photographers playing with and against Dunbar, expressions of

multiplicity, contradiction and contiguity.  The books are intersecting networks of deeply

related discourses, individuals, and institutions, models of accretive juxtapositions, not

linear narratives.  

Their complexity is their organizing principle; they are influential polyvocal texts,

prototypically Modern expressions of an African-American intellectual sensibility.  They

are explicitly a negation of a totalizing vision of African-American “character,” and a

creole vision of African-American culture, transcending hierarchies of race and ultimately

identifying and validating the vernacular African-American contributions to American and

international intellectual culture.  This study analyzes a series of cultural artifacts which

because of their inherent multidisciplinary expression, require analytical skills in several

areas, the only manner in which these books may be read; among the reasons they have

eluded analysis for so long.  Rather than being a traditional interdisciplinary study

demonstrating the manner in which an pervasive discourse appears in diverse cultural

forms, by necessity this study is a cultural study from the inside-out, tracing

interrelationships between several discourses and factors as they wend their way through

an individual cluster of cultural “artifacts.”  The major discourses informing these works

are the hierarchical thought underlying nineteenth-century expressions of sympathy in
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reformist literature and visual culture, the prevalence of social performance and

dissemblance by African Americans and in photographic portraiture, and the Modernism

derived from vernacular African-American sources that deeply informed twentieth-

century intellectual and aesthetic expression.  Establishing that the books represent an

innovative use of representational technology, that they reject hierarchical thought, that

they sought to repudiate sentimental conventions and emphasize the individuality of their

subjects, this study ultimately suggests that the Dunbar books typify the vernacular,

African-American roots of aesthetic Modernism predating World War One.

Book One represents the historical and cultural background at Hampton Institute,

the institutional context from which the books issued, and which the books indirectly

publicized.  Chapter One sketches the historical situation of Hampton Institute from the

Civil War to the turn of the century.  Chapter Two recounts the sophisticated publicity

apparatus and print culture at the school, and Chapter Three details the culture of the

Hampton Folklore Society, which defines an ethnographic, proto-relativistic sensibility at

the school, an organization in which several members of the Camera Club were also active.

Part Two traces histories of the actual creators of the books.  Since Paul Laurence

Dunbar’s work is studied in great depth in several other sources, Chapter Four explores

only his specific relationship to Hampton and the production of the books with the

Camera Club.  The second section of the chapter traces the history of the Hampton

Institute Camera Club, and Chapter Five presents a detailed biographical portrait of Leigh

Richmond Miner, who emerged as the lead photographer of the books, demonstrating his

aesthetic sensibility and reconstructing his commitment to and interaction with African-

American vernacular culture.

Book Two presents the major interpretive factors informing the Dunbar books. I

address the pervasive ideologies that inform the images, beginning with the ideology of

what Laura Wexler has termed “domestic sentimentality,” a crucial component of the

history of reformist photography of African Americans and the plantation tradition.  I

omit, however, a detailed history and analysis of the seminal works of the plantation
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tradition, as literary scholars have discussed and catalogued them in great detail.27

Chapter Six explores African-American figures as sentimental icons in the American

documentary tradition, a secularized missionary impulse in the latter half of the

nineteenth century, which cast African Americans as childlike and helpless archetypes of

therapeutic intervention, an implicitly hierarchical, paternalistic vision. Figured as

children, African Americans prompted readers’ sympathy and sanctioned voyeuristic

entry into African-American homes and psyches, recesses obscured from outsiders,

within the figurative mask, and the object of outsiders’ curiosity.  The photographers of

the Dunbar books fashioned their images in part as a corrective to this pervasive and

uncritically stereotypical depiction of African-American subjects, investing their models

with a great degree of independence and self-possession.  Despite the advances made in

the Dunbar books, reducing individual African-American figures to sentimental archetypal

victims of social injustice remained a major visual convention into the 1980s and

sporadically thereafter.  One of the Dunbar books’ major contributions to visual culture is

their substantial evasion of sentimental conventions and hierarchy in the depiction of

documentary subjects, still a fairly elusive proposition one hundred years later.28

Chapter Seven interprets Dunbar’s landmark poem, “We Wear the Mask,” at

several levels, as a generic expression of social dissemblance, as a critique of gauging

interior character by viewing exterior features, and as a performance of sentimentality,

positing the emotional “character” of African Americans underlying a comic facade.  This

chapter offers several visions of the nature of Paul Laurence Dunbar’s “mask”, a crucial

element of the poet’s work, which also informed the photography in the books. The

poem appeared three years before the creation of the photography books, and I contend it

refers in part to the performance of identity before the camera.  Rather than being a

                     
27 See for instance David Blight’s chapter on the plantation tradition in     Race and Reunion; The Civil War
in American Memory   , (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2001).
28 Ethnographer Kathleen Stewart’s abstract and fertile theoretical work,     A Space at the Side of the Road   
addresses this issue substantively in its application to documentary representations of Appalachian
subjects, drawing its argument from pioneering questions raised by James Agee and Walker Evans’     Let Us
Now Praise Famous Men   .  Kathleen Stewart,     A Space at the Side of the Road; Cultural Poetics in an
“Other” America   , (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996).  James Agee and Walker Evans,     Let
Us Now Praise Famous Men   , (1941/1960: rpt., Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1980).
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deceptive expression of duplicity and misrepresentation, Dunbar’s mask is an expression

of a double-consciousness, like the photographic books, a composite figure suggesting the

mutability of identity, of two or more visions being played together, a precursor of the

polyvalent variety of Modernist expression.  In the Dunbar books, the mask is

manifested in images of the African-American cabin, a salient and repetitive iconographic

component of the books’ text and imagery.  The books offer readers access to the interior

of African-American spaces typically obscured from them, symbolically promising an

exposé of the African-American “character” and psyche.  Chapter Eight interprets the

photographs in the Dunbar books as images undermining the validity of the Progressive

exposé, finding within the cabin an assortment of diverse characters, like DuBois’ plural

and fractured “souls,” undermining an essential vision of singular African-American

character.  The Conclusion, Chapter Nine, explores the books as inchoate expressions of a

Modernist ethos, a merging of an African-American vernacular culture and technological

Modernism.  Interpreted as a whole, and by incorporating an awareness of the

photographs as a part of Dunbar’s expression, the photo-texts are transitional artifacts

documenting ethnocentric, hierarchical thought becoming relativistic, and Progressivism

and Realism becoming Modernism, a process of cultural change observable at Hampton,

in the Camera Club’s images, and in Dunbar’s literary oeuvre.  An Epilogue suggests the

lingering persistence of sentimentality in Modernist photography and literary depictions

of African Americans, and highlights further attempts to undermine its influence in

documentary media.

Rarely studied or reproduced until only recently, historic photographs of African

Americans are increasingly finding their way into publication and the popular

consciousness. Of images that predate those commissioned by the Farm Security

Administration in the 1930's, only a few works once came to mind: Frances Benjamin

Johnston's Hampton Album, the incidental gravediggers and teamsters in documentary

images of the Civil War, racist novelty cards and stereoviews, and James VanDerZee’s

Harlem portraits of the 1920's.  Several recent works have addressed this paucity and

have expanded the canon, including Without Sanctuary, an anthology of essays and

images documenting lynchings, the works of Shawn Michelle Smith and Deborah Willis
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on DuBois’ photographic collection of Black Atlantans for the Paris Exposition of 1900,

and Alan Trachtenberg’s landmark study, Reading American Photographs, which first

published analysis of early daguerreotypes of African-born slaves commissioned by the

naturalist Louis Agassiz.

Even so, historical photographs of African Americans do not occupy the national

consciousness in earnest until the work of the photographers of the FSA in the 1930s, a

scattering of iconic images from Life magazine, and news photographs of the Civil Rights

movement.  Despite the current renaissance examining images of African Americans in

American visual culture, the same work appears again and again in academic studies, a

troubling trend that is largely a product of the commercialization of historic photographs.

Although more and more images are viewable via internet, fewer and fewer images are

freely available for scholarly study without crippling reproduction fees, especially as

culturally influential and iconic images are stockpiled by for-profit agencies.  The canon of

images of African Americans remains extremely limited, and the academic market clearly

demands an expansion, a need this study explicitly seeks to address by exploring

vernacular images that appeared widely in publication rather than on museum walls.

Visual culture, still in the process of defining itself and freeing itself from the art market’s

emphasis upon connoisseurship and originality, is also increasingly examining and

interpreting non-canonical visual “texts” with a broader new historicity.  Once a bastion

of exclusivity and connoisseurship, scholarship on visual media is revitalized by a new

emphasis upon popular media and visual iconography.  Visual criticism is infused with a

new rigor, prioritizing cultural and creative influence rather than technical mastery or

exclusivity.

Racism only indirectly plays a part in the relative inaccessibility of historic images

of African Americans.  Many photographs have not been brought to public light for fear

of voyeuristically exploiting African-American misery and subjugation or reactivating

incendiary racist images.  More importantly, there has also been a prevalent tendency

until recently to merely reject historic images of African Americans because they

perpetuate racism, that they are self-explanatory, that there are no legitimate subtexts to

explore, or information about the mechanics of racism to glean.  Few Americans want to
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immerse themselves in the logic of racism; these fears, however, have made the African-

American presence and participation in visual culture and history a polite abstraction,

merely a subsidiary consideration in a facile, moralizing rejection of important chapters in

race relations, distancing contemporary audiences from the tangible and subtle dimensions

of a predominantly ugly past.  We are not as far from the past as we’d like to believe, and

fear and unwillingness to examine and consider the subtleties and appeal of racism breed

further reductions of shared humanity and historical and cultural differences.

Despite our best attempts to excise stereotypes from contemporary media,

derogatory images of African Americans occupied a central position in the visual culture

of the United States.  Their difference defined primarily in visual terms, African

Americans have appeared in American mass media as exotic or inferior counterpoints to

the American mainstream, as symbols of the diverse population in the United States, as

well as unfortunate icons demonstrating the shortcomings of democracy and capitalism

throughout U.S. history.  Imaging African Americans in visual media was frequently a

political act, a rhetorical means by which one illustrated a political agenda.  In the

nineteenth century, for instance, comic images of African Americans emblematized the

limits of democracy, underscoring the fear that that power in the hands of ignorant,

uneducated masses threatened to corrupt and debase government and national polity.

Both the minstrel tradition and primitivist Modernism utilized images of African

Americans as emblems of defiance and as means of resisting the strictures of bourgeois

society and western civilization.  The same figures are symbols of both subjugation and

emancipation, and for the most part, have only a tenuous basis in reality, but with

profound influence upon ideology.  

Similarly, critics of American democracy and capitalism have used stereotypical

African-American figures as touchstones to point out the incompleteness of the American

democratic project, as powerful reminders of what used to be called “the race problem,”

as symbols of economic disparities, or as reminders of the disjunction between American

ideals and reality, that life as it is lived by the residents of our nation frequently doesn’t

conform to the noble ideals laid out in the sacred texts of American democracy.   To

whites, African Americans also function as a seemingly symmetrical opposite polarity in
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American life, a “them” to galvanize diverse ethnic groups into an ”us.”  In each case,

white Americans perceived African Americans as a symbolic population, rarely

differentiated as individuals.  Individual African Americans were but icons conducting

larger social issues, individual identities totally eclipsed by their racial identity.  

To optimistic nineteenth-century critics of race relations, such as the members of

the Hampton Camera Club, photography offered the possibility of a countervailing

reality, rendering the individuality of African-American faces it captures, a powerful

means of refuting the stereotypical notion of black physiognomic sameness, of reducing

individuals to a convention, a ritual mask.  W.E.B. DuBois for instance, like Jophnston,

also assembled a body of photographs for the Negro Exhibit in the Paris Exposition of

1900, precisely as a means of contradicting this popular misconception.  Demonstrating a

wide range of black “types” of varying physical characteristics using light-skinned and

middle-class subjects, DuBois asserted individuality of character as he contradicted

media-borne stereotypes of poverty, ignorance, and backwardness.29  Thus, at the turn of

the century, image-makers construed photography of African Americans as a possible

means of subverting racial stereotypes, an objective means of correcting distortions

wrought by the inaccuracies of the human mind and hand.  The photographs in the

Dunbar books, which were more extensive, more widely distributed, and integrally related

to these two bodies of work, deserve equal consideration and recognition by scholars of

American visual culture.  In addition to illustrating Dunbar’s work, the Camera Club also

illustrated innumerable articles for Hampton’s school magazine, the Southern Workman,

including a 1901 series of sociological articles by DuBois, ”The Problem of Housing the

Negro.”30 A photograph ironically captioned “In Mammy’s Cabin” in the article, ”The

Home of the Slave” appears in a Camera Club album captioned “Aunt Lucy Giles.”

                     
29 Recently published for the first time from originals housed at the Library of Congress in     A Small
Nation of People; W.E.B.        DuBois and African-American Portraits of Progress   , (New York:
Amistad/HarperCollins, 1993). Shawn Michelle Smith’s thorough and precise analysis of this body of
photographs is elaborated in     Photography and the Color Line      ; W.E.B.        DuBois, Race and Visual Culture   ,
(Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2004).
30 W.E.B. DuBois, “The Problem of Housing the Negro; The Home of the Slave,”     Southern Workman   ,
(September 1901), p. 491.
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DuBois’ article debunks the sentimental conventions of plantation literature using a

Camera Club image.31

Today Hampton is recognized by historians of visual culture primarily for

commissioning Frances Johnston to make photographs for the school; it was the

membership of the Camera Club however, who enabled the school to use photographs

effectively in its publicity efforts, forming the core of the school’s publication office.

Without the photographic facilities and knowledge at the school established by the

Camera Club, without duplication facilities or venues to print the images, the school

would not have been aware of Johnston, hired her, or used her images effectively.

 Miner’s images rival Johnston's output in technical quality and artistic

accomplishment.  Raised in rural Connecticut, from a white family of modest means,

Miner made remarkably accomplished, intimate portraits of African-Americans for his

own artistic purposes.  Like many members of the Camera Club, Miner photographed

former slaves in their homes and communities, a landmark body of work recording

individuals and rural African-American material culture at the turn of the century.

Although only a small percentage of his work has been published since the early days of

the twentieth century, Miner still ranks among the most widely-published and significant

individual photographers of African-American subjects in this century.  

As scholars now recognize, Paul Laurence Dunbar was among the nineteenth-

century precursors to the writers and artists who “discovered” the expressive

sophistication of American vernacular culture in the 1920s and ‘30s.  Despite

Modernists’ professed desire to sweep the residue of the nineteenth century into the ash-

heap of history, the Depression represents a rediscovery of the artistic vigor of vernacular

traditions, many of which evolved in America in the nineteenth century, embodying and

preceding Modernism proper.32  Miner, Dunbar, and the photographers of the Hampton

Camera Club represent a major intersection in the history of representational practice, not

only conveying the iconography of the rural South photographically to the documentary

                     
31 Camera Club albums, HUA.
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generation of the 1930s, but conveying an African-American aesthetic, and a specifically

Modern aesthetic, into the next generation.

                                                              
32 John Kouwenhoven’s     The Arts in Modern American Civilization    (New York: W.W. Norton, 1967),
initially published as      Made in America    in 1948.  Kouwenhoven says much the same thing, extrapolating
from machine design and ultimately African-American vernacular music, jazz.
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Fig. 2.  Camera Club Photographer, ca. 1900, “Aunt Lucy Giles” (“In
Mammy’s Cabin” Southern Workman, Sept. 1901, p. 491.) Original
cyanotype, HUA.
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BOOK ONE: HISTORIES

Chapter One - Hampton Panorama: Education and Ideology at
Hampton Institute

Fig. 3.  FBJ, [Hampton Institute campus from offshore], ca. 1900,
FBJ, P&P, LC. Neg. LC-USZ62-68930

Situated at the tip of the Virginia peninsula at the gateway to Chesapeake Bay,

Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute was founded in 1868 on the site of a major

Union command, hospital and supply center, Camp Hamilton and Fortress Monroe.

Throughout the Civil War, the Fort and town of Hampton was a primary gathering spot

for Confederate "contrabands," a term established by General Benjamin Butler to free

slaves who crossed into Union lines by manipulating their legal status as captured

property. In May 1861, Fortress Monroe was the site of the first group of slaves

emancipated by legal action in U.S. history. Thousands of slaves who wrested their

freedom during the course of the war gathered in the area, seeking refuge, sustenance, and

material assistance under the aegis of the Union Army command.  In summer 1861, in

response to the slaves’ demand for literacy and education, Mary Peake, an educated local

free woman of color, established a makeshift school for contrabands near the site of what
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would become Hampton Institute.1  Later that year, General Butler established a school

at Hampton operated by the American Missionary Association.2

The photographs in the Dunbar books largely depict the African-American

community of Hampton outlying the school thirty years hence, a locale occupied by the

Union army early in the Civil War, and a major settlement for “contrabands,” and among

the most-documented African-American communities in the nation.  Among the first

images of newly free African Americans presented to the nation, the Hampton

community was the subject of photographs published as engravings, which appeared

during the Civil War in Frank Leslie’s Illustrated and Harper’s Weekly by renderers such

as the photographers of the Matthew Brady Studio, Alfred Waud, Winslow Homer, and

Edwin Forbes.  One of these improvised and impoverished communities, just west of

Hampton, became known as “Slabtown,” because its picturesque houses were

purportedly built from wood reclaimed from packing crates.3

                     
1Francis Greenwood Peabody,     Education for Life; The Story of Hampton Institute, Told in Connection
with the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Foundation of the School   .  (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, Page &
Company, 1918), p. 38.
2Peabody, p. 188.
3 Robert F. Engs,     Freedom’s First Generation; Black Hampton, Virginia, 1861-1890   . (1979, rpt.: New
York: Fordham University Press, 2004) p. 27.
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Fig. 4.  Matthew Brady Studio [Alexander Gardner] daguerreotype,
“’Slabtown,’ Hampton, VA, December 1864.  Civil War Photographs,
P&P, LC.  Neg. LC-B817-7412.
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Fig. 5.  “The Freedmen’s Village, Hampton, Virginia. Photographed by
Gardner.” Wood Engraving from Harper’s Weekly, Sept. 30, 1865, p.
613.  P&P, LC.  Neg. LC-USZ62-106104.

The Hampton Camera Club, Folklore Society, and Southern Workman documented life in

the same community in the years following Reconstruction. It is ironic that the Hampton

community provided the visuals for Dunbar’s poetry, some of which was set during

slavery, and much of which the books presented as being representative of “the quarters.”

The great majority of Hampton’s African-American community was created as a result of

slaves escaping across Union lines and emancipating themselves; few among them would

actually have been slaves at the sites in which they were photographed.4

Because Hampton occupied a crucial strategic position, it was the administrative

capital and stronghold of the occupied South, the departure point for both Union

campaigns against Richmond, further up the James River. As a central administrative

locus of the Sanitary Commission during the Civil War, Hampton also has a legitimate

claim to being the birthplace of American Progressivism.5  During Reconstruction,

                     
4 J[ane] E[liza] Davis, “The Old Butler Farm,”     SW     , February 1905, p. 86-91.
5 Among the primary theorists of American Progressivism, Frederick Law Olmsted, Commissioner of the
Sanitary Commission, was stationed at Hampton Roads.  Olmsted was charged with systematically
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Hampton remained an important administrative center for the Freedman’s Bureau.

Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, Hampton was a central locale in

American life, the major representative locale illustrating the conditions of African-

American life, character, and education, in books, in the press, in visual culture, in music,

and in public policy and government documents. Following the war, the school’s self-

image and national prominence was largely derived from the centrality of its position in

earlier years. It saw itself as the hub of education in the black South, an administrative

center from which its graduates would spread its influence, and uplift the race as a whole,

not simply the residents of its immediate environment.  It vied to be no less than the

capitol of black America, and its effective publicity machine helped it reach that goal,

largely in the person of Booker T. Washington.

Among their many important contributions to the study of American culture, the

Dunbar books illuminate aspects of black life in the town of Hampton from 1890 to 1910,

a crucial period prior to the First World War.  Following the 1907 Jamestown

Tricentennial Exposition, the area urbanized and industrialized, as military installations

grew up around the school, and the cities of Newport News, Norfolk, and Hampton

became the homeport of Roosevelt’s “white fleet.”  The area today is the densest

concentration of military facilities in the nation, including naval installations, shipyards,

airfields, Army and Marine Corps barracks.  Based on population, the Norfolk Naval

Station alone is the largest military base in the world.6  Even at the turn of the century,

Hampton was a ferry ride across Hampton Roads, as the lower Chesapeake harbor area is

called, from shipyards at Norfolk and Newport News, among the nation’s largest and

oldest shipbuilding facilities.7  Hampton Roads remained the seat of U.S. imperial might,

the very epicenter of its naval power, much touted in military theory at the turn of the

century.

                                                              
mitigating environmental causes of disease to minimize non-combat-related Union casualties.  The USSC
was a predecessor of the American Red Cross.
6 Website, “Naval Station Norfolk,” <www.globalsecurity.org/military/facility/norfolk.htm>.
7 The Mariner’s Museum of Newport News maintains an excellent website on local maritime history, with
useful links: <www.mariner.org/chesapeakebay/century/wwi001.html>.
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General Samuel Chapman Armstrong founded Hampton Institute under the

direction of the American Missionary Association in 1868, incorporating the 125-acre

“Little Scotland” plantation, its “Mansion House,” and adjoining grounds formerly

occupied by the Chesapeake Female Seminary.8  Two years later, Armstrong

methodically wrested executive control of the school from the association, and appointed

an independent Board of Trustees.9  Prior to his career as an educator, Armstrong served

in the Union Army as a Captain, then Major with the 125th New York Volunteers.

Finally, as a Lieutenant Colonel and Colonel, he commanded the 8th and 9th Regiments of

U.S. Colored Troops.  At the close of the war he was awarded the rank of Brevet

Brigadier General of Volunteers, and thenceforth was known as General Armstrong.  In

1866, he became the Commissioner of the Freedmen’s Bureau for ten counties in Eastern

Virginia, including the huge contraband settlement at Hampton.10  

Despite his military career, Armstrong was raised a humanitarian and was

committed to social service.  Born in Hawaii in 1839, the son of missionaries, Armstrong

modeled Hampton after the Hilo Boarding and Manual Labor School for Boys, a school

for Hawaiian Islanders run by friends of his parents, and which his father, Richard

Armstrong, oversaw as Minister of Public Education for the Kingdom of Hawaii.11  The

school was both a familiar childhood landmark and a resource in the development of his

educational ideology, the influential "Hampton Idea" of education.  By design,

Armstrong's plan eventually took root not only at Hampton itself, but within its various

highly-visible offshoots for students of color, at Tuskegee, Carlisle, various industrial

schools for African Americans, and the government’s Indian boarding schools.  Beyond

its satellite institutions, in its widest influence, at least according to its partisans,

                     
8 Robert Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised and Disinherited; Samuel Chapman Armstrong and Hampton
Institute, 1839-1893    (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1999), p. 50.
9Peabody,     Education For Life   , p. 100.
10General Samuel Chapman Armstrong, "In the Beginning," Armstrong League of Hampton Workers,
Editors,      Memories of Old Hampton   , (Hampton, VA: The Institute Press, 1909.) p. 4.
11Ibid, p. 4.  Also Engs, Samuel Chapman Armstrong,     Educating the Disfranchised and Disinherited   ,
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1999), p. 11.
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Hampton partially inspired the industrial arts and home economics movements in the

schools for the working class in America's cities during the Progressive era.12

In its early years, and through the early twentieth century, Hampton was what we

would now call a secondary boarding school, with a Normal (teacher-training) junior

college division, and a vigorous night school for those working their way through the

Normal program.  The Whittier school, Hampton’s elementary school for teacher training,

staffed by senior students, served the local community.  Hampton’s night school differed

from contemporary programs in that students worked for the school during the day,

paying tuition by bartering labor.   Regular students worked at unskilled tasks around

campus, and night-school students operated the technical shops, working full-time during

the day and making them financially and technically feasible.  A third of Hampton’s

students in the early years supported themselves by working their way through the

academic night school. By 1884, the school functioned efficiently, using the technical

shops to help underwrite the cost of the school’s facilities and equipment.  Hampton was

one of the few schools that did not heavily underwrite its program in manual education; it

was largely self-supporting and functioning independently, the result of its night school

workers, many of them who came to the school with trade skills.13  They were

encouraged, “bring your tools along.”14  The exchange, of labor for educational self-

advancement, worked well for both parties.

Following emancipation and the repeal of laws forbidding African-American

literacy and education, many students, including Indian students, arrived without any

elementary academic skills.  In its formative years, Hampton commonly taught early

education to students of non-traditional ages.  Although it was founded to teach

Hampton’s refugee population, its mission statement specified the school was open to

students of all races. Founded with a deep sense of mission and self-reliance, and without

an endowment at the outset, its impoverished students built their own classrooms and

                     
12Booker T. Washington, quoted in Edith Armstrong Talbot,     Samuel Chapman Armstrong, A
Biographical Study   .  (New York, Doubleday, Page & Co., 1904).  p. 210.
13 Robert F. Engs,     Freedom’s First Generation   , p. 119-20.
14 Ibid, p. 118.
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buildings to replace the army tents in which they lived, as Booker T. Washington

publicized so prominently in his autobiography.  The school established a brick factory

and sawmill in the process, which served in the rebuilding effort for the entire city of

Hampton, which had burned to the ground during the war.15  The Hampton “idea” of

education was predicated upon the pragmatic integration of technical and intellectual

training; both manual and academic education were to be a by-product of each other, a

symbiotic education of both “head and hand,” in which each division enabled and

enhanced the other.  Hampton’s curriculum evolved continually into the 1920s, when it

became a college.  After 1887 through the early twentieth century, Hampton offered three

major plans of study: mechanics, agriculture, and commerce.  Students took courses in one

of these areas, in addition to the academic courses all were required to take in the

“Normal” program.16

In his history of the school, Francis G. Peabody, Hampton’s First Vice-President

of the Board of Trustees and the President of Harvard University, assessed Armstrong's

educational legacy as "the discovery that a judicious training of the hand is at the same

time a discipline of the mind and will; that industrial efficiency has moral

consequences."17 At least initially, Hampton was neither a proper technical school nor a

scholarly academy. Under Armstrong’s leadership, its primary institutional goal was to

sow in African-American culture the "moral consequences" of manual labor and basic

education.  Its fundamental purpose was to build "character" among its African-American

and Indian students: a work ethic and moral keel.  Peabody articulated Hampton’s

mission as "...essentially a spiritual enterprise, conceived as a form of missionary service,

perpetuated as a school of character...."18 Each of Hampton’s statements in its publicity

materials must be read skeptically; Armstrong himself downplayed religious education

and missionary activity, seeking to establish Hampton as an explicitly practical

institution for African-American education and social and economic advancement.  Among

                     
15 Ibid, p. 13, 128.
16 Ibid, p. 119.
17 Peabody,     Education for Life   , p. xvii.
18 Peabody,     Education for Life   , p. xii.
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the AMA’s schools for African Americans, Hampton was unique in Armstrong’s

commitment to coeducation and educating women, and that it would not teach a classical

education, which Armstrong understood as a means of tracking students toward the

ministry, later a point of contention.  Like his own education at Williams College,

Armstrong sought to promote a secular and pragmatic education that would prove useful

to students who sought immerse themselves in the economy and worldly society, rather

than shrinking from it.  Technical training and education were but by-products, the means

of transmitting civilized standards of morality and propriety, but especially, in instilling

self-sufficiency and self-motivation.  Armstrong and his successors were also

extraordinarily elusive, unwilling to be pinned down over the years by consistently

specifying a single, fixed educational philosophy.  Characteristically, he wooed the

African-American community, northern philanthropists, and the Virginia General

Assembly, which committed fully a third of the state’s Morrill land-grant funding for

African-American education at Hampton, although it was predisposed against educating

its black population at all.19  Throughout his career, Armstrong was a shrewd promoter

of Hampton’s mission, like his protégé, leaving behind him a vague and intentionally

deceptive trail of documentary evidence.

Students were trained in several areas, both technical and academic, to give them

flexible skills they could apply and teach by example to their families and neighbors once

they returned to their hometowns. In its central strategy, Hampton was to solve the "race

problem" by initiating a cascade of consequences, both directly and indirectly influencing

a steadily widening circle of people as each graduating class worked in local communities

and taught others to teach.  As Armstrong put it, Hampton sought "...to awaken a genuine

enthusiasm for the higher life that shall be sustained and shall be the strong support of the

young workers who may go out to be examples to their race."20  By education, by

teaching practical skills, and by transmitting moral and ethical standards, Hampton sought

to break the cycle of dependency, ignorance, and vice fostered by nearly two and a half

centuries of slavery.

                     
19 Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , pp. 83-4.
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Faced with frequent opposition, Armstrong steadfastly promoted the value of co-

education, a somewhat revolutionary stance at the time, which he asserted was a practical

necessity, justified by the central tenet of nineteenth-century domestic philosophy:

If the condition of woman is the true gauge of civilization, how should we
be working, except indirectly, for a real elevation of society by training
young men alone?  The freed woman is where slavery left her...In every
respect the opportunities of the sexes should be equal...21

The school maintained gender roles in the traditional manner.  Men studied manual trades

and acquired hands-on experience at their occupation and were trained in the latest

methods of scientific farming, agricultural management, and teaching.  Women were

trained in domestic skills, home management, childcare, and teaching.  Women performed

domestic chores, in the school kitchen and laundry, and cleaned school facilities.

Individuals of both sexes were encouraged and enabled to support themselves through

school and supplied the school and community with materials, facilities, services, and

agricultural products.  Manual labor also instilled humility and patience in its students, a

rigor central to the objections of many African-American leaders, who thought it an undue

indignity for a population so accustomed to self-denial and physical  hardship.  Hampton

of course, emphasized these activities in publicity materials directed toward white

benefactors.

At the time, “Manual training” was not synonymous with “technical training” or

vocational education, but an integral part of the progressive educational promoted by

education reformers.  The predecessors of the industrial arts classes many schools

continue to teach, the Sloyd system of teaching basic woodworking skills, Froebelianism,

Pestalozzianism, and the reforms of Horace Mann and John Dewey stressed learning

from interacting with the world rather than learning by rote. Creating basic carpentry

projects in “Sloyd,” for instance, one employed and exercised a suite of applied skills:

fine motor skills, mathematics and geometry, physics, aesthetics, and patience.

Ultimately, it demonstrated the practical value of education and encouraged life-long

autonomy and sense of pride in one’s work.

                                                              
20 Peabody, p. 120.
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Fig. 6.  FBJ, [A Class in Sloyd at Hampton, ca. 1900], FBJ, P&P, LC.
Neg. LC-USZ62-121908.

Women weren’t being taught to be carpenters at Hampton.  The basic woodworking skills

fostered by Sloyd gave students rudimentary skills to make basic repairs, make and install

fixtures, such as shelves.  These skills made graduates more autonomous, giving them

more confidence and experience to take on bigger projects if they had the inclination, and

ultimately saving them money, a path to economic independence by doing-it-one’s-self

rather than purchasing branded consumer goods at inflated prices or paying for labor.

Students remaining through higher grades were trained as teachers. Above all,

students were taught to appreciate physical and mental effort, that self-satisfaction and

self-discipline resulted from self-involvement and commitment to any task at hand, no

matter how menial.  Hampton's religion was the explicitly secular Protestant gospel of

activity and work.  General Armstrong's daughter outlined the centrality of this notion in

her father's educational philosophy in her biography:

                                                              
21 Peabody, p. 119.
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The routine planned in 1870 and continued for twenty years practically
unchanged was simple.  Beginning an hour before daybreak in winter, a
twelve-hour day of work, study and military drill, but with a few minutes
for daily recreation, left little time for self-indulgence and indolence.  'There
is little mischief done where there is no time for it; activity is a purifier.'22

These values were also thoroughly modern, illustrating the post-war emphasis upon

efficiency, rational organization, and industry, aligning perfectly with the economic

aspirations of the "New South" that sought to sweep away the feudal ideals of Southern

culture.  Not surprisingly, considering Armstrong's military background, the rage for

military organization in institutions heavily influenced Hampton's ethical base and

practical educational methodology.  As a former commander of African-American troops,

Armstrong transplanted a similar disciplinary arrangement to the school.  

By 1878, Armstrong established a system of military drill, inspection, and

discipline for male students, who he organized as a corps of cadets.  According to

Armstrong, who had to consider the pacifism of his sizeable Quaker constituency,

Hampton’s military culture was

…not intended to make soldiers out of our students, or create a warlike
spirit.  Drill, daily inspection of persons and rooms, in an organization
without arms, will create ideas of neatness, order, system, obedience, and
produce a better manhood.23

Despite the prevalent opinion that considered "inferior races" incapable of effective

soldiering, a premise which would hold sway far into the twentieth century, Armstrong

offered African-American and Indian men the opportunity to achieve manhood via its

most sacred avenue, albeit only in a semblance of military service.

Armstrong adamantly opposed racial determinism, believing that ethical values

and skills could be instilled in people who were widely cast as inherently frivolous, short-

sighted, and inefficient. Despite his vaunted opposition to industrial education, W.E.B

Dubois concurred with Armstrong's assessment, even after his much-publicized break

                     
22Talbot, p. 186.
23Peabody, p. 135.
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with Booker T. Washington in 1903.  In an incendiary critical address delivered at

Hampton in June 1906 and published widely in the African-American press, DuBois

legitimized a common racist fallacy of the time, an extrapolation of his philosophical

environmentalism:

The great Lack of the Negro race and of nearly all the darker races today is
Energy, self-assertiveness, the command and use of at least its more
conspicuous powers.  Nor is this racial indolence or ease of life a fault or
badge of inferior gift or development.  It simply represents a defense
against annihilation--the only defense of tropical races against a tropical
sun.24

As Armstrong and other contemporaries theorized, ex-slaves believed that the abolition of

slavery emancipated them from toil.  By teaching self-discipline and the positive rewards

of labor, Armstrong believed he could reverse the effects of a system that offered little

incentive for and fostered a heightened aversion to work.  If African Americans were

indolent, Armstrong ascribed it to conditioning rather than to congenital inferiority or

climatic origin.  Booker T. Washington floridly outlined Armstrong's apparently central

conviction;

He was anxious to give the colored people an idea of the dignity, the
beauty and civilizing power of intelligent labor with the hand.  He was
conscious of the fact that he was dealing with a race that had little
necessity to labor in its native land before coming to America, and after
coming to this country was forced to labor for two hundred and fifty years
under circumstances that were not calculated to make the race fond of hard
work.25

Spawning a controversy that would last decades, Armstrong stated his opposition to

higher education in the liberal arts for the majority of African Americans, associating it

with the aversion to labor and humility he felt undermined racial progress.  In his first

report to the Board of Trustees he explained pragmatically,

The educated man usually overestimates himself, because his intellect has
grown faster than his experience in life; but the danger to the Negro is
greater proportionally as his desire is to shine rather than to do.  His

                     
24 W.E.B. DuBois, "The Hampton Idea,"     Voice of the Negro   , September 1906, p. 631.
25 Booker T. Washington, quoted in Edith Armstrong Talbot,     Samuel Chapman Armstrong, A
Biographical Study   , (New York, Doubleday, Page & Co., 1904). p. 207.
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deficiencies of character are, I believe, worse for him and the world than his
ignorance.26

As a result of this seeming anti-intellectualism, an impression Washington would later

exacerbate, and Hampton's promotion of manual labor, an opposition among African-

American leaders developed.  Industrial education, as taught at Hampton and its progeny,

as many saw it, enforced the servility of African Americans, limiting opportunity,

evading initiatives to achieve social equality and cultural parity, and discouraging effective

leadership.  Although this split in educational theory and the object of racial advancement

is popularly recognized as the basis of the over-emphasized break between W.E.B.

DuBois and Booker T. Washington, it was largely the result of a competition for

leadership and funding between industrial and liberal education schools.  Hampton taught

academic fundamentals, and from its earliest years, trained teachers--a central element in

its stated mission--and sent graduates further on in higher education.  As of 1889, over

three-quarters of Hampton's graduates became teachers, nearly twenty percent proceeded

on to further study, and four percent received higher degrees beyond Hampton.27  Robert

Engs’ more recent analysis confirms Peabody’s figures: about ten percent proceeded to

further study: corresponding exactly to DuBois’ “Talented Tenth.”  Through its entire

history to 1916, even after it had shifted its thrust to technical education rather than

character-building during the tenure of Armstrong’s successor, Principal H.B. Frissell, a

total of thirty percent of its living African-American graduates were employed as

teachers, and of the male graduates, just under ten percent went on to work in the

professions: in the ministry, medicine, and law.28  Learning a trade and higher education

was also a pragmatic necessity, given the economic realities facing graduates. Graduates

trained as teachers could work only in African-American schools. In the South, their

intended field of service, these schools rarely met for more than six months a year.

                     
26 Peabody, p. 115.
27 Peabody. p. 192.  Of 723 graduates by 1889, 604 became teachers [84%], 128 proceeded to further
study [18%], and 28 received higher degrees past Hampton [4%].     Educating the Disfranchised   , p. 133.
28 Peabody, p. 255.
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Teachers had to supplement their income with support from other sources to enable them

to teach at all.  Most teachers were domestics and tradespeople as well.29

Not all critics were convinced of the moral value of labor—or subscribed to the

myth of black indolence.  Echoing Washington, a local minister and leader of the black

community in the town of Hampton, William Roscoe Davis, pointed out the irony of

“teaching a people, who had been slaves all their lives, how to work.”30  Armstrong’s

public pronouncements notwithstanding, the families of the town’s black leadership were

the nucleus of Hampton’s earliest student pool, and maintained strong ties with the

Institute throughout its history.  Davis’ children also attended Hampton, although

apparently not for its moral lessons.31 Hampton simply offered the best education the

county had to offer--for students of any race.32  

Armstrong, and later Washington, seemingly accepted the limitations upon

African Americans that were dictated by the larger culture.  They were realists, and never

explicitly denounced the strictures of American racism or explicitly sought to widen

political participation among African Americans.  Washington’s greatest faults were his

imperious comportment and moral absolutism, his stony unwillingness to forthrightly

denounce the injustices to which the dominant culture subjected African Americans.33  In

response to a letter from Franz Boas, offering to place a black anthropologist from

Tuskegee in a teaching job, Washington declined, remarking snidely that such an individual

would end up working as a porter.34

Dsespite his contrary public pronouncements, Armstrong actively encouraged

higher academic achievement for worthy individuals--after gaining a progressive

foundation in manual labor and educational basics.  No opponent of intellectual pursuit,

he had received a liberal arts education at Oahu College in Hawaii, and at Williams, where

he studied closely with the philosopher and theologian Mark Hopkins.  In 1872,

                     
29 Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , p. 135.
30 Engs,     Freedom’s First Generation   , p. 118.
31 Ibid, p. 118.
32 Ibid, p. 156.
33 Houston A. Baker, Jr.,     Turning South Again   , p. 97.
34 Boas to BTW, 11/30/04; BTW to Boas, 12/9/04.  Boas Papers, microfilm edition, Volume 5.
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Armstrong declared that Hampton's Academic Department "is the leading department, to

which all others are subsidiary."35  Similarly impenetrable, Booker T. Washington

confirmed the subsidiary function of the trade divisions, citing Armstrong's ambivalence

to strictly technical education:  

I have often heard him say that the mere effort which the student put forth
through the industries at Hampton to help himself was of the greatest
value to the student, whether the labor itself was of very much value or
not.36

Hampton's spokespeople characteristically waffled on specifics, selectively presenting

their mission to retain a tenuous and diverse support base among Southern blacks, whites,

and northern philanthropists, justifying the school’s several programs with a variety of

somewhat divergent statements.  Hampton's purpose was multifunctional, above all,

teaching a work ethic that students were to use at the level to which they were best

suited.  Educating in diverse areas, on several educational levels, Hampton highlighted

different aspects of the school and presented its educational agenda differently to a

variety of constituencies.  One graduate, George Fields, went on to higher learning solely

because of Armstrong’s goading and became the first Black graduate of the Cornell law

school, who returned to practice at Hampton.  Despite Armstrong’s vaunted apolitical

bent, “the black delegates to the Virginia Legislature with more than elementary school

training were Hampton alumni” in the 1880s, and others found places in municipal and

county governments. According to Engs, “Armstrong depended upon those graduates to

fund Hampton and to protect the school from hostile legislation.”  On one occasion,

Hampton’s alumni legislators were instrumental in maintaining the integrity of the trade

school, which drew the ire of local whites, who had to compete with Hampton’s craft

shops.37

Beyond occupational and academic skills, and as a means of acceptance by the

wider community, students were indoctrinated into white middle-class standards of

propriety.  They were sheltered and guarded closely in a campus microcosm, taught what

                     
35 Peabody, p. 249.
36 Talbot, p. 207.
37 Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , p. 138.
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to wear, how to eat, to worship, to observe standards of personal hygiene, etiquette,

diction, and appropriately dignified and productive hobbies and leisure activities. Then as

now, Hampton maintained a rigid moral code; drinking, smoking, and vulgarity were

forbidden, punishable by expulsion and severe disciplinary measures.  Throughout its

history, Hampton has been infused with a pervasive puritanical asceticism, although

characteristically refraining from specific commitments in an effort to garner a broad base

of support.  Officially interdenominational, its students were largely Baptist and

Methodist, its faculty Congregational and Episcopal, and many supporters were Quakers.

In addition to the complementary education of head and hand, Hampton stressed

what Armstrong referred to as the "education of the heart."  According to Armstrong, "of

all our work, that upon the heart is most important; there can be no question as to the

paramount necessity of teaching the vital precepts of the Christian faith."38  In 1904, his

daughter transcribed the text of a personal letter he wrote while stationed on the Rio

Grande after the Civil War, an unusually candid statement in a quasi-official publication,

given Hampton's well-developed sense of propriety and the founder's beatific aura.  The

quote probably comes close to specifying Armstrong’s religious credo, an outlook that at

the time aligned conveniently with Theodore Roosevelt’s martial crusade against

“overcivilization:”

Men as a rule are heathens; we adore as many absurdities as the
Hindoos...Here it is easier to be manly, to cultivate noble aspirations than
in the most pious New England village.  A greasy, dirty Mexican, fighting
for the liberty of his country, inspires me more than the whole faculty of
the Andover Theological Seminary would.  Don't let us pity the Zulus and
the Eskimos too much.  We are as blind as they-they by darkness, we by
too much light...Set the people to work and the ministers to chewing
tobacco if necessary to make them like other men, not still and mannerish,
but open, free, and hearty...A good hearty, healthy laugh is as bad for the
devil as some of the long nasal prayers I have heard...39

The biography later qualified that though he "often expressed himself unconventionally

when talking with his personal friends on religious matters, in his work he adhered closely

                     
38 Hultgren and Molin,     To Lead and to Serve      ,     p. 31.
39 Talbot, p. 128.
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to the customary forms of religious expression."40 In another private missive, Armstrong

confided to Hampton trustee Robert Ogden his interest in dispassionate study of social

problems among African Americans, rather than moral crusades, writing, “the Kingdom of

Heaven will come through sociology studied and applied wisely in a level-headed

way…”41 Like many of his fellows, Armstrong was schooled in realism and leadership in

the Civil War, utilizing resources and accommodating terrain practically, rather than

expending energy in a futile effort to make them conform to his preconceptions.42

Armstrong kept his innermost ideas well obscured, maintaining a public image

calculated for its appeal, ultimately to promote his most private goals.  Despite

Armstrong's irreverent outbursts, Hampton maintained a rigidly pious and self-denying

atmosphere.  Elaine Goodale Eastman, a member of the Indian department faculty under

Armstrong's Principalship described the school's religious atmosphere as "puritanical, yet

without asceticism."43  Students were required to attend chapel twice daily, and each

Sunday, the faculty taught Sunday school, and the entire student body attended services

at the school's Memorial Church.44

Hampton taught middle-class domesticity and genteel propriety, fundamental

markers of civilization.  They openly publicized that their charges were civilizable.  Some

day, in a unspecified future that grew increasingly more distant, African Americans and

Indians, “uplifted” as civilized exemplars, were ideally to be admitted into the mainstream

as fully vested members of society.  Hampton sought to transform African Americans

into Black Americans, initiating the group into American civilization by reducing cultural

difference to a more surmountable racial difference, while preserving acceptable aspects of

Africa’s cultural patrimony, transforming the race into one of many ethnicities in

American life.  At least in theory, by encouraging extraordinary effort and self-denial in

students and producing exemplary citizens, Hampton believed the nation and white South

                     
40 Talbot, p. 191.
41 Quoted in David Levering Lewis,      W.E.B.        DuBois; Biography of a Race, 1868-1919    (New York: Henry
Holt and Company, 1993), p. 219
42 John Brinckerhoff Jackson,     American Space; The Centennial Years, 1865-1876    (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1972).  George Frederickson,    Inner Civil War    (New York: Harper and Row, 1965).
43Hultgren and Molin, p.31.
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would progressively accept their graduates first economically, then politically, then

socially, ultimately to be judged either as individuals or role models who would contradict

and wear down the dominant, negative stereotypes.

The student population was predominantly African American, although from

1878 until 1923, over 1300 American Indians from sixty-five tribal groups attended the

Institute. At the turn of the century, Hampton’s student body numbered almost 1000

students, of which 135 were Native American, with approximately 100 faculty and staff

personnel.45  Publicized in school materials disproportionately to their number, Indians

brought prestige and twenty thousand dollars annually in government subsidies to the

school.46  In 1901, admission requirements for students were raised and the separate

academic Indian department was eliminated. Thereafter, African Americans and Indians

attended the same classes, but maintained separate housing facilities and dining tables.47

After 1912, the number of Indians attending the school dropped sharply after the federal

government ceased funding Indian education at Hampton.

Increasingly, under the guidance of Principal H.B. Frissell’s more conservative

leadership from 1893 to 1917, the period during which the Dunbar books were produced

and the school’s finances soared, Hampton’s emphasis on vocational training

predominated, eroding some of the noble ideals and naïve subversiveness of an earlier

generation, a response to increasing pressure from both within and outside the campus

community.  While Hampton initially promoted integration, realistically the campus was

largely segregated, first by status within the Institute community and increasingly into the

mid-twentieth century, by race.  The faculty and administration was largely white and

from well-connected echelons of Northeastern society.  Armstrong cultivated faculty

members from among the children of the wealthy, and many were closely related to
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Hampton's philanthropic donors.48  By the 1890s, African Americans increasingly were

hired among the staff, vocational faculty, and administration, most symbolically at the

position of Commandants of Cadets, the disciplinarian on campus. An outstanding

graduate traditionally filled the position, first Booker T. Washington, then Robert Russa

Moton, followed by Allen W. Washington.  Campus staff, technical training, and lower

division positions were filled partially by African-American graduates: as clerks,

bookkeepers, elementary school teachers and the like, and they were accepted into faculty

societies and clubs, such as the Camera Club and Folklore Society. Indians generally

returned to their reservation homes after graduation.

Segregation in social life at Hampton irritated the school’s African-American

community; with few exceptions, when Booker T. Washington founded Tuskegee, he

hired only African-American faculty members.49 Despite the impression of progressive

racial ideals the school promoted in selected venues, Hampton’s faculty dining room was

effectively segregated racially. Responding to complaints from the increasing numbers of

African-American graduates among the staff who were expected to continue eating with

students, Armstrong moved decisively in 1889 to integrate the teacher’s dining room.  He

was shocked when he discovered overwhelming opposition from the exclusively white

faculty.  He and other white administrators had insistently shared hotels and dined with

students during fundraising tours with the Hampton Quartette singers.50  Only one

faculty member at the time agitated to integrate the school’s facilities, an anonymous

teacher who decried, “How can we teach them to be equal and deny them common

civility?”51  The teachers justified their prerogative by both race and status, not wanting

to eat with former students and local blacks who might be invited to dine as guests. Engs,

                     
48 Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , p. 87.
49 Louis R. Harlan, Editor,     The Booker T. Washington Papers   , Volume 4, 1895-1898.  (Chicago, IL:
University of Illinois Press, 1975), Notes to p. 256 (BTW to HB Frissell, January 23, 1897).
50 Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , p. 161.
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Armstrong’s second wife and a member of the Camera Club.  Donal Lindsey‘s account provides greater
detail, identifying several others, including Cora Folsom, who were disillusioned with the social
segregation uncovered by the dining hall episode.    Indians at Hampton Institute   , pp. 137-143.
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who initially criticized Hampton’s founder as a paternalistic missionary in his earlier

work, moderated his assessment years later, writing in his biography of Armstrong,

…at his own school, in circumstances of his own making, Samuel
Chapman Armstrong finally had to confront the contradictions of his own
vision, his own background, and late-nineteenth-century racial reality.  He
had succeeded in preparing his best graduates for equality.  He had hired
them at his own school.  But most of his white teachers, almost all of
whom hailed from New England—the region he thought of as the most
enlightened in the nation—refused to dine with their former pupils.52

Washington’s successor as Disciplinarian at Hampton and Principal at Tuskegee

was born Robert Russell Morton until his name was transcribed phonetically by a

careless administrator upon his entrance to Hampton.53  An 1890 graduate, Moton wrote

of his first impression of teachers at Hampton in his autobiography later in life.  A

lifelong Southerner, New Englanders seemed to him "cold and unsympathetic, …austere

and business-like.  The white women with whom I had dealt before had in their manner

and speech a certain sympathetic quality that put one at ease rather than otherwise."54

Hampton’s faculty was evidently estranged from its students culturally as well.

Ironically, given its existing racial hierarchy, Hampton was compelled to segregate

its facilities, including its auditorium and chapel, to a greater degree in ensuing years.  In

1926, the Virginia General Assembly passed the Massenburg Bill specifically to impose

Jim Crow laws on the Hampton campus, the only state in the nation to require

segregation at public gatherings in private facilities.  Any event that failed to provide

segregated facilities could be assessed a fine of up to five hundred dollars.55  The law was

enacted statewide specifically in response to Hampton’s policy governing public

programs on the campus: "Whites are informed that if they attend the entertainments

they must come on the same terms as the negroes, and no distinctions made." A local

newspaper printed an inflammatory editorial in response, claiming Hampton was

promoting miscegenation:
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Powerful influences are at work throughout the United States, in the
Southern States as well as in the Northern States, to wipe out the color line
and place the two races upon terms of absolute equality. And the ultimate
aim of that movement is amalgamation….  

[…]Contact between white and negro children will tend more and more to
break down racial instinct and obliterate racial lines.  And that is what the
present generation of whites must guard against.

[…]The Anglo-Saxon race has no moral right to amalgamate with any
colored race, for in doing so it would destroy itself.  …Rather than that we
would prefer that every white child in the United States were sterilized
and the Anglo-Saxon race left to perish in its purity. 56

In turn, Hampton defined all its events as private functions, excluding all whites who

were not granted a guest pass.  Hampton was less integrated in the first half of the

twentieth century than it had been in earlier years; a child of faculty members who grew

up at Hampton in the 1930's could recall no private social events that were attended

interracially.  This individual attended elementary school at Hampton Institute, a separate

school for the children of white faculty members.57

Despite Hampton's reputation as an accomodationist industrial institution that

limited African-American achievement and social participation, the historical record

exhibits contradictory materials. Virtually a given from the New Negro movement through

the post-Civil Rights era, much of the accepted wisdom on industrial education reduced

Hampton's deft maneuvering to easily-readable and polemical notions of

“accomodationism” and “miseducation.”  Given the limitations that were imposed on the

Hampton campus at the turn of the century, Hampton’s achievements were remarkable,

but flawed by contemporary standards.  Accommodation was a pragmatic course of

action, a realistic means of compensating for the virulent racism, terrorism, and cultural

apartheid that existed in the U.S., the reaction of a disenfranchised numerical minority to

sanctions and indignities imposed upon it by a numerical majority, enforced in the South
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by violence with the complicity of the judicial system.  Accommodation was not

acquiescence, a resigned acceptance and apologia for the status quo.  Hampton, and many

other institutions serving the African-American community, had to act privately,

concertedly, and subversively to undermine the racial apartheid that was increasingly

gathering strength and partisans, the only practical course of action when one finds one’s

self in a “tight place.”58  Even a suspicion of hostility and defiance was met with brutal

suppression.  Outspoken militancy was frequently crushed brutally, especially in the

South during the years at the turn of the century; given their tenuous social and economic

status, African Americans could not have advanced via direct resistance, a strategy that

barely succeeded the moment it became feasible in a Cold War context more than fifty

years later.  

The best strategy perhaps, in the 1890s, was the classic “good cop/bad cop,” to

advance on two fronts, to unite the liberal North with the Black South, one flank

proceeding frontally, adamantly, and demanding to have its most ambitious wishes met,

as DuBois’ Niagara movement, initiated in 1905, and the NAACP would do, another

front moving subtly and indirectly, willing to accept a solution that would fulfill basic

needs or limited advances.  Working in concert, the two ideally achieve greater

concessions, by pragmatic, rather than idealistic means.

Armstrong, a master of strategic maneuvering, was able to draw substantial

federal, state, and private funding to educate African Americans in the South, teaching

self-suffiency and social mobility.  As Robert Engs has indicated perceptively,

Armstrong’s greatest liability was allowing his original ideals to be co-opted by

institutional requirements, a divergence,

…from his original goal of providing a school that responded to genuine
black needs and facilitated black advancement.  It was an unconscious
evolution, but gradually the preservation and prosperity of Hampton
Institute became the primary goal.  The fundraising ‘cart’ began to lead the
educational ‘horse.’  The dangers were reflected in the growing strength of
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the trade school in relation to the normal school, as well as the mounting
criticism from some black leaders.59

Contrary to detractors who have claimed that Hampton’s trade school doomed all African

Americans unjustly to a life of servitude and humiliation, the trade school did in fact teach

skills that were in demand and beneficial, enabling graduates to sustain their families and

feel proprietary pride in accomplishment.  They were also skills that served the

subsistence needs of their people, who needed autonomy, housing, clothes, and food,

goals that remain achievable utilizing similar agricultural and technical knowledge.  The

scholarly bias against manual labor also seems inscribed structurally; its physicality is

anathema to intellectual labor and disembodied cerebral rigors.  Prior to the post-industrial

and post-agricultural economy, the majority of Americans found physical labor a

necessity; given fair compensation and working conditions, they sustained themselves

through its ardors by challenging themselves, appreciating tangible results, and making the

products of their labor satisfying and edifying. Above all, Hampton offered its students

several practical means of transcending peonage and chopping cotton on shares.  Many

graduates fulfilled the freedperson’s dream of owning property, although that too would

be eroded subsequently.60

Despite critics like Baker, who citing the historian C. Vann Woodward, maintain

that industrial education taught pre-industrial skills and crafts that were anachronistic in

the twentieth century, Hampton taught both craft training and skills that were marketable

nearby, including metal working, mechanical engineering, steam engine technology,

automotive mechanics, and printing at the school’s press shop, which published the vast

majority of the school’s ubiquitous publicity materials.61  Hampton’s industrial facilities,

funded by railroad magnate Collis P. Huntington, were state of the art, and far surpassed

similar facilities at Tuskegee.  Graduates of the school represented nearly all the trades in
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the town of Hampton in the 1880s and ‘90s, many of whom owned their own businesses.

Nearly any product or service in town could be acquired from black businesspeople, the

majority of whom were graduates of the school and catered to an integrated clientele.62

Apprentices and pressmen from the Hampton Press would continue on in the trades to

work on publications around the country.

Fig. 7.  LRM, [Auto mechanics class], ca. 1925, original print, private
collection.

Robert S. Abbott, for instance, an alumnus of Hampton, had been one of the

Hampton Quartette Singers. Unable to support himself as a lawyer in 1897 in Chicago or

Gary, Indiana, Abbott founded and edited the Chicago Defender, the nation’s largest and

most influential black newspaper, in 1905.63 Abbot’s widely-distributed Chicago

Defender, effectively a national newspaper, militantly railed against racial inequality, and

vigorously encouraged African Americans to migrate North, a major factor in the

demographic shift that ultimately weakened Hampton’s influence. By the First World
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War, Hampton Roads, Newport News, and the Norfolk area represented the nation’s

largest military installation, supporting what would become the nation’s largest Navy

Yard and shipbuilding facility, employing huge numbers of skilled industrial workers.

Hampton also trained students for careers in the merchant marine, border-crossers that

Paul Gilroy and others uphold as scions of modernity.

   

Fig. 8.  FBJ, [Hampton students working at the Newport News
Shipbuilding Co., ca. 1900] FBJ, P&P, LC.  Neg. LC-USZ62-66945.

Despite the seemingly rudimentary nature of some of the skills taught at Hampton, many

mechanics were trained on the job, and applied training from one area to another

specialty.  Although employers widely discriminated against African Americans in

industrial shops at the time, both in salary and position, almost all mechanics and
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engineers were self-taught and self-employed, such as Dunbar’s friends and schoolmates

in Dayton, Wilbur and Orville Wright, who translated their skills as bicycle builders into

the invention of the airplane.

Rather than strike-breaking or lowering wages, Hampton likely sought to enable

African-American workers to fill a large void in the labor force.  Quoting a New York

state labor commissioner, an administrator at Miner’s alma mater, the Pennsylvania

Museum School of Industrial Art, wrote in the 1880s,

…the skilled handicrafts in that state are passing out of the hands of native
Americans and into those of well-trained foreigners.  He further says that
the higher the degree of skill required and the higher the wages, the less
likely is the workman to be an American.  In some manufactories where
the highest grade of skill are demanded not one American employee is to be
found.  Mr. Peck ascribes this state of things to a neglect to provide
suitable manual instruction for American youth.” 64

Europe’s industrial arts movement was further advanced than that of the U.S., full of craft

schools upon which the Bauhaus would be modeled.  Hampton has as much in common

with the Bauhaus as it has with a plantation; craft schools in Europe were far more likely

to espouse socialism and utopianism than wage slavery.  Engineering schools in Europe,

“Realschules,” and “Polytechniks” of applied sciences began instruction with basic craft

skills training.65

Ultimately, Hampton’s students did not follow Armstrong’s dictums, but

followed his example.  Until his mentor’s death in 1893, Booker T. Washington consulted

Armstrong on each decision he made at Tuskegee.  Armstrong appointed Washington his

heir-apparent and transmitted much of his expertise, charisma, and wiles to his protégé;

the two came very near to maintaining a filial relationship.66  Until October 1927, when a

student strike advocated a greater number of black faculty members and more relaxed code

of ethics, the institution did have obvious weaknesses; few members of the faculty shared

a racial or regional identity with their students, and the school’s rigidly puritanical
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behavioral double-standard was antiquated.67  With the exception of many Indian

students, Hampton’s students attended the school electively, and usually worked very

hard to remain there.  Hampton did not revolutionize Southern race relations, but it taught

autonomy, self-confidence, and economic pragmatism to many of its students, a base

from which many went on to achieve further personal goals, whether or not they were

skills explicitly taught to them at Hampton, and whether or not Hampton explicitly

promoted them as part of its plan.

As several other scholars have recently observed, Hampton’s reputation for

ethnocentric civilizing and craven acquiescence is a simplification of the school’s

complexity and its dynamic dialogue with white supremacy.68  Hampton’s reputation for

sophisticated and misleading means of fundraising and furthering its institutional agenda is

accurate.  From early on, the school pioneered modern, twentieth-century means of using

print media and benefit performances to raise the school’s profile in popular culture, a

crucial element determining the content of the Dunbar books. Hampton’s publicity

machine is also a salient facet of Hampton’s legacy that despite the many studies of

Frances Benjamin Johnston’s images, remains largely obscure.
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Chapter Two - Fundraising and Photography at Hampton: Inviting
the Reader's Glance and Making Lasting Impressions

Fig. 9.  Unidentified photographer, [A Hampton student in his room],
ca. 1885. HUA.

In the last decades of the nineteenth century through the early years of the

twentieth century, Hampton Institute was among the most prominent American

educational institutions and among the nation’s most visible charitable causes.1  As a

result of the school’s sophisticated and successful fundraising apparatus, several major

landmarks in American cultural history owe their genesis to Hampton’s manifold efforts

to capture public attention and attract financial support.  Still a mainstay of

undergraduate history courses, the publication of Up From Slavery, Booker T.

Washington’s 1901 autobiography, represents the pinnacle of Hampton’s exposure in the

public eye.  Several years earlier, Washington forged his celebrity as the spokesman for

                     
1 Both the United Negro College Fund and American Indian College Fund are direct descendents of
Hampton’s adept publicity machine.  Hampton and Tuskegee were two of the UNCF’s founding
institutions; the UNCF continues to use Francis Benjamin Johnston’s Tuskegee photographs to highlight
its history. The UNCF was founded by Frederick Patterson, President of Tuskegee Institute, in 1944. Both
utilize a great deal of media exposure and use advertising effectively, including commissioning the Young
and Rubicam advertising agency in 1972 to create the landmark tagline, “A Mind is a Terrible Thing to
Waste.” John F. Kennedy donated the proceeds of his book,     Profiles in Courage    to the UNCF. (UNCF
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his race in 1895 at the Cotton States Exposition in Atlanta.  His much-publicized

education at Hampton represented the nation’s hope at the turn of the century to resolve

the long-festering disparity between America’s democratic ideals and the reality of a

African-American underclass living in third-world conditions with few economic

opportunities and enforced by an inferior political and legal status.  This issue, framed

primarily as a humanitarian imperative by abolitionists, had largely precipitated the Civil

War, yet the issue remained unresolved and was steadily returning to its antebellum state.

As a result of retrograde measures to segregate American life enacted in the years after the

end of Reconstruction in 1877, the disparity in status between black and white citizens,

commonly articulated at the time as “the Negro Problem,” continued to dog American

consciences, a glaring contradiction of democratic American ideals and institutions.  A

much-publicized rhetoric employed to support continental and international expansion

throughout the nineteenth century, the democratic ideals and equality of opportunity

were starkly contradicted by the reality of America’s racial apartheid, in both Northern

and Southern regional cultures.

Booker T. Washington, Tuskegee Institute, Carlisle Indian Institute, and Hampton

Institute, mother of the industrial education movement for minorities in America,

represented possible solutions to the race problem.  In 1895, the same year Washington

inaugurated his celebrity with his Atlanta speech, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the

constitutionality of segregation in separate, but equal facilities in Plessy v. Ferguson.

Most Americans earnestly wanted to believe that separation could be equal, but

persistent, nagging incongruities revealed the continuing manifestations of the race

problem.  Washington’s prominence and message reassured Americans that there was a

possible way out, that African Americans too, were content with segregation and social

and economic disparities, and espoused an incremental approach to resolving this obvious

defect in America’s righteous self-image.  With Washington’s proposal to educate African

Americans before they assumed full citizenship, the issue could at least languish a

generation for resolution, guilt-free, while African Americans cultivated themselves for
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equality.  Thus Washington was the primary embodiment of “The Hampton Idea” of

industrial education and its most successful graduate, an icon demonstrating the efficacy

of its educational program and its future promise for the nation as a whole.

Another of Hampton’s means of maintaining a major presence in the public eye

came from the many fundraising performances the school staged nearly nationwide in

local churches and auditoriums, including musical tours by its student singers.  Utilizing

the emotional impact of appeals made in person, the institutional context gave the

proceedings a mantle of morality, cultivation, and philanthropic purpose.  Several

members of the Hampton community participated in nightly meetings in large and small

towns on grueling publicity tours, traveling regularly throughout the Northeast and

Midwest by rail.  The school’s founder, General Samuel Chapman Armstrong, then his

successors, were typically accompanied by an exemplary black and Indian graduate of the

school, and one of the school’s singing groups, the Hampton Colored Students or

Hampton Quartette.  The program regularly began with the charismatic founder’s

motivational address, often accompanied by lantern slides produced at the school, and

followed by earnest and poised graduate speakers.  The meeting culminated with a

performance of African-American spirituals, the audience moved to an emotional

outpouring to assist Hampton’s black and Indian students in their poignant struggle to

secure education and civil advancement.2  In the use of African-American music,

Hampton emulated the fundraising success of Fisk University, a privately-funded,

Nashville school for African-American students.  Since its first musical tour in 1871,

Fisk’s operating budget relied upon income generated by popular international

performance tours of its student singers, and upon the emotional appeal of “Negro

spirituals,” primitive African-American songs in the gospel tradition. Like the Fisk Jubilee

Singers, the Hampton Quartette and student singers were early popularizers of sacred

African-American vocal music, performing the sublimity of African-American vernacular

                     
2 Short accounts of local Hampton meetings appeared yearly in the     Litchfield Enquirer    and in the     Southern
Workman   .  For instance, “Town Topics” and “Washington, [CT.]” columns,     Litchfield Enquirer   , July 8,
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(Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia Press, 1977) p. 51.
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expression.3  Hampton published some of the earliest transcriptions of African-American

spirituals, arranged by choirmaster Thomas P. Fenner, Cabin and Plantation Songs: As

Sung by the Hampton Students, that was published in at least three editions between

1880 and 1901, and which would have profound influence in American culture.

Hampton passed the collection plate effectively at its largely secular meetings,

collecting deferred dividends resulting from a significant outlay in appeals by mail,

publicity, and print media exposure.  In addition, local meetings mobilized the support of

individuals and entire congregations and clubs, and were also effective means of inspiring

young recruits as teachers for the school.  Hampton utilized entertainment in such public

meetings much as other missionary and philanthropic organizations drummed up financial

support for their operations.  Large meetings and special events in major cities and at

Hampton included celebrities, prominent trustees, and friends of the institute such as

Dunbar, Washington, Andrew Carnegie, and Presidents James Garfield and William

Howard Taft. Taft campaigned for the school and served as a trustee during his terms as

President and Chief Justice.4  Garfield, a friend of Armstrong’s at Williams College, also a

Civil War general, was an early supporter and trustee of the Institute before he became

President.5  The support of these dignitaries virtually guaranteed Hampton national press

in newspapers and weekly magazines.

                     
3 Andrew Ward,     Dark Midnight When I Rise      ; The Story of the Fisk Jubilee Singers, How Black Music
Changed America and the World   ,  (New York: Amistad/HarperCollins Publishers), 2001.
4 Howard V. Young, “William Howard Taft and Hampton Institute,” in     Stony the Road   , pp. 121, 138.
5 Howard V. Young, “James A Garfield and Hampton Institute,” in Schall, ed.,     Stony the Road   , p. 34.
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Fig. 10.  FBJ, [Pressmen in Hampton Print Shop], ca. 1900, FBJ, P&P,
LC.  Neg. LC-USZ62-110216.

Hampton Institute employed several other state-of-the-art means of maintaining its

visibility and raising funds during its heyday following Reconstruction in 1877 and

through Washington’s death in 1915.  Almost from its inception, Hampton maintained an

effective publication office and in-house print shop, through which staff members and

students wrote, edited, and printed numerous fundraising brochures, instructional

pamphlets, books, calendars, and a national magazine, the Southern Workman, which ran

monthly from 1872 until 1939.  Beginning in the 1890s, half-tone printing and dry plate

negative technology made publication of photographs in books and periodicals possible

and relatively affordable for small institutions such as Hampton.  Many members of

Hampton’s staff and faculty mastered photography and darkroom technology and put

these skills to work in school publications.  As a result of the school’s technical facility

and the sheer volume of materials it produced and distributed, the photographs made at

the school during the period continue to define Hampton’s legacy.  Nearly every major

library--and many local libraries--in the United States house Hampton’s publicity
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materials from this era.  In 1898 the Southern Workman maintained 2,574 subscribers in

35 states and territories, composed of school alumni, donors, and other periodicals and

institutions; a sizable percentage of them were African Americans.

In the manner Hampton was associated with Booker Washington, Hampton today

is commonly associated with the much-reproduced publicity photographs it

commissioned for the 1900 Paris Exposition taken by Frances Benjamin Johnston.

Republished by the Museum of Modern Art of New York in 1966, the Hampton

photographs served several purposes as the museum made one of its first forays into

diversifying its topical subjects by race and artists by gender. By exhibiting and

publishing Johnston’s Hampton images, John Szarkowski, Director of MOMA’s

Photography Department, also demonstrated his commitment to exhibiting non-pedigreed

vernacular photographs, images created for genres independent of the art market.

Hampton originally mounted Johnston’s images in albums for display in the Negro exhibit

at the Paris Exposition, which also traveled to Buffalo the following year for the Pan-

American Exposition.  Many of the images were duplicated in the school’s darkrooms and

were distributed as stock images for use in newspapers, magazines, and textbooks. Images

were also used subsequently in internal publications and as lantern slides for projection

during fundraisers.6  As a result of Hampton’s publicity drives, Johnston’s images

reached a significantly broader audience beyond their original public display as a part of

the Negro Exhibit.

In addition to Washington’s autobiography and well-known connection to the

school, Hampton’s publicity and fundraising apparatus relied heavily upon the school’s

facility with photography.  Much as Fisk used music to raise funds to keep the school’s

doors open, Hampton employed photography.  An informal group of faculty amateurs,

Hampton’s resident camera club increasingly contributed to the school’s diverse

fundraising activities and publications beginning with the club’s inception in 1893, and

                     
6 Illustrated exclusively with Johnston’s images, a series of articles was published in the     Southern
Workman    for several months beginning in January 1900, illustrating the “various departments of the
school.” Mrs. Charles Bartlett Dyke, “The Beginnings of Citizenship,”     Southern Workman   , January 1900,
p. 91.  Another article in the same issue described using Johnston’s images in stereopticon lectures.     SW     ,
Jan. 1900, p. 8.
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was largely responsible for the school’s facility with the medium, although several

individual faculty members contributed publicity images a decade earlier.  The Camera

Club was founded during a period of financial hardship, following the illness and death of

the school’s founder and coinciding with a nationwide financial panic.  In vogue as a

popular amateur diversion, the Camera Club applied their skills for the benefit of the

school, contributing photographs extensively to school publications and the Southern

Workman, and making lantern slides for fundraising tours from its large inventory of stock

school images.  Other images made by Camera Club members documented the school’s

extended network across the country, recording individual graduates and the many

affiliated institutions in which they taught, from Indian reservations in the Dakotas to

Booker T. Washington’s Tuskegee Institute in Alabama.  Like Johnston’s celebrated

images, the largely anonymous Camera Club images were used regularly with permission

in outside publications, unrelated to Hampton’s specific purposes.  As a result of the

expertise and facilities of the members of the Camera Club, more than any other factor,

Hampton freely distributed photographs to promote the school’s name, image, and cause

in the public consciousness.  Long before advertisers employed photographs regularly and

prior to the first appearance of newspaper photographs of African Americans, Hampton

utilized photography extensively, as effectively as any commercial or governmental

entity.7  Like the photographs of the Civil War, western government surveys, and those

made by social reformers, Hampton’s Camera Club ranks among the most important

institutional producers of photographs in the nineteenth-century United States.  In

addition to perpetuating African Americans as a defining presence in the developing genre

of social documentary photography, Hampton’s photographers were pioneers of

promotional photography, photojournalism, and the broader use of photography in print,

making Hampton among the most celebrated charitable causes at the turn of the century.

The significant legacy of publishing and photography at Hampton was an

outgrowth of the school's highly-evolved efforts at fundraising, fostered by Armstrong’s

                     
7 Rayford Logan asserts that the first newspaper photo of an African American appeared in the (St. Louis)
Globe Democrat    on June 19, 1900.     Betrayal of the Negro; From Rutherford B. Hayes to Woodrow Wilson   
(New York: Collier Books, 1965), p. 215. Logan’s date seems inordinately late, but my point remains
valid; Hampton’s publications were fairly early publications of photographs of African Americans.
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great persuasive abilities.  Both media proved to be useful and effective promotional

tools, and Hampton quickly mastered the techniques and installed production facilities on

campus. One of the factors determining the school’s effective use of printed media was its

distance from its major base of financial support.  Hampton's finances relied heavily upon

philanthropy from New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts, a long day’s trip by

steamer, but a great psychological distance, on the far side of the Mason-Dixon divide.

While delivering an affecting presence and satisfying the public's avid interest in viewing

Indians and African Americans, publishing and photography saved the life-claiming stress

of promoting the school nationwide in person, while adding the possibility of reaching an

exponentially larger audience.   

Although state funds supporting the school as a whole and federal funds

supporting Indian education helped maintain the school's operations, they contributed

only a small share to Hampton's overall budget.  The State of Virginia contributed a third

of its land-grant expenditures earmarked for agricultural colleges to Hampton, amounting

to $10,000 annually.8  In 1878, the Federal Government contributed $167 per student per

year for Hampton’s Indian students.9 To support their mission and provide for

expansion, much of the work of Armstrong and his successors for Hampton consisted of

fund-raising, touring the country to solicit donations and sponsors for various projects

and initiatives.  Although Hampton was later associated with its large endowments and

stable finances, early in Armstrong's administration, as the country underwent a series of

financial panics, the school could barely meet its expenses from year to year and fulfill

Armstrong's grandiose plans. Throughout his Principalship, Armstrong spent no more

than half his time at Hampton, and in the words of his daughter, since "money must be

sought where it could be found, General Armstrong became an equally familiar figure in

the streets of Boston as on the shell roads of Hampton."10

During the early 1870's, Armstrong and the Hampton Singers, with a few teachers

and graduates in tow, spent five years on the road raising money haphazardly for a new

                     
8 Peabody, p. 113.
9 Hultgren and Molin, p. 57.
10Talbot, p. 218.
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women's dormitory.  The Hampton singers, all students, did their studying on trains and

in the private homes where they were guests when not admitted to hotels. Armstrong, in

fact, recruited students specifically for their singing ability.11  Armstrong's time was

spent drumming up support on a regular circuit of meetings, programs, and affairs,

addressing hundreds in cities, or a few in small country churches. During his most active

twenty years, half of Hampton's income was realized in small gifts ranging between ten

and fifty dollars, contributed by small churches and religious societies in annual or

quarterly collections.12 Increasingly, Armstrong would be successful at soliciting large

contributions and endowments from individual and corporate donors, but Armstrong was

forced to maintain his "begging," as he called it, until he was partially paralyzed by a

stroke, while fundraising on the road on Thanksgiving Day in Stoneham, Massachusetts

in 1891.13

Early on, photography played a major role in Hampton’s institutional history,

determined in no small measure by the visibly different nature of its students, its

dependence upon public and private funding, and Samuel Armstrong’s antipathy toward

institutionalized religion.  Although the American Missionary Association chartered

Hampton initially, Armstrong sought to escape the control of the puritanical

Congregationalism of the organization, writing privately to a friend,

I sometimes think there is a ghastly falseness about our conventional circle
of elect ones, and wonder what Christ would say would he to revisit the
earth….  But I am getting intolerant and am reminded of the besetting sin
of all of those who find fault—that they are apt to be guiltiest of all those
things they declaim about.14

Soon after the school was established and occupied its grounds, Armstrong sought

funding independent of the A.M.A., lobbying the State of Virginia for land-grant funds,

hiring children of wealthy potential donors, and scouring the region for students who

could fill out the school’s singing groups, following Fisk’s example and channeling the

                     
11 Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , p. 111.
12 Talbot, p. 224.
13 Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , p. 164.
14 Quoted in Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , p. 83.
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vogue for black spirituals toward the school’s survival and independence.15  While a

student in the late 1850s, Armstrong had edited Hae Hawaii, a Hawaiian-language

newspaper published at Oahu College, and the Williams [College] Quarterly.16  The

Southern Workman began publication in 1872, six years after the school was chartered, a

period in which Washington recounted students living in surplus military tents.  

Although it was not yet technically or economically feasible to publish actual

photographs in print, Hampton’s early years are well-documented in photographs, which

were nonetheless distributed as cabinet cards, copied and engraved by hand for

publication, and projected at meetings in the form of lantern slides.  Although it is unclear

if the school distributed photographs, the school offered a “picture” gratis to members of

local African-American churches who for a dollar, bought a yearly subscription.17  By the

time Armstrong enrolled Indians at the school in 1878, images documenting students’

before-and-after arrival at Hampton became an established formula, much reprinted in the

national press and distributed in the form of cabinet cards.  Several photographers made

pictures at Hampton independently, well prior to the formation of the Camera Club,

including William Larrabee, a photographer and dealer in photographic supplies nearby in

Phoebus, Frederic D. Gleason, Francis C. Briggs, and a local studio photographer and

supplier, C. Ethelbert Cheyne, who for years, sold photographic supplies to the school

and made portraits of Hampton’s public figures.18  Of this group, only Briggs later

became a member of the Camera Club.  Surrounded by military installations, the

monumental ships and drydocks of the “white fleet,” and young men with disposable

income distant from loved ones, the Hampton Roads area crawled with photographers

throughout its history.  In 1917, the U.S. Army Air Corps’ Aerial Photography School

                     
15 Ibid., p. 111.
16 Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , pp. 19,31.
17 Ibid., p. 110.
18 Hultgren and Molin,     To Lead and to Serve   . Camera Club Account Book. Entry for Sept. 24. 1903,
indicates Cheyne printed some Camera Club images for the Dunbar books, HUA. Cheyne photograph of
BTW in LC collection. Larrabee was listed as a photographic dealer in Phoebus, VA. in     Blue Book of
Amateur Photography for 1895   , (Beach Bluff, MA: Walter S. Prange, 1895), p. 312.
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was located at Langley Field, once a part of the school’s grounds.19 In 1916, the Army

had annexed the nucleus of Langley Field from Hampton’s holdings; once it had been the

school’s Shellbanks Farm.20

Since most donors were located quite a distance from the school, photography in

print was a powerful means of soliciting funds, verifying and making vivid Hampton’s

appeal.  Large donors could visit the school in person to insure that their charitable

investments would be used efficiently. Hampton also used photography as a means of

displaying the campus, providing small potential donors with reassuring glimpses of its

activities and the daily life and character of its diligent student body. Early on, Hampton

effectively used photography as powerful testimony to publicize its mission, of vividly

documenting social problems and demonstrating its brand of social intervention as an

effective solution.  Historian Donal Lindsey records that Armstrong explicitly instructed

Indian students to arrive to the campus in traditional garb, “with their wild, barbarous

things,” as photographic props, so their change in appearance would appear all the more

dramatic in publicity photographs.21  Photography also persuaded donors that Hampton

was a sturdy and reliable charitable cause, that it was managed responsibly and morally. It

depicted the school’s extensive facilities, faculty, student body, and experience with

educating and overseeing its African American and Indian charges.  

Hampton also used photography to demonstrate the manner in which donors

made a concrete impact on students’ lives. Like the manner contemporary charities offer

sponsorships, Armstrong established an innovative program to reassure small donors that

their gifts were tangible and appreciated, and giving them a proprietary interest in the

school. Donors were told that a hundred-dollar gift could furnish an individual dormitory

                     
19 Ams, James N. Giridlian to F. Holland Day, 1/10/18, 4/13/18, Day Papers, AAA.  Giridlian was a
young protégé of Day who during World War One became the officer in charge of photographic instruction
for the Navy and Marine Corps.  He met with members of the Camera Club at Hampton, and had studied
with Clarence White in New York. Giridlian was also a horticulturalist and would likely have known
Miner as well, given their common interests. Several of Miner’s films for Hampton were photographed
from the air. Giridlian became a cinematographer in Hollywood in the ‘20s and became a prominent
horticulturalist in California.  Marianne Fulton, Editor, Kathleen Erwin, “Biographies,”     Pictorialism into
Modernism; The Clarence H, White School of Photography   , Exhibition catalog, (New York: Rizzoli/
George Eastman House/ Detroit Institute of the Arts, 1996.) p. 67, 195.
20 Howard V. Young, Jr., “William Howard Taft and Hampton Institute,”     Stony the Road   , p. 142.
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room, and in exchange, Hampton would return to the donor a photograph of the room. In

the Hampton Archives, Robert Engs documents that he found “over a dozen photographs

of the identical dormitory room.  Apparently this photo was sent to any such donor,

while in fact the contribution actually went into the general fund to help keep the school

going.”22  In addition to its documentary function, Hampton used the medium to spring

an innocuous deception, much in the manner of commercial advertisement.  Because

Hampton projected a high moral standard however, the practice was manipulative, a

betrayal of a well-meaning donor’s confidence.  The episode demonstrates the sentimental

appeal of domestic space, the bait used to spring the trap. In addition, it illustrates the

manner in which our trust in photography is easily manipulated, investing an inordinate

faith in the medium’s objectivity and reliability, its systemic complicity in the projection

of Hampton’s mask of pure altruism.

Hampton's fundraising success was significantly due to its substantial reliance

upon photography as an element of its sophisticated promotional efforts.  Both literally

and figuratively, photography and publishing at Hampton kept the school in the public

eye.  As fundraising and public relations vehicles for the school in part, the illustrated

Dunbar books were significantly informed by this consideration.  An explicit factor in the

publication of the books, it was the reason all the contributors worked together.  In some

capacity, the Camera Club; the books’ publishers, Dodd, Mead and Company; and

Dunbar were each interested in raising the Hampton’s profile.  By necessity and habit,

the school's primary concern was perpetuating its fundamental educational imperatives,

and would subordinate virtually everything to achieving that end.  

Armstrong was a skilled and tireless fund-raiser, a dynamic performer who for

twenty years had to invigorate the same pleas and arguments to motivate donations.

Hampton's appeals and efforts were all born and seasoned in this salesmanlike manner,

and it continued to influence Hampton's output throughout its history.  Hampton was

quick to exploit its broad potential for public interest even if it was somewhat dissonant

with its avowed aims, pandering to popular taste and opinion, yet maintaining its

                                                              
21 Lindsey,    Indians at Hampton Institute   , p. 35.
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students' sober march toward civilization.  Often faced with campaigns that barely

covered their expenses, Armstrong justified their value in the Southern Workman despite

seeming failure:

Our main object has been to create interest rather than to collect money,
and yet the plate collections, kindly volunteered at the end of most of the
meetings, will probably bring a few hundred dollars over expenses...an
enlightened public sentiment is at the foundation of all public effort.  From
this point of view the educational value of our thirty-five meetings more
than justified what they cost in time and money.  The usually good
audiences represent only a small part of those influenced.  Newspaper
notes and reports have reached the hundreds of thousands, and though
only glanced at by most readers, are on the side of hope and faith in our
"despised races."23

Even the most worthy charities could not hope to survive without name recognition and

press.  This approach, capturing the reader's glance, potentially replaced thousands of

hours of stumping.  Like Hampton's central premise, students effected a pyramidal

succession of exemplary influence upon their own students, solicitation could merely be a

cascading process of putting-into-motion, a crucial labor-saving practice.

Simultaneously addressing two of what were perceived as the nation's most vexing

problems, Hampton was highly visible in the national periodical press, carrying a mantle

as the foundry of civilization, and appealing to the public's desire for sentimental

entertainment.  Hampton received widespread coverage in the press, as Armstrong

mentions, through the announcement of fund-raisers in local newspapers.  As this

suggests, it required a considerable degree of advance planning and logistical coordination:

lining up venues of the appropriate size, monitoring and priming sympathetic presses for

well-timed editorials, and the like.  Armstrong, with limited staff support at first,

probably relied heavily on local organizers, journalists, and activists.  Within the first few

years, these meetings adapted their presentation to public tastes. Like Fisk University’s

Jubilee Singers before them, the Hampton Singers drew recognition and support to the

                                                              
22 Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , p. 155.
23 Talbot, p. 237.
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cause by providing popular entertainment.  They drew audiences by reciting popular

spirituals, "sorrow songs," which the school promoted as being sung by former slaves

themselves.  Seeing that this took place during a period of intense fascination with

African-American culture as it was transmitted by white performers in the minstrel

tradition, it is plausibly a factor in public interest in the Hampton meetings.  While

Armstrong and the Hampton Singers, may have calculated their presentation as a way of

setting the record straight, providing "true" renditions sung by "real" slaves, minstrel

shows frequently promoted themselves by employing the same rhetoric of realism.  Like

the Fisk Singers, audiences may have even mistaken them as a traveling minstrel show.24

Although far more high-minded in the context of education, genteel philanthropy, and

social activism, the novelty of real African-American men and women performing

authentic slave songs appealed to a public fully initiated in the ritual drama of African-

American pathos, no matter how earnest or pragmatic their commitment to Hampton's

cause.  Armstrong willingly used sensation and sentiment to support his underlying

agenda:

Knowing that people are best reached through their emotions, he generally
took with him a small band of singers, who could touch with their pathetic
songs hearts that remained impervious to any other appeal...The aim of
these northern trips was not primarily to bring home money, but, in his
own words, 'to enlist the interest of the friends of southern education, and
if possible to give direction to the benefactions of those disposed to aid in
the elevation of the lately enfranchised race.'25

After 1878, when the first Indian students arrived at Hampton, they too, joined

the “traveling circus,” as competitor in Indian education, Richard Henry Pratt, dubbed the

performances.26  Although articulate, clean-cut, and dressed in Hampton uniforms as well

as in traditional garb, Armstrong presented real Indians to the public, fresh from the

reservation, satisfying audience curiosity.  With the arrival of Indians at the school, the

                     
24 Eric Lott,     Love and Theft; Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class   .  (New York/
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), p. 235.
25 Talbot, p. 233.
26 Lindsey,    Indians at Hampton Institute   , p. 183.
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national periodical press took notice, speculating and wrangling as to the pros and cons of

biracial education, and if the Indian could be civilized at all.27  

After Armstrong's death in 1893, the school's former chaplain and Vice-Principal,

Hollis B. Frissell, acceded to the Principalship of the school and ushered in an era that

focused more upon technical training rather than the character building and normal training

of the founder's administration.28  Somewhat modifying what at least were Armstrong's

expressed goals, Frissell declared in 1897, "Instead of making the industrial departments

the stepping stone to the Academic department, the Academic department is now the

stepping stone to the industrial and trade work."29  Less the enthusiastic and messianic

pioneer as was his predecessor, Frissell's sober and churchly demeanor and policies began

a steady period of expansion, but workman-like, largely stayed the course tradition had

prescribed.  A Trustee and Principal until his death in 1917, Frissell controlled Hampton's

educational policy through the era that produced Dunbar's photographic books and the

peak years in which photography at Hampton occupied the natioal consciousness.

By 1899, when the first of the Dunbar books appeared, Hampton had grown into

a nearly self-sufficient community of a thousand pupils, supporting an elementary school

for teacher training, three major farms and countless workshops for agricultural and

technical training, classroom buildings, administrative offices, dormitories for both men

and women, Indians and African Americans, gymnasiums, marching bands, athletic teams,

a museum, library, and a non-sectarian church.  Its finances had stabilized, requiring fewer

barnstorming tours of the North than had been necessary during the early days under

Armstrong’s leadership.  Several large endowments were secured, supporting the annual

operating costs of the school.  Hundreds graduated each year to spread the Hampton

gospel throughout the Southeast, the North, and Plains states.

Long after Hampton’s publicity efforts acquired larger donors, more formal

settings, and a more businesslike atmosphere, Hampton continued to make its appeals by

presenting its results in person and flexing its inherited talent for self-promotion.  Each

                     
27 For instance, "Indians at Hampton,"     Frank Leslie's Illustrated Magazine    47, No. 1222, March 1, 1879.
28 Lindsey,    Indians at Hampton Institute   , p. 150, also Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   .
29 Peabody, p. 249.
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year, major meetings were held in New York and other social centers to raise money from

prominent business leaders and society philanthropists.  They were entertained by

student singers, speakers from the administration and faculty, and prominent African-

American educators and public figures.  Paul Laurence Dunbar spoke at several of these

meetings.  Hampton's most prominent graduates, Booker T. Washington and Robert

Russa Moton, who continued to bring publicity to Hampton throughout their careers,

regularly delivered inspirational addresses on timely topics to serve as examples of the

educational successes Hampton had achieved and the potential for further achievement by

African Americans.  

The school's nationally-distributed periodical, written and edited in-house at

Hampton's printing office, the Southern Workman was another major promotional outlet

calculated to convey the Hampton mission to the general public.  Indicating the school’s

enthusiasm for the power of the press, printing was among the first trades taught at the

school.30  From its initial issue in 1872, the Southern Workman was printed by student

labor at the school's press. Among a huge variety of offerings, the press published a

succession of books, documenting the progress of the graduates and students of the

school, a series of instructional and advisory pamphlets, songbooks, and the annual

proceedings of the Hampton Negro Conference.  Hampton's published materials carried

the school's name and agenda across the country, while keeping its graduates in close

contact with the school.  Hampton mastered the art of self-promotion, recognizing that

successful fundraising and propagation of its agenda required skillful manipulation and

calculation of its public image.  As it became possible to publish photographs cheaply in

the 1890's, it increasingly employed images to realize these tasks.

Early on, Hampton's faculty and administration were highly receptive and zealous

promoters of the photographic image.  One of Hampton's publications documenting the

individual records of graduates, titled its short individual biographies "Instantaneous

Views."  Helen W. Ludlow, the first editor of the Southern Workman and a regular

contributor to Hampton's sophisticated promotional materials, wrote the following in the

Preface of Twenty-two Years' Work of the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute at
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Hampton, Virginia, specifically referring to Eadweard Muybridge's celebrated motion

photographs, which he exhibited in the same year at the Columbian Exposition in

Chicago:

Instantaneous photography having resolved the fleetest racer's course into
an awkward series of crooks and twists, ups and downs, we need not be
surprised to find the corresponding truth in life.  The eye can reconstruct
from these its own composite impression of motion and progress: it is
enough to know that thus the ground is covered and the goal reached.31

Writing prior to the formation of Hampton's Camera Club and never a member, Ludlow

used the reference to photography to glibly imply Hampton's modern thought and

familiarity with the latest in scientific and technological progress, even though her use of

the allusion seems imprecise.  In addition, it indicates an eager ambition to use the realism

afforded by photographs to exhibit its upstanding graduates for public scrutiny, to use

the medium’s reputation for perception and precision to reveal the truth of the school’s

successes.  As of the book's publication date, the school press had not yet acquired the

capability to reproduce photographic images.

  The Southern Workman first used photography in a special issue in September

1895.32  The issue printed a single photograph with a number of engravings made from

photographs, as well as hand-rendered illustrations.  Printed for the occasion of the

Atlanta Cotton States Industrial Exhibition, the edition maintained Hampton's

promotional reliance upon exhibiting its results to potential donors personally. The

Southern Workman was evidently distributed at the Exposition, functioning as a

serviceable proxy to a personal visit to the school.

                                                              
30 Peabody, p. 246.
31 Helen W. Ludlow, Preface,     Twenty-two Years' Work of the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
at Hampton, Va.     (Hampton, VA: Normal School Press, 1893).
32In the 1880's, Hampton produced the      Workman    in an illustrated format using engravings from national
magazines by permission.  With the exception of the issue produced for the Atlanta Exposition, the
Workman    suspended the illustrated format through most of the 1890's.
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Fig. 11.  B.W. Kilburn Co., [Half stereocard: Hampton Exhibit at 1895
Atlanta Exposition], ca. 1895, P&P, LC.  Neg. LC-USZ62-96279.

 Only describing photographs two years earlier, Helen Ludlow wrote, with

proprietary pride, what amounted to Hampton's manifesto for pictorial representation in

its promotional materials:

THE WORKMAN this month presents rather a different aspect from its
usual one.  As has already been announced, we are issuing a special number
in honor of the Atlanta Exhibition, a number designed to show as much as
possible of the history and work of Hampton Institute.  To friends who
learn for the first time at the Atlanta Exhibit of the school which the
WORKMAN represents, we hope that it will present a sufficiently
interesting series of pictures to make a favorable and lasting impression.
To those regular readers of the WORKMAN who visit the exhibition it
may serve as a pleasant reminder of their visit, and to those who wish to
know what Hampton is showing at Atlanta, and yet do not find time to
visit the spot the WORKMAN will carry a full account of the noteworthy
points in the school's display.  Regular readers will not, we are sure, object
to the omission, for once, of many of our regular departments, in
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consideration of the fact that their room is occupied by numerous
illustrations.33

In a sense, Hampton's two greatest promotional assets were born concurrently.  The

paragraph immediately beneath proudly proclaims,

We note with pleasure the fact that the directors of the Cotton States
Industrial Exhibition have invited Booker T. Washington of Tuskegee to
take part in the exercises of the opening day and to deliver an address on
that occasion.  Added to the feeling of pride that this school must always
have in the honors that fall to its graduates, a special interest attaches to
this invitation to Mr. Washington, inasmuch as it shows how General
Armstrong's spirit transplanted as it has been by Mr. Washington of
Tuskegee...34

After a five-year return to a purely textual format,35 The Southern Workman began to

utilize photographs consistently throughout its pages in December 1899. In March 1897,

the masthead of the Southern Workman announced, somewhat prematurely, considering

they were not yet publishing actual photographic images,

With these direct reports from the heart of the Negro and Indians are
pictures of Reservation, Cabin, and Plantation Life, and local sketches: a
running account of what is going on in the Hampton School with its
thousand souls in all departments, studies in Negro and Indian folklore and
history; original thoughts of the nation’s young wards as they emerge from
ignorance into light….  The Paper gives its Northern readers an account of
their charitable investments; to Southern and Western ones, a view of
Hampton’s work for the solution of race problems which most nearly
affect them.

The statement also reveals the multiple nature of Hampton’s mission and the tensions

implicit in balancing the interests of the school’s several constituencies.

Hampton associated itself with Dunbar over a long period of time, using his fame

to carry the school’s name into the public eye, giving onlookers the impression that he

was one of the school's own.  Dunbar spoke at fund-raisers alongside Hampton graduates,

contributed to the Southern Workman, collaborated with the Camera Club, and appeared

                     
33 [Helen W, Ludlow],     Southern Workman   , September 1895, p. 138.
34 Ibid, p. 138.
35The immediate return to the standard format suggests that this first illustrated issue was published off-
campus, produced as an especially eye-catching number for distribution at the exhibition.
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to be a Hampton graduate.  Much the same could be said of other prominent African-

American contributors to the Southern Workman.   W.E.B. DuBois, T. Thomas Fortune,

Kelly Miller, W.S. Scarborough, the Rev. and Mrs. F.J. Grimké, and Anna Julia Cooper,

were all contributors solicited to address "race questions."36  Bolstering this

misperception, actual graduates, including Booker T. Washington and Robert Russa

Moton, were also frequent contributors.

Photography and the Hampton Camera Club played a vital role in fundraising

meetings, supplying lantern slides illustrating the school’s grounds, students, and classes.

Johnston’s images of Hampton for the Paris Exposition of 1900 were also produced as

glass lantern slides, to be used as supporting material for fundraising drives.  At the same

time the images appeared in Paris, the Southern Workman mentioned that "Slides of these

pictures will be prepared at once and the friends of the school will have an opportunity to

see them at the stereopticon lectures in New York, Philadelphia, and Boston, in January

and February."37

Johnston's remarkably didactic images vividly presented Hampton's success in

educating African Americans as a process of modernization and assimilation.

Perpetuating the before-and-after narrative constructions the school used previously to

show the dramatic change in the appearance of Indian students upon their arrival at the

school, Johnston idealized a graduate by juxtaposing him alongside the culture of rural

poverty and hardship that was common among African Americans in the Reconstruction

years, in this context spinning vernacular culture as the negative pole in the narrative.

James Guimond, among the first cultural critics to renew scholarly interest in Johnston’s

images, established the standard primary reading of the images in The Hampton Album,

                     
36 Cooper, in addition to contributing to the      Workman   , actually edited the July, August, and September
1894 issues, filling in during Helen Ludlow's summer vacation.  [Anna Julia Cooper],     Southern Workman   ,
July 1894, p. 120.  H.B. Frissell, Letter to Southern Workman Contributors, January 18, 1899, Frissell
Letterbook, Hampton University Archives, p. 700.
37"The Paris Exhibit,"     SW     , January 1900, p. 8.  Also Tcc, H.B. Frissell to Dr. Albert Shaw [Editor,
American Review of Reviews    magazine] January 30, 1900, H.B. Frissell letterbook, Hampton University
Archives.  As early as 1895, the Camera Club purchased an enlarger/reducer for making prints and
stereopticon slides for fundraising purposes.  Camera Club Minute Book, May 10, 1895, Hampton
University Archives, p. 28.  Two years before Johnston made her photos, Frissell traveled with a
stereopticon.  Booker T. Washington requested he bring it with him when coming south.  BTW to
Frissell, December 19, 1898, Booker T. Washington Papers, Vol. 4, p. 539.
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In their original context at the Paris and Pan-American expositions, these
images were meant to be emphatic documentary proof that would refute
charges by white racists who claimed that black Americans were far too
stupid, shiftless, and immoral to become civilized people.38

Significantly, Guimond interpreted Johnston’s work for Hampton as documentary

images, which he defined as a practice that plucked images from everyday life to support

a social philosophy, for its vivid evidentiary value: “a desire to make drama from the

ordinary.”39  As it was articulated in these, Hampton’s primary publicity images during

the years 1900-1906, the school’s principal message was to contest and dispel racist

limitations upon the achievements and aspirations of African Americans, demonstrating

to the world their status as members and would-be members of a civilized society.

Fig. 12.  FBJ, "The Old Folks at Home," [Mr. and Mrs. Sheppard] ca.

1900. FBJ, P&P, LC.  Neg. LC-USZ62-61017.40

                     
38 James Guimond,     Photography and the American Dream    , (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1991), p. 40.
39 Guimond, p. 4.
40 A cyanotype of a variant of Johnston’s image in the Hampton University Archives is labeled, “Food
safe-Mr. & Mrs. Sheppard-Butler Farm-1900.”  The individuals in that image are the same couple
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Given Hampton's commitment to teaching genteel cultural values, the work ethic,

and eradicating superstition and other forms of "ignorance," Hampton's choice to

publicize itself with picturesque, idealized images of individuals living in the traditional

manner, as found in the Dunbar books, contradicts both the school's reputation and the

process illustrated by Johnston.  The images in the Dunbar books present a problem in

interpretation, in that they seem to work against Hampton's stated purposes.  Part of an

explanation may lie in the fact that Frissell hired Johnston although there were a number

of competent photographers on the campus, including Leigh Richmond Miner, who

would make similar images in subsequent years. At the very moment Johnston arrived,

Hampton's Camera Club was nearing the peak of its creative output.  Hampton's

administration either did not want the kind of photographs the Camera Club was taking to

represent the school in an official capacity, or the members were simply too busy with

their school functions and work on the Dunbar books.  Booker T. Washington, who had

seen Johnston's photographs of the Washington, DC. schools, suggested to Frissell that

she be hired to photograph the campus.41  Johnston photographed Hampton shortly

after the Camera Club completed the illustrations for Poems of Cabin and Field.

Throughout the 1899 school year, the Club was in the process of producing the images to

meet their June deadline.  Although they were not selected to represent the school at the

Paris Exposition, they maintained a cordial relationship with Johnston, holding a

reception in her honor on December 8, 1899.42  Even so, the Camera Club influenced

Johnston's images, probably providing her with contacts and locations around the

Institute and in the outlying communities, in addition to establishing the photographic

genre that represented African-American folk culture, the "before" component in

Johnston's "before and after Hampton" formula.  Johnston's context for these images

significantly changed their meaning, presenting folk culture far differently than was the

established tradition in the Camera Club.  Johnston also photographed some of the

                                                              
appearing in Johnston’s “The Old Folks at Home” and “The Old Well” (Neg. LC-USZ62-51059. The
cyanotype is housed at Hampton among the Camera Club papers, as are several others of Johnston’s
images.
41     Booker T. Washington Papers   , Volume 5, 1899-1900, pp. 226-27.
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Camera Club’s models in their style, which weren’t distributed with her promotional

images for the school.

Fig. 13.  FBJ, [Mr. and Mrs. Sheppard, Hampton, VA], ca. 1900, FBJ,
P&P, LC.  Neg. LC-USZ62-118921.

The Camera Club, a semi-official organization with a great amount of autonomy,

did not necessarily represent the school's ideological agenda.  Another important context

informing the Club's output was the Hampton Folklore Society, which shared a number

of important members and interests with the Camera Club.  Both organizations, founded

in the Fall of 1893, the Camera Club in October, the Folklore Society in December--

immediately after Armstrong's death at the end of the previous school year--represent an

alternative vision of rural African-American vernacular culture, seemingly contradicting

the Institute's explicit aims.  The collection of folklore at Hampton encouraged a deep

                                                              
42Camera Club Meeting Minutes, January 21, 1899 through December 1, 1899, Hampton University
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familiarity with and appreciation of African-American culture not only among active

members of the society, but within the entire Institute community.  Via the monthly

"Folklore and Ethnology" column that appeared in the Southern Workman from 1893 to

1899, the years leading up to the publication of the Dunbar books, Hampton's patrons,

graduates, faculty, and students were regularly informed by an organization that sought,

not only to document folklore, but to define and conserve a rich and alternative sensibility

that existed alongside the dominant, genteel vision.  The members' main interest in

presenting African-American folklore was to keep the material from white derision and

co-optation.  The Camera Club would later seek to do much the same for images of

African-American individuals and the folk culture.  Both Dunbar and the members of the

Hampton Camera Club exhibit a substantial influence from the Folklore Society, and owe

much to the organization for their portrayal of African-American folk culture and

traditions.  A detailed look at the Folklore Society reveals critical information that

outlines an ideological context in which the photographs and text of the Dunbar books

may be read, reconciling the Institute's apparent official position and the representation of

African-American folk culture found in the photographs in the Dunbar books.

                                                              
Archives, Hampton, Va.
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Chapter Three - Integrating Tradition and the Future: African-
American Vernacular Culture at Hampton

In part a response to popular demand for access to African-American "humor and

pathos," Hampton's commitment to depicting traditional culture in a positive manner

illustrates an ambivalence in its mission, a duality of purpose.  Despite an avowed intent

to civilize and impress genteel standards of propriety upon Indians and African

Americans, a strong leitmotif persisted, promoting the value and authenticity of the

vernacular tradition, moderating the school's secular missionary thrust: its interest in

civilizing its students.  Although the project was not central to its institutional directives,

key representatives of the Hampton Institute community sought to preserve and integrate

elements of folk culture as a part of the future lives of its students, including instilling a

respect for their own traditions and culture as a part of the curriculum.  Given Hampton's

cascading, chain-reaction model of educational and cultural influence, it was understood

that the graduates would relay this ethos to their own students, potentially contributing

to a larger impact, affirming the retention of traditional culture and folkways.  To a degree,

the tension between assimilation and cultural retention is present even within Armstrong's

own utterances.  In an address to his students before his death in 1893, among the last

words he would speak before his acolytes, General Armstrong advised,

This gift of song is something that is the possession of your race;
something you have that is really of value - something you can do well -
better than others; always value it, don't be ashamed of these old songs -
they are full of feeling and beauty, and of history.  You think people laugh
at them - sometimes they laugh at some quaint expression; a great deal
oftener they feel like crying; they are touched by the beauty and feeling.
By singing them you can interest people in your race, awaken their
sympathy and also their respect.  Spend your life doing what you can do
well.  If you can teach, teach!  If you can't teach but can cook well, do
that!1

Shortly after Armstrong founded the school, Armstrong confided similar sentiments

privately to his first wife, indicating the depth of his appreciation and understanding of

                     
1 Peabody, p. 220.
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African-American vernacular forms. Armstrong’s description distinctly prefigures that of

DuBois’ final chapter of The Souls of Black Folk.

I have been sitting in Miss Bacon’s parlor listening to the singing of our
girls….  Few people have any idea of the deep and essential music there is
in these people; there is a fascination about it.  As they sang in their
peculiar cadence, in perfect time, either in a plaintive music or cheerful
major key one could detect the stamp of slavery on their lives.—These
songs are but the cry of their desolate hearts  unto their God—once uttered
in the long agony of their oppression and now sung by their children as the
songs of their home and nation.

The imagery of the words is quaint, mild, and full of genuine poetry, but
words and music are bound together—indeed the words are subordinate to
the music which has the deepest expression and rather is the truest
expression of the negro heart….  In a few years these songs will be lost
and some of the finest poetry and music in the world will be forgotten.2

Armstrong’s remarkably modern sentiment anticipates Dunbar’s rhetoric:  although he

may have vacillated on the degree to which he was successful, Dunbar sought to employ

African-American vernacular musical traditions to breathe life and anchor his art in deeply

historic roots.  Both figures utilized black expression in a performative manner, exploiting

white tastes for humor and sentimental pathos; both also deeply knew its expressive

possibilities, its exorcism of spontaneous upwellings of despair, broadcast to the heavens,

a soul singing unselfconsciously to the cosmos, transcending its ostensible audience.

Armstrong’s statement also invokes the complementary nature of two media in African-

American expression, seemingly trifling words informed by sublime musical depths,

which also seems to function in like manner to text and image in Dunbar’s poetry books,

an interaction in which one medium deepens another, or in which two media gravitate to

each other, modulating and trading a lead in call and response.  Armstrong also indicates

that Hampton’s historical commitment to African-American vernacular forms issued from

the impulse to salvage ethnography, the effort to preserve disappearing cultural practices

against the tide of time.

A sustained undercurrent developed at Hampton, promoting African-American

culture subversively and ardently teaching its students to retain the positive cultural
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traditions that complemented Hampton’s civilizing mission.  Upon his arrival, Robert

Russa Moton was actually disappointed at first to find that Hampton incorporated

spirituals within religious services and cultural programs:  "I had come to school to learn

to do things differently; to sing, to speak, and to use the language, and of course, the

music, not of colored people but of white people."3

Armstrong however, was decidedly not an unconditional supporter and promoter

of the value of folk culture: he sought to maintain attractive elements, while eradicating

others that stood in contradiction to Hampton's central goals.  Although Armstrong

encouraged students to collect folklore and published some pieces in the Southern

Workman as Principal, his interest in documenting folk beliefs and superstition was in

part "to drag them into the light where they will show what they really are."4  In Strange

Ways and Sweet Dreams; Afro-American Folklore from the Hampton Institute, a history

of the Hampton Folklore Society and an unabridged collection of folklore articles

appearing in the Southern Workman, Donald Waters effectively demonstrated

Armstrong's rationale for collecting folklore.  Using frequent military analogies,

Armstrong stressed, "…it is equally important that the young teachers who go out single-

handed to their great work should go fully fore-warned and fore-armed."5  Less perhaps a

disease to be eradicated, learning folklore was a means of reconnaissance, of learning the

terrain in which one hopes to make progress overall.  Armstrong claimed he did not

tolerate folk belief among his students: Waters relays that "...in response to one student

who professed his simple belief in black folklore, he firmly pledged that 'two more years

in the school will change his ideas.'"6

One of the extraordinary personalities, not only at Hampton, but within the

history of race relations in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, was Alice

Mabel Bacon, a teacher at Hampton, the founder of the Hampton Folklore Society, and

                                                              
2 Armstrong to Emma Walker [Armstrong], 1869, quoted in Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , p. 77.
3 Moton,     Finding a Way Out; An Autobiography   .  (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1920), p.
58.
4 Waters, p. 42
5 Waters, p. 41.
6 Waters, p.42.
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one of the editors of the Southern Workman.  Among her many achievements, Bacon

founded Dixie Hospital at Hampton to train African-American nurses when she was

discouraged from enrolling a Hampton student in the New Haven Training School for

Nurses, an institution with which she had close family connections.  She was ultimately

the primary motive force in the establishment of the Hampton Folklore Society in

November 1893, a direct result of her commitment to the hospital.  Encountering

resistance to modern medicine from the surrounding African-American community, which

she had intended to serve, she found that their folk beliefs and superstitions discouraged

them from using the hospital's facilities.  To foster the hospital’s appeal to the outside

community, she elicited their support by abiding by local folk traditions, a purpose that

recalls Armstrong's reconnaissance mode.  She began to study African-American folklore,

and established the Folklore Society, to

bridge over, if possible, the great gulf fixed between the minds of the
educated and the uneducated, the civilized and the uncivilized,--to enter
more deeply in the daily life of the common people, and to more
thoroughly understand their ideas and motives.7

For six years until her departure from Hampton in 1899, she ran the first society

dedicated to the serious organized study and collection of African-American folklore.8  

Its membership was predominantly African American: Hampton students, a scattering of

guiding faculty and staff members of both races, local residents, and graduates who

corresponded by mail from various areas of the South from their local teaching

assignments.  Key members of the Camera Club were also active in the school’s folklore

society, and several topics of study by the Folklore Society appeared in images the

Camera Club made for the Dunbar books, which also collected and popularized African-

American material folk practices in its pages, in some ways a continuation of the Folklore

Society’s activity in another media.

Each month, Bacon published items of the Society’s research in the "Folklore and

Ethnology" section of the Southern Workman, in addition to regular appearances in the

Journal of American Folklore.  Throughout the existence of the society, which folded

                     
7 p. 36.
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upon Bacon's departure from the school in 1899, it maintained close contact and received

direction from such serious investigators as anthropologist Franz Boas and William Wells

Newell, the head of the American Folklore Society, and the Hampton Society became the

first local chapter of the national organization.9    According to Waters,

With reference to the field of Afro-American folklore, and given the
exception of such individuals as Joel Chandler Harris, who wavered
between disciplined presentation of data and literary adornment of it, Alice
Bacon was entirely correct to write in 1895 that 'the society today is
working almost alone.10

The Hampton Folklore Society was committed to minimal modification of collected

material, setting it to paper in a raw state, largely to preserve it for the future:

If within the next few years care is not taken to collect and preserve all
traditions and customs peculiar to the Negroes, there will be little to
reward the search of the future historian who would trace the history of
the African continent through the years of slavery to the position which
they will hold a few generations hence.11

Folklore was, however, not to be an elegy, to entertain a curious, sentimental public.

Bacon addressed this issue directly, asserting the Society's commitment to rigorous

documentation and realism:

We hope that the readers of the Workman bear in mind as they look over
the folk-lore department of this paper, that the work we are trying to do in
it is not to afford popular or entertaining reading, nor is it to depict an ideal
of any kind for the attainment or education of our pupils or graduates, but
it is an effort to give with as absolute accuracy as we can secure, the
stories, superstitions, sayings and songs of the illiterate Negroes, in the

                                                              
8 Waters, p. 1.
9Alan Dundes, Ed.,      Mother Wit from the Laughing Barrel - Readings in the Interpretation of Afro-   
American Folklore   .  (Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall, 1973), p. 251.
10 Donald J. Waters,     Strange Ways and Sweet Dreams; Afro-American Folklore from the Hampton
Institute   , (Boston: G.K. Hall & Co., 1983), p. 37.
11 Alice M. Bacon, "The Study of Folklore," in     Africa and the American Negro: Addresses and
Proceedings of the Congress on Africa, 1895   , ed. J.W.E. Bowen (1896; Miami: Mnemosyne Publishing,
1969), p. 189; also     Southern Workman    22, (1893) p. 150.  Quoted in Waters,     Strange Ways and Sweet
Dreams   , p. 53.
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hope that we may all in this way learn a little more about their lives and
ways of looking at things.12

If initially Bacon's interest in folklore was forged in a reconnaissance mode, her interest in

folklore deepened.  Her devotion to studying and preserving folklore became the focus of

her efforts at Hampton and a personal crusade.

In addition to its many historic features, the Atlanta Exposition edition of the

Southern Workman contains a reprint of Bacon's original call for study of African-

American folklore, which was also distributed in pamphlet form to attract correspondents

from throughout the South.  She outlined the Society's foremost topics for study:

1.  Folktales, animal stories, legends, hero stories, fairy tales, etc.

2.  Customs, especially in connection with birth, marriage, and death.

3.  Traditions of ancestry in Africa or of transportation to America.

4.  African words surviving in speech or song.

5.  Ceremonies and superstitions, whether in connection with everyday
happenings, voodoo charms, or Christian worship.

6.  Proverbs and sayings.

7.  Songs--words or music or both.

…and made an appeal for widespread participation:

It would be possible for any educated colored man or woman living in a
community of less cultivated persons of his own race to collect a great deal
of material along these lines which would be of great scientific value, not
only to students of folklore, but to the future historians of the Negro race
in America.13

Bacon's prediction would be fulfilled.  The folklorists Elsie Clews Parsons, Alan Dundes,

Mason Brewer, and Bruce Jackson used Hampton materials extensively in their work, as

did Laurence Levine in Black Culture and Black Consciousness, Newbell Niles Puckett in

                     
12 Alice M. Bacon, "Editorial--Folklore Department,"     Southern Workman   , Volume 28, no. 6 (June 1899),
p. 201.  Republished in Waters,     Strange Ways and Sweet Dreams   , p. 338.
13 Alice M. Bacon, "Folklore and Ethnology,"     Southern Workman   , September 1895, p. 154.
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his monumental study, Folk Beliefs of the Southern Negro, and Donald Waters in his

study and compilation of folklore material from the Southern Workman.

Waters also identified a realistic underlying motive the Hampton folklorists had

for collecting folklore,

They expressed a critical interest in black folklore only to emphasize the
pervasive folly of rural blacks and, by contrast, their own wise and
discriminating intelligence as educators.  In so doing, they joined the
growing ranks of an educated, upwardly mobile black middle-class whose
members behaved so fastidiously that in their collective attempt to create a
respectable identity they wanted little to do with the heritage of their
people.14

The evidence, however, strongly suggests that the Folklore Society did not share an

unified ideology, but demonstrated its independence of class biases, and promoted an

integrated model of American culture as a shared heritage, investigating both European and

African derivations.  Joel Chandler Harris had already dignified African-American

folklore, and brought a great measure of popular and analytical interest to the subject.

The members of the club likely modulated between appreciation and nostalgia for the

tales with statements distancing themselves from their production, demonstrating their

transcendence through amusement, much as contemporary audiences are amused by the

quaint pseudo-scientific theories of the past.

The Folklore Society did preserve and identify folkloric "artifacts" it ascribed to

African origin, but downplayed their origins publicly. While identifying elements of

American national culture which could be ascribed to African origin--in linguistics, music,

art, crafts, architecture, agricultural methods, folktales, folk belief, and folk medicine--the

Folklore Society sought to legitimate the contributions of African-American culture to the

creole character of American life, not merely to the traditions of African-American culture

itself.  For several reasons, ascribing African origin to African-American culture was less

politic in the deterministic intellectual culture of the turn of the century, which habitually

assigned the “capacity” or “potential” for civilization to race.  Ever aware of public

scrutiny of its educational mission, the political implications of cultural origins intruded

                     
14 Waters,     Strange Ways and Sweet Dreams   , p. 43.
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on Hampton’s capacity to analyze its ethnographic data.  Identification of African-

American traits as being of English and European descent seriously short-circuited the

argument that culturally, African Americans were marginal figures outside American

culture, more African than American, or inherently intellectually inferior and uneducable

because of their "ignorant ways," their folklore and superstitions.

In its folklore studies, Hampton largely emphasized African Americans as people

of cultural descent from England and Europe, assiduously identifying folktales and

cultural idiosyncrasies largely as remnants of seventeenth and eighteenth-century English

culture.  Professor W.S. Scarborough, an African-American Classicist and Vice-President

of Wilberforce University, one of a group of prominent intellectuals who supported the

Hampton collecting effort, also spoke to the organization as a guest speaker.  Republished

in the Southern Workman, his address pointed out that the existence of folklore was not

unique to African-American culture:

Very many of the sayings found in Southern states especially in these
Atlantic states, are traceable to the Elizabethan usage of the early settlers,
and in that respect resemble...similar ones found as well in the Eastern
states of the North...15

Scarborough further observed and conveyed to the Society that folklore did not observe

racial boundaries, but that it circumscribed a common heritage.  "This is true in large

measure whenever two races have had many years of life together in any country.  The

superstitions, the proverbs of the one are more or less sure of re-adaptation by the

other.16  He similarly argued that superstition in no way indicated or supported

intellectual or cultural inferiority, or that its presence was a unique phenomenon within

African-American culture:

Much superstition may cling it is true--will cling as among the most highly
civilized; for even at the acme of civilization no people is known to have
freed itself entirely from all bonds of superstitions, cast about it by its
fore-bears in primitive days.17

                     
15 W.S. Scarborough, "Folklore,"     Southern Workman    25, no. 7 (July 1896), pp.144-6.  Reprinted in
Waters,     Strange Ways and Sweet Dreams   , p. 260.
16 Ibid, p. 258.
17 Ibid, p. 259.
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Positioning African Americans and their folklore not as the production of savage "others,"

but as that of American "selves," was a convenient, and pragmatic stance, despite

evidence, that as often as not, pointed the other way.  It was a minor distinction, which

for the time being, was better left in the museum’s basement rather than on display in the

front foyer.

Fig. 14.  Prof. W.S. Scarborough, circa 1898, A New Negro for a New
Century, Booker T. Washington, Editor. UT-Austin Libraries.

At the time, proposals for wholesale repatriation to Africa, extermination, and

southern apartheid-like homelands for African Americans were seriously being weighed

by legislators, a time when rabidly racist spokespeople constructed African Americans as

monstrous quasi-human savages, freshly loosed from hyperbolically mythic "jungles of

Africa." African Americans were being overwhelmingly associated with outrageous,

paranoid distortions of African cultures, cast as savages without self-restraint, with no

capacity for deferred gratification, empathy, or civic identity.  African-Americans

appeared much as Africans from without, and they and their supporters sought to

distance themselves and their culture from images of non-Christian African cultures which

were overwhelmingly being presented before the U.S. public in visual culture and popular
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literature.  Legions of racist propagandists likened African Americans to “savage”

Africans explicitly, such as in the manner American blacks and Africans were presented at

the 1893 Chicago Columbian Exposition.18  Hampton’s own photographic contribution

to the Paris Exposition of 1900 was likely a corrective response informed specifically by

the depiction of blacks on the Midway and in the anthropological sections in Chicago.  

Black Americans were overwhelmingly tarred with the brush of Africa,

represented as close cousins to leering, imaginary cannibals who cooked white explorers in

soup cauldrons, a persistent trope in representations of Africans well into the twentieth

century.  The subliminal fear of black cannibalism, in fact, informs many popular racist

stereotypes depicting African Americans’ preoccupation with food, an unending

procession of commercial fetishizations of slathering, red mouths, grotesque white teeth,

overdeveloped jaws, and ravenous appetites, gustatory and otherwise, for figurative white

flesh: possum, chicken, and blood-red watermelon.  The second image of a person of color

published in Harper’s Weekly, as Michael Harris reckons it, presents an African gnawing

on a severed white arm, a severed foot and lower leg roasting in a campfire.19  Lynching

rituals were a mimetic response to fears of black cannibalism and savagery, victimizing a

putatively alien, entropic social class that had already proven the undoing of U.S. national

polity and was unwillingly incarcerated in an extensive system of social strictures

calculated to quell resistance and to maintain their social separation. Racists in the

twentieth century further believed that through various insidious means, and abetted by

technology, African-American cultural forms seemed to be menacing the purity of U.S.

national culture.  As early as 1899, music critic Henry Edward Krehbiel denounced the

cake-walk as an orgiastic African sex dance.20  Harris cites Toni Morrison’s insight that

                     
18 An illustration from the era, published in     Harpers Weekly   , depicts a simian African American shaking
hands with his African counterpart, apparently a Dahomeyan from the African village exhibited at the fair.
Reproduced in Michael D. Harris,     Colored Pictures      ; Race and Visual Representation   , (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2003), p. 76.
19 Michael D. Harris,     Colored Pictures   , p. 28.
20 Eric Sundquist   , To Wake the Nations;        Race in the Making of American Literature   , (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1993),  p. 290.  Also Ann Douglas,     Terrible Honesty; Mongrel Manhattan in the
1920s   , (New York: Noonday Press, 1995). Sieglinde Lemke,     Primitivist Modernism; Black Culture and
the Origins of Transatlantic Modernism    , (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998) each has extensive
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in the American imaginary, black skin represents the unpredictable underlying regression

to savagery that whites suspected lay within a civilized black façade: “White people

believed that whatever the manners, under every dark skin was a jungle.”21

The toothy black dandy represents the inscrutable African laying in wait for an

unsuspecting innocent white American, a savage in a civilized exterior, a wolf in sheep’s

clothing, much of the imaginary appropriated in part from the Grimm brothers’ tales.22

Paul Dunbar’s Clorindy, Or the Origin of the Cakewake included a ditty, “Who Say

Chicken in Dis Crowd?,” which depicted a dignified gathering of blacks undone by the

presence of a wandering “pullet.”  Dunbar’s 1898 libretto for the all-black “coon-show,”

In Dahomey, Dunbar cited Africa explicitly, albeit playfully and ironically, signifying on

Americans’ ignorance by playing at the savagery which most Americans had assigned

American blacks, figuratively, if not literally, fitting his African-American actors with

bones in their noses.  For the record, however, Dunbar signified upon middle-class

pretension in the piece, and sought to invigorate black pride in African achievement,

among his more explicit Afrocentric statements in dialect:

Chorus:

Evah Dahkey is a King
Royalty is jes’ de t’ing
Ef yo’ social life’s a bungle
Jes you go back to yo’ jungle
An’ remember dat yo’ daddy was a king.

Ev’ry dahkey has a lineage
Dat de white folks can’t compete wid
And a title such as duke or earl
Why we wouldn’t wipe our feet wid23

                                                              
references articulating opposition to jazz and dance as a “negrification” and mongrelization of American
culture.
21 Toni Morrison,     Beloved   , cited in Harris, p. 32.
22 Barry Lopez,     Of Wolves and Men   , (New York: Scribner, 1978), interrogates the figure of the wolf in
the European imaginary.  The wolf, having eaten Grandmother, lays in wait in Little Red Riding Hood’s
bed.  “My, what big teeth you have…”
23 PLD, “Evah Dahkey is a King,” in Martin and Primeau, Eds.,    In His Own Voice   , p. 155.
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Dunbar attended the Chicago fair as Frederick Douglass’ assistant and worked as a

restroom attendant, and must have passed the fair’s Dahomean village encampment and

Midway sideshow almost daily.24 He published a laudatory essay in an 1899 Chicago

newspaper, “Negro Music,” citing the Dahomean music he heard at the fair.  

The strange, fantastic melody of the old plantation music has always
possessed a deep fascination for me.  There is an indescribable charm in
it—a certain poetic sadness that appeals strongly to the artistic in one’s
nature.

The idea that art really had anything to do with this quality of negro music
I never for a moment entertained.  But question as I might, I could never
find out its source until passing through the Midway Plaisance some
weeks ago I heard the Dahomeyans singing.  Instantly the idea flashed into
my mind.  ‘It is a heritage.’

…I heard in the Dahomeyans’ singing the same rich melody, the same
mournful minor cadences, that have touched the heart of the world through
negro music…

The Dahomeyan sings the music of his native Africa; the American
negro…adds to it the bitter ring of grief for wrongs and adversities which
only he has known.

If my hypothesis be correct, the man who asks where the negro got all
those strange tunes…is answered.  They have been handed down to him
from the matted jungles and sunburned deserts of Africa, from the reed
huts of the Nile.25

In the nineteenth century, prior to the realization of national pride in African origin

fostered in the twentieth century, if any factor in African-American identity could

compete with the heritage of slavery and black skin, it was the “non-Africanness” of

African Americans, a middle-class repudiation of African origin.  The Dahomeans’

encampment at the fair came as a revelation, just the first inkling for many Americans,

including Dunbar, of the legitimacy of African heritage and that it continued to speak

through them.

                     
24 ALS, PLD to Matilda Dunbar, May 4, 1893, PLD Papers, OHS, Microfilm, Reel One, fr. 1083.
25 PLD, “Negro Music,” in Martin and Primeau, Eds.,    In His Own Voice   , p. 183-4.
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Rather than repudiating folklore as the source of embarrassment and negative

associations, for roughly six years in the 1890s, the Folklore Society actively promoted

pride in African-American cultural heritage at Hampton.  Alice Bacon expressed herself

explicitly on this point, qualifying the limits to Hampton's transformation of her

students, a key to understanding ethnography and photography at Hampton:

Do not believe that the learning of the white man is all that the black man
needs; do not suppose that Africa and slavery have no part in the past of
the American Negro citizen any more than the Mayflower is a matter of no
importance to those whose ancestors it brought from England.   If the
Negro would not be a mere imitation white man, but the kind of man that
God meant him to be, he must take an honest pride in those things that
belong to himself.  He must study his own history not in the light of what
white people have said about him, but from the abundant material for
history embodied in the folk-lore of his race, whether in the transplanted
stocks of America or in the aboriginal tribes of Africa.26

In an address to the group, Anna Julia Cooper went even further, predicting what was to

be a staple of "New Negro" thought a generation later during the Harlem Renaissance,

sounding not a little like Boas’ student, Zora Hurston,

Servile copying foredooms mediocrity: it cuts the nerve of soul expression.
The American Negro cannot produce an original utterance until he realizes
the sanctity of his homely inheritance.  It is the simple, common, everyday
things of man that God has cleansed.  And it is the untaught, spontaneous
lispings of the child heart that are fullest of poetry and mystery...The
creative instinct must be aroused by a wholesome respect for the thoughts
that lie nearest.  And this to my mind is the vital importance for him of the
study of his own folklore.27

African-American civilization had to be built upon the foundation of the past, not by

mere assimilation, and not by evading a past that continued to inform living conditions in

the present.

                     
26 Alice M. Bacon, "The Study of Folklore," in     Africa and the American Negro: Addresses and
Proceedings of the Congress on Africa, 1895   , ed. J.W.E. Bowen (1896; Miami: Mnemosyne Publishing,
1969), p. 189; also     Southern Workman    22, (1893) p. 150.  Quoted in Waters,     Strange Ways and Sweet
Dreams   , p. 53.
27 Anna Julia Cooper, "Paper,"     Southern Workman    23, No. 7 (July 1894), pp. 131-33.  Reprinted in
Waters,     Strange Ways and Sweet Dreams   , p. 191-2.
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Fig. 15.  Anna Julia Cooper, ca. 1898, A New Negro for a New
Century, Booker T. Washington, Editor.  UT-Austin Libraries.

Among the few white members of the Folklore Society, Leonora E. Herron, was

also an active member of the Camera Club, as was Robert Russa Moton. She recognized

and professed the utility of African-American superstition, and ultimately found the

means of reconciliation between respect and reverence for African-American culture and

Hampton's educational mission. Herron authored an 1895 article for the Southern

Workman, "Conjuring and Conjure Doctors," a critical resource that explicitly

demonstrates that the Folklore Society’s knowledge of African-American vernacular

culture found its way into images made by the Camera Club, including those in the

Dunbar books.  In the article, Herron identified superstition as a covert power, and not

without some reticence, suggested that it had been employed as a means of resistance in a

system where slaves had no other means of influencing their fate.

The Negro's belief in conjuration and magic is very probably a relic of
African days, though strange and incongruous growths arising from
association with the white man added to and distorted it from time to
time...Overt and natural means of obtaining justice being forbidden the
Negro, was it surprising that, brought up in ignorance, and trained in
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superstition, he should invoke secret and supernatural powers to redress
his wrongs and afford him vengeance on those of his fellows whom envy,
jealousy or anger prompted him to injure?

She continued, noting that magic was often used as a means of controlling white actions:

In slavery times, there are frequent records of the conjure doctor's being
appealed to save the slave from punishment, to enable him to escape the
'patrolers' or, in the case of a runaway, to enable him to return home
without suffering from his master's anger.28

Influencing several modern scholars who have reprinted her article extensively, Herron

sympathetically recognized the social functions of the belief system, a covert means of

influencing a future which slaves were virtually incapable of affecting, a system that often

divested them of the outward power to control their own lives.29  As well as being a

system that regulated social interactions and behavioral standards among African

Americans, conjuring was a system that could be utilized for protection and revenge

against white persecutors without exposing slaves to the brutal consequences of outward

resistance.  By perceptive listening and using African-American proxies to gather folklore,

Bacon, Herron and the Hampton Folklore Society independently discerned the

dissemblance evinced by the figures of Dunbar's "Mask" and W.E.B. Dubois' "worlds

within and without the Veil."  The Folklore Society educated twentieth-century scholars

on the subtleties of what Dunbar would call “the mask” in the nineteenth century.

This was no subtle nuance tacitly acknowledged by the members of the Society.

In fact, it was the central consideration to be addressed when the Society was formed.  In

part to insure the scrupulous accuracy of the material by presenting it in context, as well

as being a purely practical consideration, throughout the history of the Hampton Folklore

Society, Bacon insisted that folklore could only be collected by African-American

investigators, contributors to their own history. This was a nuance the WPA didn’t

consider when their interviewers collected slave narratives in the 1930s, part of the value

                     
28 Leonora Herron, "Folklore and Ethnology; Conjuring and Conjure Doctors,"     Southern Workman    24,
No. 7 (July 1895), pp. 117-118.  Reprinted in Dundes, p. 360, and Waters, p. 227.
29 Laurence Levine, “The Quest for Control,”     Black Culture and Black Consciousness; Afro-American
Folk Thought from Slavery to Freedom     (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977), p. 55.  Levine used
Southern Workman    material extensively; in fact, he cites Herron’s article twice in his chapter.
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of Hampton’s legacy in folklore. In the first notice announcing the formation of the

Folklore Society, a "Circular Letter" calling for correspondents among Hampton

graduates, Bacon wrote,

The work cannot be done by white people, much as many of them would
enjoy the opportunity of doing it, but must be done by the intelligent and
educated colored people who are at work all through the South among the
more ignorant of their race, teaching, preaching, practicing medicine,
carrying on business of any kind that brings them into close contact with
the simple, old-time ways of their own people.30

Bacon's insistence upon African-American fieldworkers illustrates her concern

that white collectors could not elicit the same information, or that self-consciousness

would cause informants to withhold information of a sensitive nature before an unfamiliar

white visitor.  Bacon clearly understood the delicacy of the interaction, stressing,

It must be done by observers who enter into the homes and lives of the
more ignorant colored people and who see in their beliefs and customs no
occasion for scorn, or contempt, or laughter, but only showing forth the
first child-like, but still reasoning philosophy of a race...31

Trained as an anthropologist, Donald Waters provides more in the way of detailed

explanation:

It was difficult to convince rural blacks that white teachers, like herself,
had anything but malign intentions when they ventured out beyond the
classroom domain. Their race only called attention to their social status,
and together in an interview, racial and social differences could play havoc:
the white folklorist would ask leading questions only to obtain evasive and
misleading answers.32

Folklorists, as a part of their profession, in order to insure complete accuracy and

unedited responses, even as early as 1893, made it their business to be conscious of the

editorial dynamic between interviewer and participant.  Critical material was likely to be

withheld from a white researcher on sensitive subjects, subjects African Americans

learned to protect from a prying or scornful gaze.

                     
30 Alice M. Bacon, "Folklore and Ethnology, 'Circular Letter,'"     Southern Workman    22, No. 12 (December
1893), pp. 180-81.
31 Ibid, pp. 180-81.
32 Waters, p. 40.
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In Mules and Men, Zora Neale Hurston's ethnographic study of rural Southern

African-American culture, Hurston described this dynamic with characteristic insight and

candor:

Folklore is not as easy to collect as it sounds.  The best source is where
there are the least outside influences and these people, being usually
underprivileged, are the shyest.  They are the most reluctant at times to
reveal that which the soul lives by.  And the Negro, in spite of his open-
faced laughter, his seeming acquiescence, is particularly evasive.  You see
we are a polite people and we do not say to our questioner, 'Get out of
here!'  We smile and tell him or her something that satisfies the white
person because, knowing so little about us, he doesn't know what he is
missing.  The Indian resists curiosity by a stony silence.  The Negro offers
a feather-bed resistance.  That is, we let the probe enter, but it never comes
out.  It gets smothered under a lot of laughter and pleasantries.

The theory behind our tactics: 'The white man is always trying to
know into somebody else's business.  All right, I'll set something outside
the door of my mind for him to play with and handle.  He can read my
writing but he sho' can't read my mind, I'll put this play toy in his hand,
and he will seize it and go away.  Then I'll say my say and sing my
song.'33

Like the photographs in the Dunbar books, Hurston made an analogy between the mask

and an architectural space.

Finally, Paul Laurence Dunbar himself concurred, specifying in prose as quoted

by the Southern Workman in 1902, as the Camera Club was working on the illustrations

for When Malindy Sings:

There are…in the stories of Joel Chandler Harris, intimate touches which
to me are absolutely marvelous.  He presents the Negro in an aspect in
which he would scarcely exhibit himself to a white man, repeating
characteristic speeches to which the Negro would hardly give utterance
except to one of his own color.34

The process of hiding indicates sagacity concealed within what other observers would

perceive as African-American "ignorance."  The white members of both Hampton's

Folklore Society and Camera Club were demonstrably conscious of the gulf that existed

                     
33 Zora Neale Hurston,      Mules and Men   , (Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott, 1935), pp. 18-19.
34     Southern Workman   , quoting the Kansas City     Star   , February 1902. p. 125.
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between themselves and African-American psyches.  Both Hampton groups sought to

penetrate this subculture, to reveal the African-American mind-set, to satisfy their own

curiosity with the mystery of what lay within the mask, within the veil, and across the

color line in the African-American psyche.  As Anna Julia Cooper articulated in her talk

to the members of the Folklore Society, ultimately the members of the school community

committed to collecting African-American folklore could reconcile Hampton's civilizing

mission with cultural pride.  Hampton’s mission was that of modernization, introducing

twentieth-century material culture, education, and technology, while retaining a deeper-

seated African-American sensibility and cultural pride.  Hampton was ultimately a

modernizing institution, transforming African-American identity from a race and culture

into an American ethnicity, a secular, modern social purpose.

Hampton's educational system was predicated on African-American educability

and self-determination, ideas that were hardly accepted universally at the time.  In an

early, published debate with Harvard University's Nathaniel Southgate Shaler, General

Armstrong did not deny the intellectual faculties of African Americans, only their social

achievement.  He reasoned that only the debasement of slavery--a lack of "moral

principles"--impaired intellectual achievement.35  He sought to correct the problem by

industrial training, by encouraging self-confidence, achievement—“the spirit of industry,”

and disseminating it using a teacher's institute as his vehicle.  Bacon and the Folklore

Society extended the argument, delineating how the long legacy of slavery had shaped the

African-American psyche and folk traditions.  By celebrating superstition, which

Armstrong publicly ascribed to "ignorance” in an unspecified context, by interpreting

conjuring and dissemblance as functional structures, they further made a case for the

"Hampton Idea" of education, demonstrating a resourceful, creative consciousness that

could be furthered by unteaching the legacy of slavery, while retaining African-American

cultural institutions.  As Donald Waters concludes, the Folklore Society sought to keep

the material from white derision and appropriation, to maintain its integrity:

                     
35 Waters describes this whole interchange in detail, which took place prominently in the pages of the
Atlantic Monthly   .  Shaler argued racial determinism and inferiority, Armstrong, environmentalism and
taught behavior.  Waters, pp. 13-17.
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…members advanced their common interest by placing material from
some...genres of folklore in its appropriate context.  In this way they
helped guard against the misuse of the material, and they contributed to an
expanded base of evidence from which people could better estimate the
proper worth of black oral traditions.36

Like Anna Julia Cooper and W.S. Scarborough, Hampton also envisioned a

continuing heritage, transcending slavery, and facilitating the development of an advanced

African-American civilization by drawing upon its vernacular practices while adopting

twentieth-century technology and empiricism.  Undeniably, the Institute community was

alerted to this possibility, and encouraged cultural pride in the substantial contribution

their vernacular culture offered American culture as an alternative tradition.  Robert Russa

Moton described a process of “unlearning” both masking and double-consciousness, the

internalization of exterior derision, in his 1920 autobiography, Finding a Way Out:

I objected to exhibiting the religious and emotional side of our people to
white folks; for I supposed the latter listened to these songs simply for
entertainment and perhaps amusement...I remember how strongly I felt
many years before when I attended Robinson's circus...Some twenty or
thirty men with faces blackened appeared in semicircles with banjoes,
tambourines, and the like...I felt that these white men were making fun not
only of our colour and of our songs, but also of our religion.  It took three
years of training at Hampton Institute to bring me to the point of being
willing to sing Negro songs in the presence of white people.  White
minstrels with black faces have done more than any single agency to lower
the tone of Negro music and cause the Negro to despise his own
songs...Negro educational institutions have persistently preserved and
used the folk music of their people, in keeping with the spirit of its origin,
thus not only elevating it in the estimation of coloured people, but causing
others also to appreciate its value and beauty.37

                     
36Waters,     Strange Ways and Sweet Dreams   , p. 46.
37 Moton,     Finding a Way Out; An Autobiography   , p. 59.
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Fig. 16.  LRM, [Robert Russa Moton], ca. 1907, original print, private
collection.

Despite a contrary appearance, Hampton taught its students to value African-

American culture as a part of their education, although the school showed the outside

world a process calculated to phase out obsolete elements of culture, replacing them with

up-to-date, civilized standards of behavior.  The school’s extensive publicity apparatus

expressed pride in its expertise in African-American and Indian cultures, an image that

Hampton generated during the post-Armstrong period, which attracted faculty with

similar interests and curiosities.  This institutional image also benefited fundraising,

conveying the institution's facility with all areas of African-American culture and history,

a Progressive expertise in all possible facets of African-American education, in addition to

its timely entertainment value.  In an era that embraced scientific pragmatism,
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professional expertise polished Hampton's reputation as an educational system that could

solve America's "race problems."  While Hampton’s “surveillance” in the surrounding

countryside brought its secular crusade beyond the school’s campus, the missionaries

were creolized during their tenure.  Not surprisingly, however, Hampton’s familiarity

with their topic of interest fostered inertia, a common presumption that white educators

and administrators knew the path toward African-American progress, a paternalism in

liberal Progressivism that sought to speak for its students and alumni, rather than fully

extending self-determination to its African-American constituency.  Leonora Herron gave

the Hampton Folklore Society’s notebooks to the ethnographer Elsie Clews Parsons in

1922, who also corresponded with former members of the society.38

Fig. 17.  LRM?, [The Hampton Curiosity Room, ca. 1890], Hampton
University Archives.

Paralleling the Folklore Society, a second major institution within the school with

strong ties to the Camera Club likewise preserved and valued African American (and

Amerindian) material culture.  The school’s repository of ethnographic artifacts, the

                     
38 Waters,     Strange Ways and Sweet Dreams   , p. 3.
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Hampton Museum was founded as the school’s “curiosity room” at the very beginning of

Hampton’s history; its first items were Hawaiian relics that Armstrong had collected and

had shipped to the school.  In 1868, Armstrong wrote his mother in Hawaii asking her to

put together a collection of Hawaiian lava and coral specimens.39 Years later, Cora

Folsom identified several items surviving a fire in Hampton’s Academic Hall in September

1879, “only a small part of the curiosities from the Sandwich Islands—the model of a war

canoe, the shark-teeth and spear and a few coral bowls”. In 1903, Cora Folsom became

the Museum’s curator full-time, and by 1910 the Hampton Museum maintained

significant additional collections of African, African-American, and Native American art.  

An institution dedicated to technical and craft skills, the Institute emphasized the material

history of African and Native American cultures as important precedents to the students’

own handiwork, indications of what the students could achieve technically, and craft

traditions they could draw upon.  If as Armstrong averred, slavery had degraded African-

American culture, Hampton sought to recover native traditions that predated slavery.  In

1911, Folsom compared African and Native American weaving traditions, specifying the

nature of her interests, “the Bakuba woman’s loom is just as ingenious as the Navajo and

her palm cloth quite as artistic as the wool blanket.”40  Craft traditions from other

cultures, valued for their “ingenious” use of materials, design, and technology,

demonstrated the manner in which other cultures used alternative means to achieve similar

ends, and similar means to accomplish different ends.  

Integrally related to the vogue for African-American folklore, Hampton’s interest

in Indian crafts demonstrates the school’s interest in non-Western material items,

providing a glimpse into the manner in which Hampton’s civilizing mission might have

integrated African-American cultural traditions. The years at the turn of the century

represented a period in which demand for traditional items of Indian manufacture first

became a fad. Indian baskets and blankets first became collectibles during the period,

spurred on by the Arts and Crafts movement and Herderian cultural nationalism, which

                     
39 TccM, Cora Folsom, “Random Reminiscences,” p. 5.  Cora Folsom Box, HUA.
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appropriated indigenous culture and craft traditions as a means of expressing a national

visual identity.41 Such boosters of the California and southwest commercial vernacular as

Charles Lummis, editor of Sunset magazine, popularized Indian basketry widely.  The

1890s represented an Indian basket craze that endeavored to preserve vanishing Indian

cultures by collecting and displaying Indian handicrafts in middle-class parlors, an adjunct

of the Mission style.42 Patronage of Indian basket weavers was appreciated as a cultural

“salvage” enterprise, a means of preserving Indian culture by spreading its artifacts among

white collectors, of giving white patrons romantic trappings of Indianness. In 1902,

Hampton hired an eastern Cherokee graduate, Arizona Swayney, to teach basketry to

women at Hampton, the first Indian instructor of Native arts in the nation.43  In 1905,

the Hampton Museum collected 72 baskets from the Chitimacha Indian nation of the

lower Mississippi valley, hoping to use them to study the closely-related baskets of the

Aztecs and to use them as models by which contemporary Indians could manufacture

items to market commercially as a potential means of subsistence.44  As the director of

Applied Art at Hampton, Leigh Miner would have likely overseen this enterprise with

Cora Folsom, the Director of the Museum.  Both were Camera Club members closely

associated with the Dunbar books, with demonstrated interests in non-Western cultural

traditions.  Miner, the illustrator of three of the books himself, demonstrated a serious

interest in items of non-Western manufacture, an interest he conveyed to the making of

the Dunbar books.  Leigh Miner too, had collected Indian curiosities on a trip to coastal

                                                              
40 Quoted in Jeanne Zeidler, “Hampton University Museum,” in Richard J. Powell and Jock Reynolds,
Eds.,     To Conserve a Legacy; American Art from Historically black Colleges and Universities   , (Andover,
MA/ New York: Addison Gallery of American Art/ Studio Museum of Harlem, 1999), p. 22.
41 See for instance George Wharton James, “The Art of Indian Basketry,”     Southern Workman   , August
1901, p. 439. Frances Benjamin Johnston’s pictures of her studio in the mid-1890s show a collection of
Indian artifacts, including baskets and pottery, arranged around her mantel.
42 Susan Bernardin, “Capturing and Recapturing Culture; Trailing Grace Nicholson’s Legacy in
Northwestern California,” in     Trading Gazes; Euro-American Women Photographers and Native North
Americans, 1880-1940   , (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2003), pp. 155-6.
43 Mary Lou Hultgren, Item 18, “Anonymous Lakota Artist” Notes, “Checklist of the Exhibition,”     To
Conserve a Legacy   , p. 171.
44 Richard J. Powell, “Seeing and Thinking About the Unexpected in American Art (Using the Works
of Henry Ossawa Tanner, Archibald J. Motley, Elizabeth Catlett and Sam Gilliam to Examine American
Art),”     American Visions   , Feb. 1999, v. 14, p. 22.
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Alaska in 1898, prior to his arrival at Hampton.  He later deposited these items, all of

Tlingit manufacture, in the Hampton Museum.

The association of several members of the Camera Club with Franz Boas, a

photographer and the father of American anthropology, also indicates the seriousness

with the club undertook their investigation of African-American folklore, and a

potentially relativistic mind-set that some of the photographers brought to the

ethnographic collections at Hampton and to the making of images for the Dunbar books.

A major part of his study of the cultural development of non-Western peoples, Boas

collected so-called primitive art and crafts for several major museum collections. He had

been in charge of ethnographic exhibits at the Chicago Columbian Exposition, at the Field

Museum, then at the Museum of Natural History in New York, and eventually, as

Professor of Anthropology at Columbia University, was mentor to an entire generation of

American anthropologists. Boas ultimately used material items to demonstrate the

technical and ideological advancement of various cultural groups, from which he

developed the concept of cultural relativism.  The material production of non-Western

groups, including items related to those in the collections at the Hampton Museum,

formed the basis for his landmark study, Primitive Art, first published in English in 1928.

Boas maintained extensive correspondence with Cora Folsom and Caroline Andrus of the

Hampton Museum as well as several other members of the Hampton Camera Club and

the Institute community.45  Boas utilized photography to document (and stage) the

physiognomy, activities, and material conditions of non-western peoples.  As had

Stieglitz, Boas studied photography in Berlin in 1882-3 with the German chemist

Hermann W. Vogel.46  Boas photographed extensively on each of his trips to study

Indians of the Northwest coast, and as the assistant to the director of anthropology

exhibits at the World’s Columbian Exhibition, he had mounted an exhibition on the

                     
45 The Boas papers list several members of the Hampton community, many who were active in the
Camera Club, as regular correspondents with Boas: Jane E. Davis, Alice Bacon, Cora Folsom, Caroline
Andrus, Frank Rogers, Emily Herron, Booker T, Washington, and H.B. Frissell. Boas published a
memorial piece eulogizing his student, the Sac/Fox anthropologist William T. Jones, in the May 5, 1909
issue of the     Southern Workman   .     Guide to the Microfilm Collection of the Professional Papers of Franz
Boas   , (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources (1972).
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Kwakiutl, including photographs and an actual house transported to Chicago from British

Columbia.47 Boas also contributed articles to the Southern Workman, including an April

1909 article demonstrating the advanced nature of African decorative arts and crafts

tradition, “Industries of the African Negro.”48 Boas visited Hampton in the same month,

and planned to meet with Cora Folsom and Carrie Andrus.  He would not have passed up

an opportunity to view the collections in the Hampton Museum.49

In his landmark study, Primitive Art, Boas crucially established that despite their

technical capacity for detail and accuracy in their wood carvings, Tlingit craftspeople

chose to render their art abstractly and in a stylized manner, ostensibly because

cosmological significance and the aesthetic transformation of subject matter were higher

priorities than accurately rendering physical relationships, or optical verisimilitude.

Boas’ conception became a crucial aspect of Modernism, and the underpinning of cultural

relativism, separating graphic realism in art from the notion of civilization and cultural

superiority.50  Boas also used both African art and African-American folklore in

Primitive Art, sourced in part from Hampton’s collections and elsewhere, to make his

point.  Boas’ student, William Jones, an 1892 Sac/Fox graduate of Hampton, was the first

Indian  to receive a Ph. D., earned from Columbia University in 1904.51 Jones collected

items from his own people and other Indian groups while working for American Museum

of Natural History, which Boas utilized in his studies and writings.52

To most Americans, including African Americans, Africa largely symbolized an

earlier, savage state of human cultural development.  After encouragement from Boas at a

                                                              
46 Ira Jacknis, “Franz Boas and Photography,”     Studies in Visual Communication   , Vol. 10 (1984), no. 1,
p.4, p.54, n.6.
47 Jacknis, “Franz Boas and Photography,” p. 6.
48 TLS, J.E. Davis to Boas, April 15, 1909. Boas donated his contributor’s fee to Hampton. Tcc, Boas to
F.K. Rogers, April 18, 1909. Boas Papers microfilm.
49 TccL, Boas to Cora Folsom, April 25, 1909.  Boas Papers microfilm.
50 Boas,     Primitive Art   , p. 68.  Establishes the capacity of northwest coast peoples for verisimilitude,
suggesting symbolism occupies a higher priority in their calculus.
51 Hultgren and Molin,     To Lead and to Serve   , p. 36.
52 Franz Boas,     Primitive Art   , (New York: Dover Publications, 1955), pp. 170-5.  Jones worked as an
assistant for Boas at the American Museum of Natural History.      Primitive Art    extensively reproduces Sac/
Fox rawhide baskets from the Museum’s collections, collected by Jones. Boas, “William Jones,”     SW     , v.
38, No. 6, (June 1909), p. 338.
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conference in 1906 at Atlanta University that bolstered his own hypotheses, DuBois,

who had also studied social science in Berlin, credited Boas with inspiring him to study

African contributions to western civilization, validating African cultural and intellectual

traditions.53  DuBois later recalled the impact of their meeting,

[Boas said], “You need not be ashamed of your African past”: and then he
recounted the history of black kingdoms south of the Sahara for a thousand
years.  I was too astonished to speak.  All of this I never heard and I came
then and afterwards to realize how the silence and neglect of science can let
truth utterly disappear or even be unconsciously distorted.54

Still a significant repository of African and Indian materials, the Hampton

Museum nourished both the Hampton community and Boas' vision of non-western

material traditions as being equal to and independent of European culture.  Aside from the

membership of the Folklore Society, several of Hampton’s former students contributed to

the Museum’s collections, including the African-American missionary William Sheppard,

who starting in 1911, sold one of the most significant collections of Kongo artifacts to

Hampton. Sheppard became a fellow of the Royal Geographic Society in 1893 and was

among the first to report the atrocities in the Belgian Congo fostered by the Belgian

colonial government.  Sheppard also established schools in the Congo based in part on the

Hampton plan, teaching trades and printing technology. The Presbyterian missionary was

reportedly revered as an aristocrat reincarnated, and was endowed with unprecedented

access to the spiritual and material patrimony of Congo culture.55  Sheppard collected

over four hundred items, from the Kuba, Soko, Songye, and Ngala people of what are now

Zaire and the Democratic Republic of Congo, “saving them for the curiosity room at

Hampton.” Some of the items were acquired from tribal leaders and royalty and are

unparalleled in other collections.56 Sheppard’s priceless collection of artifacts: ritual

                     
53 Paul Gilroy,     The Black Atlantic; Modernity and Double Consciousness   , (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1993), p. 113.  David Levering Lewis,      W.E.B.        DuBois; Biography of a Race   , p. 352.
54 Quoted in Sieglinde Lemke,     Primitive Modernism    , p. 7.  From Sidney Mintz introduction to Melville
Herskovits,     The Myth of the Negro Past    (1941, rpt., Boston: Beacon Press, 1989), p. xix.
55 Larryetta M. Schall, “William H. Sheppard, Fighter for African Rights,”     Stony the Road   , op cit, pp.
107-9, p. 121.
56 David A. Brinkley and Rosyln Adele Warner, Wall text, Hampton Museum installation, viewed
November 2004.
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machetes, Mukenga masks, Bwoom ritual regalia, and Kuba textiles, nourished a

“Hampton tradition” of African-American art, and deeply impressed upon the Hampton

community the long history and complexity of African civilizations, a resource that

students would draw upon throughout the twentieth century.57  Leigh Miner’s personal

collection also included several items of African manufacture.58  The Hampton

community was acutely aware that the legacy of African cultures found continuity in

African-American culture and was demonstrably manifested in the school’s student

population.  In 1917, prior to widespread Modern interest in primitive art, Cora Folsom

highlighted that “African and Indian collections should and do have a large mission in

stimulating race pride,” and reported in 1920 that the Hampton Museum was the only

museum in the South to admit African Americans.59

FOLKLORE IN THE DUNBAR BOOKS

Many of the images the photographers produced for the Dunbar books illustrate

vernacular structures discussed in the "Folklore and Ethnology" section of the Southern

Workman, images incorporated because of their documentary value and Dunbar's own

allusions to folk belief and tradition.  The members of the Camera Club, exclusively

middle- and upper-class whites, were nearly as familiar with the African-American rural

vernacular as was Dunbar, himself an assimilated second-generation Northerner from

Dayton, Ohio.  A remarkably unified and complementary collaboration, both poet and

illustrators, all outsiders in various degrees, consciously sought out and employed figures

from Southern African-American folk culture as components of the content of their work,

a significantly deeper commitment than merely imitating the content of Joel Chandler

Harris’ tales and romanticizing African-American folk culture.

In the persons of Jane Eliza Davis, the editor of the Southern Workman, Cora

Mae Folsom, Leonora Herron, Robert Russa Moton, and Leigh Richmond Miner, the

                     
57 Ira Dworkin, “William Henry Sheppard, Kuba Textiles, and the Hampton Tradition in the Arts,”
Historically Black Colleges as Crossroads of Culture    panel, Annual Meeting of the American Studies
Association, November 12, 2004, Atlanta, Georgia.
58 Miner owned a model boat and stool of African origin.  Interview with Sarah Heath, August 15, 1993.
59 Jeanne Zeidler, “Hampton University Museum,”     To Conserve a Legacy   , p. 22.
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members of the school community leading the interest in ethnography were also

prominent members of the Camera Club and contributors of images to Dunbar’s books.

As a result of their participation, many elements of African-American folklife appear in

the illustrations, literal adjuncts to the narrative of the poems.  In addition, the

photographers contributed content that Dunbar did not explicitly suggest in his text.

Many of Dunbar's folk allusions are also manifest in the "Folklore and Ethnology" section

of the Southern Workman, suggesting a complicity or affiliation between Dunbar and the

Folklore Society.  Members of the Society may have been alerted to specific folk

practices through Dunbar's work, and Dunbar, a contributor to the Hampton cause since

1898, and to the Southern Workman from 1899, was likely a reader, as was his wife, a

writer who was also a contributor.  The author and the Southern Workman had several

folk subjects in common, either because of direct influence or because of a common

rhetorical precursor, such as Harris’ Uncle Remus tales or another source in the popular

press.  As the collators of much of the material in the Dunbar books, the Camera Club

would have also selected work from Dunbar’s opus that manifested their ethnographic

interests. In February 1895, the Southern Workman published an article on Negro folk

songs, which included lyrics to two "Corn-Songs," songs sung in corn cribs at corn-

husking bees.  Dunbar's "A Corn Song" was first published in 1895 in Majors and

Minors. The Camera Club staged a corn-husking which appeared in "Time to Tinker

'Roun'" in its earliest book, Poems of Cabin and Field.  As regular readers and contributors

to the Workman, the Camera Club intelligently and even-handedly interpreted the lines,

"Oh dey's fun inside de co'n-crib,/ An' dey's laffin' at de ba'n;/ An dey's allus some on

jokin',/ Er some one to tell a ya'n."60

                     
60 Paul Laurence Dunbar, "Time to Tinker 'Roun',"     PCF    , p. 91.
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Fig. 18.  Camera Club Photographer.  [Corn husking,]  From "Time to
Tinker 'Roun'," Poems of Cabin and Field, p. 90. UT-Austin Libraries.

Other subjects shared between Dunbar and the Folklore Society/Southern Workman

include courtship conversation, signs, superstitions, bogeymen, details of life during

slavery, songs, as well as innumerable other aspects of folk culture.  Because many of

Dunbar's allusions to African-American culture were itemized and presented in the

Southern Workman, the photographers read his subtle suggestions as few white readers

could.  While they could knowledgeably translate the text literally in a visual corollary,

encouraged by Dunbar, they could contribute elements from their vocabulary, within their

own medium, in the same spirit that Dunbar had demonstrated in his.

As a contributor to the Southern Workman, Dunbar would have been a highly

appreciative reader of the folklore appearing in it. The "Folklore and Ethnology" section
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of the Southern Workman may also have been a catalyst that suggested subjects to the

poet, who had himself collected folklore in a few trips South and from among his mother's

friends in Dayton to augment his limited knowledge of folk culture. A literary critic,

Dickson Bruce, recorded that Dunbar would “…sit for hours listening to roustabouts and

absorbing odd expressions which he would later convert into poems.”61  Apart from

sources in contemporary popular culture, "Folklore and Ethnology" was among the

relatively few published sources detailing African-American folklife.  The influence seems

to have traveled in the opposite direction as well; the November 1901 Southern Workman

published an actual "Sermon of an Antebellum Negro Preacher," probably suggested by

Dunbar's poem, "An Antebellum Sermon," published in Majors and Minors in 1895 and

reprinted in Joggin’ Erlong with illustrations by Miner in 1906.

CODA

Frank D. Banks, the patriarch of an apparently assimilated African-American

nuclear family, appeared as the "after" component in Johnston's "before and after

Hampton" narrative construction in her famous and much-analyzed Paris Exposition

images.62

                     
61 Dickson Bruce, “On Dunbar’s Jingles in a Broken Tongue: Dunbar’s Dialect Poetry and the African
American Folk Tradition,” in Jay Martin, Ed.,     A Singer in the Dawn      ; Reinterpretations of Paul Laurence
Dunbar   , (New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1975), p. 98.
62 MS caption on a cyanotype (Blueprint) copy of Johnston's famous photograph: "F.D. Banks and
family," Camera Club boxes, Hampton University Archives.
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Fig. 19.  FBJ, "A Hampton Graduate Dining at Home," ca. 1900. FBJ,

P&P, LC.  Neg. LC-USZ62-38150.

Given the “tender violence” Armstrong proclaimed as Hampton’s civilizing mission,

Banks represents a punctuating irony.63  Several scholars have used the image to

demonstrate Hampton’s ethnocentric assimilative vision.  Upon further inquiry, the

opposite seems the case.  In addition to being chief bookkeeper in the Treasurer's office,

Banks was also Vice-President of the Hampton Folklore Society.  He had published a

paper in 1894, "Plantation Courtship Conversation," in the Journal of American Folklore,

a national scholarly journal, which he republished in the Southern Workman, retitled

without the plantation allusion, as “Old-Time Courtship Conversation.” The article was

reprinted in 1973 in a scholarly collection of African-American folklore.64  If Banks was

Hampton's model graduate, then scholarly interest, if not pride, in the African-American

                     
63 Engs, Freedom’s First Generation, pp 114-5.  Wexler, Tender Violence, p. 52.
64 F.D. Banks, "Plantation Courtship Conversation,"    Journal of American Folklore   , Vol. VII (1894), No.
25, pp. 147-49.  Appears as "Old Time Courtship Conversation" in the     Southern Workman   , v. 24, No. 1,
(January 1895), pp. 14-15.  Reprinted in Alan Dundes, Ed.,      Mother Wit from the Laughing Barrel;
Readings in the Interpretation of Afro-American Folklore    (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1973).
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vernacular tradition was integral to Hampton's continuing mission, and ingrained in the

school’s culture.
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Chapter Four - Paul Laurence Dunbar and the Hampton Camera
Club

PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR AND HAMPTON

Fig. 20.  Estella Kile, [Paul Laurence Dunbar], February 1904, Ohio

Historical Society, Image AL00721.

Paul Laurence Dunbar was in contact with Hampton for most of his short, active

career, and Hampton had an interest in promoting Dunbar to support its own work.

Many prominent African Americans at the time had light skin, most notably Hampton's
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major representative, Booker T. Washington.  Hampton’s administration was sensitive to

the argument that assigned advancement among African Americans to the "admixture of

white blood," and strenuously sought to dispel this myth.  Hampton's mission was based

upon the idea that education and environment, rather than race or genetics, produced

individuals of achievement and promise.  In 1918, Francis Greenwood Peabody furthered

this argument by citing two notable figures closely related to Hampton.  Both were

involved in the production of the Dunbar books:

"It is difficult for any lover of Hampton to draw a color line which
excludes from distinction the present Principal of Tuskegee Institute
[Moton]; or for any lover of literature to forget the appealing lyrics of a
poet [Dunbar] whose parents were slaves 'without admixture of white
blood'...Few modern verses are more affecting in themselves, or more
genuine in racial feeling than the lines of this 'full-blooded Negro'...1

Paul Laurence Dunbar's cooperation and example was valuable to the school's publicity

machine, by lending his celebrity to the Hampton name as well as supporting the

Institute's ideological agenda.

The first mention of Dunbar in the Southern Workman appeared soon after

Dunbar emerged onto the national literary scene.  The magazine published a book review

of Lyrics of Lowly Life, and like W.D. Howells' introduction to the work, wanted to

highlight Dunbar's racial identity and “unmixed” genetic lineage.  Unlike Howells,

Hampton forthrightly stressed that Dunbar's complexion should be taken into account

when reading the work:

It is impossible to judge a man with the past and the present of the full-
blooded American Negro, by the standard that we would apply to a man
of pure Anglo-Saxon descent.  It is impossible to expect the same of the
one as of the other, and impossible not to feel that an achievement by the
former means more than a precisely similar achievement by the latter.2

Both Robert Russa Moton and Dunbar, because they both were highly accomplished,

good speakers, and had dark skin, were groomed as second-generation representatives of

                     
1 Peabody, pp 315-6.  Rayford Logan,     Betrayal of the Negro   , p. 256, cites an 1878 proponent of the racist
argument that African Americans of pure blood are intellectually inferior: ”…to the present hours, the
Negro has contributed nothing to the intellectual resources of man.”
2 "Book Reviews; Lyrics of Lowly Life,"     Southern Workman   , April 1897, p. 77.
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Hampton in Washington's wake. The quote is an early iteration of the logic supporting

affirmative action, to level the playing field because of the historical handicaps of the

“past and present” impeding black achievement: the legacies of slavery, racism, and

poverty.

In both 1898 and 1899, Hampton Principal H.B. Frissell engaged Dunbar to speak

at the New York Armstrong Association meetings "to give some prominence to what has

been done in literature by members of the colored race."  Frissell concluded his first

invitation to Dunbar, soliciting a deeper commitment by adding, "...we should at any time

be pleased to see you here at Hampton, and you may always be sure of a very cordial

welcome.  I should be glad to have the school meet you and know you, for we are very

proud of what you have accomplished."3  Privately, Dunbar chafed at the frequency he

was invited to speak pro bono for various causes, including Hampton.4 Dunbar's poetry

particularly appealed to Hampton, both for its depiction of folklife, as well as for his

poems in literary English that seemed to support Hampton's educational credo, one of

three poems excerpted in the Southern Workman’s book review of Lyrics of Lowly Life:

Not they who soar, but they who plod
Their rugged way, unhelped, to God
Are heroes; they who higher fare,
And flying, fan the upper air.
Miss all the toil that hugs the sod.
'Tis they whose backs have felt the rod,
Whose feet have pressed the path unshod,
May smile upon defeated care,
Not they who soar...5

Other poems from Lyrics of Lowly Life seem to voice Dunbar's approval of industrial

education, and could be applied within the context of the school to suggest Dunbar’s

support of Hampton's public goals: "Whittier," "Keep A-Pluggin' Away," "The

Dilettante," "The Colored Soldiers," and others.  Dunbar would later write the lyrics for

the Tuskegee School Song and a laudatory poem, "Booker T. Washington."  Dunbar

publicly approved of industrial education and the ethic of personal perseverance despite

                     
3 H.B. Frissell to Dunbar, January 10, 1898. Frissell Letterbook, HUA.
4 PLD to ARM, 1/26/1898, OHS.
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all obstacles, although he maintained relationships with African-American colleges that

taught liberal education as well.  Dunbar’s wife-to-be, Alice Ruth Moore, had taught

manual training at a Brooklyn mission funded by Robert Ogden, a Hampton trustee and

one of the Institute’s earliest and most committed donors.6  

Dunbar wrote several essays on the subject of industrial education during his

lifetime, carefully arguing in “Our New Madness” in August 1898 that the craze for

industrial education shouldn’t sweep away liberal arts programs for African Americans,

and asserting, undoubtedly recalling his glass-ceilinged education in the elevator cage,

…his intellectual capacity is still in doubt.  Any attempt at engaging in
pursuits where his mind is employed is met by an attitude that stigmatizes
his effort as presumption.…There has not, in the history of the country,
risen a single intellectual black man whose pretensions have not been
sneered at, laughed at, and then lamely wondered at.…  It is his
intellectuality that needs substantiating.7

In the same essay, Dunbar gently chided Booker T. Washington,

…this earnest man is not doing either himself or his race full justice in his
public utterances.  He says we must have industrial training, and the world
quotes him (in detached paragraphs) as saying we must not have anything
else.

Implying Washington’s backroom activism, Dunbar clarified that the manual training

movement for African Americans was being misunderstood by the mass of white

Americans, that education should be based upon individual ability and “inclination,” not

that any one kind of education was a panacea for any race as a whole.  Several months

later, Dunbar publicly promoted Washington’s practical brand of education, qualifying

that higher learning was not for the mass of African-American humanity, and adding,

Anything that bands black men together for self-improvement is an
enterprise to be encouraged.  Men may disagree with some of Mr.

                                                              
5 "Book Reviews; Lyrics of Lowly Life,"     Southern Workman   , April 1897, p. 78.  From "Not They Who
Soar,"     Lyrics of Lowly Life   , (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1896) p. 37.
6 ARM to PLD, 1/11/1898, OHS.
7 Dunbar, “Our New Madness,”     The Independent   , August 18, 1898.  Reprinted in Martin and Primeau,    In
His Own Voice   , p. 183.
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Washington’s ideas, and some thinkers do, but they cannot withhold their
admiration for his energy, industry, and singleness of purpose.8

Ultimately, Dunbar publicly summed his relationship with industrial education, “I can

never forget my first visit to Tuskegee.  I went there a skeptic, I came away, a convert.”9

When offered a position teaching literature at Tuskegee, he politely demurred, confiding in

his wife how deadly bored he would be there, and balking at the school’s ascetic moral

policies,

I can conceive of no circumstance under which I would take a position
here, although Mrs. W. was kind enough to stop the old preacher from
inspecting my room as I was sick and needed my toddy!…If I have any
genius it is for getting around people…and knocking rules and conventions
helter-skelter.

I shall duck the dedicating exercises and go into town where my beer
awaits me.10  

Dunbar’s private correspondence with Washington indicates that on a personal level, he

considered the educator a boor, sniping at Washington’s proposed editorial emendments

for his lyrics for Tuskegee’s school song, requesting biblical allusions and stanzas intoning

the wonders of Tuskegee’s topography.  Dunbar replied ascerbically, “…I believe if you

look over ‘Fair Harvard’ you will note that they have not given their curriculum in the

song or a list of the geological formation of the country around the school.”11

Publicly, Dunbar wholeheartedly supported Hampton and Tuskegee’s educational

mission.  In a reply to an early letter from Frissell, Dunbar wrote,

By all means use my name.  I am interested in this work for the uplifting
of my race & shall be glad to do whatever lies within my power to help it
along.

                     
8 Dunbar, “The Tuskegee Meeting,” Providence R.I.     Telegram    , February 19, 1899.  Reprinted in Martin
and Primeau,    In His own Voice   , pp. 187-8.
9 Dunbar, “Booker T. Washington,” undated typescript, reprinted in Martin and Primeau,    In His Own
Voice   , p. 208.
10 PLD to Alice Dunbar, April 22, 1901, reprinted in Jay Martin and Gossie Hudson,     The Paul Laurence
Dunbar Reader   , (New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1975), p. 457.
11 TLS, PLD to BTW, January 23, 1902, BTW Collection, LC.  Reprinted in Martin and Hudson,     The
Paul Laurence Dunbar Reader   , p. 460.
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If I can do nothing else, I can at least send you a bit of verse for
your paper.12

Frissell's next invitation to Dunbar, to speak again for the 1899 New York

meeting, mentioned, "Miss Bacon has, I think already written you asking for some

contribution to the 'Southern Workman.'"13  Dunbar obliged Bacon's request and

published a short story, "A Southern Silhouette," in the January 1899 Workman.  Bacon

was disappointed with the piece, as Frissell mentioned in his next letter to the poet: "I

think that the story was altogether satisfactory, though Miss Bacon would rather it had

reference to colored rather than white people, but that is not of very great importance."14

Hardly a romantic, patronizing reader, attracted by the novelty and quaintness of

dialect verse or sentimental renderings of plantation life, Bacon likely sought from Dunbar

further insights into African-American folk culture.  Like Frissell, she understood the

promotional value of Dunbar's connection to Hampton, but her disappointment in the

piece's depiction of white characters resulted from the expectation, that like the verses in

Lyrics of Lowly Life, his Southern Workman piece would incorporate elements of the

folk tradition in which she and many members of the Hampton community were so

interested. Dunbar may have submitted this first piece with a facetious intent, although he

later relented and contributed dialect poems and stories illustrating African-American

themes and folklore.  From 1899 until he neared his death in 1906, Dunbar published ten

pieces of poetry and prose in the Southern Workman, including two illustrated by

members of the Camera Club, "Fishin'" and "Possession."  Alice Dunbar contributed

several stories to the magazine, as did Alice’s closest friend, the Brooklyn clubwoman and

educator, Victoria Earle Matthews.15

Dunbar's relationship to Hampton was further cemented when his mother traveled

to the Institute to vacation for the summer of 1899.  She evidently lived at the school;

                     
12 TLS, Dunbar to Frissell, November 7, 1897, Frissell Papers, HUA.
13 Tcc, H.B. Frissell to Dunbar, December 24, 1898, Frissell Letterbook, HUA, p. 453.
14 Tcc, Frissell to Dunbar, December 29, 1898, Frissell Letterbook, HUA, p. 504.
15 Born Alice Ruth Moore, she became Alice Moore Dunbar, and after remarrying, Alice Moore Dunbar-
Nelson.  Both Dunbar and Matthews appear on a mailing list of outside contributors to the     Southern
Workman   . H.B. Frissell, “Letters to     Southern Workman    Contributors,” January 18, 1899.  H.B. Frissell
Letterbook, p. 700, HUA.
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Dunbar's letters to her were addressed to her at Hampton, care of Samuel E. Campbell.16

Campbell was acquainted with members of the Camera Club; their "first attempt at

portrait work" was an image of him made by William L. Brown in 1894.17  In the summer

of 1899, the members of the Camera Club were in the process of collaborating with

Dunbar on Poems of Cabin and Field, and made Matilda Dunbar's acquaintance.  In July

1901, Dunbar gave a recital on the Hampton campus for the Summer Teacher's Institute

and met with members of the Camera Club who remained on campus for the summer,

only months after they had completed the illustrations for Candle Lightin' Time.18

Although some individual members would have met Dunbar previously and/or

subsequently at fund-raisers, this represented the only face-to-face meeting between

illustrators and author.

Although the books served Hampton's interests and were initiated at Hampton,

Dunbar was an active participant in their production.  Although some of the poems were

published previously in the periodical press, many of the poems had not been published

in book form.  Dunbar’s first illustrated poem, “A Coquette Conquered,” appeared in

Century magazine in July 1896.19 Photographic illustration of poetry was a well-

established genre by the time the books appeared.  James Whitcomb Riley, Dunbar's

primary influence in the dialect genre, a poet who wrote intermittently in Indiana

"Hoosier" diction, published a similar edition in 1899, Love Lyrics, illustrated with

photos by William B. Dyer, an art photographer of Steiglitz’ circle.  Many of Riley's

published works appeared with illustration; Dunbar would not have questioned the

release of illustrated editions, given that his major professional role model had already set

an example for him.  Likewise, illustrated poetry had been established as a major genre in

the nascent practice of artistic photography in the 1860s, when Julia Margaret Cameron

                     
16Paul Laurence Dunbar to Matilda Dunbar, June 22, 1899-August 9, 1899, Paul Laurence Dunbar Papers,
Microfilm edition, (Columbus, OH.: Ohio Historical Society, 1972), Roll 2, Frames 91-106.
17Captioned on verso, framed portrait of Samuel Campbell, Camera Club boxes, HUA.  Campbell was
white.
18Paul Laurence Dunbar obituary,     S.W.   , March 1906, p. 137. Leigh Miner, new housefather at the Indian
dormitory, may have remained that summer.
19 Nancy McGhee, “Portraits in Black: Illustrated Poems of Paul Laurence Dunbar,”     Stony the Road   , p.
77.
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illustrated Tennyson’s Arthurian Idylls of the King.  Popular taste for literary illustration

of African-American subjects began with slave narratives, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Joel

Chandler Harris’ Uncle Remus, His Songs and Sayings, and Mark Twain’s Adventures of

Huckleberry Finn.

There is little documentation indicating explicitly what Dunbar thought of the

work of the Camera Club; there is no direct correspondence extant between author and

illustrators.  On a few occasions he suggested producing a photographically illustrated

book of lullabies and poetry for children as a part of the series to his editor, Edward H.

Dodd.20  The idea came close to being realized; he had received an autograph request from

Kermit Roosevelt, the President’s son, and had replied with a poem, “Boy Time.” He

later wrote Roosevelt asking to publish the private poem, “entirely and unreservedly

your son’s, and only to be used by me, by grace of your permission” as the “first in a

series of child’s poems” to be published by Dodd, Mead.21 Dunbar's works most

appropriate for children had already been published in the illustrated series, and Dodd

was hesitant to republish the same material yet again.22 Through 1905, Dunbar continued

to push production of an illustrated children's book.23  Dunbar also demonstrated his

interest in photography by authoring the poem, "The Photograph," first published in

1897 in Dodd, Mead’s The Bookman magazine, prior to the release of the photographic

books.24   Although he did not propose the production of the illustrated editions,

photography was among his subjects and suggests his artistic interest in photographic

illustration of his work.  With regard to illustrations made to accompany his works in

                                                              

20 PLD to Edward H. Dodd, undated, from stenographer's notebook, PLD Papers Microfilm, (Columbus,
OH.: Ohio Historical Society, 1971), Reel 1, Frame 729.
21 Written to the White House, evidently in 1905, Dunbar’s access to the President could have facilitated
government support for his friends, the Wright Brothers, before their invention was widely publicized and
accepted. PLD Papers, Reel 1, Frame 733, OHS microfilm.
22 Edward H. Dodd to Dunbar, June 26, 1902, PLD Papers Microfilm, Reel 1, Frame 452.
23 Dunbar to Edward H. Dodd, May 23, 1905, PLD Papers Microfilm, Reel 1, Frame 527.
24 E.W. Metcalf,     Paul Laurence Dunbar; A Bibliography   , (Metuchen, NJ.: The Scarecrow Press, 1975), p.
34.  The poem was also published in     The Photographic Times   , June 1899, p. 286 and in     Lyrics of the
Hearthside   , all before the appearance of the first illustrated volume.
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periodicals, his correspondence indicates he appreciated “good” illustrations.25 Finally,

Dunbar grew to rely on the income the illustrated books generated in later years, working

with difficulty because of his long struggle with tuberculosis.  Toward the end of his life,

the illustrated books dominated his published work, and the $1000 he received for each

book helped cover his expenses as declining health prohibited public appearances.26

Among their significances, the illustrated books helped Dunbar remain a professional

writer when his contemporary, Charles Chesnutt, was unable to support himself by

writing full-time, finally settling into a career in law.  Whether Dunbar explicitly approved

of the manner in which the poems were illustrated remains unknown,27 although the sheer

number of books and the fact that they were illustrated by the same group indicates his

pleasure with the works, or at the very least, his tolerance of them.

                     
25 PLD to Alice Dunbar, April 8, 1901.  Published in Martin and Hudson,     The Paul Laurence Dunbar
Reader   , p. 455.
26 Edward H, Dodd, Dodd, Mead and Company to Dunbar, April 20, 1903, Paul Laurence Dunbar Papers
microfilm, Reel 1, Frame 466.
27 Dunbar’s later correspondence, including much with his publishers, was recorded by a stenographer in
Pitman, an obsolete British shorthand, the only extant copies of much of his correspondence, in a letter
book at the Ohio Historical Society.  I have been unable to translate. George Bernard Shaw scholars may
find another scholarly application for literacy in Pitman shorthand.
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THE HAMPTON INSTITUTE CAMERA CLUB: PHOTOGRAPHY BY DELIBERATION

Fig. 21.  Jane Eliza Davis, [Alice Mabel Bacon and the Hampton
Institute Camera Club], cyanotype, ca. Winter 1899.28  HUA.

Much as the books gave the impression that Dunbar was an alumnus of the

school, readers of the books would have assumed that the majority of the members of the

Camera Club were black.  By publishing their work as the “Hampton Camera Club,” the

books suggested student participation in the creation of the books, a prevalent fallacy in

academic literature on the club.29

Reflecting the era’s compulsion for hierarchical, rational organization, even leisure

activities by amateurs were organized into local clubs or chapters, often within umbrella

organizations at the national level.  Americans organized clubs, replete with color-coded

                     
28 The image seems to date from FBJ’s visit to the school and the club’s first publication.  Bacon is just
above and to the left of the center post, in a white hat.  Others appearing in the image are C. Augusta
Adams, William H. Scoville, Cora M. Folsom, Mollie Darling, Emily K. Herron, Albert and Harriette
Howe, and Mary Alice, Margaret, and Dan Armstrong, Samuel Armstrong’s widow and younger children.
The original is annotated on the verso.  The third person from left appears to be Bacon’s Japanese charge.  I
have dated the image because Bacon appears in it and because Dan Armstrong appears to be the same age as
he did in     Poems of Cabin and Field   .  The unidentified man, second from left, appears in an image from
the FBJ Collection, reproduced below.
29 Finding aids housed with the Camera Club papers at Hampton Archives perpetuate this misconception.
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uniforms, devoted to bicycling, singing, camping, playing ball, collecting folklore, and

photography, as the introduction of flexible roll film and the Kodak camera democratized

the medium for thousands of Americans in 1891. Enabled by nitrocellulose roll-film

technology, the Eastman Kodak Company processed and printed a camera’s worth of

film, and returned it to the photographer, reloaded with fresh film and ready for more

exposures. “You press the button, we do the rest” was the company’s advertising

slogan.30  Previously, photographers exposed glass negatives, loaded them into the

camera in darkness one at a time, and developed their own negatives and prints in a

darkroom.  Most people avoided the bother and simply went to photography studios to

have their portrait made, or as is still the custom for weddings and portraits, they hired

professional photographers to make images.  As they became more advanced, many

amateur photographers, including the members of the Hampton Camera Club, continued

to photograph using large-format glass negatives for precise composition, sharpness of

detail and fine grain, seeking fine-tuned images enabled by larger, more sophisticated

cameras and lenses.  Hand-held roll film cameras were much more portable than heavy,

tripod-mounted view cameras, however, a photographer could only compose an image

precisely on a view camera’s dim, ground-glass viewing screen under a dark viewing hood.

Smaller cameras of the era did not allow for careful composition; one merely pointed the

camera in the general direction, with only a crude rangefinder to guide where the

boundaries of the frame might fall.  Early Kodak negatives were modern in their

streamlined circular shape, brazenly disregarding the conventional rectilinearity of the

painterly canvas, recording nearly the full, natural image projected by the circular lense.

Modernism, in its vernacular practice, would seem to date to this period, in which faster

film speeds enabled instantaneous views of objects in motion, and in which the Kodak

democratized image-making.  For those who couldn’t draw and couldn’t afford to pack

along their own photographer on a vacation, the Kodak offered a novel means of making

personalized souvenirs, encouraging and revolutionizing travel.

                     
30 Beaumont Newhall,     The History of Photography   , Fifth Edition, (New York: Museum of Modern Art,
1988), p. 129.
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Photographic exchange clubs traded images between clubs over long distances and

internationally by mail for objective critique, and some camera clubs published journals.

Once photography was uncoupled from the technical rigor of its chemical and optical

processes, it became an acceptable pastime for women, and camera clubs became a solidly

middle-class forum in which women could express their creativity. Camera clubs

maintained their respectability by keeping commercialism at bay, keeping the negative

connotations of the market outside the clubroom, a parlor-like domestic space.  If women

worked outside the home in any capacity, it threatened her family’s middle-class status,

and especially her husband’s economic status.

 Alfred Stieglitz, an avowed amateur photographer, rose to prominence as editor

of the journal of the New York Camera Club, Camera Notes.  In Stieglitz’ vision of

photography circa 1900, amateur photographers were uncompromising, more altruistic art

photographers than their commercial counterparts, and he cast out several once-favored

associates from the fold for being lured by commercial ambition, which as often as not,

was an economic necessity for middle-class photographers who weren’t independently

wealthy.31  Camera clubs rigidly safeguarded women from the inroads of the market; like

many other leisure social organizations, members were screened for proper social

position.  Because of the threat of extramarital sexuality, darkrooms were segregated by

gender, including those of the Hampton Camera Club.  Ironically, it was the Camera

Club’s segregation by gender that enabled its racial integration. Although many women

were active members of camera clubs, they often occupied a subordinate position in the

governance of the club.32

Given these strictures, and the de facto segregation of the Hampton campus, it is

extraordinary that African-Americans became members at all. Admitting African-

American members to the Hampton Camera Club was tantamount to “social equality”

between races, a means of entering the precincts of the middle-class, and an indicator of

the Camera Club’s comparatively integrationist politics at the time. The interracial

                     
31 See for instance, Barbara L. Michaels,     Gertrude        Kasebier: The Photographer and Her Photographs,    (New
York: Harry N. Abrams, 1992).
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membership of the club itself was a testament to the relatively progressive nature of the

Camera Club within the Hampton community, and it continued to maintain an interracial

membership. In 1926, the Virginia General Assembly outlawed this kind of integration on

the Hampton campus.    

The death of Samuel Chapman Armstrong in May 1893 represented the school’s

greatest challenge to date: making the transition from a charismatic, hands-on leader to

establishing institutional systems to fill in the many roles the founder took on himself.

The campus had time to make the transition, and was prepared, already adjusted to

managing the school during Armstrong’s long absences while fundraising. Armstrong’s

long period as an invalid also demanded the faculty and administration fill in his many

roles. Armstrong’s death too, brought a surge of publicity to the school; his memoirs were

published in the Atlantic Monthly in January 1894.  When H.B. Frissell, formerly the

school chaplain, became Armstrong’s successor in 1893, Reverend Herbert Barclay

Turner took Frissell’s former position.  Turner had already been a guest pastor at

Hampton’s non-denominational Memorial Church. Turner was pivotal in founding the

Camera Club shortly after his arrival at Hampton, at the moment Frissell stepped into

Armstrong’s role as publicist and Principal.33  

Turner, the Camera Club’s first president, was a photographer prior to his arrival

on the campus, and had utilized the medium for fundraising and public programs in his

previous post, as pastor of the Congregational Church of Washington, Connecticut.  Born

in Brooklyn, Turner became pastor of the Washington church in 1884, and his first

sermon, reported in the local newspaper, articulated the illusory nature of civilization in a

surprisingly bleak, orthodox puritanical manner:

…man was ruined by sin. …the theology of education and culture could
not save him; for there could be no such thing as the development of a
ruin.34

                                                              
32 C. Jane Gover, “The Camera Club; A Room of her Own,”     The Positive Image; Women Photographers
in Turn of the Century America   , (New York: SUNY Press, 1988), p. 67-72.
33 “October 21, 1893,” Camera Club Minutes, p. 9, HUA.
34 “Washington,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , 1/10/1884, n.p.
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Despite his bleak official outlook, Turner worked enthusiastically to cultivate the social

life of the community, providing educational entertainment for the congregation in the

form of lectures accompanied by stereopticon slides.  In 1885, the church presented

stereopticon lectures on geographical subjects by traveling speakers: “Views of Our Great

West,” by Professor W.I. Marshall and views of the Arctic with commentary by the

explorer, Schwatka.  Turner made a “flying trip” to New York to purchase improved

projection equipment, “one of the best instruments they could find,” for the Schwatka

lecture, and noted,

A store in New York claims to have over fifty thousand views, portions of
which can be hired cheaply.  This popular method of visiting all lands
without traveling is likely to furnish us with much entertainment this
coming season.35

In December 1887, Turner himself delivered stereopticon lectures on Norway,

Sweden, and Denmark. Turner was also president of the local Y.M.C.A.  Lantern slide

presentations, much like movies would be in the twentieth century, were evidently the

means of soberly entertaining his youthful charges, as it would later be at Hampton.

Although souls remained in ruins, evidently young minds could be occupied profitably

during the long winter months in a remote town in northwestern Connecticut.  The

weekly lectures were well-attended, drawing audiences from the nearby towns of

Litchfield County.36  In February 1892, prior to Armstrong’s death, Turner visited

Hampton, evidently substituting periodically for Frissell.  The local newspaper noted the

attractions of Hampton, “It is said that Mr. Turner listened to a chorus of 600 colored

singers on the Sabbath.”37  In September 1892, prior to the founding of the Camera Club,

Turner returned to his Connecticut congregation and put his years of experience

projecting photographs to use for Hampton’s benefit.  He gave an “exceedingly

interesting…free lecture with stereopticon views of Hampton and its surroundings,”

                     
35 “Washington,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , 1/16/1886, n.p.
36 100 showed up for a lecture by F.L. Clark in January of 1889. “Washington,”     Litchfield Enquirer   ,
1/17/1889, n.p.
37 “Washington,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , 3/3/1892, n.p.
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attended by “a large audience.”38  In November, Turner was back in Hampton,39 and the

next year he returned to his Connecticut church as a visiting pastor.  From July 1893 on,

as Hampton’s chaplain, Turner returned to Connecticut yearly for summer vacations,

leading evening lantern slide fundraisers on behalf of the school, with accompaniment by

student singers and speakers of both races.40  

Founded a month before the Folklore Society, on October 21, 1893, the Hampton

Camera Club emerged in what seems to constitute a renaissance at Hampton in the

months after General Armstrong's death.  Until it ceased activity in 1926, the year the

Massenburg Law went into effect, the club was composed entirely of members of the

school’s faculty, administration, and their spouses.41  The membership of the club was

composed overwhelmingly of well-heeled northern faculty members with artistic

interests: art teachers, the editorial staff of the Southern Workman, and teachers from the

manual training school constituted large blocks of members.  Others were simply engaging

in a productive leisure activity, many were interested in integrating photography and

folklore.  In its thirty years of activity, it attracted some 140 individual members.  The

few published references to the Camera Club indicate that it was an organization of white

faculty members, an assumption no doubt made because the academic faculty was nearly

exclusively white.  Unlike the Folklore Society, the large majority of its members were

white, although two of its members, active at the time the Dunbar books were published,

were African American: Robert Russa Moton and Allen Washington.  Other African

Americans became members of the club in later years, and possibly more than is

immediately evident in the Camera Club’s written membership records.  Founding

members of the club included Turner, Mary Alice Armstrong, the founder’s widow, Mrs.

Julia Dodd Frissell, Robert Russa Moton, Leonora E. Herron and her sister Emily K.

                     
38 “Washington,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , 9/22,29/1892, n.p.
39 “Washington Depot,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , 11/17/1892, n.p.
40 “Washington,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , 7/6/1893, n.p.
41 Although Hampton’s guide to its archives indicate that students were members of the Camera Club, the
club’s records indicate otherwise.  The club’s African American members were members of the faculty and
staff.
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Herron, Jane Eliza Davis, C. Augusta Adams, Francis C. Briggs, Harriette W. Howe,

William L. Brown and others, a total of sixteen or so members.42

According to the constitution of the club, "All persons interested in photography

as amateurs are eligible to membership," although no students were invited to join.  In

later years, the club sponsored and judged student photography competitions.  All

members paid yearly dues of one dollar and were expected, at least initially, to be active,

"...to bring in some work each month for the benefit of the club.  Failure for three

successive months shall forfeit membership to the club."43  The club met monthly during

the school year, breaking for summer, and met more often during periods of peak activity,

such as during the production of the Dunbar illustrations. Initially, the club used an

existing darkroom in the school’s Marshall Hall.44  

Throughout its history, the Camera Club functioned in a formal, democratic

manner, modeled on Robert’s Rules of Order.  No matter how trivial, members voted

upon all issues in a plenary meeting.  Each October, the club elected executives who were

expected to perform specific duties.  The President and Vice-President ran meetings, the

Treasurer maintained the club account books, bank accounts, and paid bills.  A Librarian

organized a small library of books, magazines, and photo albums. Throughout the club's

entire history, the Secretary dutifully recorded minutes of the proceedings of each

meeting.  Committees were formed to address larger questions: book illustration,

clubhouse construction and decoration, picture sales, refreshments, planning picnics and

outings, and researching subscriptions to photography magazines.  In its compulsion for

formal rectitude, at least as it represented itself in its official minutes, the club rarely

deviated from the highly-disciplined manner of conduct prescribed by tradition and its

Constitution.  Not an iota of humor or levity emerges in its records.

In time, the club maintained two darkrooms, one for men and one for women, a

studio, meeting, and exhibition room, and library.  As a group, they were well informed of

contemporary photographic ideas and techniques.  At various intervals the club

                     
42 A full roster of members of the Camera Club, with short biographical notes, appears as Appendix A.
43 “Kiquotan Kamera Klub Constitution,” Camera Club Minutes, p. 2, HUA.
44 “October 21, 1893, Camera Club Minutes, p. 9, HUA.
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subscribed to Photographic Times, Alfred Stieglitz' Camera Notes and Camerawork,

American Photography, and The Camera.  Each of these journals discussed photographic

technique, discussed photography as an art form, and reproduced images made by leading

art photographers of the era.  During the period in which they produced the Dunbar

books, the Camera Club maintained subscriptions to both of Steiglitz' journals, and were

well aware of Pictorialism and the Secessionist movement in photography.  Members

aspired to making photographic artworks, and several were trained formally in aesthetics

and design and were familiar with art history and criticism.45  The camera club was also

explicitly interested in collecting folklore, articulating that making the illustrations “has

proved extraordinarily interesting to the members because of the study of typical Negro

life it entailed.”46  The Club preferred to illustrate Dunbar’s poems in dialect, like many

readers, preferring them to his standard-language verse, largely for the manner the club

perceived Dunbar to be engaging the folk tradition.  Despite the club’s apparent taste for

light subjects, a Southern Workman editorial lauded and reprinted stanzas from Dunbar’s

most outspokenly political statement in verse,  

Mr. Paul Laurence Dunbar’s poem on “The Haunted Oak” is an admirable
protest on the lynching of innocent victims….  [He] follows a graphic
account of the innocent victim in jail, the midnight visit, the masked
men….

Knowing exactly, like Dunbar, the limit to southern tolerance for outspoken denunciation

of the practice, the editorial continued,

Quite apart from the forceful presentation of the picture from a poetic
point of view is the excellent judgment which has excluded from his poem
anything racial or sectional and has made a strong protest against a crime
which is not confined to any one section or race.47

Like Dunbar, the school obscured its condemnation of the practice while making its

opposition clear; both took for granted the victim’s innocence, strongly implying a

                     
45 A reviewer of     CLT    , probably closely affiliated with the camera club, wrote, “The book also reveals the
great possibilities of artistic photography for purposes of illustration…good enough to establish the artistic
value of the book.”      SW     , January 1902, p. 40.
46     SW     , July 1901, p. 416.
47     SW     , January 1901, pp. 751-2.
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prejudicial predilection for manufacturing criminal charges, an obvious reference to the

crime’s racial nature and regional reality.  Both Hampton and the school were compelled

to walk a narrow path to balance the sentiments of its constituencies.  Despite their

publication’s outspoken condemnation, the Camera Club never illustrated the poem in

any context, a powerful means of instilling sympathy for the victims of racially-

motivated terror.

 The Camera Club members did not exclusively photograph African-American

subjects.  School buildings and scenes, landscapes, and maritime tableaux were common

subjects; other images preserved at Hampton are portraits of friends and family,

snapshots, and still-life compositions.  Much of the Camera Club's work also served

Hampton's promotional machine, supplying the school’s fundraising apparatus with

photographs documenting and promoting the school's facilities for lantern slide

presentations at fundraising meetings in the North.  In 1903, the Southern Workman

reported,

Aside from its office as a promoter of recreation among the teachers, the
club is of no little direct benefit to the school in furnishing pictures for
lantern slides and for illustration, and in making innumerable views of the
institution which are scattered far and wide.48

The club eventually became an integral part of the production of the Southern

Workman.  Excepting Alice Bacon, Helen Ludlow, and H.B. Frissell, the entire editorial

staff of the magazine belonged to the club and became core members.  When the school

magazine began publishing photographs late in 1899, members of the Camera Club

became important contributors.  Upon Bacon's departure from the school in 1899, Jane

Eliza Davis, a founder and longtime member of the Camera Club, replaced her as managing

editor and the magazine initiated its illustrated format.  The club's negatives were

eventually stored in the publication office vault, and the club worked with contact-printed

cyanotype "blueprints" for reference, bound in albums and numbered to correspond to

the negatives.

                     
48     SW     , May 1903, p. 251.
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Each month, the club appointed members as judges to select the two best images

from those submitted by the members.  A “best snapshot” and “best time exposure” were

laid aside in these albums.49  Worthy negatives were transferred to the publication office

for future publication, forming a library of stock images of the campus and community for

use in promotional and informational material.  Thousands of blueprints, negatives, and

lantern slides remain at Hampton, uncatalogued at the item level and largely unconserved

in the University Archives.   A set of Johnston's negatives are likely stored with them, as

the school publication office used them repeatedly for a variety of purposes over the

years.

Davis, the Secretary of the Armstrong League of Hampton Workers, a fundraising

organization formed by the Hampton faculty after the founder’s death, also directed the

Camera Club's efforts toward fundraising for the school.  From 1893, the club raised

money by holding regular sales of prints and books, and donated proceeds to the League

and the school’s treasury.50  From 1909 through 1926, after illustrating the Dunbar

books, the club's primary activity was producing the annual Hampton Calendar,

illustrated with scenic school views, to be sold to raise money and to send as gifts to large

donors to the school.  The school immediately recognized the value of the club for

publicity purposes; in 1894, the school constructed a new darkroom for the Camera Club

at its own expense.

                     
49 Camera Club Minutes Book, HUA, p.11.
50 Camera Club Minutes Book, May 10, 1895, p. 28, HUA.  After one of the picture sales, "Sets of
pictures were asked for teachers who speak in Sunday School during the Summer.  The club decided to
furnish such sets and have them in the hands of the 'Armstrong League.'
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Fig. 22.  Photographer unknown, “Ladies Aid Cottage, 1930; Camera
Club House Before That,” HUA.

From 1894 well into the 1920s, the Camera Club photographed genre scenes of

African-American individuals and families, similar in appearance to those found in the

Dunbar books.  The existence of the Folklore Society on campus had a lasting effect upon

the Camera Club, several of whom were members of both organizations or were familiar

with African-American folklore as part of the editorial staff of the Southern Workman.

Other members, not directly connected to the Society, were familiar with the "Folklore

and Ethnology" section in the Southern Workman and other folklore articles that appeared

in the magazine.  The fact that the Camera Club began photographing vernacular African-

American culture, as early as it had, indicates a prevalent interest among Hampton

workers in traditional African-American folklife.   Although they probably read the

transcript in the Southern Workman, perhaps Leonora Herron, Robert Russa Moton, and

other members of the Camera Club were present when the African-America writer and

activist, Anna Julia Cooper, delivered an address to the Folklore Society in May 1894, as

she stated in closing,

…he who can turn his camera on the fast receding views of this people and
catch their simple truth and their sympathetic meaning before it is all too
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late will no less deserve the credit of having revealed a characteristic page
in history and of having made an interesting study.51

The following fall, the first scenes of African-American life were shown before the club;

Miss C. Augusta Adams was awarded best time exposure in November for a picture of a

cabin, and in December, Jane Davis received best snapshot for a group of slave cabins.52  

Though club members may not have responded directly to Cooper's statement, interest in

folklore was pervasive at Hampton, and the faculty of Hampton, thanks to Alice Bacon

and the Southern Workman, identified itself with the collection and presentation of both

African-American and Indian folklore.   

Other Camera Club members showed related interests; Cora Mae Folsom, trained

as a nurse, worked as “Indian Correspondent” for the school, maintaining records crucial

to federal government funding.  She also edited the "Indian Department" of the Southern

Workman, and became the curator of the Hampton Museum.53  She had traveled west to

Indian reservations to visit students twelve times in the forty-two years she was a

member of the faculty, and she became proficient in Lakota.54  William L. Brown, the

first President of the Camera Club, wrote a series of histories of various Indian groups,

and Jane Davis wrote articles and books on local history, including details of Indian life

and geography before and during European contact.  Like the folklorists, the Camera Club

acted upon intellectual interests in aspects of the cultures that Hampton was actively

trying to assimilate.

The Kiquotan Kamera Klub, the name under which the club was chartered and

which its members familiarly called it, was named for the Pamunkey Indian town located

on the same peninsula as Hampton Institute.  Although the Dunbar books listed the

"Hampton Institute Camera Club" as illustrators, indicating a desire to publicize the

school, the club maintained its vexing name through 1923, when it was officially cited in

the club minutes as the "Hampton Institute Camera Club."  The first published

                     
51 Anna Julia Cooper, "Paper,"     Southern Workman    23, No. 7 (July 1894), pp. 131-33.  Reprinted in
Waters, p. 192.
52 Camera Club Minutes Book, HUA, November 23, 1894/ December 21, 1894, pp. 23-24.
53 Mary Lou Hultgren and Paulette Fairbanks Molin,     To Lead and to Serve,    p. 46-7.
54 Obituary clipping, [Berkshi]re County Eagle, June 2, 1943.  HUA.
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announcement of the formation of the club in the Southern Workman read, "K.K.K.

flourishes in Hampton--not Ku Klux Klan, but Kiquotan Kamera Klub, 'according to the

taste and fancy of the spellers.'  The rest of us think of investing in Kodak-cident

Insurance…"55  Members abbreviated the name familiarly to "K.K.K."  Whether

explicitly facetious or the result of a desire to mix history with neologism and the modern

novelty of the “Kodak,” the name is puzzling and surprising.  Rather than celebrating the

hooded nightriders of Reconstruction, the name primarily signifies the club’s interest in

aestheticism.  

At the turn of the century, photographic artwork was largely associated with

image-makers of Germanic origin, the “Photo-Secessionists” or “Pictorialists” who

seceded from the New York Camera Club to prioritize art photography rather than

commercial applications of the medium.  Secessionism itself had a Germanic origin,

originally a movement founded by young, self-consciously modern, Viennese artists who

split from Austria’s patrician academic art apparatus, like the earlier French impressionist

painters who comprised the salon des refusés.56  The German spelling, “Kamera Klub,”

evokes the Germanness of many of the principals associated with art photography in the

United States: Alfred Stieglitz, Gertrude Käsebier, Edward Steichen, Rudolph

Eickemeyer, Jr., Eva Watson-Schütze, Hans Watzek, Mathilde Weil, Joseph Keiley,

Sadakichi Hartmann, and others.  Based loosely upon the work of the Viennese

Secessionists, the Photo-Secessionists’ work exercised a pre-Raphaelite, vaguely medieval

compositional Japanism in the manner of James McNeil Whistler, often imitating the look

and painterly soft-focus of the old masters.  Camera Club members would have been

familiar with photographic trends in Europe, which were frequently covered in the

photographic journals to which they subscribed.57

Each month the Camera Club sought different themes to photograph, and in

January 1895, illustration of poetry was proposed as a possible subject, along with

                     
55 Editorial note,     S.W.   , May 1894, p. 83.
56 Carl Schorske,     Fin-de-       Siecle Vienna; Politics and Culture    (New York: Vintage Books, 1981), pp. 214-
5.
57 Since the club’s name was spelled both ways interchangeably, I choose to use the less-distracting
published spelling rather than the in-house version.
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"Portraits, Character Studies...Snow Scenes, Still Life, and Interiors."58  The club did not

initially act on the idea until 1897, when illustrations for John Greenleaf Whittier's "The

Tent on the Beach" were made and framed for the clubroom.  Next, a poem from "Tales

From a Way-side Inn" was suggested, but found unsuitable for illustration, and "members

were requested to read [William Cullen] Bryant's "Unknown Way." By April, "Bitter

Sweet" was suggested for illustration.59  Unpublished, these illustrations were but

exercises the Camera Club worked on as part of its regular photographic activity.

Hampton maintained a special regard for Whittier; the elementary school for teacher

training was named for him, and Whittier, a leading abolitionist and champion for civil

rights for African Americans, dedicated his last volume of verse, St. Gregory's Guest and

Recent Poems, to General Armstrong, "whose generous and self-denying labors for the

elevation of two races have enlisted my sympathies and commanded my admiration."60

Among the era's most venerated men of culture, Whittier was something of a poet-hero at

the school.  When Frances Johnston came through in 1899 to photograph the school,

Whittier's portrait and lines from his poetry provided the backdrop for her photograph of

a class in literature.  The pride in association with Whittier seems to have produced in

Hampton a special regard for and identification with poetry, a point which the school

sought to emphasize in their publicity, graphically demonstrating that the school taught

literature and higher education subjects in their academic classes.

                     
58 Camera Club Minute Book, HUA, January 25, 1895, p. 25.
59 Camera Club Minute Book, HUA, January 8-April 30, 1897, pp. 31-33.
60 Peabody,     Education for Life   , p. 191.
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Fig. 23.  FBJ, "Literature--Lesson on Whittier.  Middle Class. 1899."

FBJ, P&P, LC, Neg. LC-USZ62-38153.

During the next school year, in October 1897, Dunbar's poem, "The Deserted Plantation"

was chosen as a subject for illustration, and the members worked on it through May

1898, longer than they had worked on any single subject.

Although they did not explicitly intend to publish their early Dunbar illustrations,

Hampton's manifold connections to Dunbar and Dodd, Mead and Company established it

as a distinct possibility.  Dunbar's publishers maintained close connections to Hampton,

reaching beyond the publication of the work of the Camera Club.  Both the Dodd and

Mead families were committed to the Hampton cause and the Camera Club.  Charles L.

Mead and Amzi Dodd were trustees: Mead from 1881-99, and Dodd from 1886-96.61

Neither was directly involved with the publishing company, but the family of Amzi

Dodd, from Bloomfield, New Jersey, reared both Frank H. Dodd, the President of the

                     
61 Peabody,     Education for Life   , Appendix Two, "Trustees of H.N.A.I.," p. 344.
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publishing company, and his son, Edward H. Dodd, both were Dunbar’s editors.62

Several personal letters in the Hampton archive, between Principal Frissell and both Mr.

and Mrs. Frank H. Dodd, further demonstrate the connection between school and

publishing company.  Julia Dodd Frissell, the Principal's wife and trustee Amzi Dodd's

daughter, was a founding member of the Camera Club.  Frank H. Dodd may have been her

brother; at the very least, Julia and Frank Dodd were related and grew up in the same

town. It is almost certainly her relationship to the principals of the publishing house that

resulted in the illustrations for the Dunbar books.

Although no single book is documented completely throughout the production

process, "The Deserted Plantation" and the first book, Poems of Cabin and Field, typify

the manner the Camera Club assembled the first three books in the series.63  In May

1898, just before the members of the Camera Club left the school for the summer, one of

the members proposed that the as yet unfinished illustrations be submitted to Dodd,

Mead upon completion during the next school year.  Dr. Turner, the school's chaplain,

was selected to submit the finished piece to the publishers.  Julia Dodd Frissell may have

suggested the idea herself, although Turner, well-known to trustees and donors as a

frequent participant in fundraising events, was probably acquainted with the publishers

as well.  The club immediately returned to the work on the project:

'The Deserted Plantation' was discussed and the committee reported that
only five or six of the illustrations were lacking...It was decided that the
subject for work should be a frontispiece for 'The Deserted Plantation' to
be handed in accompanied by a negative in some other lines.64

Knowing that the publishers were supporters of the school, the club must have felt

assured that publication was a viable possibility.

                     
62 Edward H. Dodd, Jr.,     The First Hundred Years, A History of the House of Dodd, Mead, 1839-1939   ,
(New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1939), p. 39, p. 51.
63 Rather than detailing the production of each book, I have opted to use the first book as a representative
sample and to provide only the most important exceptions in the production of the two later books,     Candle
Lightin' Time    and      When         Malindy Sings   .  Other than the personnel contributing to the books, the
production process, at least as it is documented in the school archives, does not differ significantly from
that of the first book.
64 Camera Club Minutes Book, May 27, 1898, HUA, p. 41.
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By January 1899, Turner submitted the proposal and read the company's

response to the members, entered in the meeting's minutes:

This letter proposed that instead of illustrating "The Deserted Plantation"
by itself, as was first planned, several other poems of Dunbar's be
published with it, and the book illustrated by the club.  Copies of different
poems were enclosed and lines suggested for illustration.  One hundred
dollars was offered as a compensation.

The poems were read and considered by the members present and
it was finally voted that the Club undertake the work, that the same
committee which collected the illustrations for "The Deserted Plantation"
serve again...65

Although they received the proposal enthusiastically, the club felt that $100 was "small

compensation for the for the number of pictures and amount of work required."66   

To a great extent, the Camera Club controlled the form the final product would

take; as they were planning the first volume, Poems of Cabin and Field, the Camera Club

asked Dodd, Mead, "...if certain poems might be omitted as difficult of illustration," and

conveying their desire to add a poem to the volume, "Christmus is A-Coming."67   In the

next correspondence read before the club at the February meeting, the publishers offered

$150 and ten copies of the book, with a discount on further copies.  The club had to

produce fifty final images in four months, by the middle of June.  The members received

copies of the poems, and they voted to be reimbursed for the cost of photographic plates.

The club agreed, "within limits," to pay to hire carriages "for expeditions into the

country," presumably to photograph rural folk, although Mrs. Armstrong, the General's

young widow, offered the club the use of her carriage.68  

"The Deserted Plantation" established the Camera Club's work methods.  Because

it was the first of the poems to be illustrated, produced by the club members as a group,

the plans and prototypes for the piece were documented in detail and preserved.  The

club closely adhered to the narrative provided by the poet, and prefigured or

                     
65 Camera Club Minutes Book, January 21, 1899, HUA, p. 43.
66 Camera Club Minutes Book, January 21, 1899, HUA, p. 43.
67 Club Minutes, January 21, 1899, HUA, p. 43.
68 Camera Club Minutes Book, February 18, 1899, HUA, p. 45-6.
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storyboarded the images according to the lines of the poem, appearing in the finished

piece much as they had been laid out in plan, with a few minor exceptions.  An

illustration accompanied each stanza of the poem, and corresponded to a single line.

Verbal descriptions of the images to be produced appear in the plan for the poem,

demonstrating a selective conception of Dunbar's imagery:69

I. "An de plow's a-tumblin' down in the fiel'" - (Stubble field, old
man, shabbily dressed.)

Fig. 24.  Photograph from "The Deserted Plantation," Poems of Cabin
and Field, p. 12.

                     
69 The plan listed the line from the poem to be illustrated and entered a verbal description of the image to
be produced alongside it.  I have italicized the photographers' description of the image to be produced and
inserted the corresponding finished images that appeared in     Poems of Cabin and Field   .  To separate the
photographers' notes from my captions, the text from the prototype “dummy” appears in bold face.
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II.  "In de furrers whah de co'n was allus wavin'/ Now de weeds is
growin' green and rank an tall" - (dilapidated cabins, tall weeds in a
stubbly field.)

Fig. 25.  Photograph from "The Deserted Plantation," Poems of Cabin
and Field, p. 14.
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III. "[An'] de big house [stan's all quiet lak an' solemn]," etc. - (house,
frame square, no gables, piazza with railings above)

Fig. 26.  Photograph from "The Deserted Plantation," Poems of Cabin
and Field, p. 16.
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Fig. 27.  Emily K. Herron, [Downy Farm Cabin], Photograph from
“The Deserted Plantation,” Poems of Cabin and Field, p.18.70

                     
70 A [platinum] print of this image, uncropped, appears in an album of photographs labeled “Emily K.
Herron,” housed in the Chrysler Museum, Norfolk, Virginia, Item 92.32.120. The same cabin appears in
cyanotype in “Hampton Scenes by Camera Club” album, Image 73, with ms. caption, “Downy Farm
Cabin,” HUA.
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IV. "[Whah's] de chillun, [dem dat used to be a-prancin'/Er a-rollin in de
san' er on de flo']" etc. (From 8 to 10, all ages, rolling and playing in
sand.)

Fig. 28.  Photograph from "The Deserted Plantation," Poems of Cabin
and Field, p. 20.
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Fig. 29.  Photograph from "The Deserted Plantation," Poems of Cabin
and Field, p. 22.
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V & VI or V. "Uncle Mordecai an' Uncle Aaron" - (Old men,
plantation field hands.) [used as VI]

Fig. 30.  [Uncle Step (R) and unidentified man] from "The Deserted
Plantation," Poems of Cabin and Field, p. 24.

VII.  Group of men and boys for "All de res'" (costumes of field
hands.) [not used]

VIII.  "Ole Tom de da'ky fiddlah" (check shirt, old coat, hat, and
shoes.) [not used]
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IX. Illustrations for the last three stanzas - (Old man, sitting on porch of
"big house," leaning on rake, meditating)71

 

Fig. 31.  Photograph from "The Deserted Plantation," Poems of Cabin
and Field, p. 29.

A frontispiece was added later and appears in the published version.  

  The Camera Club followed this method in the production of all the books they

illustrated, although the deadlines that the club had to meet required that the work be

divided among the members.  For the remainder of the work for Poems of Cabin and Field

and for the two subsequent books, teams of three or four members were assigned to

produce photographs for each poem.  Although some of the dummy books in the

Hampton Archives are annotated with the names of individual image-makers, it is

                     
71 "Illustrations Needed for the 'Deserted Plantation,'" November 25, [1898] loose sheet in Camera Club
Boxes, HUA.
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impossible to attribute all the photographs in the finished books to individual

photographers.  Only a few of the images used in the books were included in the club

scrapbooks, which rarely made identifications by photographer.  In the scrapbooks, made

before the club began contributing to the Dunbar books, nearly all the members are

represented, and nearly all photographed genre scenes of African-American subjects,

including Moton and Herron, the significant connecting links to the folklore society.

While the club was in the process of producing the illustrations for the book, a writer,

Alice Mabel Bacon or Louise Armstrong, noted the club’s activities with a postured

objectivity, a crucial indication of the school’s interest in salvage ethnography:

The club…has made a more or less valuable collection of pictures of the
school and its surroundings, including many studies of the Negro Cabins
and steer carts.  But the study of the old-time life of colored people which
is involved in the composition of these illustrations is by far the most
interesting if not valuable work it has undertaken, and the enthusiasm of
the members for it is unbounded.

The poems themselves are wonderfully true in their descriptions of a life
which is rapidly passing away and of which there will be hardly a lingering
remnant, in this vicinity at least, after a few more years’ progress on the
part of the Negroes.72  

Despite the club’s ethnographic intent, the photographers employed more than

subtle artifice to make their images.  A number of individuals appear repeatedly in the

photographs, not only in Poems of Cabin and Field, but elsewhere in the series, a loose

repertory group the club regularly used as models.  Many of the subjects, if not unusually

trusting or compliant, may have previously posed for the club, were informants for the

folklorists, or were known to club members as employees of the school, veterans of

Armstrong’s Civil War regiment, students and their relatives, or recipients of aid through

Hampton's efforts in community extension.73  Moton, Bacon, or Leonora Herron may

have accompanied some of the photographers into the field as intermediaries, acquainted

with members of the community as the result of collecting folklore. Captain Compton,

probably an African-American member of the cadet structure, either a student or faculty

                     
72     SW     , June 1899, p. 229.  Louise Armstrong wrote a review of the book six months later.
73 Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , pp. 65, 109.
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member, was paid a dollar for posing for pictures.74  Few other models were paid to pose

for the photographers; the club's account books shows only two entries of this type,

although the practice may have been more pervasive, but undocumented.  The very

making of the photographs, a sensitive interaction, suggests a great degree of trust and

cooperation between the photographer and their actors.  

After the actual process of making the images, members gathered negatives and

prints for a general meeting, and images were selected by the judges of the book

illustration committee and a general vote by the members.  The book illustration

committee largely determined the shape the books would take by completing much of the

editorial process at Hampton and by producing the prototype “dummy” copy for

submission to the publisher.  

Gauging by the example of Poems of Cabin and Field, Dunbar maintained a

measure of control over the shape the books would take: he suggested poems for inclusion

to his editor, and exercised veto power over the images the club produced.  A manuscript

note on the margin of an image in the Camera Club's prototype copy of “Christmas is A

Comin” in Poems of Cabin and Field reads, "Mr. Dunbar says no to the first print."75

The image depicts a young, white woman and older black man decorating a middle-class,

presumably “white” parlor with garland for the holidays.  Dunbar may have objected to

the image because the poem largely renders Christmas from an African-American point of

view rather than within a white household. He may have objected because the image

depicts a black man gazing toward the torso of a white woman, apparently touching her

by steadying her as she stands on a chair, an egregious breach of interracial sexual taboo.

“Young Massa,” played by Daniel Armstrong, the late General’s youngest child, toddles

at his feet. Dunbar saw the prototypes before publication and evidently maintained final

approval, although Poems of Cabin and Field may have represented an unusual sample, as

it was the first in the series.  For the most part, the actual production and assembly of the

books was left to the editor at Dodd, Mead and the Camera Club with minimal authorial

intervention.

                     
74 Camera Club Account Book, December 1898 to July 1899, HUA.
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Fig. 32.  William L. Brown, [Outtake from Christmas is A Comin”]
“Dummy Book,” Poems of Cabin and Field, p. 6, HUA.  Brown’s
initials are at right.

Like the books that followed, Poems of Cabin and Field was published for release during

the holiday season.  From November 29 through December 23, 1899, the club ordered 224

copies of the book at discount and resold them to the school community.76

Earlier in the same year the first of the Dunbar books was published, the elite art

photographer Rudolf Eickemeyer published Down South, an elegant book of photographs

of African Americans with an introduction by the Joel Chandler Harris.  A predecessor of

the magazine photo essay, Down South represents an important landmark, a

sophisticated, graphic presentation of photographs with minimal text.  Miner and the

members of the Hampton camera club were exposed to at least one of Eickemeyer’s

African-American photographs, “Who’s Dat,” as early as October 1898, when it was

                                                              
75 "Dummy" copy,     Poems of Cabin and Field   , Camera Club Boxes, HUA, p. 28.
76 Camera Club Account Book, Nov. 29-Dec. 23, 1899, HUA.
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published in Camera Notes. The Camera Club maintained a subscription to the journal,

and Eickemeyer’s image may have inspired the Camera Club to publish its own work.

Miner, who later lived in Yonkers for a period near Eickemeyer, seemed particularly

influenced by the established photographer’s work.  Eickemeyer’s choice of subject

matter demonstrates a common iconography structuring images of African Americans

during the period, transcending work by individual photographers, and indicating a deeper

reservoir of common visual material informing American image-makers and viewers.

Eickemeyer represents an important precedent and analogue for much of the visual

rhetoric of the Dunbar books.

Fig. 33. Eickemeyer, “Solid Comfort,” from Down South.  UT-Austin
Libraries.

Like Dunbar, Miner, and the Camera Club, Eickemeyer depicted African Americans

associated with cabins, sitting before hearths, standing before paling fences, pounding rice,

standing in doorways and thresholds, drawing water from wells, preparing food, working

in cotton and cane fields, and spending leisure time hunting and fishing.  Some of these

tropes may issue from activities specific or common to African Americans in the rural
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South, expressions of black culture, and representative of a daily routine.  Even so, the

frequency with which many of these images appear indicates their symbolic import, a

transcendent meaning and well-worn ritual association with African-American subjects.

The figure of the hearth, for instance: although individuals sat before their hearth daily,

the image appears in popular media with far greater frequency than the activity likely

warranted.  The images function at a metaphoric, as well as descriptive level.

Comparison to Eickemeyer’s work also offers significant contrasts with the work

of the Camera Club.  Although Eickemeyer’s book offered innovative formal means of

representing African-American life and showed insight into the hardship of rural Southern

life at the turn of the century, Eickemeyer also indulged in comic imagery that the Camera

Club explicitly rejected.  The figure of a former slave, deferentially sweeping the grounds

of the ruined “big house” would never have appeared in the images made by the Camera

Club, although they had ample opportunity.  Likewise, Eickemeyer’s humor, depicting a

black child lazing idly on the porch, mimetically toying with trappings of the mistress’

leisure hours, would have been unacceptable to the Hampton photographers.
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Fig. 34.  Eickemeyer, “The Great House,” Down South. UT-Austin
Libraries.
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Fig. 35.  Eickemeyer, “When the Cat’s Away,” Down South. UT-
Austin Libraries.

Much of Eickemeyer’s work seems a formal exercise rather than a documentary project or

a political commentary, although his work encompasses several genres.  Eickemeyer

explicitly appropriated the work of old master European painters, aestheticizing and

casting African Americans as peasants in the mold of the mid-century French painter,

Jean François Millet or Vermeer, the Dutch Renaissance master.  The Hampton

photographers were too grounded in social service to consider such extravagance.

Eickemeyer’s work was technically excellent, formally precise, and tantalizingly beautiful;

ultimately his work demonstrated the artistic potential and legitimacy of African-

American subjects to the Hampton photographers.
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Fig. 36.  Eickemeyer, “Aunt Chloe,” from Down South. UT-Austin
Libraries.

The members of the Camera Club explicitly set out to reform representational

politics and to set the record straight as to African-American character and culture, in

direct opposition to the grotesquery of the minstrel and plantation traditions and the

caricatures that appeared in the popular press and advertisements.  Among the reviews of

Dunbar's work in the Southern Workman, the reviewer, probably Jane Davis or Louise

Armstrong, pointedly sought to critique the illustrations in The Strength of Gideon, a

collection of short stories.  Davis explicitly criticized the drawings of Edward Windsor

Kemble, illustrator of many of Dunbar's prose works and somewhat of a rival to the

Hampton photographers, on the basis of representational politics:  

It is to be regretted that the illustrations have not received more
sympathetic treatment at the hands of Mr. Kemble.  With the possible
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exception of 'Mammy Peggy' the sketches are caricatures and must seem
unsatisfactory to both author and reader.77

Edward Windsor Kemble began his career rendering African-American characters as the

illustrator of the first edition of Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn in 1884. Subsequently,

and prior to his work on several of Dunbar’s collections of short stories, Kemble

descended into the meanest stereotypical depictions of African Americans, typified by

his A Coon Alphabet (1898), which comically exploited violent slapstick perpetrated on

young children and other black characters.78  Kemble’s Coon Alphabet was likely the

specific impetus that inspired the Camera Club to employ photography as a means of

rectifying images of African Americans in the Dunbar books. Yet another review of one of

Dunbar’s books, The Heart of Happy Hollow,” carried a negative disclaimer regarding

Kemble’s illustrations, “It is possible that the illustrations, most of which are in Mr.

Kemble’s usual style of caricature, help to give the impression that the writer is out of

sympathy with the dwellers of Happy Hollow.”79

A book review of When Malindy Sings in the Southern Workman commented

upon the illustrations, similarly indicating the Camera Club's conscious use of

photography as a means of reforming representation of African Americans and

repudiating caricature: "Any effort to substitute scenes from life for the caricatures that

are generally used in illustrating Negro dialect stories and poems is to be welcomed."80

Whereas the cabin was "the conventional place for happy times on the old plantation,"81

Miner and the Camera Club, in their best work, overturned the image by using its

domestic interiors as a stage to promote the humanity and value of African-American

culture.  

                     
77 Book Review, "The Strength of Gideon and Other Stories,"     S.W.   , 1900, p. 487.
78 Elvin Holt, “A Coon Alphabet and the Comic Mask of Racial Prejudice,”     Studies in American Humor   
5, No. 4, Winter 1986-7, p. 307.
79 [J.E. Davis?, Louise Armstrong?], Book review, “The Heart of Happy Hollow,”     SW     , December 1904,
p. 693.
80 Book Review, "When Malindy Sings, "     S.W.   , December 1903, p. 631.
81Charles T. Davis, "Paul Laurence Dunbar," in     Black is the Color of the Cosmos      ; Essays on Afro-   
American Literature and Culture, 1942-1981   .  (New York and London: Garland Publishing, 1982), p.138.
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More successfully, and more deliberately perhaps, than did Eickemeyer, the

Hampton photographers sought to employ photography as a means of interposing a new

standard of realism into images of African Americans, a medium that at the time promised

to revolutionize images of African Americans and to change social perceptions of black

people, nuancing perceptions and humanizing individual subjects.

Following the production of the first book, club life returned to a slower pace in

1900; members were relieved to return to amateur status, and no longer obliged to meet

deadlines.

Fig. 37.  [Camera Club Photographer/FBJ], [Members of the Hampton
Camera Club at tea], circa 1900, FBJ, P&P, LC.82

The photograph above is a rare glimpse of Hampton faculty members breaking decorum,

encouraged by Frances Benjamin Johnston’s characteristic irreverence.83  Like the Dunbar

                     
82 Leonora Herron is at top right, Emily Herron stands next to her, Carrie Andrus is seated on the floor,
Augusta Adams is in the rocking chair at right.  The third woman standing from right is the geography
teacher in the “Cathedral Towns” image on page 26 of the     Hampton Album    , wearing the identical shirt.
Several individuals appear in the “Camera Club Picnic” photograph as well.  I have made all the
attributions of the individuals in this image, identifying members of the Camera Club.  This image is
unidentified in the LC FBJ Collection.
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books, the image is a counternarrative to Johnston’s Paris Exposition images of Hampton,

the snapshot depicts several of the teachers from the Hampton Album in an unguarded,

candid moment.84  Unresponsive to the clowning of the man in the foreground, several

teachers persist in their wooden, genteel public personae.  A parody of Johnston’s

institutional style and the formal conventions of nineteenth-century portraiture, some in

the scene appear unsettled, others appreciate the man’s satirical, intimate gesture, in

which he rests his head on Carrie Andrus’ knee.  Johnston may not have taken the image;

it may have been sent to her as a greeting after her visits to the campus.  Out-of-focus, the

man in front may have jumped into the scene after setting a delayed shutter, breaking the

group’s official facade.  Significantly, neither group portrait of the camera club depicts

socializing with African-American members.  Although African-American members of the

club voted and held office within the club, a civil status which in 1900 was not extended

to them beyond the school campus, they did not evidently take part in social activities.

In 1902, the year in which Virginia’s disfranchisement of African Americans became

complete, the Camera Club elected Moton as Vice-President, perhaps a contrary

indication of the club’s mindset.85

In early February 1901, Dodd, Mead wrote the club asking them to illustrate

another volume.  The club responded enthusiastically, provided the terms were more

favorable.  The club negotiated $175 to complete the illustrations for the second book of

the series, Candle Lightin' Time.  Dodd, Mead suggested poems for illustration, and the

Camera Club decided which among them were "most promising."86  The last volume

illustrated by the Camera Club as a whole, When Malindy Sings began production in

January 1903.  The publisher, pleased with the continuing success of the formula, again

                                                              
83 Several recent books highlight Johnston’s self-portrait, posed with a stein of beer, and with her skirt
raised above her knee.  Another depicts Johnston in men’s clothes with a faux mustache, posed beside a
bicycle. Irreverent, a practical joker, subversive…?  See Judith Fryer Davidov, Bettina Berch, Laura
Wexler.
84 Like the     Hampton Album    , the first of the Dunbar books was exhibited at the Paris Exposition, with
Daniel Murray’s collection of books by African-American authors.  Daniel Murray, Preliminary List of
Books by African-American authors for Paris Exposition and Library of Congress, (Washington, DC:
Library of Congress, 1900).  A year or two earlier, Dunbar had worked in the Reading Room at the Library
of Congress. Availiable online: <http://www.education.miami.edu/ep/Paris/html/books.html>.
85 Engs,     Freedom’s First Generation   , p. 155.
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proposed the assembly of a new book of Dunbar's poetry, although the will of the club as

a whole to continue with the work had waned during the production of the previous

volume.  The Camera Club Minutes indicate that the payment for the books was to be

"divided between the members doing the work and the club,"87 reflecting a resentment

that the work for the books was increasingly falling on the shoulders of a few contribtors.

As in the other volumes, the Camera Club exercised editorial control over the poems

appearing in When Malindy Sings.  A poem, "A Grievance," appeared in one of the

galleys the club used to make its illustrations, but did not appear in the finished piece.88

Neither African-American member of the club at the time seems to have contributed to

this book, other than voting in the process of image selection.  In addition to Moton, who

was a member, Vice-President, and Executive of the club since its founding; his assistant,

Capt. Allen Washington, joined the club in May of 1902.89  Washington had been a

model for the club, an African-American subject who made the transition from one side of

the camera to the other.90

The club and the photographers who made images for the book divided the $200

fee paid by the publishers for the illustrations.  The club received their first copies of the

book in November 1903, and ordered 200 copies for resale.91  The club returned to its

normal activities, producing slides for campaign lectures, donating prints for Armstrong

League sales, exhibiting their work in the library picture room, and illustrating a poem for

the Southern Workman, "The Boat's Minuet," by Edith Talbot Armstrong, the General's

daughter and biographer.  After their sojourn through the by-ways of the backcountry,

                                                              
86 Camera Club Minutes, February 6, 1901, HUA, p. 62.
87 Club Minutes, January 5, 1903, HUA, p. 76.
88 Dodd, Mead may have originally selected "A Grievance" to appear in      WMS    , however the Camera Club
did not find it suitable for illustration, not because of its content, but more likely because of logistical
considerations.  The poem is set in a snowy winter scene, and the Camera Club, working to produce the
book for a Christmas release, began photographing the previous spring.  Club Minutes, January 25, 1903,
p. 78.
89 Account book entry, May 8, 1902, HUA.  Neither Moton nor Washington were reimbursed for the cost
of photographic plates used in making images, as were others.  Camera Club Account Book, HUA.
90 Washington appears in an out-take from the poem, “Time to Tinker ‘Round” in the dummy book for
Poems of Cabin and Field   .  He was apparently fixing a harness too industriously to have appeared to have
been “tinkering.”
91 Account Book entry, November 30, 1903, HUA.
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the club returned to anonymity and more placid subjects and work habits, photographing

sailboats, school scenes, and scenic tableaux, largely giving up detailed exploration of

African-American folk culture.  The club refused Dodd, Mead's next proposal; the

publishers asked for a new book in April 1904, to be completed by July.  In reply, the

president expressed the club's regret that the "shortness of time prevents the undertaking

of the work."92  Ambitious and energetic, Leigh Richmond Miner, a member since 1900

and a major contributor to the books, jumped at the chance to do the work.  The club

purchased a single copy of Dunbar and Miner's Li'l' Gal the next December.  Miner went

on to illustrate the final two books in the series, Howdy, Honey, Howdy and Joggin'

Erlong.  The campus community and the Camera Club remained supportive of their

former colleague, highlighting his association with the school.  Illustrated by Miner, the

book identified the photographer on the title page as a member “of the Hampton Institute

Camera Club.” The Southern Workman review of Miner’s work in L’il Gal read,

It would be difficult to improve on some of the illustrations, notably the
frontispiece, the one in “When the Co’n Pone’s Hot” in which Mammy is
saying grace, and the first picture in “Expectation.”  All show sympathetic
understanding of Negro character and a decided artistic sense not surprising
when one knows that the illustrator was for a number of years the art
teacher at Hampton Institute.93

Subsequent reviews of Miner’s work in the Southern Workman were equally laudatory.

                     
92 Club Minutes, Regular Business Meeting, April 4, 1904, HUA, p. 91.
93 Book Review, “Li’l Gal,”     SW     , December 1904, p. 693
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Fig. 38. Left: LRM, “When the Co’npone’s Hot,” LG, p. 51.

Fig. 39.  Right: LRM, “Expectation,” LG, p. 94.

In March 1905, during Miner's absence from Hampton, a colleague of Johnston’s,

F. Holland Day, one of the premier art photographers of the day, arrived at Hampton to

photograph and judge a print contest for the Camera Club.94  Day was a leading

American pre-Raphaelite and bohemian supporter of the Art-Nouveau movement, noted

to this day for his eccentric and elaborate photographic reenactments of the crucifixion on

camera, in which he played the role of the savior.  Day had photographed several African

Americans in Boston, and was acquainted with Camera Club members via family

                     
94 Barbara L. Michaels, “New Light on F. Holland Day’s Photographs of African Americans,”     History of
Photography    18, Number 4, Winter 1994, pp. 334-47.  Camera Club records document only that the
Camera Club corresponded with Day, and that he judged a photography contest by correspondence.  Day’s
archives in Norwood, MA. and the Library of Congress document his travel to Hampton.  Prior to
Michaels’ article, Day’s photograph of Uncle Step appeared to have been made by a member of the Camera
Club.
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contacts.95  Day would also have been familiar with the Camera Club’s work for the

Dunbar books to date; he was a founding partner of the publishing firm, Copeland and

Day, the American publisher of the work of Aubrey Beardsley.  Day had illustrated

books photographically himself, and had commissioned illustrations for the firm’s books.

Day knew Johnston personally, in 1899 he had served with her on the jury for the

Philadelphia Photographic Salon.  By 1905, he had undoubtedly seen her Hampton work

in print. During her stay at Hampton, Johnston showed the Camera Club her collection of

photographs, which included Day’s theatrical and racy image of a bare-chested black

“warrior,” draped elegantly in leopard skin, “Ebony and Ivory.”96  During his stay at

Hampton, Day photographed several children from the Whittier School and members of

the Camera Club.97 Art historian Barbara Michaels uncovered Day’s visit to the

Hampton campus and published details of the history of the Camera Club; Michaels

contends the episode testifies to Day’s substantial commitment to photographing African

Americans, rather than as a purely formal exercise or romantic fancy.  Day’s family had

contributed to Hampton, and his father, Lewis Day, supplied leather goods to the school,

and the Day family maintained intimate friendships with several black Bostonians,

including NAACP leader, Archibald Grimké.  His daughter, Angelina Grimké, posed for

one of Day’s allegorical photographs.98  Day also advised Cora Folsom on her choice for

a replacement for Miner.  Folsom confided she was to meet with Miss Mary O. Nash in

Boston, “in regard to the Photo Dept. next year…an artist of some local merit, a librarian

and amateur photographer…I hope she will be the right person.”99   

                     
95 Day corresponded primarily with Mary Balch Briggs, sister of Camera Club member Francis
Chickering Briggs.
96 Michaels, p. 334-5.
97 Cora M. Folsom to Day, June 3, 1905, AAA.  Records indicate Day photographed the Briggs,
Folsom, Miss Smith, an Indian student, Ralph White, Elijah H. Gardner, and Folsom’s museum assistant,
Gaines A. Mundy.  See Michaels, “New Light on F. Holland Days’s Photographs of African Americans,”
notes, p. 346.
98 F. Holland Day, [Woman (Angelina Grimké) in Middle Eastern costume,
half-length portrait, seated, facing front], ca. 1897, LC catalog, Day
Collection, P&P, LC.
99 Folsom to Day, June 3, 1905, Day Papers, AAA.
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Fig. 40.  Left: [LRM], “Uncle Step-for Dunbar,” unpublished
cyanotype from Camera Club Pictures File, ca. 1903, HUA.100

Fig. 41.  Right: LRM, [Uncle Step Addison?] WMS (1903), p. 84.
UT-Austin Libraries.101

Although Miner was not present, Day photographed Miner’s puckish model,

“Uncle Step [Addison?].” Miner had photographed Uncle Step in 1903 and published

images of him in When Malindy Sings.102  Uncle Step had been a model for the Camera

                     
100 Variants of this image also appear in Dunbar,      When         Malindy Sings    (1903), pp. 42 and 86.
101 Miner reused this image on the cover of    Joggin’        Erlong    (1906). A scribbled caption on the Hampton
Library’s copy of this book reads, “Addison in later years;” evidently the Dunbar books also function as a
repository of local history.  [Uncle Step Addison?]
102Estelle Jussim,     Slave to Beauty      ; The Eccentric Life and Controversial Career of F. Holland Day,
Photographer, Publisher, Aesthete   , New York: David R. Godine, 1981, Plate 26.
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Club since the first of the Dunbar books, before Miner worked on them.103  In a letter to

Day, Cora Folsom wrote of her assistant, Gaines A. Mundy, whom Day had

photographed,

I told Mundy what you wrote about his picture at your ‘bed’s foot’ and
asked him why he thought you had put it there.  Instantly he replied, with
his funny little grin. ‘to keep away h’ants, I guess.”  I hope it has-104

Mundy and Step may have both been Day’s models or they were the same person.  A

print of Day’s image, a significant commodity now, remains in the Hampton Archives’

Camera Club files, as well as in Day’s collection at the Library of Congress.  Day sent

several prints to his sitters and to members of the Hampton community.105

 

Fig. 42.  Left: F. Holland Day, [Uncle Step,] 1905.  Louise Guiney
Collection, P&P, LC. No. 178.106

Fig. 43.  Right: LRM, [Uncle Step Addison?] Joggin’ Erlong, (1906), p.
94. Original print, private collection.107

                     
103 Uncle Step first appeared in     PCF    , p. 25.  (Reproduced earlier in this chapter.)
104 ALS, Folsom to Day, June 3, 1905, Day Papers, AAA,
105 Ibid.
106 Estelle Jussim, Barbara Michaels, and Library of Congress attribute this image to Day.  A print of
this image is also housed in the Hampton Archives.
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Although he was never a member of the Camera Club, the African-American

Harlem studio photographer James VanDerZee attended the Hampton’s night school

briefly, taught music at the Whitter Preparatory School, and took publicity photographs

of the school during a short residence late in 1907 and in early 1908. As had the Camera

Club, VanDerZee photographed in neighboring African-American communities, including

squalid, picturesque “Slabtown.”108  There is no documentary evidence indicating that

VanDerZee knew Miner or the members of the Hampton Camera Club, however, given

that he took publicity photographs for the school, he would have had contact with the

several members who worked in the publications department, and with Miner, who in

1908 had returned to teach at the school and worked as campus photographer.

VanDerZee’s photographs were made very much in the school’s institutional style, and

seem to have been influenced by the publicity images Johnston and Miner made for the

school.   Had VanDerZee remained at Hampton, he might have been a member of the

Camera Club. 109

                                                              
107 The verso of this print reads “Uncle Step.”
108 Rodger C. Birt, “Biographical Essay,”    James        VanDerZee, Photographer, 1886-1983    (Washington:
National Portrait Gallery, 1993), pp. 34-36.
109 VanDerZee’s first wife, Kate, had relatives in the neighboring community of Phoebus.  Like many
Hampton students, VanDerZee was a waiter at the Chamberlain Hotel resort at Old Point Comfort next to
Fortress Monroe.  See Willis-Brathwaite,     VanDerZee, Photographer   , pp. 33-4.
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Fig. 44.  James VanDerZee, [Whittier School Classroom], 1908.
Collection of Donna Mussenden VanDerZee.

Given the school’s facility with the medium, oddly enough, Hampton didn’t specifically

teach photography to students until relatively recently. Any student with an inclination,

however, could have translated technical skills into photographic careers, as did Reuben

Burrell, Hampton’s campus photographer, Miner’s counterpart in the second half of the

twentieth century.110  Given the level of expertise of Hampton’s faculty and the African-

American members of the Camera Club, it is difficult to believe that students didn’t

receive informal coaching in photography, which by the 1900s was a widespread popular

pastime. VanDerZee, for instance, purchased a camera from a mail order company in

                     
110  Barbara Lamb,     Reuben V. Burrell; 41 Years as Photographer at Hampton University    (Hampton:
Hampton University Museum, 1990), p. 5.  A proponent of technical education at Hampton, Burrell was
trained as an auto mechanic and got an M.A. in Industrial Arts Education at N.Y.U.
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Spring 1900, with money he made working odd jobs.111  A student photography club

was organized at Hampton in the early 1940s.112

                     
111 Rodger C. Birt, “Biographical Essay,”    James        VanDerZee, Photographer   , p. 30.
112 Interview with Reuben Burrell, Hampton University photographer, July 27, 1993. Also Mary Lou
Hultgren, “The Hampton Camera Club,” in     To Conserve a Legacy; American Art from Historically Black
Colleges and Universities    (New York/ Andover, MA: Phillips Academy/ Studio Museum of Harlem,
1999), p. 160.
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Chapter Five - Leigh Richmond Miner

Fig. 45.  LRM, [Self-portrait], ca. 1902. Original print, private
collection.

The most accomplished and prolific of the Hampton Camera Club photographers,

Leigh Richmond Miner was the major contributor of photographs to Dunbar’s books.

Because of his association with Dunbar and his position as official photographer at

Hampton, Miner was one of the most widely-viewed photographers of African

Americans at the turn of the century, and in this respect, his impact rivaled that of

Frances Benjamin Johnston.  Johnston was famous in her time as a working woman,

pioneering photojournalist, and celebrity portraitist.  Her publicity photographs for

Hampton and Tuskegee, work for which she is most famous today, done as commissions,
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were not credited to her in the schools’ exhibits and promotional materials.  Johnston’s

work for Hampton was attributed to her conclusively only in 1966, when New York’s

Museum of Modern Art published forty-four of her forgotten images in The Hampton

Album.  The original album of photographs purchased by Kirstein was not been

attributed until the publication was being prepared; as the book went to press, Leigh

Miner, Hampton’s school photographer for a generation, was considered the likely maker

of the images in the album.  Stylistically and technically, his institutional work for

Hampton is nearly indistinguishable from Johnston’s classroom photographs.1  

Although Miner did not contribute to the first Dunbar volume, Poems of Cabin

and Field, it is clear he quickly became the lead photographer and editor of the images in

the remainder of the Dunbar books.  Miner produced a significant number of photographs

for the second and third Camera Club volumes, Candle Lightin' Time and When Malindy

Sings.  Miner also served on the Club’s editorial committee, planning and editing images

by other photographers to complement Dunbar’s verse. Miner illustrated the last three

Dunbar books individually as an independent studio photographer during a three-year

absence from Hampton in New York and Connecticut.  An accomplished artist,

craftsman, and photographer, Miner is a worthy subject of study in his own right.

Miner’s creative input is a substantial component of the Dunbar books, a contribution

comparable to that of Dunbar himself.  Although spotty and discernable only dimly,

Miner’s personal history also functions as a sample from which to extrapolate individual

sensibilities and ideologies that formed the membership of the Hampton Camera Club and

faculty.2  An overview of Miner's life provides clues to his creative and social sensibility,

                     
1 A short 1965 biography of Miner prepared by archivist Eleanor A. Gilman, housed in Miner’s folder in
the Hampton University Archives indicates that John Szarkowski of MOMA sought help identifying the
photographer of     The Hampton Album    . Gilman’s profile of Miner was a part of her research. Gilman
initially believed Miner made the images in     The Hampton Album    , but later concluded, “Frances B.
Johnston of Washington, D.C., took these pictures for [the] Panama[sic]  Exposition in 1900.”  Several
pictures from the     Hampton Album     are housed among Camera Club pictures in the HUA.      To Conserve a
Legacy    attributes some of these images to the Camera Club, an unjustified conclusion in my opinion.
2 As I assess it, the core members of the Camera Club during the creation of the Dunbar books numbered
more than twenty individuals.  Biographical sketches of each member of the Camera Club appear in
Appendix A, and biographical information on many members appears scattered throughout my text where
relevant.  With the exceptions of Robert Russa Moton, Alice Mabel Bacon, and Elaine Goodale Eastman,
biographical sketches of members of Hampton’s faculty are unavailable outside raw archival sources.
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the origins and depth of his commitment to educating African Americans and Indians, and

how and why he left the Northeast to teach at Hampton.  A judicious individual who

worked in a specific institutional context, Miner was an image-maker familiar with the

iconography of his contemporaries and predecessors, and who carefully considered the

aesthetics and content of his work. A great majority of his work, published for Hampton

or for his own ends, has remained largely forgotten and unrecovered.  Miner has received

little attention in the art market; little of his work has ever been offered for sale, few

original prints of his work exist outside Hampton’s archives, and only a small portion of

his work has been republished since their first appearance.

Miner's reputation today relies primarily upon the notice of book collectors, who

have valued the quality of his work because of the appreciating prices many of his

published works command.  While this is partially a function of an enlarged market for

African-American subjects, Miner’s work was conceived and executed at a high level of

proficiency.  Even so, without widespread recognition in his own time, Miner remains

obscure, on the far fringes of the canon of recognized photographers, despite his large

published body of images of African Americans in the Dunbar books.  Standard references

on photography or cultural history rarely list his name, and his work is collected in few

significant photographic collections.  Aside from photographs owned by his heirs, the

great majority of Miner’s original photographs are stored at Hampton or anonymously

among Hampton’s voluminous publicity materials in other collections.  Following their

original publication in social science periodicals in the early twentieth century, the

remarkable negatives he made for the Penn School on St. Helena Island, SC., for instance,

languished in the school’s leaky attic until workmen found them during a renovation.

These images were first republished in a now-collectible edition in 1970, Face of an

Island.  Although he published hundreds of images in several high-profile projects

throughout his lifetime, the St. Helena images remain Miner’s best-known work, receiving

exposure on several recent public television documentaries and in print as background

images illustrating slavery and rural, nineteenth-century African-American culture.  The

original images are relatively accessible, owing to their status as a part of the Penn School
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Papers in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  These images are now

managed as illustrative stock photos, reproducible only by fee, and displayed in contexts

unrelated to Miner’s personal history, and without attribution.3  Miner’s own collection

of prints remained dormant after his death in a close friend’s attic for nearly sixty years.

Much of the work he made as the official photographer at Hampton and for the Dunbar

books remains largely unrepublished, unconserved, and uncatalogued in the Hampton

University Archives.

Unlike the Pictorial photographers of his time, many of whose work has since

attained blue–chip commodity status, Miner worked quietly on the margin of the art

market, publishing the majority of his work anonymously in Hampton’s publicity

materials or as an adjunct to Dunbar’s poetry.  Despite his relative obscurity today,

Miner’s photographs are among the foremost photographic documents of African-

American culture at the turn of the twentieth century, influential cultural landmarks

created by a judicious observer who rendered his subjects in a spare, graphic manner with

little tendency toward sensationalism or pathos.  While his Pictorialist contemporaries

went to great technical lengths to simulate the surface and iconography of the paintings of

the Old Masters, Miner adopted a Craftsman-era ethic, rendering images to functional

essentials, without ornament or self-referential bombast.  Raised in the shadow of the

Congregational Church in remote rural Connecticut, Miner’s photographic aesthetic

embodies the spare ethos of Puritanism, embodying what would become orthodoxy: the

unembellished, “straight” manner of Modernist photography.  Miner’s documentary

purpose overwhelmed any grand desire to demonstrate his virtuosity, bridging mid-

nineteenth century utilitarian photography and the rediscovery of the vernacular tradition

in the documentary movement of the 1930s.  Like Eugene Atget in France or the Matthew

Brady Studio in the United States, commonly identified as precursors to the documentary

and art photographers of the thirties, Miner captured and transmitted his subject matter

                     
3 A PBS American Experience documentary,     Reconstruction, the Second Civil War    (2004), utilizes
Miner’s Sea Islands images to document nineteenth-century African-American life.  Miner’s images were
made in the twentieth century, although they document material conditions that were prevalent earlier.
Also Kathleen Thompson and Hilary Mac Austin, with an introduction by Darlene Clark Hine,     The Face of
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anonymously and clearly for posterity.  Albeit with a subtle inclination toward

aestheticism, accurate representation seems to have been a higher priority in Miner’s

schema than a desire to transform his subjects into a self-referential aesthetic vision.

Miner was born in 1864 and raised in Cornwall, Connecticut, a location which

profoundly determined the course of his career, spending most of his adult life teaching at

Hampton Institute, far from his origins.  A town composed of several small villages, the

Cornwall area occupies a remote, mountainous corner of Litchfield County in

northwestern Connecticut, a few miles south of the Massachusetts border. At the

southern limit of the Berkshire Mountains, Cornwall was located just downstream on the

Housatonic River and linked by rail to Great Barrington, childhood home of W.E.B.

DuBois, and Lenox, Massachusetts, hometown of the Harlem photographer James

VanDerZee.  Laid out in a compact and orderly grid on a flat plain of farm fields,

Cornwall Village, near the farm where Miner was raised, is a remote mountain meadow,

isolated by a ring of mountains, pine woods, rushing streams, and steep ravines.  Ten

miles to the southwest lies Litchfield, the county seat and a major nineteenth-century

stronghold of missionary Congregationalism, a long-time residence of the Beecher family,

including the ministers Lyman, his son, Henry Ward Beecher, and daughter Catherine

Beecher, the early feminist and domestic reformer.  Litchfield is also the birthplace of

Harriet Beecher Stowe, another Beecher daughter, author of the landmark 1852 novel,

Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the dramatic and impassioned appeal that broadcast the cause of

abolitionism to a widespread popular audience.

From 1817 to 1826, Cornwall Village, a mile or so from the Miner family farm,

was nationally recognized as the home of an important Foreign Mission School, which for

a few short years trained students from Indian nations and the Third World for lives of

service and salvation in missions around the globe.  Resembling Hampton’s plan a half-

century later, students who attended the school at Cornwall were trained to act as

exemplars, each bringing the word of God back to their distant communities and cultures.

Founded by the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions in 1817, the

                                                              
Our Past; Images of Black Women from Colonial America to the Present    (Bloomington: University of
Indiana Press, 1999).
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school was alleged to have been erected as the result of a meeting between Timothy

Dwight, the President of Yale College, and a young Hawaiian man, Opukaha’ia,

despondent because he had no means of receiving an education.  Dwight’s brother, Edwin

Welles Dwight, was one of the founders of the Mission School; Samuel J.Mills of

Williams College, Samuel Armstrong’s alma mater, was another.4  Although Opukaha’ia

enrolled in the Mission School and wrote a memoir that would significantly contribute to

the Christianization of indigenous Hawaiians, he died the next winter, and is buried in a

Cornwall cemetery.5  Lyman Beecher officiated at his funeral.6 Henry Obookiah’s

Memoir was published posthumously by the American Tract Society.  According to the

Henry Opukaha'ia Center for Pacific Theological Studies, not only was Opukaha’ia the

first Hawaiian to convert to Christianity, but his

…book so aroused the interest of New Englanders in Hawai`i as a field for
missionary work that the American Board chartered a ship and engaged a
pioneer company to go to the islands.  Two ministers, two teachers, a
doctor, a printer, a farmer and their wives, plus five children and four
Hawaiian youths were on the Thaddeus when it left Boston, October 23,
1819.7 

                     
4 T.S. Gold,     Historical Records of the Town of Cornwall, Litchfield County, Connecticut   .  Second
Edition.  ([Hartford]: Hartford Press, 1904) p. 28.  Also Lindsey,    Indians at Hampton Institute   , p. 3.
5 Jeremy Brecher,     Cornwall in Pictures, A Visual Reminiscence.    (Cornwall CT: Cornwall Historical
Society, 2001) p. 68.
6 [Edwin Welles Dwight],      Memoirs of Henry        Obookiah      , a Native of        Owhyhee   .  (Elizabethtown, NJ.,
1819.)  A transcript of Beecher’s sermon is bound in a copy of this book offered for sale in a bookseller’s
catalog at <www.polybiblio.com/hordern/ 803_005.html>.
7 Henry Opukaha'ia Center for Pacific Theological Studies website, Hawaii Conference United Church of
Christ,    <www.hcucc.org/information/education/henry_o_institute.html   >.
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Fig. 46.  Foreign Mission School, Cornwall, CT. T.S. Gold, Historical
Records of the Town of Cornwall.8

Cornwall’s Foreign Mission School thus influenced Hampton not only through

the many faculty members who hailed from the area, but in a more direct manner.  Samuel

Chapman Armstrong was born in Hawaii to missionary parents, his father from

Pennsylvania, and his mother from Russell, Massachusetts, west of Springfield and just

across the state line, north and east of Litchfield County. Lyman Beecher, former pastor

of the Litchfield Congregational Church, was also among the founders of the A.B.C.F.M.,

the agency that in 1832 facilitated the Armstrongs’ residence in Hawaii.9  Cornwall’s

Foreign Mission School was instrumental in the establishment of Hawaiian missions and

the Armstrong family’s presence in Hawaii, making it a real predecessor to Hampton’s

educational mission, both tangibly and philosophically.

In addition to Opukaha’ia, Cornwall’s records document characters such as Hans

Adamsen, a “native of Siam,” who “preached at the Baptist Church, speaking English

very well,”10 or a young Cherokee man from Georgia who attended the Mission School in

the 1820s, Elias Boudinot, who married “one of the fairest and most cultured daughters”

in town, Harriet Gold.11   The second Cherokee student to marry a local white woman,

                     
8 T.S. Gold,     Historical Records of the Town of Cornwall   , p. 28.
9 Engs,     Educating the Disfranchised   , p. 2.
10 [G.A. Hickox?],     Litchfield Enquirer   , “East Cornwall” section,  August 9, 1880, n.d.
11 The couple’s son, Elias Boudinot, Jr., married Clara Corinth Miner.  I have been unable to determine
any relation to Leigh Miner. Boudinot was the editor of the     Cherokee Phoenix   , the first Indian newspaper,
from 1824-1835, and his “Address to the Whites” is a canonical standard in American literature.  It appears
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the episode nearly caused a riot (incited by the woman’s brother), resulting in the

school’s permanent closure in 1826.12  Although the Foreign Mission School closed more

than a generation before Miner’s birth, it represents an important prerequisite to the

founding of Hampton, and remained an important historical memory in Cornwall, a means

of explaining the numbers of Hampton workers, including Miner, who hailed from the

area.13  

Preceding Miner, several important Hampton administrators and members of the

Camera Club had roots in Cornwall and the Litchfield County area, illustrating complex

acquaintances and local relations among Hampton’s faculty.  Foremost among the Camera

Club members with origins in Litchfield County were Hampton’s Chaplain, a founder of

the Hampton Camera Club and the Pastor of the Hampton Memorial Church from 1893

to 1919, Reverend Herbert Barclay Turner and his wife, Mary M. Turner.  From 1884

until 1892, when he moved to Hampton, Turner had been Pastor of the Congregational

Church in Washington, Connecticut, approximately fifteen miles south of Cornwall in

Litchfield County.14  From Cornwall, William Herbert Scoville, a grandson of Henry

Ward Beecher, and cousin of Samuel Chapman Armstrong’s second wife, was the

Business Manager of the Southern Workman and Hampton’s institutional Secretary.15

His sister, Annie Beecher Scoville was a prominent figure in Hampton’s Indian

department, and he was the husband of General Armstrong’s eldest child, Louise

                                                              
with a short biographical essay, in Paul Lauter, Ed.,     Heath Anthology of American Literature   , v.1 (Second
Edition), p. 1792.
12 The     Litchfield Enquirer    recorded (fifty years after the fact) that Boudinot and a companion, who also
married a white woman in Cornwall, were both “clandestinely murdered” in [Arkansas] by the “disaffected
portion of the tribe” for their “leading part in the arrangements” for moving the tribe west from Georgia to
[Kansas]. [G.A. Hickox?],     Litchfield Enquirer   , “Two Indian Love Affairs,” October 2, 1879. Many sources
document this episode, including: Chamberlain, Paul H.     The Foreign Mission School   . Cornwall:
Cornwall Historical Society, 1968. Leonard Bacon, editor, “Cornwall Mission School.” in     Contributions
to the Ecclesiastical History of Connecticut   .  New Haven: J.H. Benham, 1861.
13 Several mission school buildings in Cornwall still stand.
14 “Recent Deaths,” undated obituary clipping on verso of Turner’s faculty information card, Hampton
University Archives.  Turner and the subjects of his sermons were regularly recorded in the “Washington”
column of the     Litchfield Enquirer    during his long tenure at the Washington (CT.) Congregational Church.
15 Frank Perkins, “Our Spirit’s Home; A Chronicle,” [reminiscence of Rockywold-Deephaven camps of
Ashland, NH.]     <rdcsquam.com/history.htm    >.  Includes biographical information for Mary Alice
Armstrong and Alice Bacon, including details regarding Hampton students who worked as staff members
at the summer retreat.
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(Hopkins) Armstrong Scoville.16  Their first child, Nan, was also a member of the Camera

Club, and their third child, Roxanna Foote Scoville, married Edward H. Dodd, Jr., the

grandson of Dunbar’s editor, in 1932.  The Dodds summered in Washington and

Cornwall.17 Significantly, another of William Scoville’s sisters, Martha, a native and

longtime summer resident of Cornwall, not a member of the Hampton community,

married James Henry Moser, the illustrator of Joel Chandler Harris’ Uncle Remus, His

Songs and Sayings; The Folk-Lore of the Old Plantation (1881), the most influential

volume depicting African-American life at the turn of the century and into the twentieth

century.18 Other members of the Camera Club from nearby were: John H. and Nancy

Elizabeth Jinks from New Britain and Hartford, Miner’s neighbors at Hampton; and

Mary Nettleton, also from Washington, Connecticut, a graduate of New Britain Normal

School.  Alice Mabel Bacon, the founder of the Hampton Folklore Society and her family,

from New Haven, summered nearby.  Bacon’s father, Rev. Leonard Bacon, had also been

the pastor of the prestigious Congregational Church at Litchfield.19  Armstrong’s

successor and Hampton’s President at the time the Dunbar books were published, H.B.

Frissell, was a native of South Amenia, New York.20  One of Hampton’s major

benefactors, railroad magnate Collis P. Huntington, namesake of the school’s library, was

married to a Cornwall native.21 Yet other Cornwall natives worked at southern education

institutions, including J.A.R. Rogers, the first principal of integrated Berea College in

                     
16 “William Scoville” biographical entry in T.S. Gold,     Historical Records of the Town of Cornwall   .
17 Edward H. Dodd, Jr.,     The First Hundred Years, A History of the House of Dodd, Mead, 1839-1939   ,
(New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1939), pp. 52, 54.
18 Family group sheet for the Scoville family, Cornwall, (CT.) Historical Society.  Also Grace Moser
Fetherolf,    James Henry Moser, His Brush and His Pen    (Sedona, AZ.: Fetherolf Publishing, 1982. Thomas
Waterman Wood, a prominent painter of African-American subjects, worked in the Litchfield area in 1857.
Robert Michael Austin,     Artists of the Litchfield Hills   , (Waterbury, CT: Mattatuck Historical Society,
2003).
19     Litchfield Enquirer   , “Miscellaneous,” July 31, 1879, n.p. Also “Litchfield,”     Litchfield Enquirer   ,
January 14, 1886, n.p.  Bacon also wrote an ecclesiastical history of Connecticut history, which  included
an article on the Cornwall Foreign Mission School, op cit.
20 Faculty biographical card, Hampton University Archives.  The     Litchfield Enquirer    reported in that their
son summered in West Cornwall.  “West Cornwall” column,     Litchfield Enquirer   , June 27, 1901.
21     Litchfield Enquirer   , September 24, 1891, n.p.
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Kentucky, the A.M.A.’s first educational enterprise, and Jessie O. Hart, a music teacher

at the A.M.A.’s Talladega College in Alabama.

Many who were raised in the area, like Miner, returned each summer to visit

family, escape the heat in Hampton, warping the two distant places into proximity each

summer and through a dense network of relationships.  Several residents brought up

friends from the Hampton faculty to Cornwall for the summer break.22  In Connecticut

and the other summer retreats, Hampton workers recruited new faculty and oversaw

Indian students who were placed with local families as summer workers for acculturation

and indoctrination in the strenuous self-discipline of rural New England. Clarence White, a

Pictorial photographer and close associate of Steiglitz and F. Holland Day at the turn of

the century, ran his influential New York City photography school during the summer

from 1916 to 1924 in Canaan, Connecticut, approximately fifteen miles north of

Cornwall.23  Many important Modern photographers, some of whom depicted of

African-American subjects, studied with White during these years, including Doris

Ulmann, Dorothea Lange, James N. Giridlian, Laura Gilpin, Margaret Bourke-White, Paul

Outerbridge, Jr., and Ralph Steiner.24

George Clinton Rowe, the African-American head of the Printing Office at

Hampton in the late 1870s, also helped cement the exchanges between Hampton and the

residents of Litchfield County early on in the school’s history. A poet, writer, and

minister, Rowe was a native of Litchfield, and apprenticed in printing and journalism at

the Litchfield Enquirer, and continued to write for the paper as a correspondent after he

moved to Hampton in 1877.25 A weekly paper with a county-wide readership, the

Enquirer exposed local residents and the Miner family to events at Hampton during Leigh

                     
22 Cora Folsom, from the Boston area, spent a summer in Cornwall in 1907.  Folsom to F. Holland Day,
May 20, 1907, Day Papers, AAA.
23 Marianne Fulton, Editor, Kathleen A. Erwin, “Biographies,”     Pictorialism into Modernism; The
Clarence White School of Photography   , Exhibition catalog, (New York: Rizzoli/ George Eastman House/
Detroit Institute of the Arts, 1996.) p. 200.
24 Kathleen Erwin, “Biographies,” Ibid., pp. 194-200.
25 George Clinton Rowe, “Reminiscences of the Litchfield Enquirer on its 75th anniversary,”      Litchfield
Enquirer   , clipping ca. 1898.  Biographical information sheet, “George Clinton Rowe,” LHS.  Rowe
published a book of poems,     Thoughts in Verse   , published in Charleston, SC. in 1887, and later ran his
own press there.
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Miner’s childhood.  Several of Rowe’s letters to the Enquirer in the late 1870s provided

Litchfield County residents with news on events at Hampton and solicitations for

donations.26 As a result, Litchfield was a regular stop on many of Hampton’s fundraising

tours.  Through the turn of the century, the editor of the Enquirer publicized and reported

on the Hampton fundraising meetings, often presided over by Rev. H.B. Turner,

Hampton’s chaplain by 1893, and former pastor of the Congregational Church in

Washington, CT. A native, then a yearly summer resident of Cornwall, Miner likely

attended the meetings, both before and after he was a member of Hampton’s faculty.

Demonstrating the long-term investment the area had in Hampton’s ongoing mission, the

Enquirer concluded an account of one of the meetings by chiding Litchfield residents to

provide greater support for Hampton:  ”It is to be regretted that the collection [sic] was

only $77.72, which with a scholarship of $30.00 makes a total of $107.72.”27

During Miner’s childhood in the 1860s and ‘70s, education and agriculture were

major industries of the Cornwall area.  In addition to the Foreign Mission School,

nineteenth-century Cornwall was home to the Cream Hill Agricultural School, which drew

students from as far away as Ohio, and the Housatonic Valley Institute for girls—or

boys--depending upon the period, among several other institutions.28  Nearby private

academies were the Tapping Reeve Law School in Litchfield, the first law school in the

nation; the Gunnery in Washington; Hotchkiss in Lakeville; and the Taft School in

Watertown.  In the industrial villages of Cornwall Bridge and West Cornwall, isolated

until the railroad arrived in the 1840s, iron ore was mined and a variety of hand shears

were manufactured in several local factories, utilizing the Housatonic River’s

hydropower.  With the ongoing adoption of efficient electrical power elsewhere,

Cornwall’s population and prosperity increasingly waned; industry faded from the area,

ultimately transforming the town to a backwater of comparatively primitive conditions.

                     
26 See George Clinton Rowe, “The Ocean Cottage Sunday School,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , March, 13, 1879,
n.p.  Also George Clinton Rowe, “Great Fire at Hampton Institute!,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , November 20,
1879, n.p.
27 “Hampton Meeting,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , August 1, 1901, n.p.
28 Lewis and Michael R. Gannett,     The Schools of Cornwall   , (Cornwall, CT.: Cornwall Historical
Society, 1984), pp.21-22.
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From a peak population of 2041 in 1850, Cornwall’s population reached its nadir in

1924, with only 834 residents.  As early as 1883, the Litchfield Enquirer noted that

Cornwall Center was closing its school, owing to a population less than the minimum

eight students, and that the district was becoming known for its complement of old

maids.29  The outmigration of Cornwall natives at the end of the nineteenth century also

explains Miner’s presence at Hampton.  Most of Cornwall’s sons and daughters moved

to the thriving industrial towns of Torrington, Hartford, and New Britain, working for the

hardware manufacturers nearby, many of whom share the names of Cornwall families:

Scoville, Whitney, Yale, Pratt, Rogers, and Corbin.30  New Britain remains the

administrative capital of hand tool and hardware manufacturing in the U.S., headquarters

of the Stanley Works.  Educating African Americans in craftsmanship, handwork, and

industry not only gave them the skills of Connecticut Yankees, but also expanded the

potential market for local products.  In the mindset of the time, industry was the next

step up the economic scale from subsistence agriculture, and represented future promise

and opportunity for children driven by necessity off their family farms.

With the decline of industry in Cornwall in the late nineteenth century,

commercial dairying, service industries, education, and tourism dominated Cornwall’s

modest economy during Miner’s lifetime.  Transported by the Housatonic Railroad,

which provided direct access to Cornwall from New York and New Haven by rail and

steamship via Bridgeport, summer tourists from the crowded seaboard cities began

arriving in the 1880s, turning the town’s once-prosperous residents into proprietors of

boarding houses.31  As Town Historian Jeremy Brecher reveals, Cornwall maintained

anachronistic pockets of subsistence agriculture, kerosene lighting, homespun clothing,

and rural poverty well into the twentieth century.  Documentary photographs taken in

Cornwall in the 1930s are indistinguishable from those taken in the South during the

                     
29     Litchfield Enquirer   , “West Cornwall,” Oct. 11, 1883, n.p.
30 T.S. Gold,     Historical Records of the Town of Cornwall, Litchfield County, Connecticut   .  Second
Edition.  ([Hartford]: Hartford Press, 1904.)  Has essays outlining town’s prominent families.
31 The     Litchfield Enquirer   , of Sept. 4, 1879 included an advertisement for a farm “that would make a
good summer residence.”
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period, and in all aspects other than the subjects’ race, could have been taken by Miner in

the South decades earlier.32

Even as industry waned, Cornwall’s population remained ethnically diverse in the

nineteenth century.  The 1900 census listed twenty-five black residents of the town, and

a small Jewish community supported a rabbi in the early years of twentieth century.  In

fact, Cornwall had a statistically significant black population in 1910.  Jeremy Brecher

notes that African-American children made up 25 percent of the student population of

the town’s largely agricultural District Five.33 Year after year, the Litchfield Enquirer

reported the numbers of Hampton students who were placed in summer jobs in Cornwall

during Miner’s youth, suggesting the townspeople’s inevitable curiosity with their

picturesque guests: “There are now ten Indian boys from the Hampton School in the

different families in this part of the town and a fine looking lot of young men they are

too.”34  The following year another article emphasized their impact announcing, “Quite a

number of farmers have agreed to take Indian boys from Hampton College, VA, for the

summer.  A number spent last summer with us and were very much liked.” 35  As a boy,

Miner must have been inspired by these emissaries from the “wild West.”

Other than parish, census, probate records, and newspaper clippings, few

documents of Miner’s youth exist.  Miner appears to have come from modest origins.

Miner’s father’s family (of eleven siblings) moved to Cornwall around 1840, after living

in the neighboring town of Goshen for several years.36  On Miner’s mother’s side, his

grandfather, Truman Guild, had been an agricultural laborer in his youth.37  Miner’s

                     
32 Jeremy Brecher,     Cornwall in Pictures, A Visual Reminiscence.    (Cornwall CT: Cornwall Historical
Society, 2001) p. 32.
33 Jeremy Brecher, “Introduction,”     Cornwall in Pictures   , p. xiv, xvi.
34 “West Cornwall,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , June 30, 1892, n.p.
35 “West Cornwall,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , April 20, 1893, n.p.  Indian girls were also placed in Cornwall
for summer work.  The     Litchfield Enquirer    notes three Indian girls in town from Hampton.  “West
Cornwall,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , June 19, 1890, n.p.
36 Miner’s father’s siblings’ birthplaces track where the family lived.  George Miner’s younger brother,
Frederick William, was born in Goshen in 1832, and a younger sister, Lucretia Victoria Miner, was born in
Goshen in 1837.  George Miner’s youngest siblings were born in Cornwall, beginning with Sarah Eleanor
Miner in 1842.
37 The Litchfield Historical Society houses the diary of Miner’s grandfather, Truman Guild, for the years
1824-6.
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parents, George Llewellyn Miner (1827-1893), born near New London in Stonington,

CT., and Jane Eliza (Guild) Miner (ca. 1830-1923), born near Cornwall in Warren, were

married in Cornwall in 1851.  The second youngest of six children, Leigh Miner was four

years of age when General Armstrong founded Hampton Institute in 1868.  Miner’s

father, an uncle, and an aunt lived with their families at the same crossroads in Cornwall,

suggesting they inherited sections of a larger farm from their father.38  While the family

was of modest means, farming rocky soil in the shadow of Mohawk Mountain, they had

access to a great deal of education.  

Leigh Miner’s career as a teacher was well-precedented by the members of his

family.  Nearly all of the Miners of several generations were schoolteachers and worked in

various modest positions in local government at one time or another.39  The Miners had

taught in Cornwall schools since they first arrived in town.  Miner’s uncle, Robert, whose

farm was across the street, had taught the East Cornwall School in the 1840-41 school

year.40  In 1879, for example, when Leigh was fifteen, his father was the teacher of the

one-room, District Two School in Cornwall Center and was a member of the local Board

of Relief.  In the same year, Miner’s older sister Ida, succeeding a cousin, taught at the

East Street School--the school that Leigh attended, primitive by later standards and in

comparison to the education Hampton offered.41

                     
38 F.W. Beers, Map of Cornwall,     County Atlas of Litchfield, Connecticut   , (New York, F.W. Beers &
Co., 1874).
39 A.S. Miner taught the East St. School in Cornwall for the 1878-1879 school year.  “Cornwall”
column,     Litchfield Enquirer   , March 20, 1879, n.p.   A County Atlas shows three of George Miner’s
siblings living in separate houses clustered around the intersection of Great Hill and Great Hollow Roads.
F.W. Beers, County Atlas of Litchfield, Connecticut.  (New York: F.W. Beers & Co., 1874) n.p.  George
Miner built the house in 1871.  See E.C. Starr,     A History of Cornwall, CT, A Typical New England
Town   . (New Haven: Tuttle, Morehouse, and Taylor, 1926) p.227.
40 Harriet Lydia Clark with Andrew Miles Clark Pikosky,     History of East Cornwall Area    (Torrington:
Rainbow Press, 1977) p. 65.
41 “Cornwall” section,     Litchfield Enquirer   , October 16, 1879 and October 23, 1879, n.p.
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Fig. 47.  Miner’s childhood school, (East Street School, District 14) in
1900. Cornwall Historical Society.42

Two other sisters, Cora and Jane, were single and living at their father’s house

when they both listed “keeping school” as their occupation in the 1880 Federal census.

During the 1881-2 academic year, Leigh‘s older brother, Fred, taught school in East

Cornwall.43  Nearly all the members of Miner’s immediate family and several of his

father’s siblings taught school at one time or another in the many one-room schoolhouses

in the various districts of Cornwall.  Leigh Miner was not the only member of his family

to teach at Hampton; Ida taught at Hampton from 1873 to 1876, returning to the faculty

again in 1899, Leigh’s first year there.44 Ida remained a long-time teacher in the Cornwall

schools, and she and her husband continued to live in the Miner family home, succeeding

her father there and as the teacher of the Central District Two school.  Her husband,

Royal Southwick, succeeded her father as the deacon of the First Congregational Church.

                     
42 Lewis and Michael Gannett,     The Schools of Cornwall   , (Cornwall, CT: Cornwall Historical Society,
1984), p. 44.
43 Harriet Lydia Clark with Andrew Miles Clark Pikosky,     History of East Cornwall Area   , p. 65.
44 Leigh Richmond Miner Box, HUA,     SW     , December 1899, p. 496. Ida Miner worked at Hampton only
briefly while Leigh taught there.
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In all, Leigh’s father spent his career teaching in several of Cornwall’s district

schools, from 1853 until his death in 1893, when he chaired the local school board.  One

local writer lauded his stature as an educator, later recalling, “…even Latin was taught in

this town within the memory of some of our living citizens by Mr. George L. Miner.”45

The patriarch occupied several additional positions of status and responsibility.  He was

apparently a paragon of stolid citizenship, piety, and civic virtue: he served as Cornwall’s

Representative to the State Assembly in 1868.46  He and his brother seem to have

alternated as deacons of the First Congregational Church, and for many years, starting in

1880, George was an institution as the Superintendent of the Cornwall Sunday school, the

oldest in the state, teaching up to seventy students at a time on his day off.47  From 1883

until 1892, George Miner was the President of the local library, and for many years his

portrait, painted by Leigh, hung in the library’s reading room.48  Given the meager

salaries paid teachers, the Miners must have depended upon other sources of income, in

addition to subsistence farming.

As Leigh later did, George Miner left a documentary history in verse, publishing

several poems in Godey’s Lady’s Book, the Litchfield Enquirer, and The Housatonic

Ray.49  George Miner’s poems, such as “The Future Home,” predictably extol the post-

mortem benefits of piety and wholesome living.50  They also provide a significant

window into the mindset of a representative member of the Hampton faculty, loyal

children who followed in the footsteps of their parents, influenced by standards, by and

                     
45 E.C. Starr,     A History of Cornwall, CT    , p. 120.
46 T.S. Gold,     Historical Records of the Town of Cornwall,    p. 236.
47 E.C. Starr,     A History of Cornwall,    pp.92-3, 117.  Oldest Sunday School in Connecticut mentioned in
“West Cornwall,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , Sept. 25, 1902.
48 Edward C. Starr,     A History of Cornwall, CT    , p. 397.  I have been unable to locate the painting.  A
copy photograph of a painting of an older man is among Miner’s photos at Hampton.  Miner also painted a
portrait of his brother-in-law, Royal Southwick.
49 George Miner, “Golden Wedding,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , March 11, 1880, n.p.  The conventional poem
commemorated the fiftieth wedding anniversary of Leigh Miner’s maternal grandparents, Truman and Laura
Catlin Guild.  Through her, Miner may have been distantly related to the painter of Indians, George Catlin.
Although from Pennsylvania, Catlin attended law school in Litchfield circa 1820.  Many Catlins settled in
the Litchfield area.
50 George Llewellyn Miner, “The Future Home,”     The        Housatonic Ray   , (New Milford, CT.) Saturday
October 16, 1875, n.p.
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large, set by a previous generation.51 The rhetoric of his father’s poem, “Thought,”

confirms that Leigh Miner had been raised to fear the inexorable judgment of a Puritan

God:

The night returned—that constant monitor,
That shadow of a larger, darker night-
That solemn voice that bids us not defer
But labor while the chief of day is bright;
For death will come, and hide of life the light!
Neglected duties then are awful things!
No morn shall greet the poor delinquent’s sight,
Wherein to work; but by the king of kings,
Condemned, he wakes to bear the death his folly brings.
…So vivid was the scene, I felt each throe of anxiousness; my spirit seemed to

bleed
With sorrow for the thoughtless ones! When lo!
I saw a thought, embodied like a seed,
(Thought is the only germ of noble deed,)
Take root within a pliant mind, and then,
The idle, careless one gave earnest heed
To things neglected much before, as when,
A soul from trance aroused will fear to sleep again!52

In this world view, a life of service and deeds, of uplifting the ignorant and unproductive,

was not simply a moral or ethical imperative.  Heavenly comfort for one’s self was

achieved only by spending a lifetime preparing for the awful day of reckoning, by

planting “germs of noble deeds” in others.  Still, this demonstrates a significant departure

from the orthodox Puritanism of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.  

George Miner’s message makes clear that his conception of “uplift” is somewhat

secular. He does not explicitly define uplifting others as insuring that they are saved, that

they have observed the word of God to the letter, but that they spend their lives in

pursuit of “noble deeds,” engaged in productive labor emulating the creative impulse of

the Almighty. Delinquency, neglect, and carelessness: being wasteful and unproductive

                     
51 See for instance, Robert M. Crunden,      Ministers of Reform       ;       the Progressives' Achievement in American
Civilization, 1889-1920    (New York: Basic Books, 1982).
52 From a transcription in the Cornwall Historical Society, in the Miner family folder.  Published as
George Llewellyn Miner, “Thought,”     Godey’s Lady’s Book and Magazine   , June 1856, Vol. LII, p. 539.
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with the finite time one has on earth is anathema to the example set by the Creator. A

clear illustration of a discrete stage in the secularization of Protestant theology, the elder

Miner’s poem links salvation and production, but in this phase, the poet defines

“production” as working to serve God by creating works and serving others.  At the same

time, the elder Miner reveals a selfish motive that precipitates the missionary impulse:

that self-denial and service have otherworldly rewards aside from leading an intrinsically

moral life and helping the unfortunate.  This ultimately is the great irony of American

liberalism, and demonstrates its churchly origins, a tortured, circular logic and guilt with

self-interest: the selfish origins of acts of selflessness.  Such sentimental paternalism was

also the core of Hampton’s program of instilling industry in its charges—and the sacred

discourse underlying the notion of racial “uplift,” “civilization,” and the call of duty to

which one answers to when one looks sympathetically at images of despair.  One reaches

down to the helpless below, whom look upward gratefully seeking salvation; by meeting

their eyes and recognizing their plight, one saves him- or herself.  

Directed at Godey’s female readership, many of them teachers, George Miner’s

“What the Pedagogue Said to His Brother” upholds the virtue of humility and patience

despite the trials of teaching, glorifying the profession for the moments one’s resolve

might falter.  One might envision the father reciting the lines to his son, encouraging him

to hold to his noble work.  Although the poem addresses a brother, George Miner’s

dictums seem apropos to Leigh’s career:  

Brother, does thy patience waver?
Is thy heart oppressed with care?

Falter not! Thou art a graver,
graving on a tablet fair!

Weary not! Thou art a writer,
writing on a deathless scroll!

Painter too! In colors brighter,
sketching truth, as seasons roll.

[Ellipsis]

Firmly seek to do thy duty,
open daily wisdom’s plan;

Strive to train in moral beauty,
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minds, the noblest gift to man!

Grave upon each youthful spirit,
only truth can make it free!

Teach that man can not inherit
greater good than liberty!

Write in bold and living letters,
knowledge is a precious gem!

Plainly show the galling fetters
ignorance will bind on them!

Plant the seeds of every virtue
both in heart and mental soil!

Plant with care, with patience nurture;
conscience will reward thy toil.

Watch with joy, thou mental florist,
buds unfolding day by day;

For the God who thou adorest,
blessed deeds of faith alway!

Think not thou to see thy teaching
bring its fruit before life’s close;

Deed like thine, far, far outreaching
life or time in action goes!

Labor, then, to give tuition,
true and noble, high and vast;

And thou shall have full fruition,
when the days of time are past!53

Comparing the words to the younger Miner’s career, the son’s callings in image-making,

teaching, and botany seem an outgrowth of his father’s inspiring exclamations.  Miner’s

father’s sentiments, if not his words, reverberated throughout Miner’s life and career.

Miner’s description of his childhood appears in an unpublished typescript of

nostalgic poems and photographs, entitled, Yesterdays.  Dedicated to the memory of his

mother, who died at more than ninety years of age in 1923, it was written sometime

thereafter, when Miner was at least fifty-nine years old.  Few of Miner’s personal letters

survive; most of his extant private correspondence was written in the months prior to his

                     
53 From a transcript in the Cornwall Historical Society, in the Miner family folder.  Published as George
Llewellyn Miner, “What the Pedagogue Said to His Brother,”     Godey’s Lady’s Book and Magazine   , April
1856, Vol. LII, p. 350.
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death.  Yesterdays provides the only glimpses of his private life that Miner left for

posterity.

Fig. 48.  LRM, Untitled [“You dreamed as you lay on the haycock…”]
Yesterdays, illustrated typescript, ca. 1923, p.8. Original print, private
collection.

Assembled with the same photo-per-stanza cadence of the Dunbar poems, the short

typescript presents fragments of Miner’s early years in Cornwall in verse, illuminating a

seemingly idyllic rural upbringing on a subsistence farm:

Do you remember that Sunday in the fall,
When we turned the cows out to pasture, how all
The blue jays on the hillside seemed a calling,
Chestnuts, chestnuts, brown and ripe are falling?”

…Do you remember ‘doin’ chores’ after dark,
And how the dim old lantern’s light, just a spark
In the big barn, lighted the mow and the rough-hewn posts,
Leaving the faraway corners for ghosts?
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…Do you remember those first warm days in spring
When the brook trout called us and we heard it sing
And laugh and gurgle until we couldn’t wait?
So we climbed the pasture gate
And hunted all the hillside till we found
Our fish poles growing tall and trim and sound.54

In several places in his manuscript, Miner alluded to a pious, stern, and forbidding father.

After filling his pockets with chestnuts, Miner recalled being punished, separated from

his brother and confined in the attic,

Do you remember how father’s Sunday glance
Took in all, from downcast eyes to bulging pants,
And then the sentence, and we were sent away?
How many, many hours in that one day,

For upstairs in the ‘big garret,’ with its store
Of books, and spinning wheels, drying herbs and more,
A lonely boy watched for sundown, on the stairs,
Till thoughts of you, with old stoves and broken chairs,
In the ‘little garret,’ down one flight below,
Brought merry laughter in place of silent woe.55

Fig. 49.  LRM, Untitled [“Do you remember how we used to try…”],
Yesterdays, ca. 1923, p. 8. Original print, private collection.

                     
54 LRM,     Yesterdays   , pp. 3-5.
55 Ibid, p. 3.
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In the same poem, Miner further elaborated his boyish evasion of Sabbath-day decorum,

comparing his rough-and-tumble boyhood freedom and romanticizing the Indians he

would later teach at Hampton,

Do you remember how we used to try
To think of things to do on a Sunday, that why,
Wouldn’t break the Sabbath with any noise?
What a solemn Sunday pleasure we two boys
Had in counting over all our scars, and then
Swapping stories of them, how they came and when.
How like two grim old savages with scalps for notes,
Boasting of the past with gory anecdotes.
Then I was jealous when ‘twas found you could boast
Of more scars and stories, and I would almost
Have carved myself new scars on those Sabbath days
Which we strove to shorten in such barbarous ways.56

Both scalps and scars in Miner’s verse are trophies, souvenirs testifying to their owner’s

heroic status and experience.  Significantly, considering the photographer’s tenure at a

school for Indians, Miner likened evading the strictures of the Sabbath to playing Indian,

emulating the wild, defiant Indian figures of the American popular imagination.

Miner’s mother evidently shared his interests in horticulture, decoration, and

antiques, as his iconic frontispiece, in which he dedicates Yesterdays to her, attests.

                     
56 Leigh Richmond Miner,     Yesterdays   , p. 9.
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Fig. 50.  LRM, [Jane (Eliza) Guild Miner], ca. 1910. Original print,
private collection.

The typed caption reads, “Dedicated to the dearest memory of all, my mother—“57

Miner probably depicts the brother to whom he was closest in age in the above

verses, Frederick William Miner, with whom he evidently had a close relationship and

many shared memories.  The verses are addressed to this brother, repeating “Do you

remember…?” throughout its stanzas.

                     
57 LRM,     Yesterdays    typescript, dedication page.
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Fig. 51.  LRM, Untitled [“Do you remember how in the daisied
field…”] Yesterdays, illustrated typescript, ca. 1923.  Original print,
private collection.

Fred grew up to be a businessman in Meriden, CT., and the Vice-President of the New

Britain Businessmens’ Association.58  His daughters were two of Leigh’s heirs.59

Miner’s interest in art, folklore, and in black subjects has origins in Cornwall.  A

summer resident of the small town and an illustrator in Atlanta, James Henry Moser had

recently acquired national prominence by illustrating Joel Chandler Harris’ Uncle Remus,

His Songs and Sayings in 1881.  From 1883, the Moser family returned to Cornwall each

summer, and the celebrity of the illustrator and watercolorist must have made an

impression on Miner, who during the period, was beginning his own training as an artist.

Moser regularly exhibited his work at the National Academy of Design, including two

years during which Miner took classes there, in 1889 and 1890.  Both Miner and Moser

were lifelong summer residents of Cornwall, and surely knew each other and shared a

                     
58 From a clipping in the Miner file at the CHS:     Hartford Courant   , April 25, 1912.
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social circle in the small town. Moser’s arrivals and departures in Cornwall were noted

regularly in the newspaper, and he lectured locally on his career and work.  Moser

presented his work at a local Grange hall, where he “…added interest to the meeting by

giving an interesting talk on magazine illustrations,” and provided locals ”…with some

amusing incidents of southern colored people, all rendered in their peculiar dialect.”60

Raised in Ontario and Ohio, and son of an architect, Moser lived throughout the

South as a young man: in Galveston, Vicksburg, and Atlanta, exhibiting, publishing, and

selling his paintings as his father completed building commissions. In Vicksburg,

Mississippi in 1879, Moser began painting and sketching black townsmen, many who

were emigrating to Kansas.  He noted in his journal,

I am very busy sketching darkies….  They have been treated dreadfully,
swindled in many instances by the merchants and planters until this result
is most natural.  However, they are such an ignorant lot, they cannot
expect to be better off unless they get honest men to direct them wisely.
They are strong, enormously muscular men whose labor must be
enormously productive if properly managed, and their wants very simple,
representing almost no money.61

Moser exhibited his pictures at a gallery in Atlanta and caught the attention of a reviewer

at the Atlanta Constitution, who noted,

There are some sketches of the Negro “exodus” which he is ready to send
to Harper’s (for whom much of his work is done) which are full of
humorous suggestion and extremely well conceived.62

Moser and Harris began a friendship, and Harris invited Moser to make illustrations for

his “Uncle Remus” stories. Childhood friends from Ohio, Moser and Frederick S. Church

both contributed illustrations to Harris’ 1881 volume.63 Thereafter, Moser was a regular

contributor to the illustrated magazines of the day: Harper’s, The Atlantic Monthly,

                                                              
59 Leigh R. Miner estate summary, Private Collection, and telephone conversation with Joyce Holm,
widow of Miner’s nephew.
60 “H.,” “West Cornwall,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , January 28, 1892, n.p.  That year, Moser spent the winter
in Cornwall.
61 Grace Moser Fetherolf,    James Henry Moser; His Brush and His Pen   , (Sedona, AZ: Fetherolf
Publishing, 1982), p. 16.
62 Fetherolf,    James Henry Moser   , p. 18.  Harris was an amateur artist and writer at the     Constitution   , and
could have written the review.
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Frank Leslie’s Illustrated News, and Century Magazine,64 rendering African-American

subjects, among others, through the 1880s.  

 

Fig. 52.  James Henry Moser, Pen and ink sketches of Essex McCann,
the model for the character Uncle Remus, [1883, 1908].

Among the most influential individual texts influencing public attitudes toward African

Americans, Harris’ Uncle Remus stories almost single-handedly sparked interest in

African-American vernacular language, culture, and folklore.  Dunbar’s literary career

owed its existence to the success of Harris’ Remus tales and the rage for African-

American dialect literature.  Familiar with Remus, readers’ expectations of African-

American characters in literature were forged in great measure by Harris’ widely read

tales.65 Similarly, Moser’s illustrations influenced the iconography associated with

                                                              
63 (Not the painter of Romantic panoramas, Frederic E. Church.)
64 Fetherolf,    James Henry Moser   , p. 24.
65 See David Blight’s plantation tradition chapter in     Race and Reunion   , also Augusta Rohrbach,     Truth
Stranger than Fiction   .
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African-American subjects thereafter, including that of the Hampton Camera Club.

Inevitably, Miner drew upon Moser’s iconography, as did virtually every artist who

depicted African Americans thereafter.  

Ten years’ Miner’s senior, Moser moved his family to Washington, D.C. in 1887,

where he established a studio, taught at the Corcoran School of Art, and was a several

academic art associations.  Moser also taught private art lessons in D.C., instructing the

nation’s First Lady, Caroline Scott (Mrs. Benjamin) Harrison, in watercolor painting.66

In 1899, Moser became an art critic, writing a weekly column for the Washington Times.

Moser also represents a mutual acquaintance of both Miner and Frances Benjamin

Johnston when they met at Hampton in 1900.  A longtime Washington resident, Johnston

began her career as a magazine illustrator, taught at the D.C. Art Student’s League, an

earlier iteration of the Corcoran School, and had regular access to the White House as a

portrait photographer, beginning with the Harrison administration.   Both Johnston and

Moser worked at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago for an extended period, Johnston

photographing, and Moser exhibiting and painting.67  Johnston also photographed Joel

Chandler Harris, an accomplished amateur artist, in Atlanta in 1905.68  Written a year

after her visits to Hampton, a letter from Johnston to Moser, outlining an attempt to

schedule a sitting and social meeting, is preserved among Moser’s papers.69  Because of

his role as critic, Moser was well-acquainted and corresponded with many major

illustrators, artists, art teachers, curators, and critics of the day, including Roswell Morse

Shurtleff, William Henry Holmes, Richard Norris Brooke, Alfred Stieglitz, Sadakichi

Hartmann, Carroll Beckwith, Kenyon Cox, William Merritt Chase, and Howard Pyle.

Moser was one of the few Washington residents to subscribe to Stieglitz’ Camera

                     
66 Fetherolf,    James Henry Moser   , pp. 40-2.
67 Bettina Berch,     The Woman Behind the Lens; The life and Work of Frances Benjamin Johnston, 1864-   
1952   . (Charlottesville , VA: University Press of Virginia, 2000), pp. 14-8.  Also Fetherolf,    James Henry
Moser   , pp. 40-5,142.
68 Bettina Berch,     The Woman Behind the Lens   , pp. 77-9.  An 1890 portrait of Moser by Harris appears in
Fetherolf, p. 3.  See also Frances Benjamin Johnston, “Photographing Uncle Remus,” Uncle Remus’
Home Magazine, June 1911, n.p.  Viewed on microfilm, clipping from FBJ Papers, L of C.
69 ALS, FBJ to Moser, March 11, 1901.  JHM Papers, AAA.
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Work.70  Miner’s contact with Moser would represent a significant entrée into the

highest level of the arts community of his time. For whatever reason, Miner apparently

never took advantage his connections.

Miner’s formal training in art beyond Cornwall began with classes at the National

Academy of Design in New York.  A teacher at the National Academy, A.T. Van Laer,

also resided near Cornwall.  The student records of the art classes at the National

Academy indicate that Miner took both Antique and Life Drawing classes, drawing from

plaster casts and live models in the academic years 1886-1887, 1888-1889, and 1890-

1891.  Miner thus resided in New York City throughout much of his twenties, from 1886

to 1891, possibly intermittently, with summers likely spent in Cornwall, a short trip by

rail.  Even in the nineteenth century, Cornwall’s many cosmopolitan summer visitors

linked it socially to New York, and Miner, a Cornwall native, had both relatives and

acquaintances there.  Although Miner would later be a part-time painter, he did not study

painting at the National Academy of Design, nor did any students there figure obviously

in his later career at Hampton.  Several of Miner’s fellow students at the school, his

contemporaries, became famous as members of the early Taos school of painters of

Indians: Eanger Irving Couse and Bert Geer Phillips.71  During his tenure at the Academy

school, Miner did not receive any distinguishing notice or awards.

 After the Academy of Design, Miner moved to Philadelphia and began training in

applied arts, a step down in the academic art hierarchy of the late nineteenth century.  A

June 1892 article in the Litchfield Enquirer, probably written by his father, provides more

detail on Miner’s education at the Pennsylvania Museum School.  Its description betrays

obvious pride in Miner’s accomplishments:

Leigh Richmond Miner, who has been studying at the Pennsylvania
Museum and School of Industrial Art, and teaching clay modeling in the
Manual Training School, Philadelphia, is at home in Cornwall for the
summer.  He is to be congratulated on completing the course and taking
two prizes, the first prize for original design in pottery, and first prize in

                     
70 Stieglitz to Moser, ALS on     Camera Work    letterhead, April 25, 1905. JHM Papers, AAA.
71 Student record books, School of the National Academy of Design Archives of American Art, Microfilm
Reel 5051.
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applied design [interior decoration].  We understand that Mr. Miner will
take a few private pupils during the summer.72

In the same year Miner received notice for his work at the Pennsylvania Museum

School, Miner’s father avowed his Sunday school’s support of the education of southern

Blacks, demonstrating the Miner family’s charitable disposition toward African

Americans explicitly.  As reported by the Enquirer in 1892, George Miner read a letter

from Jessie Hart at the annual meeting of the local church,

…showing the needs of the poor colored people, their eager desire for
knowledge and their appreciation of all efforts made on their behalf, and an
appeal to this school for aid.73

Hart taught music at the American Missionary Association School in Talladega, Alabama

for several years, an institution founded at the same time and originally allied with

Hampton.74  

 Even though his father reported him home only for the summer, Miner remained

in Cornwall the following year.  On February 20, 1893, George Miner died of heart

disease. Leigh served as the administrator of his father’s estate, most likely because he

was in residence in Cornwall.75 After attending the Pennsylvania Museum School, Miner

was a teacher of modeling in the Manual Training School of Philadelphia, for some or all

of the period between 1893 and 1898.

                     
72 “M.” [George Llewelyn Miner?], “Cornwall,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , June 23, 1892, n.p.  Several other
articles that summer, signed “M.,” recorded events in George Miner’s family.
73 “West Cornwall,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , January 14, 1892, n.p.
74 “West Cornwall,”     Litchfield Enquirer   , August 15, 1889, n.d.
75 Town of Cornwall Probate Records, Volume 5, p. 528.
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Fig. 53.  LRM, [The Miners on the porch of the family home in
Cornwall, ca. 1902-6], print from glass negative, HUA. 76

Miner was an accomplished craftsman throughout his life; a potter, metalworker,

furniture maker and collector, painter, photographer, cinematographer, interior designer,

and landscape architect.  He maintained a deep appreciation for well-crafted objects and

the material expression of diverse cultures.  By all indications, he did not qualify the

artistic or technical value of objects based on cultural and technological "advancement" or

hierarchy.  As a collector, his interests in material culture were diverse, decorating his

home with antiques, African art, and American Indian tools and artifacts.

                     
76 From Left, Fred, Cora?, Ida, Clarence, Jane Eliza Sr., Ruth, Jane Jr.? and Leigh.
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Fig. 54.  Unknown photographer, [Leigh Richmond Miner], undated.
Original print, private collection.

Although his photographs and notes display an awareness of American and

European fine-art iconography, Miner’s images express a reverence for the simple, elegant

functionalism he observed in vernacular craft and design.  Miner's artistic and aesthetic

vision suggests a major influence from the Craftsman tradition.  As a Craftsman, Miner

questioned the value of mass production and determining cultural advancement by

technological status.  As such, the Craftsman movement represents not only an early

iteration of Modernist design, despite its nostalgia for feudal societies, but was among the

factors contributing toward the development of cultural relativism.77  Widely-held at the

time, theories of social evolution were founded upon the concept of technological
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progress, among other indications of cultural development, a qualitative gradient from

cultural inferiority to superiority, from simplicity to complexity.  Like the Folklore

Society, Miner was compelled by the candid insight and economy of vernacular

expression and material culture, a viable tradition parallel to and independent of high art.

Miner's concentration upon material culture is analogous to the Folklore Society's focus

upon oral culture and folk belief.  

Miner was a knowledgeable and serious observer of folk and material culture.  His

photographic work specifically evaded the maudlin sentimentality of the plantation

tradition and complemented Dunbar's own extensive incorporation of folklore in his work.

Although Miner's work has received little analysis or public acknowledgment, his

sensitivity as observer and technical accomplishment merit him a secure position in the

histories of photography, American folklore, and the representation of African

Americans.  Beginning under the influence of Johnston's rigidly constructed journalistic

style, Miner eventually produced work that transcended the largely sentimental, painterly

Pictorialist tradition of the late nineteenth century.  Miner's training as a handworker

drew him to work with the innate qualities of the medium itself; producing “straight,”

physically unaltered photographs in a documentary style that would be revered decades

later.  In his own work and as often as possible given that many of his photographs were

staged to illustrate Dunbar's texts and Hampton's promotional aesthetic, Miner

photographed people as they might have wanted to be photographed.  Miner's images

rank among the most even-handed presentations of individual African-Americans to be

found in early twentieth-century photography, transcending Hampton's public identity,

its established photographic style, and the boundaries of race and class.

Miner's interest in ethnology also predated his tenure at Hampton. In 1899, before

joining the Camera Club, he wrote a series of four articles that appeared in four successive

issues of the Southern Workman, describing travels in Alaska and the Yukon region from

February to August 1898.  "With the Thlinget in Alaska" and the final installment, "By

Indian Canoe to the Hidden Glacier" are among the first articles in the Southern Workman

                                                              
77 See T.J. Jackson Lears,     No Place of Grace      ;        Antimodernism and the Transformation of American
Culture    (New York: Pantheon, 1981).
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to use illustration integrally. Miner’s impact on the campus and the school’s official

publication was immediate and profound.  Only months before his arrival at Hampton,

Miner traveled to Yakutat, Alaska along the coastal islands by schooner, then visited

Indian villages by canoe, collecting folklore and artifacts.  He camped with a mining party

much of the way, intermittently panning gold.  Much of his tale reads like adventure

narrative, although he presented folktales elicited from his Indian guides and collected

artifacts.  Some forty-three small items he purchased during this period, including

utensils, tools, and a ceremonial rattle, are housed in the Hampton Museum.78  

Fig. 55.  Top: LRM, [Tlingit Halibut Hook].

                     
78 Miner donated his collection of Tlingit artifacts to the Hampton Museum in 1919.
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Fig. 56.  Bottom: LRM, [Tlingit Rattle]. From drawings in the
Southern Workman. UT-Austin Libraries.

In the articles he drew several Tlingit icons and implements, briefly described a

potlatch, and retold totemic creation stories, illustrated and described gravesites and

architecture, and recorded cultural practices of the people with which he came into

contact. Cora Folsom, founder and guiding spirit of the Hampton Museum, probably

encouraged Miner to publish his tales in the magazine.  A longtime member of the Camera

Club, Folsom understood and spoke Lakota,79 and published Indian folklore as the editor

of the Indian Department of the Southern Workman.  Miner was already a photographer

upon his arrival at Hampton, although his Tlingit articles were not illustrated with

photographs, but with his drawings and paintings.  In one of the articles, Miner

mentioned he brought a camera with him to Alaska, and described an attempt to

photograph a Tlingit child:

I had tried repeatedly to get a photograph of Hutzakah in her queer little
hammock-like cradle, but was each time opposed by Kardie, whose
superstitious mind, looked, no doubt, upon a camera as nothing short of an
instrument of the devil.80

Unfortunately, none of Miner’s Alaska photographs are extant, and since he resorted to

making drawings for his articles, it seems likely that climate, technical difficulty, or the

rigor of the journey damaged the negatives.  Rather than print thin or broken negatives,

Miner may have made drawings from them.

Like the passage recounting the Indians’ superstition of the camera, much of

Miner's account of Tlingit culture is sympathetic, although paternalistic, and like most

observers of his day, he conceived of elements of Tlingit culture with a western bias, as

"peculiar."  In the manner that Robert Flaherty, also a photographer, would do years later

in the pioneering ethnographic film, Nanook of the North, Miner's greatest expressions of

interest in the culture of indigenous peoples were elicited by his appreciation for the

mastery of technique in a hostile environment; building a fire given the scarcity of

firewood, ingenious use of limited materials, and from his perspective, originality and

                     
79 Hultgren and Molin,     To Lead and to Serve   , p. 37.
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economy of design.  Very little of Miner’s perception of his Tlingit acquaintances invoke

conventional images of savagery, picturesque nobility, squalor, or indolence, although he

conventionally relies upon characterizing Indian stoicism.  Rather than judgment,

condescension, or imperialist nostalgia, as was typical of the era, Tlingit culture, in its

difference, piqued Miner's curiosity and appreciation of its details and construction.  

Perhaps by luck as much as by intention, Miner traveled to one of the most

materially-developed Indian civilizations in North America, a people who employed a

range of technologies to produce an elaborate and consistent material culture, both

technically advanced and symbolically sophisticated.  The Tlingit items Miner collected

and carefully documented were equal to western manufacture in their quality, and clearly

represented a material tradition independent of Western influence.  Given Miner’s

prowess in handiwork, the care with which he preserved these items, and his Craftsman

ethos, Miner likely looked upon these items as works comparable to, or transcending,

modern items of western manufacture and mass production.  Boas too, would also utilize

Tlingit items, including similar halibut hooks, to demonstrate non-Western cultures’

technical mastery. Miner's life-long interest in material culture and craft traditions

frequently influenced the content of many of his photographs. Several of Miner’s later

images made for the Penn School in South Carolina resemble Boas’ ethnographic

photographs, shooting subjects from the front and profile to approximate a three-

dimensions, a convention of scientific illustration.81

Miner began teaching at Hampton in December 1898, several months after

returning from Alaska, following the well-worn path from Litchfield County to Hampton.

Many teachers at Hampton had extensive experience teaching in the North, and whether

from desire for a change of scenery, moral conviction, or a penchant for the exotic and

adventure, could move at will, enabled by annual contracts for the academic year. Many

of Hampton’s workers, like W.H. Scoville and Miner, followed in the footsteps of their

parents’ generation, who found a moral mission and individual purpose in the crusade

                                                              
80 LRM, "By Indian Canoe to the Hidden Glacier,"     SW     , December 1899, p. 40.
81 Penn School photographic albums, Southern Historical Collection, Wilson Library, University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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against slavery.  Although emancipation left the succeeding generation somewhat slack

and looking for righteous moral causes, many maintained a commitment to the continued

welfare of former slaves and their progeny as a family tradition.  Inspired at church or by

the storied exploits of their parents, many were moved to teach at Hampton, a long day’s

journey away by sea and rail. With its large faculty and vibrant social life, Hampton was

undoubtedly a more exciting and spiritually rewarding prospect than being the only

teacher in a one-room schoolhouse in the moribund rural towns of Miner’s youth.  Many

arrived at Hampton single, found a spouse, and moved on; others stayed and raised

families.

At Hampton, Miner maintained his interest in ethnography, with regard to Indians

as well as African-American culture.  In 1901, after working at the school nearly three

years, Miner applied to live in the "Wigwam," the Indian boys' dormitory, to serve as

dormitory supervisor, or "house father," as had both Booker Washington, Robert Moton,

and Frederic D. Gleason before him.82  According to Louis Harlan, Washington’s

biographer, the house father’s duties at the Wigwam

…went far beyond the keeping of order.  By precept, example, and daily
inspections, he had the responsibility of inculcating in the Indian youths
the ‘ways of civilization’ and, more precisely, the mixture of Puritan ethic
and social service ideals that characterized all the teachings at Hampton
Institute.83

Early in his career at Hampton, in addition to contributing to Dunbar’s poetry books,

Miner painted several conventional Indian portraits.  One of Miner's paintings, a

romanticized 1902 oil portrait of the profile of an Indian student in a Plains war bonnet,

hung in the school library's reference room for decades. In the summer of 1902, the

Southern Workman reported that Miner had exhibited his “Indian pictures” in

Litchfield.84

As an art teacher at Hampton, Miner was a part of the manual training division,

although he saw art teaching at Hampton more as a means of instilling an appreciation for

                     
82 Francis C. Briggs to Miner, September 10, 1901, Briggs letterbook, HUA.
83 Louis Harlan, The Papers of Booker T. Washington, v. II, p.84, n.2.
84     SW     , October 1902, p. 566.
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formal beauty in the world than as a technical craft or survey of great art.  Drawing was

not only a part of technical training, but contributed to a student's liberal education.

Miner understood art fundamentally as a means of appreciating forms in the natural

world.  Drawing and delineation represented a sensitizing process that sharpened a

student's aesthetic appreciation of the details of the world.  By drawing an object, one

could conceive of both its organic simplicity and the complex formal structure that

contributed to its “charm,” which Miner theorized as aesthetic elements that weren’t

apparent at first glance.  An article he wrote for the Southern Workman in 1903, "Art-

Teaching at Hampton," conveys both his aesthetic sensibility and ultimately his tolerance

for diversity in individual and cultural expression, that "taste" was a more relative

concept.  He begins the article as a justification for teaching aesthetics to the students, a

less utilitarian sensibility tangential to the work ethic and the tradition of vocational

education at Hampton:

From the visitor in our drawing classes, the question often comes, 'Are you
preparing these students to go out as artists and designers?'  As well ask
the instructor in literature, 'Are you teaching to make authors?'  How true
it is that we are working for feeling rather than expression, for that
individual measure which we call appreciation, and then to raise aesthetic
appreciation to a high standard.85

Miner's educational ideas were based in teaching aesthetic standards and rules, instilling a

proper sense of taste in the students.  Like the school's instruction in hygiene and diction,

classes in art were a part of the civilizing process, establishing genteel standards of

propriety.  Even in art, education at Hampton extended deeply into the students' private

lives.  Among his diverse interests, Miner quickly added instruction in interior decoration

to the curriculum in art, establishing guidelines by which students should decorate their

dormitory rooms, "where much of our art-teaching may well be directed."86  Miner

explained that he had students draw plans of the walls in their rooms to teach “proper”

placement of pictures and furniture.  Within this context he further answers to the

possible concerns of a critical reader: "You may call this missionary work, but we must

                     
85 LRM, "Art-Teaching at Hampton,"     SW     , May 1903, p. 219.
86 Miner, "Art Teaching at Hampton" p. 220.
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begin here, for is not our present environment our present problem?"87  He closed the

article by arguing the necessity for teaching aesthetics as a part of assimilation: "we work

for art appreciation, which must become an influence in the student's life and afterwards a

force in his home and community."88  In a report to Principal Frissell, evidently a draft

for the article, Miner phrased his vision in a less politic manner as providing direction on

“matters of taste…for a sense of proportion must be cultivated with these people.”

Ultimately Miner revealed his ends were not to produce a “commercial product, but force

of character wrought by earnest thought and action,” a conventional confusion of beauty

and morality.89

Although Miner expressed aesthetics in terms of rules, he strenuously qualified

that aesthetics were a personal choice, that rules were ultimately subordinate to personal

taste:

Let us not be discouraged by want of artistic appreciation evinced in the
sentiment that one person liking this and another that does way with
aesthetic standards, for such standards do exist although not apparent to
all, for like the kingdom of art, they are within us.  

Having found or created a capacity to appreciate, we may develop it.
Since our chief interest lies in our immediate environment, let us begin
there.  The common, everyday things are full of beauty, if we will but find
it out."90

Rather than lay down strict rules of composition and color harmony or technical realism,

Miner sought to cultivate "appreciation and the power of observation," ultimately

obviating rules and cultivating a personal aesthetic. Beyond outlining the teaching of art at

Hampton, the article assists in reconstructing Miner's personal sensibility. Miner

emphasized the study of "art" was a means of personal enrichment, explicitly not a means

of assimilation.  In order to fully recognize the small marvels of the world, Miner

promoted aesthetic perception, seeing beyond markers of gentility into the elements of

                     
87 Miner, Ibid, p. 221.
88 Miner, Ibid, p. 224.
89 ALS, LRM to H.B.Frissell, Jan. 16, 1903, HBF Papers, HUA.
90 LRM, "Art-Teaching at Hampton,"     Southern Workman   , May 1903, p. 219.
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design and function, a quasi-Modern, Craftsman, or Art-Nouveau sensibility.91  Beauty

and genius were found in art and nature, as well as in vernacular culture, in the traditions

of both the "self" and the "other."  Miner’s article progressed into a presentation of his

own work, discussing the illustrations he reproduced in the article, quotidian objects of

beauty he evidently treasured,

The illustrations for a paper on the Eskimo, drawn from the little model of
an Eskimo in his skin canoe, is used as a tailpiece to this article.  When the
subject of Alaska is taken up and studied, we bring out our collection of
Alaskan curios, and after hearing their story, choose models from the
collection for our illustrations.  There are baskets, story-telling totems,
queer carved halibut hooks, and wooden spoons, each telling something of
the life of our interesting fellow, the Alaskan Indian.  Among the
illustrations accompanying this article are an Indian basket for a
composition on Alaska…92

Miner also reproduced an Indian rug design, and several of his own stylized Art-Nouveau

designs based upon natural motifs, making no distinction of the aesthetic value of objects

based upon cultural origin.  All were interesting, common items that caught his attention,

prompting him to examine its structure by drawing them.  Miner justified his aesthetic

sensitivity by demonstrating how his design teaching complements the various craft

trades taught at the school, potential designs which students could render to apply to

everyday household objects.  For nearly thirty years, Miner found a niche for his

aestheticism within Hampton’s quasi-military, pragmatic mission, evidently effectively

demonstrating the potential of art to broaden Hampton’s social impact, furthering

students’ capacity as exemplars in their home communities: “…we work for art

appreciation, which must become an influence in the student’s life and afterwards a force

in his home and community.”93

During Frances Benjamin Johnston's photographic visit to Hampton, she and

Miner became acquainted, and influencing Miner's institutional photography at Hampton

thereafter.  Miner appears in two of her photographs published in The Hampton Album,

                     
91 See Miles Orvell, “A Hieroglyphic World,”     The Real Thing      ; Imitation and Authenticity in American
Culture   , (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1989).
92 LRM, “Art Teaching at Hampton,” p. 222.
93 Ibid, p. 224.
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“A Sketch Class at Work” and “Fieldwork in Sketching,” in addition to three unpublished

photographs from the series.94  Photographed while teaching drawing to students, Miner

appears in Johnston’s images more often than any other member of the Hampton faculty.

Fig. 57.  FBJ, [Leigh Richmond Miner teaching a men's class in

drawing, 1900.]  FBJ, P&P, LC. Neg. LC-USZ62-78699.

                     
94 FBJ,     The Hampton Album    , p. 27, p. 29.
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Fig. 58.  FBJ.  [Leigh Richmond Miner teaching a women's watercolor
class, 1900.] FBJ, P&P, LC, Neg. LC-USZ62-127364.
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Fig. 59.  FBJ,  [Leigh Richmond Miner teaching a class in clay
modelling, 1900.] FBJ, P&P, LC, Neg. LC-USZ62-68194.

Miner and other members of the Camera Club accompanied Johnston as she

traveled around the campus, assisting her with organizing the classrooms and students,

and helping her gain access to the people she photographed off-campus in their homes

and yards.  Although the photographs are Johnston's, Miner may have collaborated on

the images.  Many of Johnston's classroom pictures use detailed drawings on the

blackboard to provide additional information in the scene.  The drawings on the

blackboard in Miner's classroom are almost certainly his own.  Like Miner, Johnston was

an illustrator and painter before she became a photographer.  The blackboard drawings in

other images may be hers, but she probably did not attend each and every detail of the

final images, including the writing on the blackboard.  Many of the blackboard drawings in

Johnston's many photographs of Hampton resemble Miner's somewhat amateurish style;

he may have been a part of a production team that produced the landmark images.  The

fact that Frances Benjamin Johnston received the astronomical sum of one thousand
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dollars for her services surely encouraged Miner to become a professional photographer.

95 The two maintained a friendship, if only briefly, after the production of the images. An

image Miner painted, a scene of a sailboat in the waters off Hampton, remains a part of

Johnston’s collection at the Library of Congress.96

Although Miner arrived on the Hampton campus in 1898, he did not join the

Camera Club until 1900, after the first of the Dunbar books had been published.  In

addition to illustrating the last three of the Dunbar books, of the books illustrated by the

Camera Club, Miner was assigned "The Old Front Gate," and "That Ol' Mare of Mine" in

Candle Lightin' Time and he photographed images from "Noddin' By The Fire," "The

Memory of Martha," and possibly "The Visitor" in When Malindy Sings.  He may have

contributed images to more poems.97  As a member of the Camera Club, Miner had been

an artistic and technical advisor more than an organizer, designing the clubhouse interior,

designing exhibition installations, and acting as a member of the planning and judging

committee for the second and third Dunbar books.  

In November 1903, President Frissell rejected Miner's request for a salary

increase, and Miner resigned from the Hampton faculty.98  Miner continued to teach

through the end of the school year, and remained active in the Camera Club.  When the

club declined Dodd, Mead's offer to produce a fourth illustrated book, Miner took the job

himself, knowing he would have the time to meet the July deadline, already experienced as

a contributor to and editor of both Candle Lightin' Time and When Malindy Sings.  Miner

launched what he intended to be a career in photography with his work on Dunbar's L'il'

Gal.  He stayed on at Hampton after the school year ended, photographed the

illustrations, and left for New York to open a photographic business.  

                     
95 Louis R. Harlan and Raymond Smock,     The Booker T. Washington Papers, Volume 6, 1902   , (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1972) p. 501-2.
96 FBJ Collection watercolors, P&P, LC, Lot 8864F, control number 86706946.
97 I have determined this by comparison with the books Miner illustrated himself.  In some cases, he used
the same images and the same models in the later books.  Characteristically, Miner developed relationships
with his models over long periods of time. Other photographers may have used the same models as well.
98 TLS, H.B. Frissell to L.R. Miner, March 19, 1903, Leigh Richmond Miner Box, HUA.
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From late 1904 through 1906, Miner lived in Yonkers, NY, on the Hudson River

just North of New York City, at 243 Warburton Avenue.99  Miner may have chosen the

spot because of its panoramic view of the river opposite the canyon walls of New

Jersey's Palisades, a thriving artistic community where a number of writers, painters, and

photographers lived and worked. In 1900, Rudolf Eickemeyer, also a resident of Yonkers,

published Down South, his volume of photographs of rural African Americans.

Eickmeyer’s photographs in Down South were important models for some of the

iconography in the Dunbar books; predecessors to Miner’s later graphic style in the

Dunbar books, in which he photographed individuals close-up in asymmetrical, vaguely

oriental, graphic presentations.  Miner and Eickmeyer could have known each other

indirectly through James Henry Moser, Harris’ Uncle Remus illustrator or through

Frances Benjamin Johnston, who like Eickemeyer, was a prominent member of the New

York Camera Club.  Miner was at the peak of his career as an artistic photographer during

this period, illustrating three of Dunbar’s popular, successful books, and was credited on

the books’ title pages alongside Dunbar’s name; he may have made Eickemeyer’s

acquaintance, although there is no documentary evidence substantiating it.100  More

importantly, Miner and the Camera Club were likely aware of Eickemeyer’s pioneering

work: one of his photographs of African Americans,  “Who’s Dat?,” was published in

Camera Notes in October 1898.  Made predominantly in Alabama, in four trips between

1894 and 1899, several of Eickemeyer’s images from Down South suggest parallels in the

Dunbar books, and images such as his “Aunt Chloe” may have influenced Miner’s later

work formally.101  Like Eickemeyer, and unlike the majority of the Camera Club’s

photographs, Miner’s ability to photograph his subjects close-up with a large camera

apparatus, while fostering their ease and confidence, and unmasked by maudlin

artificiality, set a new standard in representation of African-American subjects, a

sustained and nearly unprecedented intimacy for a white photographer.

                     
99 Faculty information card and 1922 faculty information sheet, Miner Box, HUA.
100 A search of Eickemeyer’s papers in the History of Photography Collection at the Smithsonian revealed
no mention Miner or any other member of the Hampton Camera Club.
101 Mary Panzer,    In My Studio: Rudolf        Eickemeyer, Jr. and the Art of the Camera, 1885-1930   , (Yonkers:
Hudson River Museum, 1986), pp. 56-9.
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In addition to African-American subjects, Miner made many formal portraits of

family, friends, and clients in Virginia and Connecticut. By his New York studio period in

1904 and ‘05, Miner’s work demonstrates a greater technical facility and a more studied

attention to photographic technique, composition, and gesture.  He masterfully employed

sharp focus, stylized asymmetry, dramatic lighting, and tight framing, evoking the

graphic, art-nouveau orientalism of the painters John Singer Sargeant and James McNeil

Whistler. Eickemeyer too, was making similar compositions during the period,

monogrammed in an oriental manner, much as were Miner’s and any number of

Pictorialists of the era. Miner used a similar monogram on his pottery bases; several

examples are housed in the Hampton Museum.  These too, appear proto-modern or pre-

Columbian in their stylized art nouveau designs, utilizing Indian figures, birds, and bears

as handles, caryatids, and feet, and may well have drawn upon Indian examples from the

Museum collection.102

     

Fig. 60/ 61.  LRM, pottery designs, Sketchbook, n.d., original
drawings, private collection.

                     
102 Miner’s Notebook in a private collection contains several sketches of pottery designs and glaze
formulas. Some of these pieces appear influenced by American Indian pottery designs.
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Fig. 62.  Left: LRM, [Unidentified, n.d.], original print, private
collection.

Fig. 63.  Right: LRM, [Unidentified, n.d.], original print, private
collection.
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Fig. 64.  Left: LRM, [Unidentified, n.d.], original print, private
collection.

Fig. 65.  Right:  LRM, [Cora Mae Folsom], Hampton, VA, ca. 1910,
original print, private collection.

It is interesting to contrast the iconography of Miner’s European- and African-American

portraits; much of the connotations of the image are derived from the photo’s subject self-

presentation, or with a viewer’s biases, rather than with Miner’s actual construction of it.

For instance, in the image above at left, Miner depicts a hearth scene, an important

symbol in many of his portraits of African Americans, with a white subject.  What

differentiates this image from those he made of African Americans?  The fireplace and

furniture are in good repair, the subject is literate and well-dressed, and his posture exudes

ease, confidence, and comfort.  Miner’s black sitters were typically older, bound to the

fire for warmth, their clothes tattered and repaired, their postures bent by years of

physical labor and age.  The parallels between the two genres underscore that the two

iconographies both reinforce and are reinforced by visual norms: older blacks, putatively

picturesque and full of sympathetic charm, belong to the past, and to poverty.  The white

subject, by contrast, embodies the prim and up-to-date citizen, an image advertising an
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ideal lifestyle to which others ought to aspire.  Miner frequently accepted and employed

these visual norms, accurately reflecting the disparities of lifestyle between impoverished

rural blacks and middle-class whites.  More frequently in the course of his career, Miner

evaded these conventions.  As Hampton’s official photographer, beginning in 1907,

Miner also regularly took portraits and identity photographs of individuated black

students, dressed to project pride to friends and family.  Many similar images, of well-

groomed individuals in neutral, modern “citizen’s dress,” also appear in his contributions

to the Dunbar books.103

Despite stylized compositional devices, the photographs maintain the presence

and intimacy of his individual subjects thoughtfully.  Unlike the clumsier, obviously

staged genre scenes of the earlier Dunbar books, Miner’s photographs in Joggin’ Erlong

apply this abstract, essential style to African-American subjects, demonstrating he had

developed skills and work that ranked him among the most accomplished photographers

of his era.  Unlike his contemporaries, Steiglitz, Day, Edward Curtis, and Kasebier, who

intentionally blurred their photographs to give them a painterly, impressionistic aura,

Miner remained a straight photographer, depicting his subjects sharply and

photographically.  Few of his images are non-specific or allegorical, circumscribing an

ideal or exemplary “type” representive of race or class; each of his sitters have an

specific, individual identity, and exude a aura of self-worth, despite evidence of poverty

and hardship.104

 Miner applied the skills he acquired while in New York to the Dunbar books and

his later portraits of African Americans.  Joggin' Erlong and Howdy, Honey Howdy were

photographed during this period, and the quality of the photographs, in terms of both

form and content, are the best in the series in their consistency and sensitivity to the

individuality of his subjects.  

                     
103 This was actually the term Hampton used to describe modern dress for its Indian students.
104 For instance, compare Curtis and Kasebier’s photographs of Indians to Miner’s subjects.
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Fig. 66.  LRM, frontispiece, L'il' Gal.  Author’s Collection.105

                     
105 This is one of the images the     Southern Workman    cited as outstanding in the review of     L’il Gal   .
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Fig. 67.  Left: LRM, Joggin' Erlong, frontispiece.  Original print,
private collection.

Fig. 68.  Right: LRM,  Joggin' Erlong, p. 110. Author’s collection.
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Fig. 69.  LRM, Cover, Howdy, Honey, Howdy, 1905.  Author’s
collection.
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Fig. 70.  Left: LRM, Joggin' Erlong, p. 20.  Original print, private
collection.

Fig. 71.  Right: LRM, Joggin Erlong, p. 40. Original print, private
collection.106

While the quality of Miner’s images were finely crafted, the layout of text, illustration,

and decoration are awkward in the last two books of the series, likely the prerogative of

the editors and decorator, and beyond Miner’s control; many of the illustrations were

reproduced quite small, do not fit the decorative frames, and the printed reproductions are

second-rate compared to the standards established in the earlier Camera Club books and

L'il' Gal.  Miner’s best work, in Joggin’ Erlong, was laid out particularly expediently.  

Miner contributed the illustrations for the last two Dunbar books while living in

New York.  There is no record he returned to Virginia to photograph during 1905, when

he would have produced the illustrations for Howdy, Honey, Howdy.  However, several

                     
106 This woman also appears in two of Johnston’s images; one was published in     The Hampton Album    ,
“The Old-Time Cabin,” p. 14.  Both images are from Miner’s     O My        Brudder    Manuscript.  In Miner’s
manuscript, the image at left is captioned, “Lord I never knew the battle was so hard, thank God I’m in de
field.”  The image of the woman at right is captioned, “Keep me from sinkin’ down.”
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images depicting Hampton characters appear in two manuscripts Miner dated December

1905, “O My Brudder,” and “Mos Done Trabellin’,” many of which were published in

1906 in Joggin’ Erlong.107  Miner may have intended to submit the manuscripts to

publishers independently, however, they were never published.  They are the only final

prints of Miner’s personal work extant, and are captioned differently in Miner’s

manuscripts than they appear in Dunbar’s books. Many of Miner’s images evoke

African-American spirituality in addition to a bemused, wry cynicism, a significant

departure from conventional depictions.

                     
107 The manuscripts are in a private collection.
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Fig. 72.  LRM, O My Brudder Manuscript, ca. 1905, original print,
private collection.
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Fig. 73.  LRM, “Tol’ me to preach an’ I done preached,” O My
Brudder Manuscript, ca. 1905, original print, private collection.108

                     
108 The image is a variant; an image of the same individual, evidently dressed as a black preacher, appears
in     Ben King’s Southland Melodies    (1911), an image discursively similar to Miner’s images accompanying
Dunbar’s “Antebellum Sermon” in    Joggin’        Erlong   .
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Miner regularly used old negatives, and both his later books use a smaller cast of

regular "players." Miner seems to have made the last two books in a short period of time;

many of the images are variants made during the same photographic session and are

shared among his last two books and some of the earlier Camera Club books.  Several

images appear twice in the book, either as an identical image or cropped differently.

Miner's cover photograph for Joggin' Erlong, for instance, the last book in the series,

originally appeared in “Howdy, Honey Howdy” in When Malindy Sings, photographed

in 1903.109  Neither book appears to have been photographed in New York.  Miner

returned to Hampton in 1906, presumably to photograph in the area for Joggin' Erlong.

While he was at Hampton, Jane Eliza Davis notified President Frissell, remarking that

"...Mr. Miner is here and seems to regret that he ever left."110  

In 1907, Miner returned to Hampton to follow in Frances Johnston's footsteps:

he was hired to photograph the school grounds and classrooms for the 1907 Jamestown

Exposition, a celebration of the three-hundredth anniversary of the founding of the

settlement, a few miles up the James River from Hampton.  In October 1906, Frissell

wrote Miner asking him to take photographs of the school, "of the same sort" that "Miss

Johnson" [sic] did.  Miner's name "had been mentioned" to Frissell, probably by Jane

Davis, "as one who could take up the work successfully."111  Miner replied within the

week, agreeing to do the work.  He was to travel to Hampton immediately, before the

leaves were off the trees.  For $245 and board, (roughly a fifth of what Johnston was

paid) he was to produce eighty-five final images, two negatives and two platinum prints

of each subject: buildings, groups, and the daily activities of individual students. Miner

followed Frissell's instructions to the letter, and in the process, confused the attribution

of the photographs from the Museum of Modern Art's Hampton Album.  Miner

duplicated Johnston's ascetic, institutional style perfectly, capturing the arrested scenes,

rigidly staged poses, diffuse light, and earnestness that Johnston had achieved. Hampton

sought the impression of strict propriety the photographs gave, lending the school an aura

                     
109      WMS    , p. 84. The image is reproduced earlier in this chapter; a frontal image of Uncle Step with his
hands on a cane.
110 Jane E. Davis to H.B. Frissell, May 15, 1906.  HUA.
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of forthright rectitude and utter order.  His publicity pictures for the school imitated her

example; students did not look into the camera, their studied indifference calling attention

to their dutiful perseverance and discomfort.  

Many of Miner's publicity images for the Exposition depicted students closer-up

and more fluidly and actively. They are seemingly possessed with more freedom and

individual identity than had Johnston's two-dimensional dioramas.  Commissioned by

Principal Frissell to depict “individual students at work,” Miner humanized Hampton’s

program, tracing representative individual students through the course of a day to

highlight the range of the school’s curriculum, and how Hampton’s educational

philosophy was manifested in practice.112  Several of Miner’s images for the Jamestown

Exhibition were subsequently published in a promotional pamphlet distributed by the

school, Everyday Life at Hampton Institute.  Miner posed four exemplary students doing

daily activities to publicize Hampton’s curriculum: Alamancy Lee Evans, a male African-

American student, a female African-American student, Portia Payton, a female Indian

(Absentee Shawnee) student, Rachel Tyner, and an Wallace Springer, a male Indian

(Omaha) student.113  These images were also used in a variety of contexts, in

promotional publications and lantern slide presentations. Although Johnston also tracked

individual students through their classes, Miner, due in large part to his greater familiarity

with the students, depicted his sitters with warmth, ease, and individuality, aspects that

Johnston evidently downplayed.

                                                              
111 TccS, Frissell to Miner, October 24, 1906, Frissell letterbook, HUA.
112 ALS, Frissell to Miner, November 6, 1906, Frissell Letterbook, HUA.
113 Individuals are identified in Hultgren and Molin,     To Lead and To Serve   , and on individual prints in
HUA.
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Fig. 74.  LRM, [Evans and Payton at co-ed meal, 1907], Everyday Life
at Hampton, p. 10. CHS.
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Fig. 75.  LRM, [Alamancy Lee Evans reading to an older couple],
1907. Everyday Life at Hampton, p. 26. CHS.

Miner returned to the Hampton faculty and Camera Club as early as the summer of

1907.114  From that time, in addition to his teaching responsibilities, he also acted as

official photographer for the Institute, making pictures for fundraising and publicity

purposes.

Upon his return to the school in 1907, Miner immediately renewed his activity

with the Camera Club.  At the first meeting of the 1907/1908 school year, he was elected

                     
114 An image attributed to Miner reads, “Summer Y.M.C.A. 1907.”
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President of the club, but declined, probably for lack of time, as he was engaged in

completing the images for the 1907 Exposition.  Instead, the club resolved to make Miner

"club critic."115  As critic, Miner gave a talk on "Composition in Photography," speaking

of the "many principles that should be observed in the taking of a picture."116  The next

year, Miner became one of the club's two Executive members, and was appointed

chairman of the calendar committee, responsible for the selection of images for the annual

Hampton Calendar.  

Through 1913, Miner continued to make selections for the calendar, by then the

club's primary activity, a fundraising activity for the school.  Miner's membership was

sporadic thereafter; his next mention in the Camera Club records was as a judge of a

student photography contest in 1919, which he may have participated in as the school's

official photographer rather than as a member of the club.  Miner's membership in the

Camera Club lapsed by 1914, the first year he was not a member of the calendar

committee, although he may have continued to participate in selective functions and as an

advisor.

In 1906 and 1907 Miner traveled to St. Helena Island, among the South Carolina

Sea Islands, to photograph the Penn School, one of Hampton's satellite African-American

schools.  At Penn, he also applied the “Johnston method” of institutional photography,

and additionally, apparently on his own time, made portraits of individuals and the

folklife of the Gullah-speaking Island.  Freed from the narratives and staged scenes

mandated by Dunbar's text and Hampton's official posture, Miner's own visual style

seems evident in his photographs of St. Helena Island; a more documentary observation

of material and vernacular culture, the environment, the traditional economy of the island,

and its residents.  Several individuals Miner photographed on St. Helena were informants

for Elsie Clews Parsons' Folk Culture of the Sea Islands, published by the American

Folklore Society in 1923.117

                     
115 Camera Club Minutes, October 21, 1907, p. 129, HUA.
116 Camera Club Minutes, November 18, 1907, p. 132, HUA.
117 Richard Middleton was an informant for folklorist Elsie Clews Parsons in the 1920s.  Identified by
Edith Dabbs in     Face of an Island.
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Fig. 76.  LRM, “Homeward Bound” [Richard Middleton], ca. 1907.
From Outlook magazine, 1908.118

Portia Payton, a student at Hampton whom Miner photographed extensively for

the Jamestown Exhibition, taught third grade at the Penn School from 1908 to 1910.119

                     
118 Rossa B. Cooley, “Aunt Jane and Her People; The Real Negroes of the Sea Islands,”     Outlook    v. 90,
No. 8 (Oct. 24, 1908), p. 425   Dabbs identifies the individual in     Face of an Island   .
119 Payton is identified in photographs in the Penn School Papers: Photo Album v. 82, p. 0151(R)b:
"Teachers' Group, 1908,” v. 83, p. 0171(R)a: is captioned "Grade III. Miss Payton [May]," and 0183(L)a:
"Group of Teachers, 1910."
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According to the guest book at the Penn School, Miner visited St. Helena in 1907, 1915,

1916, 1922, and 1923,120 and several photographs in one of the Penn School albums

indicate that Miner photographed at Penn School as early as March 1904.121  The editor

of a 1970 edition of Miner’s Sea Islands photos, Face of An Island, Edith Dabbs dated

several of Miner’s Penn School images to 1906 and 1909. Miner may also have

photographed the school for the Jamestown Exposition. Several of Miner’s publicity

photographs duplicated Johnston’s iconography exactly, including photographs of

elementary school children saluting the flag dutifully, and students in a classroom gathered

around a diorama of a log cabin.  Johnston’s version appears as the frontispiece of the

next chapter of this study.

Fig. 77.  LRM, [Penn School teacher and children assembling log
cabin], ca. 1907.

                     
120 Finding aid, Photographs section, Penn School Papers, Manuscripts Department, Wilson Library,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, p. 40.
121 Photo Album v. 78, pp. 47-56, in the Penn School Papers #3615, Southern Historical Collection,
Wilson Library, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Several 3 x 3 1/2” contact prints of
classroom interiors were Miner’s, and were dated by hand, “March 22, 1904.”
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Miner's images of St. Helena Island are a testament to his appreciative familiarity

with rural black culture, and although they were made at a later date than the Dunbar

books, they establish his participation in the study of folklore and ethnology at

Hampton.  None of the images from the work demonstrate any trace of sentimentality or

caricature, and no individuals appear as character "types."  Miner’s Sea Islands images

demonstrate a serious ethnographic intent, and closely resemble ethnographic

photography, such as that employed by Boas.122  Several of Miner’s images document

individuals working at specific tasks utilizing characteristic technologies, as if they were

studies for ethnographic dioramas.  In several images in the series, Miner photographed an

individual in action both face-on and in profile, as if making an ethnographic record,

commissioned for scientific or museum use.  Photographed seemingly simultaneously

from two physical perspectives, Miner’s ethnographic images resemble scientific

evidentiary photographs, in the genre typified by the motion photographs of Eadweard

Muybridge.

                     
122 Ira Jacknis, “Franz Boas and Photography,” op cit.
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Fig. 78.  LRM, [Adelaide Washington with hoe, St. Helena, SC., ca.
1909?], Survey Graphic, 1924.123

Miner also photographed the woman with the hoe (above) in profile as well.124

Several of these images demonstrate the traditional uses of sea grass baskets and seem to

                     
123 Images by Miner (and Lewis Hine) accompany Rossa B. Cooley’s four-part series, “The Homes of the
Free,” which appeared monthly in the     Survey Graphic    from October 1923 to January 1924.  The above
image was published in “III. From Slave Hut to Home,” v. LI, No. 7, January 1, 1924, p. 347.
124 Image “25C” in Photo Album, Volume 87, PSP, UNC.
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form a narrative series.  Images from the series depict baskets being used to hold

cornmeal, to winnow rice, and to convey various materials.

Fig. 79.  LRM, [Rebecca Green hand-grinding grits], Outlook, 1919.125

                     
125 Rossa B. Cooley, “America’s Sea Islands”     Outlook   , v. 121, No. 18 (April 30, 1919), p. 740.
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Fig. 80.  LRM, “Fanning Rice”(“…one of the uses of Island baskets
woven in the African Way,”) [retouched] Outlook, 1908.126

Many of Miner’s images from South Carolina unequivocally demonstrate Miner’s

interest in documenting African-American material items, and his repeated travel to the

area to photograph demonstrate a particular interest in the Sea Islands’ unusually strong

African cultural legacy.  Begun with his collection of Northwest Coast artifacts, Miner’s

Sea Islands images further reinforce his long-standing interest in ethnography and material

culture.  Based upon these periods in Miner’s career, and given similar interests among

                     
126 I have recorded a significant subsequent caption from the     Survey Graphic    in parentheses.  The
retouched image above appeared in Rossa B. Cooley, “Aunt Jane and Her People; The Real Negroes of the
Sea Islands,”     Outlook   , v. 90, No. 8 (October 24, 1908), p. 429.
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several of the Camera Club’s members, one absolutely must read their awareness and

these concerns into the photographs in the Dunbar books.  Even at their most theatrical,

the Dunbar books documented and disseminated crucial elements of African-American

culture.  In Miner’s case, documentation of African-American cultural heritage was

paramount among his concerns, and the salient feature unifying his diverse and extensive

photographs of African-American subjects.
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Fig. 81.  LRM, “In the gallery of human struggle we must find place
for the Negro woman—with heavy cord tied round her hips to ‘gib her
strength” [Peggy Mack], Survey Graphic, 1923.127

                     
127 From Rossa B. Cooley, ”The Homes of the Free; II. The Bandage of Love,”     Survey Graphic   , v. 51,
No. 3, (November 1, 1923), p. 151.  A variant depicts the woman using the axe to drive a stake into the
ground to secure
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Many of Miner's South Carolina photographs exhibit the influence of established

artists upon his work, many of whom figure prominently in the history of the depiction

of African Americans in American art and the incorporation of folklife in the visual arts.

Although created after his contributions to the Dunbar book, Miner's images of St. Helena

and broad familiarity with his predecessors demonstrate his keen, early awareness of

African-American vernacular culture and his participation in a dialogue over the portrayal

of African-American subjects.  Miner's photographic images in the Dunbar books indicate

they were formulated consciously in response to visual traditions in both of these areas.

Outside the context of dialect verse and the staged dramas in the Dunbar books that on

cursory examination suggest the plantation and minstrel traditions, Miner's photographic

work reads differently when isolated, bearing a number of important correlations. Miner's

South Carolina work also demonstrates Miner’s influence from the Pennsylvania

Museum School in Philadelphia. A number of Philadelphia School artists painted African-

American subjects, and Miner drew upon the work of at least one of them in his Dunbar

and Sea Islands images: Thomas Eakins’ student, Henry Ossawa Tanner, among the first

African-American artists seriously considered by the art establishment.  Both Eakins and

Tanner were photographers, and Miner may have studied photography in Pennsylvania

while taking courses in applied art.128  Miner, a painter who had studied at the National

Academy in New York, would have known of several of these figures by reputation.

Eakins resigned from PAFA in 1886, prior to Miner’s arrival in Philadelphia.  Twenty-

eight years old in 1892, when he attended the Pennsylvania Museum School of Industrial

Art, Miner may have known some of the “Eight” or “Ashcan School” painters, most of

whom studied at PAFA at the same time Miner studied in Philadelphia.129  J. Liberty

                     
128 Tanner opened a photographic portrait studio in Atlanta to cater to the ascending African-American
middle-class.  After the venture failed for lack of patrons, Tanner moved to Paris, and remained an
expatriate for the rest of his life.  (Guy McElroy,     Facing History   , p. 102.)  Miner was a photographer prior
to his appearance on the Hampton campus, although it is unclear where he got his training, if at all.
Miner’s “Thlinget” articles in the Southern Workman document he made photographs in Alaska in 1898.
Leigh Richmond Miner, "By Indian Canoe to the Hidden Glacier,"     SW     , December 1899, p. 40. (Quoted
earlier)
129 Archives of American Art, Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts Collection, Student Registers, Reel
4318, various class register sheets.  Several of the “Eight:” Robert Henri, John Sloan, William Glackens,
Maxfield Parrish, Eugene Shillady, and Everett Shinn, attended classes at PAFA from Fall 1891 through
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Tadd, a Philadelphia proponent of manual training, also studied with Eakins.  Miner may

have been Tadd’s student.130 Dedicated to realistic presentations of shocking and novel

subject matter that elided fine-art conventions, several of the Ashcan Painters painted

African-American subjects as individuals, without allegorical, comic, or overly pathetic

intent. Two more of Eakins’ students at PAFA would become known as Pictorial

photographers, and were acquainted with Frances Benjamin Johnston. Eva S. Watson

(later Eva Watson-Schütze) and Abigail Van Buren studied at PAFA in 1877 and 1884,

respectively.  Johnston corresponded with both in the same year she photographed

Hampton; she profiled women photographers for the Ladies Home Journal, judged the

Philadelphia Photographic Salon of 1898, and assembled a collection of women

photographers for the Paris Exposition.131

Most crucially, Miner drew heavily upon Tanner's work, appropriating the

iconography of Tanner’s most famous image of African-American subjects.  Although

Miner's connection to the Ashcan Realists is largely circumstantial, Miner undeniably

knew Tanner's image intimately; Hampton owned Tanner's most famous painting, The

Banjo Lesson, painted in 1893, and installed it in a reading room in the school's library in

1894. Miner photographed the painting in one of the publicity pictures for the school,

and saved a print in his own collection.

                                                              
1893, during the period when Miner studied in Philadelphia at the Pennsylvania Museum School of
Industrial Art.
130 Tadd taught in Philadelphia during Miner’s residence, and he had studied with Eakins and Tanner.
PAFA students records, AAA/SI.  Miner may have known Tadd when he was a student at the
Pennsylvania Museum School or as a teacher in the Philadelphia School of Industrial Art. Tadd was author
of     New Methods in Education; Art, Real Manual Training, Nature Study; explaining Processes Whereby
Hand, Eye and Mind are Educated by Means That Conserve Vitality and Develop a Union of Thought and
Action;    (New York: Orange Judd, 1899).  Tadd’s title sounds reminiscent of Miner’s sensibility.
131 Toby Quitslund, “Her Feminine Colleagues; Photographs and Letters Collected by Frances Benjamin
Johnston in 1900,” in      Women Artists in Washington   , exhibition catalog, (College Park, MD: University
of Maryland, 1979), p. 108-9.
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Fig. 82.  LRM,  [H.O. Tanner's "The Banjo Lesson" installed in the
Hampton Library], ca. 1907, original print, private collection.
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Fig. 83.  Henry Ossawa Tanner. "The Banjo Lesson," 1893, Hampton
University Museum.

Two of Miner's photographs from St. Helena owe much of their content to Tanner's

"Banjo Lesson."  Tanner painted the image to establish and legitimize the banjo and the

African-American folk tradition despite popular caricature, in a manner that honored

African-American vernacular culture and the mechanics of the passage of tradition from

generation to generation.  In the painting, Tanner indicates that banjo playing is not an

inborn talent, but legitimate musicianship, a taught and practiced skill, an element of a

larger cultural heritage to be regarded with pride and reverence.  In the image, Tanner

sought to dispel the popular association of the banjo with the shuffling and fawning

minstrel tradition, replacing it with an African-American pride in ownership of powerful

cultural tradition.  

Tanner used the figure of intergenerational teaching and the passage of tradition as

a device to circumvent popular derogatory images.  Tanner “changed the joke and slipped

the yoke,” in Ralph Ellison’s words, emptying the sign of its derogatory or irreverent
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signified as a means of altering its connotation.132  Tanner’s image masterfully

demonstrates that white supremacists applied racist discourses to actual features of

African-American life, using them as vessels to carry a spurious cargo of black inferiority,

spun as a rudimentary, intuitive musicality.  Tanner painted two related images in the

same year, “The Bagpipe Lesson,” and “The Sabot Maker” using the same construction,

as if to assert his right to comment upon and participate in European culture.  Both of

these images depicted intergenerational transmission of folk culture in Brittany, in

northwest France. Ironically, “The Bagpipe Lesson,” which depicts whites, exploits

comic subject matter. The latter, associated painting was acquired by Hampton Institute

with “The Banjo Lesson,” in 1894. “The Sabot Maker” acquired much more recently, is

also housed in the Hampton Museum.

Rudolph Eickemeyer, Jr. also adapted the device (in reverse, from the younger to

the older generation) and published it in Down South (1899), perhaps from Tanner’s

example. Preceding the work of the photographers at Hampton, Eickemeyer’s

photographs were made in the period between 1894 and 1899, shortly after Tanner’s

painting appeared in the public consciousness.

                     
132 In the essay of that title, Ralph Ellison highlights the trickster figure, who employs the minstrel
mask.
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Fig. 84.  Eickemeyer, “The New South,” Down South, UT-Austin
Libraries.

Miner used the device in the same manner in 1907 in his publicity image depicting

Alamancy Evans teaching an older couple to read, and used the intergenerational device

several times in his St. Helena pictures, a direct appropriation of Tanner’s composition.

Miner applied it to his own areas of interest in folklore and the St. Helena locale.
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Fig. 85.  LRM, “They Make the Baskets that Find Their Way to
Many Homes” [Alfred Graham and grandson, 1909], from Outlook,
1919.133

Graham taught basketry at Penn School, a skill he brought with him as a child from

Africa.  Even in Miner's day, the Sea Islands were long acknowledged as a repository of

African traditions on American soil, and many of his images depict the dignity of a

independent, rooted culture and its survival despite slavery.134  Although sea grass

basketry was not co-opted as a derogatory symbol by the white public, Miner's use of

intergenerational transfer elucidates a cultural continuum with roots deep in the past, a

                     
133 From Rossa B. Cooley, “America’s Sea Islands,”     Outlook    v. 121, No. 18 (April 30, 1919), p. 740.
134 Among the earliest extant photographs of African Americans, the Zealy daguerreotypes commissioned
by Louis Agassiz, were made of slaves from the Sea Islands in the 1840s because the individuals
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tradition to honor and respect rather than eliminate by the process of acculturation and

civilization. Miner photographed another similar example, depicting an older man teaching

a young boy to fashion a shrimp net.135  

A collector of antiques and art objects, Miner may have viewed the Sea Islands’

sea grass basket-weaving tradition as an African-American analogy to the Indian crafts

popular with contemporary collectors, and such commercial potential put his skills as a

teacher of crafts at the center of Hampton’s mission. To Miner, sea grass basketry was a

skill with a potential educational function and commercial application, and he clearly

sought to highlight an element of the vernacular, creative genius endemic to African-

American culture. Today, these baskets are marketed as collectible African-American

cultural commodities.

To a great degree, Hampton’s photographs of African Americans seem corollaries

of the nostalgia with which Indians were viewed during the era, in part as salvage

documentaries or in Renato Rosaldo’s terminology, as “imperialist nostalgia.”136  Unlike

its Indian counterpart, African-American culture at Hampton seemed more transformed,

updated, and fostered than eradicated, in part because African Americans at the school

stepped into a prominent role in preserving folklore and elements of culture as their

legacy, much as Anna Julia Cooper and Tanner had prescribed.  While the Hampton

photographers romanticized quaint aspects of African-American culture, few

contemporary commentators would have characterized African—American culture as

“languishing.”  Considering the rage for African-American folklore, dialect poetry,

ragtime, and cake-walking, far more observers worried that African-American culture was

displacing and reshaping European art forms.  By the 1920s, these fears exploded as racist

crusades avowing segregating races to maintain the “purity” of Anglo-Saxon Protestant

culture, hedging against Modernity and the Africanization of American culture,

                                                              
represented pure African physiognomic “types.”  The Sea Islands were widely understood to be culturally
African.  See Henry Wilder Foote, “The Penn School on St. Helena Island,”     SW     , May 1902, p. 264.
135 Published in Grace Bigelow House, “Roads of Learning on St. Helena,”     Progresssive Education   , v.
XIV, No. 4 (April 1937), p. 248.
136 See the chapter of that name in Renato Rosaldo,     Culture and Truth; the Remaking of Social Analysis   
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1993).
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manifested especially as recording technology disseminated jazz, blues, and “moral

laxity.”

Another of Miner's intergenerational images from St. Helena diverges from

Tanner's conceptual construction of “The Banjo Lesson,” although it conveys the same

honor for tradition and proposes a continuum into the future, additionally mediating

tradition and progress, humility and service.  
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Fig. 86.  LRM, [Nurse L. Viola Ford and Mrs. Mary Green], Original
print, private collection.137

Rather than glorifying the subject with a crepuscular glow, Miner’s image stresses a

workmanlike, Progressive ethos, and exhibits a seemingly cynical nonchalance and

confrontational directness on the part of the elder, seated woman at right.  Although the

image illustrates a biblical parable much explored in western iconography, Miner’s scene

                     
137 This image was published in Miner’s lifetime accompanying Rossa B. Cooley, “The Homes of the
Free; I. Satisfying Afflictions,” v. LI, No. 1 (October 1, 1923), p. 10.  The image illustrated an article
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is believable as a document of medical treatment, and the elder woman willfully betrays

no trace of suffering victimhood, eliding the sentimental and missionary projection of a

helpless innocent crying out for white intervention.  The African-American community

Miner manifested here is clearly able to take care of its own problems; neither character

seems poised to widen their eyes and roll out a performance of “Nobody Knows the

Trouble I’ve Seen.”  Miner’s final symbolic irony rests in a detail; Nurse Ford washes

Mrs. Green’s foot with “absorbent cotton,” marked clearly on the package.  This was an

important detail to Miner; a variant of the image positioned the box more noticeably in

the foreground, beside the bowl at Mrs. Green’s feet.138  Until the boll weevil destroyed

the cotton crop in the ‘teens, the long-staple cotton grown on the Sea Islands was among

the area’s prime economic products, a major rationale for importing slave labor from a

continent away.  In Miner’s composition, cotton and twentieth-century technology

salves the pain of the former slave.  The nurse uses her medical training and retains her

African-American cultural heritage, enacting a ritual derived from African-American folk

culture, a woman both Modern and ethnically African American.  The image is an icon

contesting an interpretation of the Hampton philosophy solely from Johnston’s images.

Using this allegorical image, a critic may deduce an opposite conclusion regarding

Hampton’s mission and photography’s place in it.

The image is a parable of the reconciliation of modernity and tradition taught at

Hampton and its offspring industrial schools.  Miner may have known of the African-

American “footwash" practice from the "Folklore and Ethnology" section in back issues

of the Southern Workman, material collected by graduates of the school.  By the time

Miner arrived at Hampton, several members of the extended Hampton community had

published two articles exploring the phenomenon in Virginia, Alabama, and North

Carolina, an idiosyncratic rite in rural African-American culture following an evening meal,

drawn from the life of Christ in the pages of the New Testament.139 In John 13:2-16,

                                                              
outlining the Penn’s School’s medical outreach initiatives on the island.  Mrs. Green had run a potato fork
through her foot.
138 Penn School Photograph Album, Penn School Papers, UNC.
139 “J.,” “The Ceremony of ‘Footwash’ in Virginia,”     Southern Workman   , April 1896, p. 82.  Also Portia
Smiley, The Foot-wash in Alabama,”     Southern Workman   , May 1896, p. 101.
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Christ washes the feet of his disciples prior to the Last Supper, cleansing them of sin to

prepare them for the priesthood.  The parable also had a long history in European

iconography; it was painted by Tintoretto in 1556, and housed in London’s National

Gallery from 1882. Apparently, Miner never traveled to Europe, although he may have

seen a photographic reproduction of the image.  Because of Miner’s emphatic use of

African-American subjects, however, it also suggests another influence from Tanner, who

painted “Christ Washing the Feet of His Disciples” in 1906, an image owned by the

Philadelphia department store owner, Rodman Wanamaker, for whom Robert Ogden,

Tanner’s patron and Hampton’s trustee, was a manager.140   Miner may have observed

the foot-washing rite in person in South Carolina or Virginia as well.  In both aspects of

the image, Miner utilized specifically African-American tropes to inform the content of

his photograph, explicitly utilizing his image as a medium to convey and further several

facets of African-American culture.  The image is a strong indicator of Miner’s sensibility

as an insider in African-American culture; participating intelligently and unsentimentally

within African-American visual culture to further an African-American iconography and

political imperative.

An inexplicable indication of the iconographic relationship between Miner,

Hampton, the Dunbar books, and Tanner: on April 30, 1908, newswires carried an

erroneous story on Tanner that was published in many metropolitan dailies, including in

Boston, Philadelphia, and New York.  As it appeared in the Philadelphia Item, the article

announced the participation of American painters in a Paris salon, and it additionally

suggests the racism to which Tanner was exposed, even in his hometown:

H.O. Tanner, of Philadelphia, the mulatto who illustrated Paul Laurence
Dunbar’s books… exposes another large scriptural subject of only
moderate merit, ‘The Wise and Foolish Virgins,’ which the jury has given a
place in the Salon D’Honneur.141

                     
140 From an undated clipping in the Tanner Papers, Smithsonian Institution, Archives of American Art,
Microfilm Reel D307, frame 18--.
141 “The American Painters,”     Philadelphia Item    , April 30, 1908.  From a clipping in the Tanner Papers,
Smithsonian Institution, Archives of American Art, Microfilm Reel D307, frame 1897.
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The Springfield (MA) Republican described the same painting as “a large scriptural

subject of merit.”142  The Philadelphia writer felt compelled to gratuitously distort and

negate Tanner’s historic achievement.  Several articles about Tanner during the period

appeared near the newspaper’s crime report, the designated location for nearly all

African-American topics.  In one case, a photograph of Tanner appeared next to the

headline, “Wife Beaten by Husband, Accuses Him of Murder.”143  Like Dunbar, Tanner

was a rising African-American star. He was the son of a distinguished African Methodist

Episcopal Bishop with strong connections to Booker T. Washington and Hampton

Institute.  Tanner’s sister, Halle Tanner Johnson, was the first black physician in

Alabama and the resident physician at Tuskegee.144  Tanner was also acquainted with

DuBois: Tanner taught art at Clark College and struggled to maintain a photo studio in

Atlanta prior to his expatriation to Paris.145

Most blacks and at least a handful whites lauded Tanner as an exemplar

demonstrating the unique gifts of his race in the visual arts.  Booker Washington claimed

Tanner for the race in a somewhat backhanded manner, pronouncing,

Although his paintings exhibit that full-bodied sense of rhythm and color
which gives a peculiar charm to the art production of his race, Tanner’s
work is above all racial distinctions.146

A white Chicago critic used the same deterministic rationale to gauge the painter’s talent:

…free from mawkish sentimentality,…he has…come to use a cold palette.
This does not seem temperamentally suited to him.  In the cold end of the
spectrum, the violets, blues, and cold greens, belong naturally to the
Anglo-Saxon and correspond with a certain hardness of disposition and
outlook.  But the more warm-blooded peoples, beginning with the Latins,
are more at home with the warmer tonalities.147

                     
142     Springfield Republican   , April 30, 1908.  From a clipping in the Tanner Papers, Smithsonian
Institution, Archives of American Art, Microfilm Reel D307, frame 1899.
143     Chicago Daily Tribune   , February 2, 1911.  From a clipping in the Tanner Papers, Smithsonian
Institution, Archives of American Art, Microfilm Reel D307, frame 1922.
144 AAA, Tanner Papers, Reel D307, fr. 1509
145 Tanner’s 1915 Address book includes DuBois’ address in Atlanta. AAA, Tanner Papers, Reel D306,
fr. 1258.
146 AAA, Tanner Papers, Reel D 307, fr. 1965.
147Annie Tietjens, article clipping, undated, Tanner Papers,  Reel D 307, fr. 1974. AAA.
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Tanner reacted with dismay and exasperation, to the essentialist notion that his talent was

somehow inborn, or limited or abetted by ethnic identity: a notion he tried desperately to

shatter in “The Banjo Lesson.”  His reply is frequently quoted:

Does not the 3/4 of English blood in my veins, which when it flowed in
‘pure’ Anglo-Saxon veins which it has done in the past…does it not count
for anything? Does the 1/4 or 1/8 of ‘pure’ Negro blood in my veins count
for all?  I believe that if the Negro blood counts[,] it counts to my
advantage though it has earned me at times a life of great humiliation &
sorrow—unlimited ‘kicks’ and ‘cuffs’–but that it is the source of all my
talents (if I have any)[,] I do not believe it all comes from my English
ancestors.…

Despised and living in self-imposed exile because of his love and devotion for his wife,

Jesse, who was white, Tanner continued,

True this condition has driven me out of the country, but still the best
friends I have are white Americans & while I cannot sing our national
hymn, “Land of Liberty,” etc, etc… Still deep down in my heart I love it
and am sad sometimes that I cannot live where my heart is.…

…When my ‘Lazarus’ was bought by the French government, it was
telegraphed to the States “A Negro Sells Picture to the French
Government.”  Now a paper in Baltimore wanted a photo of this “Negro.”
Of course they had none.  So out they go and photograph the first dock
hand they come across.148

Hampton’s patronage and Miner’s repeated homages to Tanner represent significant

trangressions of the rigid racial codes in the U.S., demonstrating a significant commitment

to his work at a time it was clearly not a majority position.

Miner's foot-washing image, dated to 1906, makes no explicit reference to African-

American religion, but its subtext is a discourse derived from vernacular African-American

culture itself.  Miner’s image functionally became part of the African-American folk

tradition, referring to and perpetuating a syncretic folk practice.  Although the image was

made to promote the health program and community service at the Penn School, the

photograph's allegorical nature implies an overall commitment to progress while

commemorating the past, a soothing balm for a culture and generation born in slavery, a

                     
148 Tanner, , Response to an article by Annie Tietjens, May 25, 1914, Tanner Papers, Reel D306. fr. 116-
7, AAA
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deference care toward old traditions, and a cultural healing from the defilement of slavery.

It is an integration of assimilation, secularization, and cultural autonomy, a healing of

wounds while preserving a powerful heritage and promoting modernity and progress.

The image ranks as one of Miner’s central images and demonstrates his fluency with

iconography consciously drawn from African-American vernacular sources and the

burgeoning fine-arts tradition. The image is a landmark of African-American art,

irrespective of the racial identity of its maker.  The image also reads as a manifesto for

Hampton’s mission, testifying that vernacular culture remains despite technological

progress, that racial progress should be rooted in the past, and that technical skills may be

employed to serve individual, family, community, race, and nation.

The sophistication of the Sea Islands images establishes the depth of Miner’s

participation in African-American culture and his initiation in African-American issues.

Knowing that Miner would later produce such images allows us to read back and judge his

images for the Dunbar books by the same high standard.  Miner was an extraordinary

individual and photographer, capable of aesthetic and conceptual rigor, an equal to the

best photographers of his generation, working nearly anonymously in a career dedicated

unselfishly to higher goals in social service.  

Several years after the publication of the Dunbar books, in 1911, Miner published

a group of photographs in a book of dialect poems, Ben King's Southland Melodies, a

decorated and photographically-illustrated volume imitative of the Dunbar books.

Illustrated jointly with Essie Collins Matthews, Miner's work again follows to a poetic

narrative, but exhibits less of the staged mode apparent in the Dunbar books, despite

King's (1857-1899) conventional plantation dialect and humor. King’s poems were

copyrighted over a decade earlier, and several were published in Ben King’s Verse in

1894.  Matthews was an amateur photographer who worked in the Savannah area near St.

Helena, and photographed at Henry McAlpin’s Hermitage Rice Plantation in Chatham

County, Georgia.149

                     
149 Essie Collins Matthews,     Aunt        Phebe      , Uncle, Tom and Others   .  Two brick slave cabins from the
Hermitage Plantation were transported to and re-erected at Henry Ford's Greenfield Village, in Dearborn,
MI. <www.hfmgv.org/education/smartfun/hermitage/house/plant.html>.
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Fig. 87.  LRM, Frontispiece, Ben King's Southland Melodies.150

                     
150 Miner photographed this man on several occasions. He appears in many of Miner’s published
photographs.
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Fig. 88.  LRM, Ben King's Southland Melodies, original print, private
collection.
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Fig. 89.  LRM, Ben King's Southland Melodies, original print, private
collection.

Even in this context, Miner dignified the volume, presenting a style more typical of his

South Carolina photographs, respecting individual dignity and avoiding exoticism,

nostalgia, and formulaic pathos.    

In 1912, Miner became Director of Applied Art at Hampton, overseeing the

teaching of art in all the divisions of the school.  In the same year, he learned to operate a

motion picture camera, and shot promotional films for Hampton,151 including a film that

was appended as a corrective coda to D.W. Griffith's incendiary Birth of a Nation.152

Responding to negative criticism and pressure from the African-American community and

                     
151"Moving Pictures" index cards number 2 and 3, Miner box, HUA.
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the NAACP, Griffith added the epilogue to later runs of his epic as an expedient effort to

balance the dehumanizing depictions of African Americans appearing in the film.  The

film was based upon Thomas Dixon's racist novel, The Clansman, and was influential in

reviving popular interest in the Ku Klux Klan, an organization which would reach its peak

membership nationwide in the 1920s.  

Following his father’s literary bent, in the 1910's Miner published poetry, both in

standard English and dialect, illustrated with his photographs.  His sentimental poetry,

derived in part from Dunbar’s work, appeared in the Southern Workman, and in 1918 and

1919, four of his dialect poems were published in Outlook, a Progressive national

magazine, with illustrations. “Give Jim His Chance,” published in 1919, seems a plea for

civil rights for African Americans, depicting a black mother’s patriotism and prayer for

her son’s safe return from fighting overseas,

Deah Lawd, so thankfu’—I’se liftin’ prayer—
My boy Jim’s safe back from ovah thaih…
Lawd, keep dat vision cl’ar fo’ his eyes,
Les’ Jim slip back where darkness lies

So heavy dat nary one can see
In Jim de man what he’s meant to be.
Dey sez dat Jim done right sma’t in France,
But hyeah, Lawd, I ax, give Jim his chance.153

Unfortunately, Miner’s meaning in his crucial last line is rendered unclear by his phonetic

spelling of the word, “hyeah.”  Had he rendered the word in standard spelling, it would

have been clearer. “Hear, Lord…give Jim his chance” refers to the Lord listening to her

prayer for her son’s survival in France, a standard sentimental convention.   As “Here,

Lord…give Jim his chance,” the mother asks that Jim be given a chance here, to exercise

rights of citizenship on this side of the Atlantic, to do “right sma’t” in America following

his service.  The poem’s mutable meaning is emblematic of Hampton’s enigmatic public

face.

                                                              
152Interview with Fritz Malval, Archivist, Hampton University Archives, May 6, 1994.  Correspondence
between Griffith and Hampton is housed in the archives.      Birth of a Nation    was screened six times at
Hampton betwen April and November 1915.  "Moving Picture" Index card number 8, HUA.
153 LRM, “Give Jim His Chance,”     Outlook    v. 121, (April 23, 1919), p. 720
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Miner's foremost interests included landscape and interior design, the topics to

which the majority of his published prose was dedicated over the years.  Not

surprisingly, the Dunbar books reflect Miner's architectural and horticultural interests;

following Dunbar in part, recurrent themes referring to domestic spaces figure

prominently in the Dunbar photographs.  In 1918, Miner published "Home Decoration,"

an article illustrated with drawings and photographs.  The article was published in the

Southern Workman, and as one of the "Hampton Leaflets," a series of pamphlets

distributed to graduates and schools on various technical, agricultural, and domestic

subjects.154  The article outlined suggestions for placement of furniture and decorations,

and design guidelines for landscaping.  Consistent with his aesthetic functionalism, he was

not disposed to the ornamental excesses of Victoriana, but promoted simplicity and

minimalism.  If Hampton’s students were to be accepted in a society dominated by

whites, Miner’s suggestions were a means of adapting African-American homes to white

standards of propriety.  Miner spends much of his time depicting home exteriors, making

them attractive from without, making them exemplars and potentially expressing the

resident’s taste and status within the community. At first the idea sounds ethnocentric

and colonial, a rigidly assimilative iteration of domestic sentimentality, an imposition of

subjective values within the private sphere.  Miner’s article was directed toward

Hampton graduates, and a largely internal audience. More than any other of his published

statements, it reveals a great deal about his aesthetic and character.  Miner established his

relativism reassuringly and unthreateningly at the very top of the article, qualifying,

It is hard to imagine anyone happy in decorating his home entirely by rule.
In fact, it is a place in which to express one’s individuality.  However,
study of the subject of Interior Decoration gives us certain principles
which, if we adopt [them], set us free to work out our individuality.

Let us take a little house and make of its interior, a beautiful place, livable
as well as beautiful because of its restful simplicity.155

                     
154 Appendix B is a bibliography of Miner's personal published work.
155 LRM, “Home Decoration,”     SW     , March 1918, p. 129.  Also printed as Hampton Leaflet, Vol. VIII,
No. 1.
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Some of Miner’s advice contradicts the African-American vernacular aesthetic he

photographed so frequently in the Dunbar books; other suggestions seem to confirm that

which he documented in his images.  Miner advised,

Choose furniture of a simple design, straight rather than curved in line….
For easy chairs in the living room, use some of the simpler forms found in
wicker or willow, with cushions conforming to the color scheme of room…

The pictures we use on our walls should mean something to us; they are an
index to character, and therefore an incentive to careful study for the
development of art appreciation.  Reserving more intimate pictures of
friends and family for our bedrooms, we may share our landscapes or
copies of great pictures…with our guests in the living room.156

Establishing an early Modern, Craftsman aesthetic that prioritized beauty and simplicity

over status, Miner validated modest homes and modest means, offering Hampton

graduates yet another potential means of self-esteem.  The article was also a subtle means

of promoting home ownership by African Americans, and confirmed a rigid boundary

between public and private spheres, reserving personal expression for interior spaces.

                     
156 Ibid, p. 130.
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Fig. 90.  Top, LRM, “The Wrong Sort of Decoration.”

Fig. 91.  Bottom, LRM, “The Square Effects Give Dignity and
Repose.”  Illustrations from LRM, “Home Decoration,” Southern
Workman, March 1918.

Overall, Miner’s advice seems practical and generous, his language offers suggestions

rather than iron-clad dictums.  The article also illuminates his photographic aesthetic, a

similar compositional sensibility and fondness for simple elegance.

Scenes Miner shot for a 1918 promotional film, “Education at Hampton,” also

uncover Miner’s commitment to his activities at Hampton.  Like Peabody’s history of

the Institute, Miner’s film likely commemorated Hampton’s fiftieth anniversary.  Several

titles are revealing, and were probably written by Miner, conveying his characteristic

language and ideas.  An establishing shot of the Hampton campus and buildings from an

airplane is accompanied by a title reading, “Beauty and order in place of neglect and

ugliness develop capabilities for good.”  Reasserting his belief in a correlation between

aesthetics and morality, Miner further exhibited a Progressive sentiment, emphasizing the
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influence of environment upon character.  The same logic also supported the correlation

between human beauty and morality, a common component of racist thought that Dunbar

undermined with his mask allegory, voicing the disjunction between appearance and

internal “character.”  Another title reads, “The study of art applied to common things

brings with i[t] an appreciation of the beautiful resulting in the use of color and form in a

happy relation to home and community.”157  Miner’s philosophy was evidently an

unformed, hazy rationale for teaching art to Hampton’s students.  

In 1919, Miner described his influence in all the school’s departments in a report

to the school’s Principal in a more pragmatic and concrete manner,

This work, starting in academic drawing classes, has worked out into
beautifying the school grounds, illustrating publications, making
photographs, movies and posters toward effective campaign work, interior
decorating, designing for domestic arts classes and raising standards
generally.158

As did many of the faculty at Hampton, Miner expressed his personal interests in

campus activities, contributing far beyond the tasks he was required to perform.  Like

Miner, Bacon, Folsom and the other members of the Camera Club, faculty members made

Hampton their home, finding personal edification in extracurricular pet projects benefiting

the school. Miner’s interests also became part of the curriculum in later years, instilling

care and pride in students’ domestic environments,

…boys are taught to apply art principles to the making of picturesque
homes.  Hence trees and plants are studied with due regard to their use in
ornamental planting.159

Evidently quiet and humble, little of Miner’s personality is evident in his work, and

unlike the portraits he took, always evasive, few pictures depict him looking directly at

                     
157 TccMS, “Education at Hampton”, “Movies by RL Miner,” written in by hand, circa 1918, Miner
folder 1904-1929, HUA.  The document also indicates Miner made films at the Penn School, which were
used to publicize Hampton’s mission.  An airplane and dirigible used in the making of the film were likely
provided by the U.S. Army Air Corps and its aerial photography school at Langley Field, land recently
annexed from Hampton.  Miner used the more masculine “Richmond” as his first name in the twentieth
century.  Holland Day’s student, J.N. Giridlian, who taught aerial photography at Langley Field, may have
provided the aerial footage and equipment for Miner.
158 TccS, Miner to Dr. James E. Gregg, February 1, 1919, Miner folder 1904-29, HUA. Gregg became
Principal after Frissell’s death in 1918.
159 Ibid.
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camera. Margaret Armstrong Howe, General Armstrong’s daughter, captured a fragment

of Miner’s voice, recalling his tolerance for alternative aesthetic standards, “These words

of his came back to me--in talking of my garden—‘Rather Daring!’—he never feared

change to new ideas!” In the same letter, Howe praised the quality of Miner’s

photographs for Face of an Island somewhat apologetically, predicting African-American

distaste for the images he recorded, “It is a fine memorial to him & an honor to Hampton.

What a priceless record!  It may not be a popular one, but it is important.”160

Miner’s private thoughts on gardening, recorded near the end of his life, seemingly

written as notes for a garden talk, further reveal his anachronistic romantic bent:

When we say of a garden that it has charm, we pay it the highest
compliment, for of all qualities, charm is the most elusive and endearing.

…I know of no charm more alluring than that of a well-loved garden.  I say
“well-loved” because such a garden does not just happen, but grows out of
knowledge and thought, and above all, the love for the work which some
person puts into its creation.  Once created, it has an appeal for all, from
the child who delights in it without knowing why, to the artist who sees
and feels all the beauty of its design, its grace of proportions, its delicacy
of balance, its contrasts and harmony of color, its lights and shadows and
the rhythm underlying its whole composition….

Simplicity without obviousness is the secret of charm, for the obvious is
never charming.  If the obvious has no mystery, no reserve, that is why
many gardens fail.  They spread before us like nicely-patterned rugs are
seen at a glance and have nothing to explore.161

While Miner’s language is fussy by contemporary standards, he was grounded in

materiality and demonstrated a great respect for aesthetic and creative endeavor, a

Ruskinian or Orwellian sensibility that dignified sensory experience and human labor for

their own ends, rather than appreciating objects for their status value.  Miner’s interests

seem hardly compatible with an institution that was purportedly hostile to teaching

liberal arts subjects, to teaching African Americans social and economic inferiority, “to

hew wood and draw water.”  

                     
160 Mrs. Margaret Armstrong Howe to Eleanor Gilman, n.d., Miner 1904-29.  After the publication of
The Hampton Album     and     Face of an Island    in 1970, Gilman, the school’s secretary and archivist  solicited
reminiscences of Miner from former members of the campus community.
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During the 1920s, a tumultuous period in Hampton’s history, as the school was

making the transition from a somewhat idealistic technical school to a more up-to-date

college of higher learning, students increasingly agitated for an increased black presence

among the faculty, and for a more relaxed, less ascetic moral code. In his time, for

instance, Armstrong eliminated the double-standard that allowed faculty members to

dance on campus, but forbade students from doing so.162  Evidently, such archaic

proscriptions remained in effect into the 1920s. James Gregg, principal at the time, unlike

the founder, came down hard on student agitators, expelling student ring-leaders from the

school for leading a student strike in 1927.  The strike, although with deep roots, was

precipitated by the administration’s refusal to turn off the lights during the showing of a

documentary film, almost exactly the kind of anachronistic churchly lantern slide

entertainment that spawned the creation of the Camera Club and Hampton’s publicity

machine nearly thirty-five years earlier. Fifty-two students left the school as a result, and

DuBois denounced the school openly and in a national forum in the pages of Crisis.163  In

a tersely-worded letter to Principal Gregg, Miner resigned his position the following year.

Several other long-tenured faculty members on the campus resigned during the period,

including Jane Eliza Davis, Cora Folsom, and Caroline Andrus.  Unfortunately, it is lost

to posterity whether Miner’s resignation resulted from his sympathy with the strike

leaders, his dissatisfaction with changes in the school, or whether his resignation was

wholly unrelated.  The school did not accept his resignation or he withdrew it.  He did not

subsequently leave the faculty.

 Miner was evidently a beloved and respected character at Hampton, who

wouldn’t let go of his connection to the school as he aged.  Never married, although he

maintained close relationships with fellow teachers and administrators, Miner was

married to his position at Hampton, devoting his entire adult life to serving his students

and enlarging the school’s social and cultural impact.  The administration too, had a

difficult time letting him go.  As Miner's mandatory retirement approached in 1928, an

                                                              
161 LRM, [Notes on gardens], Sketchbook, ca. 1930, private collection.
162 Lindsey,    Indians at Hampton Institute   , p. 167.
163 Howard V. Young, “William Howard Taft and Hampton Institute,”     Stony the Road   , p. 155.
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administrator wrote the Principal, summing up Miner's contribution to the school: "In

general, it must probably be admitted that no single individual can be found who can be

responsible for the great variety of things Mr. Miner has done."164  In addition, Miner

met each Hampton student on at least one occasion; as part of his job as photographer, he

photographed all the new students each year for years.165 The great majority of his

subjects were black, and unusual for a white photographer, he was a master of lighting and

photographing black skin, a challenge for photographers unaccustomed to stopping

exposures down to reveal luminous subtleties. Until his semi-retirement in 1933, Miner

remained the school's staff photographer, cinematographer, and Director of Applied Art,

in addition to designing and supervising the planting of the school grounds, the decoration

of school buildings, the school's publicity exhibits, and as a member of the “B.B. Club,”

the scenery for theatrical productions.    

The school's administration finally forced Miner to retire against his will in 1933,

but owing to the Depression, he was allowed to remain on the staff on the outside

payroll, to continue landscaping the school's grounds.  Miner died in June 1935 after a

long stay at Dixie Hospital, the school's historic training facility for African-American

nursing students.  In his last days, Miner opted for care at a hospital staffed by African-

American doctors and nurses, alongside African-American patients.  From his arrival at

Hampton, Miner dedicated thirty-six years of his life to the school and to the education

of African-American and Indian students.  For posterity, the school honored Miner with

the title, “Beautifier of Hampton Institute,” and ranked alongside Armstrong, “The

Founder,” and Frissell, “The Builder,” as a formative figure in the school’s history and

development. He is buried centrally, near many friends and  Camera Club members, in the

school's integrated cemetery, residing permanently among students, faculty members, and

administrators of three races.166

In 1922, Hampton granted its first baccalaureate degrees.  In 1949, Hampton’s

trustees appointed a graduate, Alonzo G. Moron, as the schools’ first African-American

                     
164 J.L.B. Buck to Dr. James E. Gregg, December 19, 1928, Leigh Richmond Miner Box, HUA.
165 Ibid.
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president.  In 1959, the school eliminated the historic agriculture and trade programs and

developed an exclusively liberal arts curriculum.167  The school remains a historically

black institution; in 1984, it became Hampton University.

                                                              
166 Miner’s grave is located at the center of the Hampton campus cemetery, adjoining the graves of
Hampton’s illustrious figures: Samuel Chapman Armstrong, H. B. Frissell, and Robert Russa Moton.
167 Alonzo Moron entry,     American National Biography   .
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BOOK TWO: IDEOLOGIES

Chapter Six - Photography and “Uplift,” the Secular Missionary
Impulse: African Americans and Visual Conventions in Reformist

Photography

Fig. 92.  FBJ, “Thanksgiving Day Lesson” [at Whittier School], 1900,
FBJ, P&P, LC.  Neg. LC-USZ62-123937.

DOMESTIC SENTIMENTALITY AND AFRICAN AMERICANS

To a great degree, photography at Hampton was conceived as a means of altering

perceptions of African Americans in popular culture, correcting demeaning and inaccurate

representations of African-American physiognomy and character.  The Dunbar books

addressed and wrestled with not only virulent stereotypes, but any reductive visions of
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African-American “character,” any means of reading interior character from external

markers of status. Another such tendency which the Dunbar books sought to reform was

the tendency toward rendering African Americans as sympathetic objects of pity, also

anathema to the school’s mission of self-starting and self-help. As were musical traditions

that African-Americans presented to white audiences, photography was an equally crucial

medium that precipitated a sentimental vision of African-American character, casting

representatives of the race as exemplary symbols of warm-hearted generosity and fun-

loving forbearance, who seemed to relish and seek therapeutic intervention.

 An alternative vision in mass media to images of the African Americans as comic

fools and unrestrained savages, well-meaning reformers cast black adults as figurative

children and objects of condescending sympathy, reinscribing racism and essentializing

African-American character, a somewhat benign, but insidious determinism. This

influential discourse posited that African-American folk characters had no agency of their

own, that they were guiltily conscious of their own debasement, assenting to  their own

inferior status and the precepts of white supremacy, and looking to genteel whites for

leadership, guidance, and ”uplift.”1  The discourse is a coalescence of the Romanticism of

the “natural man” with the scientific hierarchy of Progressivism.

This hierarchical vision is not exclusive to white audiences; it is also a latent

element of class, racial, and moral hierarchies among triumphantly middle-class, light-

complexioned, and evangelical African Americans.2 There are other similar manifestations;

it is also the major precept undergirding colonialism. In an American context, however,

African Americans are specialized and archetypal targets of this species of condescension.

Domestic sentimentality is a romantic, middle-class response to black expressions of

emotion, an overweening eagerness to help someone who has fallen, a facile ritual of moral

                     
1 George M. Frederickson,     The Black Image in the White Mind - The Debate on Afro-American Character
And Destiny, 1817-1914   ,  (New York: Harper and Row, 1971), his term is “Romantic Racialism” and
Thomas Gossett, Uncle Tom and American Culture, (Dallas: SMU Press, 1985), especially
pp. 66, 103.
2 The African American clubwoman, for instance, also embodies this hierarchical vision as well. See
Kevin Gaines,     Uplifting the Race      ; Black Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth Century   
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996). Gaines mines class and color vectors in the
discourse of “uplift” as it is manifest in black politics.
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self-congratulation, a means of giving one’s self a comforting, momentary illusion of

solidarity, ultimately a fantasy of being the other or “blacking up” as a sentimental

expression.3 This phenomenon remains pervasive specifically in music and photography,

both persistent vestiges of abolitionism and Progressive social reform, a rhetorical alliance

between civilized Christian charity and sentimentality.  Solidarity seems a particularly

pregnant element of this downward-looking identification; a wishful desire to suspend

one’s individuality to be a part of a group identity, a martyred collective.  In music, it is

singing the African-American genres of sorrow expressively as a group in close harmony;

in photography, it’s meeting the eyes of another and seeing one’s own mortality, an

imagined meeting of glances suspending the rituals of social affectation and status.4

Sympathy, in its discursive depth, is the phenomenon of losing one’s self and being part

of a profoundly connected community.  The desire for this sort of social bonding seems a

response to the individualism and social uprooting represented by the nineteenth century,

fostered in part by the imagined lack of individual differentiation among members of so-

called “primitive” cultures.5 “Natural men,” subjects who were deindividualized and

bound together by a collective identity and oppression, attracted envy and desire from

people who wanted to lose themselves momentarily something larger than individualism,

a higher purpose.  It seems a deep belief in the collective identity of the African-American

“character” in a deep, philosophical sense, of being rooted, of being at home with one’s

people.  In domestic sentimentality, there is also an element of defensive and retributive

violence, a crusading to protect and save, of wanting to prosecute oppressors by

embodying the figure of the destroying angel of righteous vengeance. African Americans,

because they were most deindividualized, oppressed, and rural, became a primary foil for

                     
3 W.T. Lhamon,     Raising Cain; Blackface Performance from Jim Crow to Hip-Hop    (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1998), also Susan Gubar,     Racechanges; White Skin, Black Face in American
Culture   , (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997).
4 Roland Barthes,     Camera Lucida; Reflections on Photography   , Richard Howard, trans. (New York: Hill
and Wang, 1981) is the canonical work on this subject.  Martha Rosler’s “In, Around, and Afterthoughts
(Notes on Documentary Photography,” in Richard Bolton, Ed.,     The Contest of Meaning    (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 1989) is provocative and insightful on the genre.
5 This is a crucial component of turn of the century antimodernism, the thesis of Jackson Lears’     No Place
of Grace   .  Lears, like Marshall Berman, defines modernity as individualism, and antimodernism as a desire
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the recently uprooted urban migrant. Many middle-class Americans found their medium

in reformist causes for African-Americans, why the discourse still holds sway today.

This rationale is built on a fallacy, and Dunbar and the Hampton photographers

both consciously undermined and sporadically epitomized it.  The discourse has several

names: nostalgia, imperialism, domesticity, sentimentality, paternalism, and

Progressivism.6 Laura Wexler terms it “domestic sentimentality,” specifically linking

domesticity and imperialism, and it’s worth exploring further, in its application in the

context of the Dunbar books and reformist photography at Hampton Institute.7

Domestic sentimentality is an explicitly gender-neutral term replacing “paternalism,” that

expresses and defamiliarizes these familiar, abstract ideas, allowing us to see their

underlying logic anew. The term brings a new vividness to clichés, as does “the secular

missionary impulse,” as do other variants I employ in this study, all means of expressing

the same discourse descriptively.  In the nineteenth century, specifically with regard to

African Americans, the movement was called “uplift,” a simultaneous desire to save and

to be in solidarity with, a vestigial, secularized form of evangelical Protestantism, and a

formative force in the American liberal tradition.

Domestic sentimentality is at the heart of both Hampton’s mission and the

Dunbar books, a notion with several interconnected subgenres profoundly informing the

works.  Although Modernism explicitly attempted to repudiate many of the sentimental

conventions of the nineteenth century, one of the few areas in which sentimental

associations still adheres tenaciously is in photography, specifically in the traditional

practice of reformist social documentary photography.

Idealizing individuals as objects of pity carries with it a distinct notion of

hierarchy, and renders a complex human identity down to a reductive icon. In the

widespread logic of Social Darwinism in the nineteenth-century, the glance of pity was a

                                                              
for collective identity.  See Berman,     All That is Solid Melts into Air    (1982, second edition, New York:
Penguin Books, 1988), p. 22.
6 Renato Rosaldo generically terms the discourse “Imperialist Nostalgia” in the chapter by
that title in Culture and Truth.
7 Laura Wexler,     Tender Violence, Domestic Visions in an Age of U.S.    Imperialism (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2000).
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distinctly downward glance, conferring superior status to the viewer in comparison to the

subject.  This phenomenon is most pronounced regarding African-American subjects: a

notion that childlike African Americans were little equipped to improve their own social

and economic situation, and were in need of assistance from steadfast, noble, and usually

pious superiors, who through their beneficence, distinguished themselves as socially-

advanced individuals among their peers, and to a projected, uninitiated, and demonized

third party who either ignores the call for help, or actively participates in oppression.

“Noblesse oblige” tends toward being a self-congratulatory act, confirming civilized status

by ostentatiously differentiating one’s self from the self-interestedness and brutal

competition of putatively lower forms, in this case, white Southerners.  Ironically, the

charitable impulse or piteous glance didn’t civilize African Americans, it further

guaranteed their inferior status. Sympathy for the unfortunate other bestows an elect

status on the sympathizer, demonstrating his or her well-developed Christian charity, a

means of differentiating one’s self from an insensitive and unenlightened mass who are

motivated by self-interest.8   Positioning one’s self as a viewer of social documentary

media reassures viewers of their middle-class status, an elitism granted by the reassurance

of being momentarily released from one’s own preoccupation with self-interest.

Documentary images function as touchstones, inverted images of the American Dream,

rituals of uplift for the viewer of the image, constantly relieving us of the anxiety of

backsliding, of the dual nature of social mobility in America, both upward and downward.

Since the abolition movement, photographs with a reformist social agenda use pity

as an impetus, exploiting parental instinct in hyperbole to posit the childlike nature of the

poor and oppressed.  Viewers are compelled to assist; without the viewer’s immediate

intervention, people like the subject of the image will die, will be abused, will live wasted

lives of misery and despair.  The rhetoric of the reformist exposé suggests that the

viewer’s action is instrumental in altering the course of events, that it will change the fate

                     
8 Horace Bushnell, an influential voice in the Home Missionary movement (from Hartford), posits self-
interest as barbarism, and civic identity and collectivity as a civilized identity.  Horace Bushnell,
Barbarism the First Danger   , (New York: William Osborne, 1847).  Frederick Law Olmsted, also from
Hartford, a prominent early Progressive theorist, secularized Bushnell as he sought to mitigate the social
fragmentation engendered by westward migration, immigration, and the regionalism exacerbated by the
slavery issue.
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of the subjects depicted in the image or account. By their nature, images soliciting

charitable contributions or social intervention assert viewers’ power to change the course

of fate, that their individual intervention means the difference between life and death. The

rhetoric of these images reassures viewers’ of their own power, a contrast to the subject’s

helplessness.

Images of African Americans are central to the development of the American

practice of this pervasive visual rhetoric. This perception of African Americans originally

found voice in early justifications of slavery, that slavery, likened to a familial

relationship, a paternal institution, benevolently cared for slaves who were incapable, by

virtue of temperament or innate ability, of caring for themselves.  As Leigh Miner’s

personal history demonstrates, Progressives of the late nineteenth century nourished

ambitions to uplift unfortunate members of society, who by accident, prejudice, or

ignorance lived in conditions much like those of the past or in the Third World.

Motivated by religious conviction, emotional solidarity, or self-preservation, a subtext of

the books and Hampton’s publicity seeks to instill empathy for African-American figures

in its readers.  Unlike the social reform movements of the past that would have prioritized

religious salvation, the term “uplift” characterizes the Progressive impulse, positing

civilization as the object of charitable intervention, a distinctly secular spin on missionary

activity.  Domestic sentimentality and empathy, once employed by religious missionaries

to motivate intervention in the lives of the unsaved, was directed toward secular social

causes after the Civil War, which were unrelated explicitly to religious salvation.

Needless to say, the late nineteenth century was not a wholly secular society; religious

rhetoric and evangelism was redirected to serve secular causes.  Unlike Romanticism,

which rushed to reassert religion by redefining spirituality and deism through various

unorthodox means, Progressivism reinscribed traditional religious rhetoric, but applied it

to secular areas, social causes rather than the salvation of the soul. Civilizing became the

secular motive of the missionary impulse, the compulsion to uplift unfortunates to

contemporary economic and behavioral standards.

Domesticity is a crucial element of the secular mission as it was articulated at the
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turn of the century and at Hampton. Nearly all media at the time posited the nineteenth-

century home as the shrine of civilization, a repository that focused and perpetuated

civilization in the people who lived within, presided over by the woman of the house,

who made it a refuge from the forces of the market and of competition in the society, a

means of reconciling Christian morality and the forces of modernity: industrialism,

urbanism, and competition.  It was at home that women were idealized as a palliative

force, civilizing the competitive and combative nature of the man of the house, creating a

refuge in which the family could retreat and recharge their civil faculties.  Women were

cast as the foundation of Protestant morality, exemplars of self-denial and empathy. In

addition, they were pillars of cleanliness, hygiene, familial nurturing, and cultivation: self-

improvement through education, handiwork, and creative expression.  Women, like

Hampton graduates of both sexes, were to be “cities on a hill,” shining exemplars instilling

civilized values in their charges.  Much of the rhetoric that empowered women as the

crucial force maintaining civilized society, in fact relegated them to servitude, a daily

struggle with monotony, drudgery, and isolation.  To escape socially- and self-imposed

incarceration, they enlarged their domestic sphere, appropriating the domiciles of others

by which to exercise their civilizing impulse, uplifting and serving social subalterns as

figurative children. As Laura Wexler demonstrates, the same ideals applied at the level of

geo-politics; civilized nations were to expand their culture to enlighten benighted,

backward cultures, to impose an absolutist, Protestant moral vision on the rest of the

world, a secular crusade.  Having found the path to progress and cultural advancement,

they sought to benevolently export their discovery to the rest of the world.

To a large extent, Harriet Beecher Stowe and Uncle Tom’s Cabin transformed

social ideals for women, and for political purposes, invested domestic ideals in the figure

of the exemplary African-American man, a paragon of piety, self-denial and naïve

civilized virtue, who had a special psychic bond with the little girl, the apotheosis of

innocence incarnate. Stowe’s formative work, the influential foundry of racial

iconography for the next century, determined many of the repetitive, discursive themes in

the Dunbar books, in both image and text.  In the Dunbar books, the cabin is the crucial
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icon of racial identity, a domestic context that rhetorically feminized African Americans,

men and women alike, bestowing upon them the mantle of civilization.  Rude and

unschooled as they were in the ways of civilization, they naively embodied civilized

values.  To contest the vision of Africans as intermediaries between animal and human

worlds, archetypal figures with a long history in western culture, Stowe posited the figure

of Uncle Tom, the embodiment of the natural man, the apotheosis of civilized values and

Christian virtue.

UNCLE TOM’S CABIN; CASTING AFRICAN AMERICANS AS ARCHETYPAL OBJECTS
OF PITY AND IDENTIFICATION

The despairing, sympathetic figure in social reform media owes its expansion to

conventional means of depicting African Americans, a rhetorical and visual figure greatly

popularized by abolitionism.  Playing on the audience’s identification with a long-

suffering exemplary individual, whose fate they might well share, but for a twist of fate,

this meta-narrative suggests that African Americans are archetypal figures in American

social documentary expression.9  Slave narratives and abolitionist literature adapted

melodramatic devices from the sentimental literary tradition of the early nineteenth

century and applied them to a prominent social cause.10  Indian captivity narratives,

temperance narratives, and cautionary tales of exploited women all share stock victims, a

sympathetic, feminized character invested with child-like innocence and vulnerability,

preyed upon by male figures acting upon base passions.

In addition to popularizing the cabin as the site of African-American character,

Stowe’s novel permanently invested African Americans, in the person of Uncle Tom,

with a primitive emotionalism, as sympathetic figures. While drenched in Christ-like

simile, Stowe’s Uncle Tom is additionally possessed of an effusive emotionality that

would later be a staple of conventional depictions of African Americans, a feminized

                     
9 Elizabeth B. Clark, “’The Sacred Rights of the Weak,’ Pain, Sympathy, and the Culture of Individual
Rights in Antebellum America.”     Journal of American History    (September 1995): 486.  Quoted by Kevin
Rozario, in “’Delicious Horrors,’  Mass Culture, the Red Cross, and the Appeal of Modern American
Humanitarianism.”     American Quarterly   , (September 2003): 425.
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subaltern who looks upward to the reader as if to a savior.  In this convention, the

African-American subject exposes private dimensions of the self, the reader or viewer is

privy to a vision beneath the subject’s social mask, into intimate details and episodes of

the subject’s life, the author frequently providing entry to typically inaccessible and

forbidden domestic and personal interiors.  While African Americans usually sought to

obscure intimate details of their private lives from scrutiny and control, slave narratives

were popular among whites precisely because they granted access into African

Americans’ private sphere.  While spiritually uplifting and morally edifying, slave

narratives were hugely popular because of their great entertainment value: their nominal

cause excused voyeurism of behavior transgressing literary and social boundaries.11

Writing of slave narratives, William L. Andrews posits that white readers lacked

sympathy for fugitive slaves, citing Frederick Douglass’ declaration, that

Whites had to learn how to sympathize with the fugitive slave.  What
accounted for this lack of knowledge how to do this? Perhaps Douglass
was suggesting the kind of knowledge traditionally sought for slave
narratives fed only the dominant race’s appetite for curious, exciting, or
pathetic detail of the life of the subjugated slave.  Such knowledge might
stimulate the sentimental reflexes of the comfortable and secure toward
unfortunates below them.  But real sympathy, Douglass implies, could
only come from an imaginative leap into the total situation of the fugitive
and the world of the text.12

Whereas documentary literature supporting temperance originally exploited

prurient subject matter, until Douglass, slave narratives were merely an outlet for curious

gazing, largely without sympathetic identification, in part because of the visible difference

of their subject matter and the specific character of African-American stereotypes.

Crucial to the development of American documentary media, the literature of abolition

could not be a coolly rational accounting of the abuses of slavery, but an engaging drama

told dramatically in the first person, appealing in part to the audience’s desire for sublime

                                                              
10 Gillian Silverman, “Sympathy and its Vicissitudes,”     American Studies   , (Fall 2002) Volume 43: No. 3,
p. 5.  Silverman explores antebellum sentimental literature as a means of promoting the faculty for
sympathy, a means of reconciling social hierarchy and the egalitarianism of democratic rhetoric.
11 David S. Reynolds,     Beneath the American Renaissance; The Subversive Imagination in the Age of
Emerson and Melville   , (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1988), p. 73.
12 William L. Andrews,     To Tell a Free Story   , p. 138.
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and melodramatic spectacle.13  As a result, slave narratives gave whites a taste for access

to the intimate details of the personal lives of African Americans, to the pathos and

emotionalism of black “character.”  This demand may too have evolved from an existing

interest in black music in evocative minor keys, the primary means by which African

Americans expressed their innermost longings and seemed to easily draw upon an

extraordinary capacity for emotional expression, conceived as black “soul.”  Long before

the 1850s, the historical record reveals national interest in the sorrows and uncanny

cultural alterity expressed in black music.

While African Americans found self-expression liberating and cathartic, white

voyeurism had a vicarious aspect.  Mary Chesnutt, wife of a southern slave-holder,

described weeping bitterly in her Civil War diary, moved to tears by the “wild

excitement” of a preacher at an African-American religious service. She found it curious,

given it was “all sound, however, and emotional pathos.  There was literally nothing in

what he said.”14  In the episode, she highlighted the “soul-stirring negro camp-meeting

hymns” as “the saddest of all earthly music--weird and depressing beyond my powers to

describe.”15  Whites momentarily appropriated an imagined black soul, playing plantation

martyrs and grieving tragic heroes, empathizing with these doomed, Romantic natural

men, who in their suffering, embodied a nobility, bearing their burden of inferiority

elegantly and selflessly, like Cooper’s Chingachgook, ultimately destined for oblivion.

The plantation myth was manifest as early as the blackface minstrelsy of the 1840s;

identification with black characters, gazing upon black pathos, and putting on a black

persona was an established white fantasy.  It was conduit for oppositionality, a central

outlet by which working class youths offended the propriety of the urban gentry.16 As

                     
13 Saidiya V. Hartman,     Scenes of Subjection; Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth Century
America   , (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997). Several recent works treat the attraction of gazing
upon suffering, including Susan Sontag’s reappraisal of ground she previously covered in     On Photography   ,
(New York: Noonday Press, 1977).     Regarding the Pain of Others   , (New York: Farrar, Straus , and Giroux,
2003.  See also Kevin Rozario, “’Delicious Horrors,’  Mass Culture, the Red Cross, and the Appeal of
Modern American Humanitarianism.”     American Quarterly   , (September 2003): 422-3.
14 Mary Boykin Chesnut,      Mary        Chesnut’s Civil War   , “October 20, 1861,” in Paul Lauter, Ed.,     Heath
Anthology of American Literature, Second Edition    (Lexington, MA: D.C. Heath and Co., 1994) p. 1928.
15 Mary Boykin Chesnut, p. 1928.
16 Eric Lott,     Love and Theft   , p. 187.
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Gillian Silverman points out, extrapolating from the relationship between Topsy and

Little Eva in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, sympathy,

…is contingent on the asymmetry of their lived conditions.
Sentimentalism, then, can imagine alignment of hearts only when it
imagines disparity in circumstance.  Social or external inequities are the
conditions for internal correspondence of feeling, and thus in this fiction,
collectivity is achieved only in the context of abuse.17

As Silverman is careful to point out, the hierarchical relationship dictates a specific type

of sympathy, and may only be temporary or situational, as would be the case when

identifying with a victim of natural disaster, illness, substance abuse, domestic violence or

other “disparities of circumstance.”  Even if elicited by temporary misfortune,

“sympathy” is coeval with “pity,” a term more aptly describing a downward, parental

glance.  The parent/child relationship is the psychological archetype from which this

sympathy stems, as the term “paternalism” suggests.  Indelibly tied to sympathy then, is

a projection of innocence, the reassurance that a victim, childlike, is not responsible for

the fate which has befallen him or her, that poor character or a moral defect did not

precipitate the victim’s misfortune.  Victimhood requires innocence; childhood is the

model state in which individuals are universally absolved of culpability for their

condition.

Abolitionist literature, and much of the social reform tradition that followed it,

sought to demonstrate not only that victims were exposed to brutal conditions, but they

exhibited the capacity to suffer, that slaves and savages were injured by cruelty, were

sensate, had feelings, and a terror of pain and trauma.  Overturning the belief in the

physical immunity and emotional insensitivity of African Americans, abolitionists were

invested in vividly illustrating the sensitivity of African Americans, demonstrating their

emotional expression, their vulnerability, their capacity for patience and reason,

understood as the hallmarks of humanity.  Abolitionist rhetoric sought to demonstrate

African Americans’ humanity, differentiating them from brutes and chattel.  It is as a

result of this influential rhetoric that African Americans were depicted and characterized

                     
17 Gillian Silverman, “Sympathy and its Vicissitudes,”     American Studies   , (Fall 2002) Volume 43: No. 3,
p. 6.
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in childlike and sympathetic terms, as exaggeratedly innocent, piteous, and long-suffering

victims at a time when sentimental portrayals were at their peak.  To give a human face to

abstract, remote suffering, both black and white abolitionist writers granted readers and

viewers access to intimate details to elicit sympathy and imaginatively position their

readers in their place.  

The most common rhetorical devices abolitionists utilized to elicit the readers’

sympathy was demonstrating the helplessness and piteousness of slaves, likening adult

African Americans to children and exploiting an audience’s empathetic parental concern

for the innocent.  As a result, the composite portrait of slavery that emerges from fiction

sympathetic to African Americans depicts adults as anachronistic primitives, childlike in

their innocence, fidelity, and exaggerated sensitivity.  By emphasizing childlike qualities,

abolitionists in fact argued their humanity, placing African-American slaves on a level

below that of middle-class European Americans while maintaining their status as human

beings.  As children too, they suggested that in the future, African Americans would

develop to become fully realized, mature human beings possessed of complex thought,

aspirations, and achievements. The same discourse served proponents of slavery as well,

casting relationships of the plantation tradition as a familial model, and arguing

rhetorically that African-Americans, as slaves, were better and more authentically cared-

for than the “wage slaves“ of northern cities.

A trenchant remnant of the widespread belief in an essential African-American gift

for spirituality and emotionality is in musical expression, in the notion of “soul,” that

black performers have a greater capacity for spontaneous emotional and creative

expression.  From early on, African-American religion and music were primary signs of a

superior African-American emotionalism.  The gospel tradition and spirituals, “weird” in

their profound capacity to move listeners, signified a feminized or childlike racial gift for

feeling and expression, for emotional abandon and empathy, predisposing white audiences

to seek out sentimental content in black performances.  White listeners defined African-

American musical expression as inborn, untutored, and technically inferior, but

inexplicably articulate on an expressive plane. Like the Romantic rhetoric of the natural
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man associated with “lesser” races, women, and children; the discourse of domestic

sentiment posited African Americans as spiritually and psychologically superior in their

undeveloped rationality, in their instinctive morality. Even after black expression had

largely secularized in mass culture by the twentieth century, sentimentality associated

with African-American spirituality persisted, secularized as expressionism, with

modification, in the “Negritude” associated with jazz-age Modernism, a deep communing

with the inner, natural self.  

Contradicting the scientific theories of race at the time and the debasement of the

slaves’ material and psychological state, the sentimental tradition manifest in several

media frequently upheld the spiritual superiority of African Americans.  As Jane

Tompkins demonstrates in her landmark chapters in Sensational Designs on Harriet

Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) and Susan Warner’s Wide, Wide World

(1850), African Americans and women were taught they achieved moral superiority in

proportion to their suffering, demonstrating their higher spiritual state in their emulation

of the selflessness of Christ and the unshakeable faith of Job.18  In the master narrative of

nineteenth-century sentimental fiction, social redemption is achieved by the sacrifice of

the innocent; the suffering of the weak inspire the powerful to reform society.  The

deaths of Little Eva and Uncle Tom, moral exemplars to those around them, bring

epiphanies to surviving characters (and the readers) of the novel as the result of their

deaths, inspiring piety and transformation, to forswear self-interest, temptation,

materialism, and slavery, conflating the evangelical conversion narrative and social reform

tract.  Jane Tompkins writes of the novel,

…[I]n the system of belief that undergirds Stowe’s enterprise, dying is the
supreme form of heroism.  In Uncle Tom’s Cabin death is the equivalent
not of defeat but of victory; it brings an access of power, not a loss of it….
Stories like the death of Little Eva are compelling for the same reason that
the story of Christ’s death is compelling; they enact a philosophy, as
much political as religious, in which the pure and the powerless die to save
the powerful and corrupt, and thereby show themselves more powerful

                     
18 Jane Tompkins,     Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of American Fiction, 1790-1860    (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1985).
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than those they save….  The very possibility of social action is made
dependent upon the action taking place in individual hearts.19

It is in Uncle Tom’s Cabin that the evangelical conversion narrative was most

profoundly and effectively transformed into a discourse of social transformation, and

eventually secularized, influencing all subsequent means of social reform.  In theory, the

social documentary genre seeks to operate similarly, precipitating its reader to action by

exposing a victim’s sacrificial suffering and exemplary countenance. Still a powerful

notion, Americans exhibit vestiges of the belief that the very act of witnessing suffering

has a transcendent power to effect salvation, improve lives, and redeem society at large,

and demonstrating the social documentary genre as a secular, quasi-evangelical tract.

Despite the sentimental manner in which these ideas were and are articulated, one must

not trivialize or patronize the domestic ideals of the past as an expression of a hegemonic

evangelical Christianity; many of these ideals in one form or another demonstrate a

collective meta-narrative deeply underlying the notion of spiritual transformation in much

of human thought and culture, far beyond the boundaries of the U.S. and the nineteenth

century. The component behavioral models of domesticity: self-sacrifice, discipline, and

denial of the self are cross-cultural expressions of ethical principals.

DOMESTIC IDEOLOGY; INSTILLING CIVILIZATION THROUGH SELF-ABNEGATION

Despite its seemingly haphazard and voyeuristic sympathy and identification,

domestic sentimentality was also a call to action, to therapeutic intervention in secular

matters.  Domestic sentimentality originated as a rationale explicitly regulating the social

and economic prospects of women, dictating that women were to find their greatest

cultural expression in the home, in maintaining the household, steering the morality of the

family, and providing an explicitly civilizing counterpoint to her husband and children.

Women were to lead by example from the domestic sphere, embodying virtue and self-

restraint, repressing selfish impulses, and in an echo of Hampton’s educational mission,

by impressing her values upon society by instilling Christian ideology in her charges.

Drawing upon her reading of Susan Warner’s Wide, Wide World, Tompkins explains

                     
19 Jane Tomkins,     Sensational Designs   , p. 127.
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domestic sentimentality evocatively, demonstrating the parallelism between religious

asceticism and domestic ritual,

The religion of the home does not situate heaven in the afterlife, but locates
it in the here and now, offering its disciples the experience of domestic
bliss.  Just as the practice of submission, which looks like slavery to us,
became, in the context of evangelical Christianity, the basis for a claim of
mastery, so confinement in the home, which looks to us like deprivation,
became a means of personal fulfillment.”20

Many women (and men) did find fulfillment in the home, applying a craftsman-like ethos

toward domestic chores and childrearing, making each task a ritual, its result a measure of

self-worth and tangible accomplishment.  Tompkins also qualifies, somewhat facetiously,

it seems, that nineteenth-century women did not imagine domestic responsibility as a

trivial matter, but received substantial status and pride from it.  A few paragraphs later

Tompkins elaborates,

But while the sense of power and feelings of satisfaction that the religion
of domesticity afforded were real, not just imagined, they were bought and
paid for at an almost incalculable price.  The pain of learning to conquer
her own passions is the central fact of the sentimental heroine’s existence.
…For although these novels are thought to have nothing to say about the
human psyche, and to be unaware of ‘all the subtle demonisms of life and
thought’ which preoccupied greater minds, in fact they focus exclusively
on the emotions, and specifically on the psychological dynamics of living
in a condition of servitude.21

Women found both restriction and limited expression within domestic life, just as men

have found both fulfillent and alienation in professional life.  Tompkins compares Ahab’s

rage and obsession with the whale to the housewife’s search for personal fulfillment and

accomplishment.  It was, as she argues, Modernist critics who later dismissed the

sentimental genre, dramas that played out within domestic and personal interiors.  There

is, of course, no gendered ideal; people chafe at being relegated to a sphere that doesn’t

suit them.  Many of the values of domesticity are also manifest in the craftsman ethos.

The workshop is also an inherently domestic space, and at least in its nineteenth-century

incarnation, and as manifest at Hampton Institute, embodying discipline, self-denial,

                     
20 Tompkins, pp. 165-6.
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patience, a curious mix of the exemplary puritanical morality of self-abnegation and

nostalgia. We find much the same impulse, the conflation of self-denial and morality

manifested in the environmental movement today.22

While some found fulfillment or frustration in domestic life, it is clear that many

found personal fulfillment and secular, civic salvation in uplifting and reforming domestic

spheres of others; those who were socially divergent, morally disadvantaged, or

uninitiated, by spreading the gospels of social service, public health, and productive

citizenship.  The tradition is sentimental in its emphasis upon parental nurture, and a

subsequent transformation of nurturing into a secular missionary impulse outside the

home.  An actor, discursively gendered female, is motivated by sympathy to seek the

salvation of the weak and innocent, to uplift a likely prospect by converting him or her to

civilized values, to self-denial and behavior to benefit the collective, rather that acting

rashly or self-interestedly.

Nineteenth-century conventions envisioned the home as the crucial site of moral

instruction and the fount of democratic virtue and stability in a rapidly industrializing,

urbanizing, and diversifying society.  By nurturing and educating children, and by

immersing themselves in domestic labor, women perpetuated civic virtue.  Men were

likewise held to ideal standards of self-denial and asceticism: by hard work, righteousness,

and eschewing luxury by living in voluntary simplicity.   By adhering to a gendered code

of conduct, conforming to group mores, and identifying with the needs and ideals of the

collective body, they cultivated spiritual enlightenment and virtue, if not moral

superiority.  Women and men preached and received the gospel of civilized self-

regulation, exemplifying and specifying the values proffered by pious, middle-class

Protestants as universal, “American” ideals: denying the self, resisting temptation, and

maintaining a public consciousness and civic spirit.

The domestic space is crucial to abolitionist imagery and its subsequent

manifestations.  It was the violation of the tenets of sentimental domesticity that inspired

                                                              
21 Tompkins, pp. 172-3.
22 See David E. Shi,     The Simple Life      ; Plain Living and High-Thinking in American Culture    (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1985).
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many to abolitionism.23  African Americans were represented as ideal types, victims of

the systematic destruction of families by slavery.  It was through this emotional appeal,

by writers and artists such as Stowe, that abolitionism found its primary expression and

lasting creative influence.  In the majority of cases, abolitionists made the brutal reality of

slavery sensationally vivid by depicting the often violent and immoral manner it

systemically violated the sanctity of the black family and home.  While other social

causes employed this strategy, notably temperance and Indian captivity narratives,

abolitionism indelibly linked the literature and imagery of social reform to archetypally

feminized and African-American victims.  It was in the history of the depiction of African

Americans that social documentary photography, at least in an American context,

expressed its relation to domestic sentimentality.  Figuratively then, African Americans

are ghostly figures haunting social documentary practice in the United States, iconic

vessels in which to invest pity, and rhetorical forerunners of photographic victimhood in

paternalistic American social documentary photography.

THE EXEMPLARY CHARACTER AS AGENT OF CIVILIZATION; THE PHOTOGRAPHIC
PERFORMANCE OF CIVILIZED STATUS

Above all else, domestic sentimentality required that its subjects, especially

women, act as moral exemplars, teaching by example, an explicitly visual model.

Domestic ideology required its adherents to demonstrate their civilization ostentatiously;

one’s rank on the social and evolutionary scale was explicitly discerned by one’s visible

morality and Christian piety, one’s cultivation and ethnicity, by absolute values

determined by the dominant social hierarchies. 24   The studio photograph was just this

sort of performance of civilized status, a Puritanical, Old Testament judgment by a critical

God, by one’s peers, and by posterity, a secular performance of election.

                     
23 Shawn Michelle Smith,     American Archives; Gender, Race, Class in Visual Culture   , (Princeton, NJ.:
Princeton University Press, 1999) p. 46.
24 Ann Douglas cites the notion of apolitical exemplary agency in the person of Sarah Hale and the
political engagement of Elizabeth Cady Stanton; the dualism resembles African-American political
thought, an accommodation/ activism duality derived from feminist thought, a coherent, clear link between
Hampton and domestic ideology.      The Feminization of American Culture   , (New York: Knopf, 1977), Ch.
2.
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Although expansionists employed a hierarchy of civilized values to justify

international colonial interventions, in a Social Darwinist context, one established civilized

status by displaying personal cultivation, determined by several vectors: social status,

wealth, religion, education, and race.  A crucial facet of the discourse of civilized status is

the expression of individual, national, and racial ”character,” a coherent, transcendental

“moral fiber” that determined individuals on a nebulous scale of qualitative value.  In an

age of quantification, scientists such as Francis Galton and others sought to identify an

elusive vector of individual civilization that could be quantified, a scientific insight

fugitively visible to the naked eye, that could be magnified and fixed photographically, a

conclusive means of reading interior character and moral advancement by subtle external

markers.25  Photography was and is figured as a secular eye of God, a means of scrutiny

and insight that still inheres in the anxiety of being photographed, a sense of being judged

for posterity, an attempt to project and reassure one’s self of elect status in this life,

haunted by the nagging fear of damnation as one looked back into the sensitive, unblinking

icy lens.26 This was the typological, physiognomic vision, as applied to people,

practiced and subscribed to by portrait sitters and studio photographers, Galton, August

Sander in Germany, and W.E.B. DuBois/ Thomas Askew for the 1900 Paris Exposition,

the reason for the desperate rituals of performed propriety of the Victorian studio

portrait, a belief that the camera could peer beyond the mask, into the soul.  

Personal civilization is not solely a white or Christian discourse, it is a secular

evangelism, a discourse that posits any absolutist, elitist, and exclusive vector of salvation

and seeks to convert others to its rationale by benevolent intervention, a “tender

violence,” in the terminology of Samuel Chapman Armstrong, and cited by Laura Wexler

                     
25 On Galton’s photographic methods of photographic quantification of human potential, see Shawn
Michelle Smith, Chapter 3: “Superficial Depths,” in     American Archives   .
26 A number of critics have alluded to the photographic performance of status for posterity, but none have
fixed it satisfactorily or explicitly.  Several critics touch upon it, but don’t identify it conclusively.
Roland Barthes,     Camera Lucida   , Christian Metz, “Photography and Fetish, in Carol Squiers, Ed.,     The
Critical Image; Essays on Contemporary Photography    (Seattle: Bay Press, 1990), p. 155.  Alan
Trachtenberg, Chapter 1: “Illustrious Americans,” in     Reading American Photographs; Images as History,
Matthew Brady to Walker Evans    (New York: Hill and Wang, 1989).
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in the title of her recent book.27  Middle-class African-American “club women” and “race

men,” such as Dunbar’s wife, Alice Moore Dunbar, and his friends Victoria Earle

Matthews and Mary Church Terrell, also engaged in missionary and quasi-missionary

charitable activities for many of the same underlying motives as their white counterparts,

under the aegis of the term “uplift.”  Working in schools, settlement houses, churches, and

social services represented the typical activities of “race women:” women dedicated to the

progress of the race.  These activities communicated not only their commitment to

“uplifting the race” on the scale of civilization--suggesting that civilized status was

mutable, and not fixed--but also confirmed their elite status, as individuals who could

reach down from above to assist in raising the popular mass to their level.  By self-

sacrifice and commitment to the common good, they also outwardly projected their own

civilized status, a noblesse oblige of middle-class African Americans directed toward the

vast disenfranchised poor of their race and other disadvantaged groups.  Also a poet and

writer, Alice Moore Dunbar taught at an integrated school in Brooklyn, an indication,

perhaps, that she believed civilization transcended race and could be bestowed by and

upon individuals of any race.  The record however, at least as Eleanor Alexander

interprets it, indicates that Alice Dunbar understood civilized status as a racial derivative,

that she saw her cultivation, in part, as a function of her light complexion.28  

At least in part during in the decades following Emancipation, class divisions

among African Americans were manifest as a vestige of regionalism, the assistance free

Northern blacks and black abolitionists provided for Southern slaves and recent escapees.

Class divisions among African Americans were--and are--popularly articulated as

divisions between those who suppose themselves the progeny of field slaves or

household servants, a subtext implicitly informing the regional differences between the

social and political strategies espoused by the DuBois and Washington camps.  This

                     
27 Laura Wexler,     Tender Violence   .
28 Eleanor Alexander,     Lyrics of Sunshine and Shadow; The Tragic Courtship and Marriage of Paul
Laurence Dunbar and Alice Ruth Moore    (New York: New York University Press, 2001), pp. 65-66.
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division, predicated on the discourse of civilized status, exhibits many of the same

determining factors, by divisions of education, piety, wealth, and race.29

Despite similarities, the social missionary impulse among African Americans

surely represents a different phenomenon than that of their white counterparts.  The

Dunbars and their friends, a generation from slavery, struggled financially and supported a

network of friends, parents, and relatives, the very people toward whom their efforts in

social service were directed. Hampton, originally funded by the American Missionary

Association, quickly adopted an ethos of self-sufficiency and self-help, hardly relying

upon an image of piteousness to generate support, instead promoting Booker T.

Washington as their movement’s spokesperson.  Industrial education itself seemed to

resist the sentimentalizing of helpless students and brown others.  While it used

sentimentality in part to make its appeals, its underlying purpose was fostering self-

sufficience, and generating self-esteem and sustenance by mastery of domestic,

agricultural, and industrial skills.  It was founded upon pragmatic means of survival in an

America that was largely rural, that educated African Americans to read, write, plant, and

count, at least in theory, to hold their own at counting time at the cotton gin, and to work

their own land.  This too, is a both a fulfillment and resistance to the domestic

sentimentality instituted by abolitionism, which was a mask, a device that black activists

and fighters manipulated, active agents who freed themselves and determined their own

destiny.

AFRICAN AMERICANS, SENTIMENTALITY, AND THE HISTORY OF SOCIAL
DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY

As on the personal level, Progressives cast photography as a sensitive instrument

of scientific truth, allied with quantities and hierarchies of nineteenth-century social

sciences.  Its second, and much more venerable purpose, was publicizing,

sentimentalizing, and uplifting victims of bad environments and bad genes, by creating and

mobilizing public outrage.  Even prior to the founding of the nation, images had a great

capacity to influence political events; they could be printed, posted, and distributed

                     
29 Kevin Gaines,     Uplifting the Race   . Gaines explicitly deconstructs the unified notion of race and discerns
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cheaply among a widespread population with limited educational resources and literacy.

Woodcuts publicized frontier atrocities and promoted hatred of Indians. Paul Revere’s

crude engraving of the Boston Massacre in 1775 proved an influential means of agitation

for public opinion against British rule.  Political cartoons and satire, then as now, were

effective means of undermining disingenuous rationalizations supporting selfish partisan

interests.  They were however, a very different genre of social reform imagery than the

sentimentality associated with documentary photography, the development of which,

may be traced historically.

The celebrated British illustrators, William Hogarth, and later George Cruikshank,

illustrator of Charles Dickens’ Oliver Twist, agitated for temperance by satirically illustrating

social problems associated with alcoholism.

                                                              
vectors of class and complexion in discourses of black leadership.
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Fig. 93.  “Jacob Larwood,” Frontispiece, The History of Signboards,
from the Earliest Times to the Present Day,1866). Author’s
Collection.

Early reform images relied upon hyperbole, caricature, allegory, and polemic to

communicate their point effectively, pillory their opposition, and make a deep and lasting

impact in the public consciousness, much as do editorial cartoons today.  As

daguerreotypes in the 1840s, and as mass-produced photographic cards, stereoviews, and

hand-etched engravings based upon photographic sources in the 1850s, documentary

photography offered an exponentially greater degree of factual reliability, detail, and

objectivity than did its subjectively-drawn counterparts.  Because of photography’s

capacity to render subtlety of detail, reform images became less diagrammatic and

allegorical, and more specific, capable of rendering vagaries of individual physiognomy,

facial expression, and emotion.  As photography became an increasingly serviceable

means of publicizing reformist causes, it also lent an aura of veracity and sentimental

melancholy to the individuals in the scenes it disseminated. From the very moment it was

founded, viewers invested photography with sentimental, emotionally-laden, and sacred

associations and purposes.  

A vehicle crucial to the projects of social reform and sentimental domesticity,

Harriet Beecher Stowe explicitly cited the reportorial detail of photography as the means

of conveying the most influential African-American character in American letters,

permanently fixing African Americans as archetypal subjects of social reform

photographs:  “At this table was seated Uncle Tom…who, as he is to be the hero of our

story, we must daguerreotype for our readers.”30  One of photography’s earliest forms,

the daguerreotype signified not only scientific accuracy, but maintained an uncanny

capacity to move viewers emotionally and to convey personality, a transcendental ability

to peer into the human soul.  A unique, precious, and extremely detailed likeness exposed

onto a small silver plate, its fugitive, tenuous image and reflective luminance gave it a

particularly ghostly and melancholy aura, bespeaking human vanitas, the passage of time,

                     
30 Harriet Beecher Stowe,     Uncle Tom’s Cabin   , Norton Critical Edition, Elizabeth Ammons, Ed. (New
York/London: W.W. Norton, 1994), p. 18.
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and the nostalgic sentimentality associated with the fleeting nature of mortal existence.31  

Stowe’s “daguerreotype” of Tom indicated he had

…a face whose truly African features were characterized by an expression
of grave and steady good sense, united with much kindliness and
benevolence.  There was something about his whole air self-respecting and
dignified, yet united with a confiding and humble simplicity.32  

In the chapter, “An Evening in Uncle Tom’s Cabin;” Stowe introduces her main

character, sketches his personality and details the domestic setting that Tom and his

family inhabit.   Each of Stowe’s descriptions are metaphoric, rendering a consistent

persona and setting that indicate a transcendental logic, deeply revealing, in nineteenth-

century parlance, Tom’s “character,” his “moral fibre,” his “soul.”

Like Stowe’s sister, Catherine Beecher, whose Treatise on Domestic Economy posited

the home as the central institutional means of influence in American socio-political life, Harriet

Stowe established the cabin, the primitive African-American home, as the central locale in

African-American culture, establishing its lasting significance powerfully in her title.  According

to their domestic scruples, the Beecher sisters willingly ceded direct political participation,

influencing American life by example and indirect, creative means, as Hampton would seek to do

years later.33

Like the face in a daguerrean portrait, the cabin bears markers indicating the

character of its occupants, an exterior which maintains a transcendental, indicative

relationship with the unseen within.  Like the face, in the logic of transcendentalism, a

home may be read to reveal the internal character of its occupants, still a staple of

domestic rhetoric. In her description of his home, Stowe establishes the nature of Uncle

Tom, a symbolic African-American man: pious, of strong morals and convictions, in

                     
31 Alan Trachtenberg,     Reading American Photographs   , pp. 23-27.
32 Stowe,     Uncle Tom’s Cabin   , p. 18.
33 Thomas Gossett,     Uncle Tom’s Cabin and American Culture   , p. 38.
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control of his passions, and bearing the weight of oppression in a civilized, self-denying,

and patient manner.  Stowe introduces the dwelling as follows:

The cabin of Uncle Tom was a small log building, close adjoining to ‘the
house’ as the negro par excellence [italics in original] designates his
master’s dwelling…with a neat garden patch, where every summer…a
variety of fruits and vegetables flourished under careful tending. 34  

Its façade was entwined with cultivated flowers and vines, a vision of pride, care, and

long-term personal commitment, the ideal, American “natural man’s” quaint and sturdy

cabin of folklore.  Present as a guide, Stowe brings us into the African-American domestic

space using the language of the exposé, beginning her next paragraph by interjecting her

narrative presence, “Let us enter the dwelling.”  Relishing the access she provides the

white reader into a private inner sanctum, Stowe establishes the industriousness of Tom’s

wife, Chloe, who prepares

…her ole man’s supper…by the fire, presiding with anxious interest over
certain frizzling items in a stew-pan, and anon with grave consideration
lifting the cover of a bake-kettle, from whence steam forth indubitable
intimations of ’something good.’ …Her whole plump countenance beams
with satisfaction and contentment from under her well-starched checked
turban…35

Stowe describes neat and carefully tended furnishings, with simple carpet and

makeshift “drawing room,” [italics original] replete with “brilliant scriptural prints and a

portrait of General Washington” adorning the wall above the fireplace.  Stowe continues

on in like manner to reveal an ideal rustic domesticity, punctuated by banter overheard

between the occupants in dialect, attesting to Chloe’s prowess in the kitchen and her

evident pride in being the best cook in the neighborhood as she heaps “smoking batter-

cakes” on Tom’s plate.  Stowe eagerly plays the middle-class interlocutor who

figuratively pulls back a curtain to reveal an interior obscured from public view, a reality

representing a model domesticity, an exemplary household bespeaking an exemplary, if

rude, civilization and citizenship, but for the fact of race.  Stowe’s subtitle, “Life Among

the Lowly” announces her purpose, to convey the reality of black life as if by

                     
34 Stowe,     Uncle Tom’s Cabin   , pp. 16-7.
35 Ibid, p. 17.
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daguerreotype, in a manner as to document the decency and humanity of the average

African-American soul.  Stowe initially introduced readers to Tom in a detailed rendering

of his cabin home, the central tragedy in the book, an illusory familial domesticity torn

apart by slavery.  Unlike subsequent writers in the plantation tradition, Stowe

emphasizes that the family was destroyed by slavery itself, not by emancipation.

In a letter to her publisher included in the volume’s first edition, Stowe

emphasized her purpose as an effort to document conditions under slavery, explicitly

using graphic means, “recording incidents which have occurred in the sphere of my

observation.”  She further employed visual metaphors to bring an aspect of vivid realism

to her words,

My vocation is simply that of a painter, and my object will be to hold up
in the most lifelike and graphic manner possible Slavery [and]…the Negro
character which I have had ample opportunity for studying.  There is no
arguing with pictures, and everybody is impressed by them whether they
mean to be or not.36

Published the next year, in 1853, in response to criticism of the novel’s realism, Stowe’s

Key to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” reasserted the veracity of Tom’s character to satisfy

cynics, invoking several anecdotes of people said to have known characters much like

Tom.  Stowe that relates Tom was based in part upon “the published memoirs of the

venerable Josiah Henson,” a documentary source, a slave narrative.37  Stowe’s work was

initially illustrated with seven engravings; based upon its success, a subsequent edition

was printed, also in 1853, as an elaborately illustrated volume.

                     
36 Quoted in Gossett, p. 97.
37 Harriet Beecher Stowe, “The Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin,”     Uncle Tom’s Cabin   ; Norton Critical Edition,
p. 415.
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Fig. 94.  Frontispiece, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, 1852.

As did nearly all subsequent writers and illustrators of African-American subjects,

Paul Laurence Dunbar would use much of Stowe’s imagery and allude to her work

specifically in his own “Lyrics of Lowly Life,” many of which would be accompanied by

photographs.  Dunbar would write a poem to her that ended with lines suggesting his own

literary ambition, to be a celebrated writer with noble intent and social impact:

Blest be the hand that dared be
strong to save,
And blest be she who in our
weakness came-
Prophet and priestess! At one
stroke she gave
A race to freedom and herself
to fame.38

Stowe’s novel situated African-American culture largely within domestic spaces,

transferring the logic of domestic sentimentality from women to African Americans,

                     
38 Paul Laurence Dunbar,     The Collected Poetry of Paul Laurence Dunbar   , Joanne Braxton, Editor,
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1993) p. 119.  Originally published in book form in     Lyrics
of the Hearthside    (1899).
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rhetorically feminizing black men and infantilizing African Americans, and earning Tom a

despised position in African-American popular culture.  If African Americans were once

brutish, Stowe inverted the trope and made them objects of pity, casting them as helpless

children in need of assistance, and directing the missionary impulse toward a secular social

cause, the archetypal, influential protest novel in American letters, the central standard by

which the social documentary genre would define itself.

Fig. 95.  Unknown artist, “Am I Not a Man and a Brother?”  From the
masthead of an 1835 broadside of John Greenleaf Whittier's poem,
"My Countrymen in Chains!"39

Images of African Americans first gained national exposure with the movement to end the

slave trade in the English-speaking Atlantic World.  As the boundaries of racism and

slavery calcified and acquired increasingly institutionalized forms in the 1820s and ‘30s,

reformist images of African Americans increasingly occupied the national consciousness.

Minstrelsy, abolitionism, and fear of slave insurrection were each enabled and propelled

by improvements in image-making and printing technologies. Dominant archetypes, in

both literary and visual representations, portrayed African-American characters as

upstanding public figures, acrobatic buffoons, romantic children of nature, long-suffering

                     
39 This influential, iconic image was produced as early as 1787 as a wearable ceramic cameo by the trans-
Atlantic Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade, championed in the United States by
Philadelphia Quakers, and imported by Benjamin Franklin.
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moral exemplars, or savages animated by unrestrained, licentious, or violent impulses. 40

Frederick Douglass, Jim Crow, Uncle Tom, and Nat Turner appeared in various guises

and incarnations in both literary and visual media, with symbolic interconnections that

invoked mutual associations.   In a reform context, the archetypal image of the African

American was that of the humble, genuflecting slave, who appeals to the sympathetic

readers for salvation, their vanity massaged and their social status and power enlarged.

The earliest reform photographs depicted atrocities administered to African

Americans by cruel slave owners, such as keloid scars on a slave’s back from repeated

whipping.  These images certainly helped propel viewers to take immediate action to

curtail the abuses of slavery, precipitating public action.  Although the ends were

undeniably noble, the means were primitive and dehumanizing, and had lasting effects in

depictions and perceptions of African-American individuals.  The rhetoric was a

sentimental deindividuation, depicting individuals reduced to racial allegories and

archetypes, reduced to the most two-dimensional examples of victimhood.  These first

social documentary photographs were manipulative means of influencing public

sentiment, a presentation of suffering as a form of public penance and lurid entertainment,

sanctioning voyeurism of violence and implied sexuality.  These early images established

formative patterns of depicting African Americans in Reformist photography, casting

African Americans as conventional icons of pathos, pity, and social dependency.

                     
40 In contrast to contemporary literary practice, nineteenth-century literature, much of which was
illustrated, often employed images both within the text and/or in ornate frontispieces and chapter headings.
“Literature,” in nineteenth century practice, was frequently a hybrid, multi-media experience.
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Fig. 96.  Carte-de-visite, distributed by McPherson and Oliver, ca.
1863.41 HRC Photography Collection, UT-Austin.

There were long-term implications, however, of such simplifications of human

identity, repeatedly displaying African Americans as long-suffering victims, exemplary

objects of pity and missionary intervention.  Proponents of Social Darwinism would seek

to naturalize social abasement as an absolute biological and social hierarchy, and years

later, these images subliminally informed spurious hierarchical visions of white

supremacy.  It seemed as if the subjects themselves normalized the hierarchy, in which

black, or marginal subjects placed themselves on a lower rung of existence, a class of

people subordinated to the viewer, rather than displaying specifics of individuality.

Subjects offer themselves to the viewer for inspection and salvation, transforming the

iconography of evangelical redemption into a quasi-secularized socially therapeutic

intervention.  It was a pervasive, and compelling iconography.  African-American subjects

seemed to present their innermost selves for inspection by the viewer, photographic

subjects of scrutiny were also subject to social inspection.  Objects of sentiment, figured

                     
41 According to the July 4, 1863 edition of     Harpers Weekly   , "McPherson and Oliver, Baton Rouge, La."
distributed this photograph of "Gordon," who escaped from his master in Mississippi, "his back furrowed
and scarred with the traces of a whipping administered on Christmas day last." See Kathleen Collins, "The
Scourged Back,"     History of Photography    9 (January 1985): 43-45. Two variants of this photo exist. Also
Mary Niall Mitchell, “’Rosebloom and Pure White,’ Or So it Seemed,”     American Quarterly   , v.53, No. 3,
(September 2002), p. 394.
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as children, were also objects of control, channeling parental instinct, ethical teaching, and

spirituality into an ideology of moral absolutism that sanctioned social hierarchies and

invasive means of social control.  Sentimentality ultimately supported the superiority of

white, Christian, and Western civilized values, reconciling Social Darwinism with the

evangelical obligations of Christianity.  

More than any other reform movement of the nineteenth century, abolitionism

offered photogenic subject matter, a cause to free a people who were enslaved because of

their racial identity, usually defined by their visual difference, their skin indicating African

origin and legal status.  Legal definitions of blackness and exclusionary racial laws were

codified state-by state in the 1830s; a “one drop” rule dictated that persons who had any

known or visible black lineage, with a single black great-grand parent, for instance, were

legally black; one could be visually white and legally black.  Although it was unusual, one

could be visibly white and a slave. Astutely, abolitionists employed an inflammatory

sentimentality prompted by this anomaly, typically an innocent young girl, apparently

white, who was enslaved and black only by legal status.  Photography offered a unique

means of vividly generating public outrage against the institution of slavery, and the

earliest and most widespread abolitionist photographs exercised sensational emotional

appeals to prompt sympathy and public intervention.

Because of their biracial status, these “white” slaves implied compromised

sexuality, demonstrating the licentious nature of slavery and the abuses to which slave

women were subject, victimized by the immoral whims of their white masters.  The

converse too, was true, denouncing slavery because easy access to forcibly subordinated

black women corrupted the morals of white masters.  This was also an acceptable means

of exhibiting white bodies bound suggestively, and couched in a legitimate venue: the

salacious, National Geographic-like nominally documentary subject of its time.

The existence of biracialism in its incremental forms exhibited the putative evils of

slavery, which licensed fathers to sell their children, and sanctioned extramarital sexuality

and concubinage.  The practice was particularly associated with the Catholicism, “fancy

girls,” and the incremental racial distinctions of New Orleans descended from the
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Caribbean, although by no means was New Orleans unique among slave societies of the

South.  The greatest rhetorical power of these images of “white” slaves from New

Orleans, however, was ultimately a racist construct, generating outrage by demonstrating

the enslavement of individual “whites,” and the potential for inappropriate sexuality,

compromising the virtue of white women and girls, invoking the sentimental archetype of

the fallen woman and the purity of white girlhood.  These images explicitly evoked

“white slavery” and prostitution, an early target of missionary and reformist activism.42

Partisans employed sentimental appeals to preserve or reclaim the “virtue” of innocent,

rural girls and fallen women who, as they migrated to the city and found themselves in

dire poverty, were easy prey for urban sharpies, male and female, who promising

marriage, led them into immorality, compromising their virginity, their future, and their

status in the afterlife.  The children in the following images toured throughout the

Northeast, and were exhibited as icons documenting the evils of slavery.  Several

photographic collections house numerous variants of these images, which constituted a

major genre of abolitionist documentary photography, images prompting parental

intervention in the lives of African Americans.

                     
42 Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary documents the term’s first use in 1857.
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Fig. 97.  Top: Kimball, NY. CDV Photograph, “White and Black
Slaves from New Orleans,” 1863.  HRC Photography Collection, UT-
Austin.
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Fig. 98/99.  Bottom, Left and Right: Charles Paxson, CDV
photographs of slaves, 1864. HRC Photography Collection, UT-
Austin.

The most persuasive testimony demonstrating the immorality and barbarism

fostered by slavery were photographs that exhibited the compromised virtue of white

masters and their children.  A further inference, indicated by widely-distributed cartes-de-

visite, were that “white” girls, classified as black, were assimilated within black culture

and would associate socially and sexually, with black men in the future.43  Much as the

idealized virtue of white women precipitated lynching, the same racist rationale was

deployed rhetorically, sensationally, sentimentally, and above all, effectively in

photographs, to move readers to action to end slavery.  Beyond the system’s callous

destruction of generations of black lives and potential, these photographs suggest that the

greatest rhetorical force that could be brought to bear against slavery, ironically, was its

destruction of white lives. Released during the Civil War, abolitionist photographs such as

these were calculated to revive the nation’s flagging commitment to the Union cause, the

result of the realities, sacrifices, and destruction the war continued prosecution of the war

required.  

Although the practice of using images to further social reform was pervasive and

directed to other causes, abolition was the first reform movement to substantially employ

photography as a means for secular social reform.  Because of their verisimilitude and

immanent, underlying emotional content, photographic images were a shocking appeal to

the emotions, targeting viewers of both sexes, eliciting an empathetic, parental

intervention.  The objects of reform, be they orphans, fallen women, or heathens, were

figuratively cast as children; African Americans as innocents to be saved, not only in a

sacred context, but were to be civilized and redeemed in a secular manner.  Because of

their inherently visual and emotional character, the historical circumstance of the

invention of photography, the sentimentality associated with photography itself, and the

hierarchy structurally inscribed between subject and viewer, African Americans became

                     
43 Another card from series depicts the black boy, Isaac, and “white” Rosa arm-in-arm, without chaperone.
Mary Niall Mitchell, “’Rosebloom and Pure White,’ Or So it Seemed,” p. 374.
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archetypal subjects of photographic reform, ghosts haunting the practice of social

documentary photography to this day.44

White readers and viewers were largely conditioned by abolitionism to have access

into the figurative and literal interior spaces of African Americans, romantic figures, who

because of their picturesque appearance, curious manners and liminal character, were

objects of curiosity.  In The Black Atlantic, Paul Gilroy theorizes that African Americans

inaugurated modernity by developing a double-consciousness to safeguard their privacy

while exhibiting the autobiographical details of their lives for public inspection, the

beginning of a sharp, persistent, and conscious delineation in African-American culture

between public and private selves.45  Much of the content of slave narratives required

that authors exhibit intimate details and behaviors that compromised their modesty and

the genteel ideals of propriety and subjecthood: rage, dishonesty, exploitation,

humiliation, and weaknesses, candidly recording scenes of violence and coerced sexuality,

forcible separation from family members, and psychological torture.  Temporarily

subordinating their right to equal consideration as dignified, civilized subjects for the

abolitionist cause, they adopted a strategy of masking, a performed identity to be

submitted for public scrutiny.46  The mask was a two-dimensional icon, a performance of

social ideality rather than a candid expression of individuality, an abstracted self,

summoned to negotiate the dual roles of author and subject.  Inevitably, narrators, editors,

and white intermediaries embellished accounts for public consumption and to further the

cause, rendering individual African Americans into two-dimensional sentimental icons of

victimhood.  

Much of the rhetoric deployed by social documentary photography was

inaugurated by abolitionism.  Social reform documents distributed to support abolition

effectively functioned as entertainment in part, promising audiences lurid and

melodramatic glimpses of dramatic, albeit humiliating, parables of African-American

                     
44 Augusta Rohrbach,     Truth Stranger Than Fiction      ; Race Realism and the U.S Literary Marketplace    (New
York: Palgrave, 2002), p. 25.  Rohrbach economically demonstrates slave narratives as the antecedent of
realism in the U.S.
45 Gilroy, p. 203.
46 Paul Gilroy,     The Black Atlantic   , p. 69.
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debasement.  Literary scholar Augusta Rohrbach demonstrates that slave narratives

represent the origin of American Realism.  Abolitionist photographs are an analogous case

in visual culture.  Because of their enormous popularity, as Rohrbach documents,

economic imperatives determined much of the content of abolitionist literature; The

Liberator, for instance, was funded largely by advertising.47  Writers of slave narratives,

often driven by economic necessity, altered tales for maximum impact, aestheticizing

them to raise money for the purchase of loved ones still in slavery, or to underwrite their

own subsistence.  By necessity, narrators reconciled commercial interest, balancing

audiences’ demand for spectacular display and curiosity, with the integrity of their

account and the burning solemnity of their cause.  Others had literary skills and purged

aestheticism from their account to attest to its artless documentary veracity.48 Many

clarified moral quandaries artificially, and submitted a clear, unambiguous course of action

to the reader. Gilroy submits that the slave narrative prompted an awareness of the

mutability of the authentic self in African-American letters, the harbinger of modernity.49

The earliest visual expressions of the reduction and display of the self were formal

portraits, including those that appeared as frontispieces to slave narratives, guaranteeing

the racial identity of their authors and attesting to their authorship and the documentary

veracity of their accounts, a convention extending as far back as the first published works

by African-American authors.  Augusta Rohrbach documents that sixty percent of slave

narratives published between 1840 and 1870 were illustrated with an author’s portrait,

inherently a component of the entertainment value of the works.50  The portraits

functioned not only as testimony to the character of their authors, but as curiosities and

fetishes, a place to gaze to channel the presence of the narrator, a focus for sentimental

meditation.  

                     
47 Rohrbach, p.xiv.
48 Rohrbach, p. 25.
49 Gilroy, p. 70.
50 Rohrbach, p. 31.
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Fig. 100.  F.C. Preston, eng., frontispiece, Truth Stranger Than Fiction,
Father Henson’s Story of his Own Life, [engraving made from a
daguerreotype?], 1858. UT-Austin Libraries.

Josiah Henson was Stowe’s model for the character of Uncle Tom.51  As Stowe sets out

to “daguerreotype” a portrait of Uncle Tom, it is reasonable to assume that she

channelled his character from an actual likeness.  Stowe’s description of Tom’s character

conforms to the portait published in Henson’s book. Portraits were evidently crucial to

the success of the slave narratives; they were displayed at great potential risk to the

authors, many of whom as escapees, after the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850,

could be identified from such realistic portraits, captured and returned to slavery.  As a

Canadian, Henson was beyond reach, and could risk publishing such a finely-executed

likeness.  Portraits were also an important means of demonstrating the author’s

“character.”  There is not a little pride in many of the images as well; they functioned like

                     
51 William L. Andrews,     To Tell a Free Story   , p. 120.  Also Stowe,     Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin   , in the
Norton Critical Edition of     Uncle Tom’s Cabin   , p. 419
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any studio portrait, attesting to the character and status of the individual, who

transcended their origins to accede to middle-class society.  Author portraits also

functioned, like the images in the Dunbar books and the practice of photography at

Hampton, as a means of counterveiling grotesque stereotypes in the mass media,

presenting humanized and self-sufficient individuals.  

Sojourner Truth made her living by lecturing and selling her photographic portrait,

as evidenced by the caption on her carte-de-visite:

Fig. 101.  Photographer unknown, [Sojourner Truth head and shoulders
portrait, facing slightly left,] CDV photograph, c.1864, P&P, LC. Neg.
LC-USZC4-6166.

Evidently her image was a commodity upon which she could trade, a self-imposed

reduction to a sign, a shadow of herself, an economic necessity.  Audiences clearly

demanded the public display of African-American bodies, not quite re-enslaved, but an
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echo of the brutal reductionism of the auction block.  As her own commodity, Truth had

to market her image, to negotiate the identity her viewers wished to see: dignity,

abjection, perhaps a performed mask to conceal indignation, an pragmatic act of self-

preservation?  By necessity, Truth hawked public access into her private self, yet her

portrait reveals little about her, as Carla Petersen argues, refusing to commodify herself

and reduce herself to a sign of abjection for the public gaze, confident that her image and

psyche were not contiguous, but a mask for public consumption.

Despite the image’s optical verisimilitude, it hardly captures Truth’s formidable

intelligence and her wherewithal to assert herself, to face down a room of hostile white

listeners, by sheer force of personality, to contradict every mean and petty notion they

held with regard to both her race and gender, and despite her history of abuse, to mine a

intrepid self-confidence and refuse to succumb to the social pressure for self-hatred and

self-doubt, or cede her dignity to perform abjection.  Despite illiteracy and the lack of a

formal education, her ability to endure the critical, curious, pitiable white gaze, to accept

the pressure of public scrutiny, seemingly without the least degree of self-consciousness,

indicates a formidable individual substance concealed within her shadow, a seminal and

illuminating progenitor of Dunbar’s figure of the mask.  As a souvenir, the photograph

preserved the memory of the woman’s charisma and presence.  For those who had no

first-hand experience of the person, the image was mere shadow, not substance, a sign

without a stable referent.52

THE LEGACY OF THE ABOLITIONIST SOCIAL DOCUMENTARY

Despite an awareness and experience of manipulation by imagery, the U.S. public

has retained an abiding faith in the primacy of shadows over substance.  The result of its

political and economic organization, the United States offered ideal conditions in which

the genre of social documentary photography proved to be an effective means of

influencing public opinion.  Even with broad limits to the rights of citizenship for women,

non-whites, and minors, due to the expansion of democracy in the first half of the
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nineteenth-century, the political process was responsive to public opinion, developing

several unrestricted, industrialized media for mass consumption. Then as now, political

interests influenced policy and action through persuasion in the mass media rather than

by rule by fiat.  In its infancy in the antebellum period, photography found some of its

earliest political uses during the peak years of abolitionism in the 1850s.  The abolition

movement represents one of the earliest uses of social documentary photography in

America, in a form that we would recognize today: eliciting sympathy for a class of

individuals as a means of mobilizing a larger population to action.  To be sure, images

were employed to inspire piety, to idealize rural life, and polemically to document the

evils of prostitution and alcoholic consumption.  Photography in the United States,

however, developed concurrently with abolitionism, and seemed particularly suited to the

needs of the movement, establishing the sentimental and innocuous nature of African-

American slaves and making vivid the inhuman treatment to which they were subjected.

Abolitionism represents a determining environment in which American social

documentary practice was formed.  To a great extent, abolitionism also formed much of

the imagery with which African Americans would be associated, and which in turn

informed racial discourses.

Like Stowe’s abolitionist vision of the cabin, another seminal archetype

structurally informs documentary photography, and the Dunbar books by extension,

photography’s promise of access into an obscured, dramatic interior.  Jacob Riis’

archetypal Progressive exposé, How the Other Half Lives, written while a police reporter

for the New York Tribune, and among the first major works accompanied by published

photographs, demonstrates several reformist motives.  Riis first undertook the work to

document and relieve overcrowding in the stifling and deadly tenements on New York

City’s Lower East Side.  At the same time Riis’ images express outrage, they also betray

a palpable fascination and titillation with their subject matter, the various lurid forms of

urban low-life.  Another subtext draws attention to Riis himself, an autobiographical

                                                              
52 Much of my analysis of Sojourner Truth relies on Carla Petersen, “’A Sign Unto This Nation:’
Sojourner Truth, History, Orature, and Modernity,” in     Doers of the Word; African-American Speakers and
Writers in the North, (1830-1880)   , (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), pp. 43-9.
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element, demonstrating his presence and the fluency and ease with which he traveled

through the urban underworld.  While Riis’ agitation may have prompted then-Police

Commissioner Theodore Roosevelt to undertake an inaugural effort in a generations-long

effort of slum-clearance in the area, it is also obvious that Riis’ audience was entertained

by the vicarious, sublime potential of being plunged into an underworld, much as in the

true crime and detective dramas of popular fiction.53   As in the image of “Bandit’s

Roost” and other infamous sites in New York’s Five Corners and African-American

Tenderloin district, Riis and his audience would seem to simultaneously vilify and exult in

its sublime danger and forbidden adventure.

Fig. 102.  Jacob Riis, “Bandits’ Roost,” How the Other Half Lives,
1890.

                     
53 Charles A Madison, “Preface to the Dover Edition” in Jacob Riis,     How the Other Half Lives    (New
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1971), p. vii.
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AFRICAN AMERICANS, DOMESTIC SENTIMENTALITY AND THERAPEUTIC
INTERVENTION

In the nineteenth-century United States, domestic sentimentality as a therapeutic

intervention was first applied outside the home to social causes closely associated with

women and children: to the plight of orphans, widows, prostitutes, and the victims of

abusive alcoholics.  Women participated in social reform because they constructed it

expressly as a domestic activity, a non-professional, volunteer undertaking.  Women

spread moral influence over subaltern charges, influencing society not by legislation or

other means of compulsion, but by example, instruction, and nurture.  Figuratively, the

activity approximated childrearing, understood as the central role in women’s lives,

determining a supposedly superior, maternal capacity for patience and empathy.

Incorporating the pre-existing logic of natural-man-as-child, as abolitionism developed, it

quickly accrued the discursive shape of domestic sentimentality, and African Americans,

whether male or female, were figured socially as children to be nurtured, disciplined, and

uplifted, first out of slavery, then eventually toward economic and civil participation,

with some achieving “manhood,” articulated today with the gender-neutral term

“subjecthood.”  Stowe’s character, Uncle Tom, was a vehicle in which domestic ideology

transformed itself from a feminine discourse to encompass an ideology of the place of the

disenfranchised, including African Americans, within U.S. society.  The gospel of

domesticity and the gospel of paternalism turned out to be one and the same, of learning

to cope with and preserve social inequality, confinement, and self-denial.

Uncle Tom’s Cabin contains within it an allegorical parable of domestic

sentimentality: Topsy (and her generic progeny, stock “pickaninny” characters) are

archetypes imputing negligent black parenting, the outcome of irresponsible sexuality.

She is a wasted soul, a discarded child, the object of pity and displaced maternal

attraction, cute, neglected, and ripe for redemption and nurturing by a white mother-

figure, a feral child like a stray animal scratching at a screen door, begging for care. The

figure of the pickaninny is a fairly open signifier; in an anti-slavery context, she asserts

the destruction of the black family by slavery, the cruel manner in which black
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parenthood was pre-empted by hard labor or caring for white children.  The child’s

tattered clothes, matted hair, and preoccupation with obtaining food eaten by hand

signifies privation, a function of the parental neglect enforced by environment, rather than

resulting from an in-born deficiency of character. As Stowe formulated Topsy, her neglect

attracts parental desire, and she is redeemed by the surrogate parenting of Ophelia, the

archetypally righteous, domestic Yankee crusader, transforming others through piety,

self-regulation and by moral example, herself moved to a heightened selfless civility by

the sacrificial death of Little Eva.54  Abstracted following the Civil War, the evangelical

parable also underlies structure of Hampton’s secular educational mission, a secularized

and masculinized vision of “moral fiber” and “character,” rather than “virtue.”

In Tender Violence, Laura Wexler postulates the imperialistic impulse inherent in

domestic photographic visions of four women photographers at the turn of the century,

including Francis Benjamin Johnston’s publicity images commissioned by Hampton and

Tuskegee.  In her chapter on Johnston’s Hampton images, Wexler summarizes,

…we must recognize in sentimental discourse that coded American
domesticity as a benign or even a benevolent force, a compromise with or
even a flirtation with the mechanics of racialized terror that kept a firm
hold throughout the course of the nineteenth century.55

Wexler explicitly emphasizes the complicity of domestic ideology in the project of

imperialism.  The work of the Hampton Camera Club in the Dunbar books, much of

which was made by women initially, would seem to epitomize Wexler’s point.  A teacher

and promoter of domestic skills and ideals, Leigh Miner, would seem to additionally

correlate Wexler’s thesis, which proposes the close interpenetration between the

discourses of domesticity, individual civilization, and imperialism.

Domesticity however, is not generically tantamount to imperialism. In a different

context, domesticity was employed as a rationale that promoted several social and

political agendas, including undermining the project of racism and international

imperialism.  The notion of civilized self-denial is implicit in domestic sentimentality,

                     
54 Jane Tompkins,     Sensational Designs   , p. 161.
55 Laura Wexler,     Tender Violence   , p. 53.
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largely due specifically to its sentimental component, a secularized evangelism, and a

seemingly innocuous vessel that carries a cargo of hierarchy and moral absolutism.

Wexler’s model however, identifies but one iteration of domesticity, undeniably the

dominant form that appeared in the media of the era.  Several populations have

historically appropriated domestic discourse rhetorically for their own purposes.

Wexler’s book clarifies an important aspect of the photographic impulse, filling in the

complicity between two core nineteenth-century philosophies and the manner in which

they adhered to the dominant photographic practices of the day, a colonial impulse.  If

anything, Johnston’s imperialism exhibits a secularized evangelical Christianity, manifest

in the social reform movements of the day, a sentimentality sanctioned by its social

purpose and the “reality effect” of the photographic medium.

To all intents and purposes, Hampton seems the embodiment of imperialist

domesticity.  At the surface, there are glaring indicators of Hampton’s militarism and

imperialism, which Wexler seems to downplay.56  In addition to African Americans and

Indians, Hampton trained Latin American, Asian, and eastern European students in the

early twentieth century, its founder was an Army general, the child of missionaries who

were directly complicit in the annexation of Hawaii.  Hampton’s male students were

organized in a cadet structure, required to wear uniforms and participate in military drills.

For men, Hampton was a military academy.  Many Hampton graduates applied their

vocational skills in the naval shipyards at Newport News, and a great number of

photographs in unpublished Camera Club albums document the ships of the nation’s

imperial white fleet, which plied the waters of Hampton Roads, lapping at the school’s

shores.57  In addition to his work for Hampton, Leigh Miner was also commissioned to

photograph for the shipyards in Newport News and Norfolk.58  Hampton in fact, was

located at the epicenter of the United States’ naval and military might, concentrated at the

mouth of the Chesapeake Bay and protecting the strategic approaches by water to

                     
56 Wexler,     Tender Violence   , p. 52
57 Camera Club member Emily Herron’s album of photographs, housed at the Chrysler Museum in
Norfolk, is evenly split between homely images of black poverty, idyllic local landscapes and marine
images, including the many naval vessels of the White fleet, as do the Camera Club albums in the
Hampton University Archives.
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Richmond, Washington, D.C. and Baltimore.  Hampton, the school, was itself founded on

land captured and laid waste in two wars, in an annexed plantation occupying a crucially

strategic position.59  Hampton is just downstream from the site of Jamestown, the first

permanent English colony in what is now the United States, which celebrated its

tricentennial with a triumphant International Exposition in 1907.  The immediate

environment around Hampton represents the site where the first African slaves were

landed on North America shores, and one of the first sites in which North American

Indians were Christianized.60 Today Hampton is sandwiched between Langley Air Force

Base, Hampton’s former Shellbanks training farm, Fortress Monroe, and the Hampton

National Cemetery.  The area remains the nation’s single largest concentration of military

installations, even after the downsizing of the military following the Cold War.  Despite

its military character, Hampton represents one of the most racially-integrated

communities in the nation.

Like other absolutes, essentialism is an artificial expedient, a habit of thought that

reduces human complexity and represents a self-imposed limitation to scholarly

perception.  In Domestic Allegories of Political Desire, Claudia Tate demonstrates that

African-American domesticity represents a distinctly different ethos than the

expansionist project of civilizing unenlightened others.  Given African Americans’

experience of slavery, domesticity represented liberation rather than incarceration.  For

the first time, former slaves could have stable marriages and family lives, without fear of

sale and separation, they could practice religion without regulation, they could own

property, they could aspire to literacy and education, and they could be economically

self-sufficient.  For African Americans, domesticity represented civil recognition rather

than superiority, it was an expression of social parity, self-respect, and legitimacy.  As

with any other sign, the domestic space is an open sign and not a fixed signifier, there is

no clear and singular signified; disparate cultures invest identical symbols with different

                                                              
58 Interview with Harold Sniffen, former member of the Newport News Camera Club, April 17, 1994.
59 The town of Hampton was also invaded and burned in the War of 1812 as British warships made their
way to besiege Washington, DC, the impetus to build Fortress Monroe.
60 Cited by Lincoln Kirstein in the Foreword of     The Hampton Album    , p. 7, which he sourced from
Hampton’s promotional publications.
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meanings.  As in interpretation of syncretic New World creoles, that which appears to be

hegemonic may reveal an underlying oppositional or libertory agenda, a disparate,

intentionally obscured reality underlying an outer material mask.

Lora Romero offers an elegant means of reading discourses as open signifiers,

uncoupling domesticity as an inevitable means of social control servicing patriarchal

hegemony and white supremacy.  In part employing literary expressions of African-

American domesticity, Romero argues convincingly that

…the politics of culture reside in local formulation—and in the social and
historical locations of those formulations—rather than in some essential
and ineluctable political tendency inhering in them.61

In Romero’s interpretation, domesticity has no essential political utility; it is a medium, a

vessel employed by various communities of interest to serve complex social and political

ends.  Essentialist reduction, like the absolutist discourses of Social Darwinism and

civility, fail to account for eccentricities, anomalies, and multiple vectors of identity in

individual personalities and communities of interest.  Explaining discourses, ideologies,

and allegiances in seemingly high-resolution, linear and singular terms of cause-and-effect

may approximate a dominant practice; it also reveals a theoretical average that may be

non-existent in practice, or may fail to recognize counter-hegemonic or ironic

appropriations of dominant discourses, such as masking or signifying, calculated to evade

and undermine hegemonic orders.  Inevitably, several ideologies manifest themselves

within any community of interest; each individual struggles to triangulate his or her own

beliefs within several competing or disparate ideals, moral systems, and communities of

interest.  Communities of interest, as Benedict Anderson and Werner Sollors have pointed

out, are imagined and polyvalent affiliations, and their boundaries are drawn selectively.

The result is frequently a fracturing on the individual level; rarely can any of us recognize

decisively what is in our own interest in day-to-day existence, whether long- or short-

term, ideological, or economic; more typically, our actions are uncertain, habitual and

reactive, and we embody both ends of a duality at different levels of our personality.  

                     
61 Lora Romero,     Home Fronts; Domesticity and Its Critics in the Antebellum United States   , (Durham,
NC: Duke University Press, 1997), pp. 6-7.
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SENTIMENTALITY AND THE THERAPEUTIC EXPOSÉ

The major turn of thought in the logic of nineteenth-century Realism and secular

reformism, in both literature and visual culture, was the exposé.  Modeled to a large extent

on photography’s supposed capacity to reveal interior truths, by technologies of vision

that peered beneath visible surfaces to expose obscured interiors, Realism glorified

ritualized, abstracted means of vision that provided novel and sensational insights into the

underlying structure of physical reality.  The Dunbar photographs share this rhetoric, but

like Dunbar’s figurative mask, they overturn it. Dunbar’s “mask” poem denies the

contiguity between interiors and surfaces.  Like the poem, the photographs simulate that

which they ultimately undermine, the sentimental reduction of African-American

humanity.

The Dunbar books are informed by the rhetoric of the Progressive exposé, they

represent a corollary to Jacob Riis’ images from How the Other Half Lives, Lewis Hine’s

child labor photographs, and Timothy O’Sullivan’s and Johnston’s flash photographs of

mine workers. Interior spaces, in that they represent the obscured, the unknown, and the

forbidden, are frequently associated with vice and unwholesome urban environments.

One of the major components of the Romantic aversion to urban spaces, the city

represented a collection of mysterious interior spaces, hidden from view.  The unhealthy,

enclosed interior space, further articulated by the recent discovery of germ theory by the

public health movement, was represented as a “breeding ground,” “festering” and

“teeming” with people, vice, and filth.  In short, the enclosed space, like a petri dish,

resembled an ideal environment for the culture of virulent bacteria.  Literary “muckraking”

too, employs this rhetoric, borrowing from the widespread practice of draining swamps

to combat mosquito-borne pathogens:  spreading out “muck” in the open air to dry.62

The Progressive movement in fact, established unhealthy environments as the

primary cause of disease and vice, believing that hygiene, education, and civic planning

represented the causes of social problems rather than inherent character defects.  The

                     
62 John Tagg,     The Burden of Representation   , (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1988), p. 131,
suggests the manner in which light, morality, hygiene, and ventilation were applied in photographic
practice.
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visual culture associated with Progressivism, the application of science to social

problems, was predicated on germ theory.  Reform was a ritual effort to expose obscured,

damp, unhealthy recesses desiccated via exposure to air and light. Surveillance, in the

manner of Jeremy Bentham’s “Panopticon” prison design, ascribed a therapeutic nature

to visibility, of opening up spaces hidden from view to surveillance and inspection.  The

popular axiom, “Sunlight is the best disinfectant,” sums up the ethos of the underlying

practice.  Borrowing from the language of pathology popularized by the United States

Sanitary Commission during the Civil War, the adage is normally used with reference to

social behavior and morality.  Throwing open hidden behavior to the light of day

disinfects society from the affliction of immorality and retrogression, sending people

scurrying like vermin exposed to a kitchen light.  The image also resonates with a religious

overtone, that of bringing the one light of faith and education to the hopeless and debased.

Thus Riis’, O’Sullivan’s, and the Hampton Camera Club’s photography represents a

metaphoric Progressivism.  The primary tool of the sociologist and reformer, the survey

was also invested with the heightened perception of rational scrutiny.  Questionnaires and

quantification made underlying truths apparent, trends not necessarily visible to people

immersed in everyday life.  Scientific objectivity is often figured visually as an overview,

transcending the small details of mortal existence to clarify higher truths.  Major popular

publications of the Progressive era, the magazines Outlook, The World’s Work, Collier’s,

McClure’s and Survey, likewise employed the figure.  

Largely forged during the late nineteenth century, this underlying assumption in

social documentary expression remains powerful.  To this day there remains a fuzzy logic

that equates exposing social problems with solving those problems, seemingly making

exposure an end in itself.  Much of the romantic archetype of the photojournalist or

documentary photographer assumes the socially therapeutic nature of their activity.  The

crusading visual reporter as a steadfast seer, who uncovers hidden injustices for the mass

audience through personal insight, exposure to danger, and privation, conflates intrusion

with beneficial therapy Much of the impulse to travel, reveal, and publicly display social

problems issues from narcissism and voyeurism, as well as a commitment to social
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reform.  Too often, voyeurism is draped in respectability by an exposure-as-social-

therapy construct.  In On Photography, Susan Sontag was an early critic of the impetus

to gaze upon the tragic.   The archetypal medium of exposure, photography is merely the

most obvious manifestation of this compulsion.  A fixture of the twentieth century, ever-

expanding into new media and formats, innumerable outlets exploit the hazy boundary

between voyeurism and social therapy, between news and entertainment.

Despite their reductivism, sentimentality and the vestiges of sentimentality in fact

mollified the pure empiricism of Progressivism and the brutal utility of chattel slavery,

promoting African Americans as inchoate individuals to be cared for and uplifted, rather

than exported, exterminated, or used up as a commodity and an undesirable and

unassimilable ethnic minority.  Despite the vestiges of its paternalism that continue to

inform racial injustice, the plantation tradition created a counter-imaginary, establishing

African Americans as innocents, as children, simple and loyal, a population to be cared

for and fostered rather than isolated and exported.  Imperialist nostalgia, while it enabled

one population to dominate another paternalistically, also prevented the excesses of

Progressivism that appeared in the twentieth century, yoking unmitigatedly virulent

stereotypes to brutal practices of social hygiene.  Although the school performed and

embodied Progressive rhetoric, Hampton was invested in individualizing African

Americans and complicating a collective identity, offering African Americans flexible tools

with which they could exist and survive in southern society, laying low for the time being.

Unlike Johnston’s images which projected a Progressive rationality, the Dunbar

books, in their amateur and collective construction, reveal that Hampton at the turn of the

century also looked to vernacular models for aesthetic guidance, rather than to the purity

of a future guided solely by science.  The Dunbar books mediated the impetus toward

social purification with an antiracist drive to complicate the strictures of race and the

uniformity of collective identity, depicting individuals of various types, interests, and

talents, explicitly contesting virulent racist stereotypes in a prominent public forum.  The

figure of the kindly uncle and warmhearted aunt, although odious to the black nationalism

that asserted itself following the civil rights movement, likely mitigated wholesale
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brutality and institutionalized oppression.  Although Progressivism employed many of

the same raw materials as fascism, the two movements were ultimately directed toward

different ends, an accident of history rather than the result of any exceptional national

morality.  Like domesticity, Progressivism was a vessel utilized by fascism to simulate

therapeutic intervention. In contrast, Hampton was ultimately a pragmatic stop-gap

cobbled together out of pragmatic necessity to “uplift” slaves and their descendents from

feudal living conditions to the social and economic standards of the twentieth century, a

process of modernization, of adaptation to technology and social organization rather than

cultural eradication.

Despite its sentimental appeals in image and song, Hampton also sought to

overturn hierarchical paternalism fostered by the discourse of domestic sentimentality.

Hampton’s path to freedom explicitly sought to utilize images to alter the popular

perception of African Americans, to transform African Americans’ image of dependency

and passivity into an image--and self-image--of action, self-esteem, and subjecthood.

Living by example, the performance of self, a puritan doctrine, was the mechanism by

which African Americans were to earn respect in American society.  As the dominant

image of African Americans changed over time, the rights of citizenship and social parity

would putatively follow.  The manual training movement, the vestiges of which continue

today in industrial arts classes and vocational schools, explicitly sought to foster respect

and self-respect by providing tangible skills and accomplishments by which to build a

base of self-esteem.

CODA

In Invisible Man, Ralph Ellison’s descriptions of singers of spirituals in Alabama

and Harlem, shuffling residents performing fawning masks for a white audience, recall

Robert Russa Moton’s autobiographical description of like performances at Hampton.63

Ellison describes the ritual in Alabama thus, a thinly-veiled account of the performance of

sentimental domesticity he witnessed at Tuskegee,

                     
63 The command performance of black spirituals is a recurrent theme in    Invisible Man   , occurring in both
Alabama and Harlem (p. 312). Ralph Ellison,    Invisible Man   , (New York: Vintage Books, 1989).
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Around me the students move with faces frozen in solemn masks, and I
seem to hear already the voices mechanically raised in the songs the
visitors loved.  (Loved? Demanded.  Sung?  An ultimatum accepted and
ritualized, an allegiance recited for the peace it imparted, and for that
perhaps loved.  Loved as the defeated come to love the symbols of their
conquerors…).64

Further elaborating the performed sentimentality of black obsequiousness before white

patrons, as the narrator rushes out of the exercises in the school chapel, dreading his

impending expulsion, Ellison flashes a quick, ironic image,

A mockingbird trilled a note from where it perched upon the hand of the
moonlit Founder, flipping its moon-mad tail above the head of the
eternally kneeling slave.  The street lamps glowed brilliant in the moonlit
dream of the campus, each light serene in its cage of shadows.65

The dominant image of African Americans to which the Progressive Era subscribed was

the genuflecting slave, one which appeared repeatedly in various appeals for sympathy

and charitable intervention.  In his rendering of industrial education, Ellison seems to

suggest the trickster’s mask as a cage, an affectation that had come to permanently

incarcerate the psyche of the trickster, a self-fulfilling lie that the liar himself has come to

embody.

                     
64 Ellison,    Invisible Man   , p. 111.
65 Ibid, p. 134.
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Chapter Seven; Visuality and Dissemblance; Aspects of Dunbar’s
Allegorical “Mask”

Derived from Dunbar’s poem, “The Mask” is an abstract term with which critics

loosely use as an allusion to African performative dissemblance, a projection of a

superficial reality to conceal a disparate internal reality, a seminal figure at the turn of the

century.  As the figure unfolds in Dunbar’s photographic books and verse, Dunbar’s

mask takes manifold recognizable forms, all implied by his evocative poem. The first is

the public’s conditioned desire for access into an African-American interior that it knows

is commonly obscured from view, a desire to judge inner recesses of the face and head to

determine the essential “character” of the race, its soul.  This is the underlying narrative of

the social documentary form and slave narratives, and the sensational and scientific

impetus of Progressivism and Realism, the exposé.  A second dimension is the widely-

cited African-American performance of comedy and sentimentality. The trickster’s

manipulation of white desire for surveillance and control lies beneath an innocuous

exterior, exacting a modicum of social mobility, covert expression, and strategic advantage.

Several critics uphold this behavioral phenomenon as an early manifestation of

Modernism, a creole appropriation of colonial institutions within which indigenous

culture inhabits, a disjunction, or a simultaneous equal participation in two cultures, a

double consciousness.  A third major form to which Dunbar’s poem refers is a generic

expression of social dissemblance, a performance of social status commonly performed

for the camera.  A fourth form is an expression of Modernism, Dunbar’s repudiation of

the African-American sentimental performance, the candor and “terrible honesty” of

individual self-expression, a freedom to perform a multifaceted expressions of self,

unencumbered by an essentialist notion of identity or any fixed of notion transcendent

“character.”  Dunbar’s mask is explicitly a visual model of the complexities of identity,

that implicitly refers to the nature of photography.

A prototypical Modern, Dunbar deployed the fourth iteration of the mask, an

adaptation from literary Romanticism, a Promethean vision of the self, transcending

hierarchical, Darwinist, and essentialist classifications of singular identity, transmitting
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the form to the twentieth century in a vernacular African-American manner.  Ultimately,

Dunbar’s advance was just before its time, only semi-formed and tentatively voiced,

precipitating a fatalism that resulted from his knowledge that the majority of his

contemporary audience was unprepared to appreciate the subtleties of his innovative

vision, the first of its kind for an African-American author.  Dunbar voiced frequent

doubts as to the relevance of his insight, a reconciliation of his individuality and ethnic

identity, exercising African-American vernacular forms and standard-English diction by

choice, a creole, multilingual self-representing voice.

Preceding DuBois’ Souls of Black Folk by nearly a decade, Paul Laurence Dunbar

formulated this influential vision of African-American character in one of his most crucial

poems, “We Wear the Mask,” read widely in the collection Lyrics of Lowly Life,

published in 1896. Less elaborated than DuBois’ model, Dunbar’s mask suggests several

levels of interpretation, elucidating race relations and a model of identity with far-reaching

implications.

We wear the mask that grins and lies,
It hides our cheeks and shades our eyes,--
This debt we pay to human guile;
With torn and bleeding hearts we smile,
And mouth with myriad subtleties.

Why should the world be over-wise,
In counting all our tears and sighs?
Nay, let them only see us, while

We wear the mask.

We smile, but O great Christ, our cries
To thee from tortured souls arise.
We sing, but oh the clay is vile
Beneath our feet and long the mile;
But let the world dream otherwise,
We wear the mask!1

At its root, like DuBois’ “veil,” and “double consciousness,” Dunbar’s poem suggests

white America’s inability to see an underlying black humanity. Dunbar, however,

                     
1 Paul Laurence Dunbar, “We Wear the Mask,”     Lyrics of Lowly Life   , (1896, rpt: New York: Citadel Press,
1984,) p. 167.
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portrays a sentimental inner persona, despairing and hopeless, eliciting sympathy.

Dunbar comments upon images of African Americans in mass media, asserting that black

minstrel performance and tricksterism are protective foils obscuring a more complex

reality.  Dunbar complicates the comic image of African Americans without denying it,

casting comic posture as a defense, a distortion performed in the presence of whites.

Dunbar’s “mask” is similar to DuBois’ “veil,” although Dunbar’s model explicitly

emphasizes black agency: Dunbar suggests the mask is a veil performed by African

Americans before a white audience, unlike DuBois’ construction, which emphasizes a

screen of racism clouding white perception of African Americans.  In Dunbar’s

formulation, the mask is only a self-generated response to an opposing force, which he

does not specifically name in the poem, identifying only generic hardship rather than

white racism, a plea for understanding.  Although the topic lent itself to illustration, “We

Wear the Mask” never appeared in an illustrated edition, although the Hampton Camera

Club illustrated several of Dunbar’s standard–English poems.2  In their reference to the

African-American cabin, however, Dunbar and the photographers evoke the figure

throughout their work.

THE CABIN AS MASK IN DUNBAR’S PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS

In the Dunbar photo-texts, the figure of the mask is expressed in an architectural

dimension, a division between public and private spheres.  Formed in part by Dunbar’s

mask poem, entry into an African-American cabin represents white desire for psychic

release, from civility and prescribed behavior into the emotional expression represented

by the African-American figure in American culture.  For the predominantly white

photographers of the Camera Club, the interior of the African-American home

represented a symbolic locus of the truth of African-American character, a sympathetic

emotionalism; a nostalgia for the past.  For some African-American readers, Dunbar’s

poem expressed their collective experience of oppression, for others, the poem would

                     
2 Written about a vernacular subject, “Dinah Kneading Dough,” the first piece in     Candle        Lightin’ Time   ,
the Camera Club’s second book, was in standard English.
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seem merely another mask, another sentimental façade, behind which one could hide to

preserve one’s autonomy while being measured by the white gaze.

Although the Dunbar books unfold largely within allegorical domestic spaces, they

ultimately repudiate the notion of fixity and essential identity, casting African-American

domestic spaces as the site of liberation, less however, as African-American spaces, but

as personal spaces, expressions of individual identity. Hampton’s mission, to build

“character” in its students: self-denying, Protestant notions of self-discipline, focus,

persistence, motivation, and dedication, so espoused by Hampton’s articulation of the

meaning of “industry,” was a mask, within which its students would maintain an African-

American consciousness and cultural allegiance.  As such, Hampton’s “civilizing” mission

was implanting a Modern consciousness, an outward expression of material modernity,

and an inner ethnic identity, which could be played simultaneously and interchanged

according to the demands of different social scenarios, the other polarity remaining latent

and active within. Civilizing at Hampton merely brought about a change in material

reality, and ultimately undermined hierarchical, ethnocentric conceptions of cultural

legitimacy.

THE LOGIC OF CIVILITY, DEGENERACY, AND DOMESTIC SURVEILLANCE

Especially after the influx of great numbers of Catholic and non-English speaking

refugees resulting from the 1844 Irish potato famine and the European revolutions of

1848, native-born middle-class Northerners actively sought to repress destabilizing and

centrifugal social forces, such as geographic and economic mobility.  In this extension of

domestic ideology to figurative children: the socially disadvantaged and disaffected,

middle-class ideology commonly construed self-interested behavior to include acting

according to the customs of distinct divergent groups rather than conforming to what they

upheld as the unified national ideals.  Identities of region, class, religion, and ethnicity

represented self-interested, “clannish” allegiances, threatening national unity and the

precious national “character,” the nation’s measurable level of civlity.  Each non-

conformity represented a secular heresy, contributing to social fragmentation and

alternative allegiances that threatened to tear the nation apart.  
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By conforming to a central standard of civil existence, a commonwealth, citizens

could collectively advance the prosperity, moral character, and global influence of the

nation as a whole and the cause of civilization worldwide.  Frederick Law Olmsted’s

philosophy of the urban park, for instance, developed as a result of bread riots in New

York during a period of economic downturn.3  A secular son of Puritan Connecticut,

Olmsted observed,

Very slowly down to our own time the decivilizing conditions of
emigration and pioneering have been mitigated.  But there is a liability to
take too little account of those that remain...We are too apt to regard the
great towns in which so many newcomers are held as old towns--old
settled towns, but we have nowhere on the western frontier a population
newer to its locality and so little socially rooted or in which it is possible
for a man to live so isolatedly from humanizing influences and with such
constant practice of heart-hardening and taste smothering habits as that to
be found in our great Eastern cities.4

Through the vehicle of the urban park and other means of suasion, reformers explicitly

sought to civilize the lower classes by exposing them to exemplars, figuratively providing

views of the middle-class riding on carriageways from footpaths, and positing a myth of

national identity, a psychic village green, a common ground in the illusion of common

descent from the primeval New England and English countryside.5  

Similarly, the genre of the exemplary autobiography, the Ragged Dick narratives of

Horatio Alger and Matthew Brady’s Gallery of Illustrious Americans each functioned as

an education in civics, directing ambitious yeomen to emulate the self-denial and self-

discipline of social superiors.6  Built one household and one individual at a time,

individual civilization and character determined the fate of the sacred American

experiment, understood as the pinnacle of thousands of years of human progress toward

civilization.  Lyman Beecher warned of the dire long-term consequences of the failure to

                     
3 Olmsted to Charles Loring Brace, December 8, 1860, Charles Capen McLaughlin, Editor-in-Chief, et
al.,     The Papers of Frederick Law Olmsted, Volume III: Creating Central Park, 1857-1861   , (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983), p. 286.
4 Olmsted, undated manuscript fragment, quoted in introductory essay,     The Papers of Frederick Law
Olmsted   , Volume III, p. 6.
5 Galen Cranz,     The Politics of Park Design; A History of Urban Parks in America   , (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1992), pp. 9, 67, 183-186.
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deny the self in a common refrain of the era, that the fortunes of civilizations rose and fell,

propelled or inhibited by the Almighty, and the success and longevity of civilizations

ultimately relied upon national character, a composite formed by the character of its

component individuals.  

[The] greater our prosperity, the shorter its duration, and the more
tremendous our downfall…. …The power of voluntary self-denial is not
equal to the temptation…in which national voluptuousness has not trod
hard upon the footsteps of national opulence, destroying moral principles
and patriotism, debasing the mind and enervating the body, and preparing
men to become, like the descendents of the Romans, effeminate slaves.7

For their own good and to advance national character and the progress of the nation, it

was necessary to bring the underdeveloped within the fold. Domestic ideals applied to

both the microcosm and macrocosm: “civility” at the personal level, the capacity to deny

the self for the common good, formed “civilization” on the national level in the aggregate.

Like representations of the venal and indulgent civilization of the slaveholding

South, and the influx of Catholics and foreigners, the emancipation of millions of former

slaves not only represented a logistical challenge to the nation, but a clash of values,

raising the fears of social regression and moral decline, a class of putatively debased

barbarians suddenly loosed from social restriction.8  The initial impetus behind the

founding of Hampton and its sister missionary schools, teaching vocational skills and

inculcating the Protestant ethos and capitalist work ethic, was understood to serve both

African Americans, and the nation as a whole.  Like the workhouse, the prison, the urban

school, the orphanage, and the settlement house, Hampton’s initial mission was

conservative and colonial, but it followed a well-worn rationale and curriculum shared by

several generations of American institutions which integrated several earlier, potentially

dissident social groups. Ultimately in the hands of Hampton’s students and some

members of the faculty, the institution also harbored an entirely different thrust, a

                                                              
6 I am referring to Alan Trachtenberg’s chapter on Brady’s gallery in     Reading American Photographs   .
7 Quoted in David Shi,     The Simple Life,    p. 104.
8 Jacqueline Jones,     Soldiers of Light and Love; Northern Teachers And Georgia Blacks, 1865-1873   ,
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1980), pp. 21-5.
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counterculture preserving and promoting a non-performative and expressive vernacular

African-American aesthetic, a refuge within the institution’s civilizing mask.

PHOTOGRAPHY AS A TOOL OF INSIGHT INTO OBSCURE INTERIORS

Despite its apparent aspect of disinterested representation, photography is still

perceived as a largely sentimental and melancholy medium, evincing the Romanticism

reigning during its inception.  Photography’s deeply probing, mystical vision was thought

to pierce the shell of a subject’s public persona, revealing innermost aspects of the

psyche and the soul.9  Embodying the precepts of transcendentalism, photography

enabled viewers to read the mystical, essential correspondence between interior and

exterior, between logically unrelated manifestations.  Transcendentalists believed this

manner of underlying logic suffused the most disparate aspects of nature, demonstrating a

divine logic, design, and presence.  Unlike the “science” of phrenology, photography still

channels and perpetuates a Romanticism of physiognomy, that personality and character

are manifest in external facial features, that the face and eyes retain a lasting memory of

their past expression, that they are windows into the heart, soul, and intentions of their

subject.

As it was originally applied to African Americans, the mask symbolized white

fears that African-American acculturation and civilization were shallow, concealing

criminal behavior and immoral impulses beneath an apparently good-natured exterior.

William L. Andrews cites the genre of the rogue’s confession as a significant predecessor

to the slave narrative.  Andrews cites the Dying Confessions of a slaved name Pomp,

executed in 1795 for the killing of his abusive master, a formative narrative that

precipitated a disparity in black and white explanations of incidents of African-American

criminality and violence.  Rather than ascribing Pomp’s actions as the result of condition

in slavery and the abusive behavior of an irrational master, as does Pomp himself, Pomp’s

                     
9 See Trachtenberg, “Illustrious Americans,” Chapter One in     Reading American Photographs    and Shawn
Michelle Smith, “Prying Eyes and Middle Class Magic” and “Superficial Depths” in Chapters One and
Three in     American Archives; Gender Race, and Class in Visual Culture   , (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1999).
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white amanuensis, Jonathan Plummer, interpreted the slave’s crimes as the result of

personal shortcomings:

…the slave had no perception of the difference between good and evil or
the dire consequences of breaking the law.  The moral to the story of ‘poor
Pomp,’ Plummer concluded, was the Negro’s tragic lack of moral
discrimination and restraint.  As for Pomp’s exculpatory references to
‘something telling him to kill,’ this was merely ‘a falsehood,’ Plummer
asserted, a fiction ‘contrived by [Pomp] to excuse his crime.10

As liminal characters, both enslaved and free African Americans were unpredictable, and

liable to snap and violently resist injustice and abuse.  Relegated to the status of the half-

breed in the minds of white observers, they were apparently civilized, but prone to

momentary regression to a savage state when provoked by stress and passion.  Like the

figure of the huntsman or woodsman in the Grimms’ Fairy tales, living on the fringes of

civilization bordering the wilderness, the behavior of the half-breed is unpredictable,

embodying contradictory stereotypes of both savagery and civilized behavior.11

Occupying a social status defined neither as savage nor civil, brutish nor human, the

slave’s contradictory behavior could not be parsed as an essential behavioral identity.

Slaves did actively resist a civilization that relegated them to savagery, and were prone to

oppositional sabotage, escape, and violence.12  Uninitiated in the stresses and brutalities

of slave life, and alerted frequently to reports of black criminality, casual white observers

would perceive slaves as apparently civil, but prone to unpredictable emotional outbursts

of rage and desperation, unable to reconcile contradictory stereotypes.  Whites were

largely unsympathetic and ignorant of the psychological consequences of the racial caste

system and chattel slavery, and ascribed black criminality to congenital inferiority.

Without a singular model with which to fix African-American character and putatively

without their own means of self-regulation, the period following Reconstruction was

largely occupied with plumbing the essential nature of black “character,” and attempted to

                     
10 William L. Andrews,     To Tell a Free Story   , p. 39, 50.
11 Roy Harvey Pearce,     Savagism and Civilization   , (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1967), p. 122.
12 Eugene Genovese,     Roll Jordan Roll, The World The Slaves Made   , (Book Four), p. 585.
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read it with the most sensitive instrument capable of discerning the spiritual inner reality,

the camera.13

At the very moment photographs were first published in periodicals and Social

Darwinism entered the popular consciousness, European governments were in the

process of exploring the interior of the African continent, appropriating natural resources

and exploiting local workforces.  Undergirding the colonial economic system, rigid

hierarchies based upon conflations of race and culture justified the mastery and control of

one nation by another. The West defined cultural advancement by such markers as

technological development, measured hierarchically and historically by use of materials:

the Stone, Bronze, Iron, and Industrial Ages, and by “cultivation,” development in the

arts.  In music, Europeans ranked civilizations on basis of the technical complexity of

instruments, orchestration, and a putatively “rational” and “complex” melodic system

consisting of eight notes in an octave, spaced more or less evenly and formal laws

governing harmony; and prioritizing the horizontal, civilized legato over the vertical,

“savage,” percussive staccato. In the visual arts, the level of civilization was ranked by

the degree to which any culture could render scenery, anatomy, and physiognomy with

the greatest optical “verisimilitude.  Visual verisimilitude required rendering three

dimensions rationally in two dimensions, making representations that mathematically and

indexically corresponded to their referents.  The use of single-point optical perspective,

developed in the West in the sixteenth century, offered a crucial threshold by which to

determine the advancement of other competing cultures. The development of perspective,

in particular, was thought to be a quantum leap, differentiating advanced European-

American cultures from so-called “primitive” societies. Photography was thus an integral

measure of Western civilization.  

During Reconstruction, African Americans were one among many potential

sources of social instability threatening the polity of the nation just recently emerged

from a devastating civil war.  If African Americans were the cause of one brutal disunion,

would they not represent a continuing danger to national civility?  Would they be a

continuing source of instability, a segment of the population putatively unable to control

                     
13 Jacqueline Jones,     Soldiers of Light and Love   , p. 25.
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their mean, self-interested impulses and desires?  Their identity visibly outside

mainstream American civilization, like Indians, they threatened the myth of national unity

and foreshadowed the persistence of social fragmentation and discord. Like any liminal

group, multiple identities represent unstable boundaries and uncertainty.

In the Dunbar books, entry into the African-American cabin recalled domestic

sentimentality’s peering into domestic spaces as means of determining the essential nature

of African-American character.  If we see the Dunbar books within Francis Benjamin

Johnston’s before-and-after formulation, they represent a vernacular, underlying African-

American civility, a picturesque decency that demonstrates not their fitness for

subjugation, but an inherent capacity for civilization and social participation.  The images

in the Dunbar books, especially in the work of Leigh Miner, seem to propose not the

“otherness” of black subjecthood, but worthy people possessed of an inchoate civility

despite their subjugation and economic impoverishment.  Most of the images in the

Dunbar books in fact don’t provoke sympathy whatsoever; we see well-swept rooms,

people making dinner, people contemplating by the fire, people protecting their privacy

in their doorways and even offering resistance to the photographers’ intrusion.   As

viewers, we gain entry into homes, not houses.  We see within the architectural mask to

find clean, decent homes, distinctly marked by African-American folk culture and

practices, but familiar and remarkably banal, hardly parables of squalid abjection or

depravity.  The domestic spaces pictured by the Dunbar books are distinctly civilized

and culturally African American.  Although many of the models appear idealized, none

are reduced to iconic victimhood or sentimentalized as archetypal “natural men.”  In the

best of the images, models are autonomous and relaxed, holding their own before a white

woman or man wielding a camera, being themselves, not projecting a performative

blackness.  Overall, the photographs evince individuality and subjecthood, complementing

and clarifying Dunbar’s textual descriptions.  Many of the images depict individuals in

their own spaces, during leisure time, their activities when left to their own devices,

another parable of the authentic self.  They are not exemplars of puritanical industry or

self-denial, and they are largely and emphatically not shown in attitudes of submission,
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not sentimentalized or reduced so as to fulfill a political expedient.

Both Dunbar and the Hampton Club photographers sought to use the figure of the

perceptive scrutiny of the photographic exposé, inverted, to demonstrate the underlying

civilized nature of African Americans.  In the construction posited by Dunbar’s mask

poem, a comic mask obscures a sentimental interior, a revelation calculated to appeal to a

sentimental sensibility.  Dunbar’s sentimental formulation of the mask was itself a mask,

revealing helplessness and piteousness beneath a façade rather than rage, resistance, or

self-hate, other potential internal realities inhabiting the comic mask.  The Hampton

photographers, positing the architectural space as a manifestation of the mask, likewise

revealed the inner character and landscape of the black psyche, demonstrating civility and

decency in African Americans despite a rudimentary material condition.  They decorated

modestly, were prone to contemplation, exhibited a civil nature willing to engage white

viewers, openly and without deceit.  While the Camera Club photographers infrequently

resorted to sentimental and theatrical depictions, their work largely constructs a vision

that attests to the innate capacity of African Americans to embody “American” values

and to participate in American culture.  Homes are clean and well-lit, their occupants go

about their daily chores cheerfully, despite being worn-down by the hard labor of the

past.  The cabin symbolizes the black body and psyche, the forces of weather and gravity

without breaking, the external stresses to which they are exposed, weathering hardship

with elegant and uncomplaining simplicity.  Black bodies too, appear stooped and aged,

gentle and graceful, despite their testimony of hard physical labor.  Both testify as traces

of harsh conditions but remain flexible and supple ideals of simple existence; they are not

ruins.  Dunbar and the Camera Club photographers, like DuBois, posit that the material

condition of African Americans is not a function of internal deficiencies, but a heritage of

social subordination, external forces acting upon them.

If the interior environments of African-American cabins in the Dunbar books

typify the “before” position in Hampton’s before-and-after presentation of Hampton’s

civilizing process, the manner in which the photos present vernacular culture looks very

similar to Hampton’s intended result.  The “after” formulations of Johnston’s publicity
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demonstrate improved material conditions and technological advances, but don’t attest to

a radically-altered quality of life.  In fact, Hampton’s “before” pictures, developed to a

great extent in the Dunbar books, do not adequately demonstrate the depth of black

poverty and oppression at the turn of the century, making African-American poverty

seem an innocuous and rudimentary forerunner to life after the school’s intervention.

Despite the rudimentary nature of their material existence, they have a well, a grindstone,

a wagon, a home.  They appear pleasant and healthy, they have a hearth to warm

themselves in the winter, families gathered about them, a roof over their head, apparently

made by their own hands.  They appear to be in permanent possession of their homes,

living stably on into old age, supporting themselves comfortably.  Despite the obvious

wear, modesty, and age of their homes and possessions, they appear intimate and livable.  

Overall, the images in the books largely contradict the plantation tradition.  Young

men and women court and flirt with modesty and decorum, chaperoned innocuously by

doting elders.  Many are dressed neutrally and live in seeming material comfort, hardly

exhibiting sartorial excess as stereotypically improvident dandies.  Children play in the

yard, rarely far from watchful eyes and the safety of the home.  Parents are loving and

prudent, demonstrating great commitment to their families and children. Although the

melancholy nature of photography and the symbol of the hearth highlights the mortality

of the figures it depicts, it doesn’t sentimentalize them as children to be saved, demanding

the viewer’s missionary intervention and impulse. While sentimental, the ex-slave

drowsing by the fire as his ember burns down doesn’t invite pity, but a different manner

of familiarity and identification.

In contrast to DuBois’ neutral sociological vision of rural African-American living

conditions, the photographers understate the conditions of black poverty, treading the

fine line between documenting the demeaning domestic and working conditions of

nineteenth-century southern rural black life, and idealizing the African-American character

so as to make their hardships seem almost trivial.  If they photographed squalid, grinding

poverty, that squalor would inevitably have been attributed to African-American

inferiority rather than social forces arrayed against them.  The photographers’ solution, in
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many instances, was to depict unpopulated interiors and close-up portraits,

individualizing their subjects and interjecting the factuality of their interiors, rather than

any sentimental metaphoric signification.

While the Dunbar books simulate the nostalgic domestic sentimentality of rural

simplicity, they ultimately depict African Americans as being possessed of a distinct

culture and self-determination to create, survive, and thrive.  They are not helpless wards

to be pitied and uplifted by paternalistic missionaries seeking their own salvation and

confirmation of righteousness.  Because this population is depicted photographically,

their individual subjecthood peeks through the stock characters assigned them in Dunbar’s

text, puncturing the didactic content of the stock narrative.  Above all, illustrating African

Americans photographically offered the potential to contradict reductive, essential ideals

to approximate African-American characters in all their diversity, plurality, and individual

specificity, much as DuBois attempted in his own photographic opus for the 1900 Paris

Exposition. In contrast to DuBois’ elitist domestic photographic vision that reinscribed

hierarchical and patriarchal civilized ideals, the Dunbar books subtly, but actively

discredited them.14

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC MASK

Without the knowing that Dunbar’s poem was the work of a black poet, the

standard by which he wanted his work measured, its words refer only to social

dissemblance, putting on a gracious social face for public consumption to mask

depression and human weakness.  Fully half of Dunbar’s poetic oeuvre was illustrated

with photographs, and he cited the medium in the poem “The Photograph,” published in

1899 prior to the appearance of any of his photographic books.15   Written in 1897, the

poem was first published in June 1899 in The Photographic Times, prior to the release of

the photography books, and potentially the genesis of the Camera Club’s impetus to

illustrate his work photographically.16 Dunbar’s take on photography was formulaic in

                     
14 Shawn Michelle Smith,     Photography on the Color Line   , pp. 102-3.
15 It was originally published in     Lyrics of the Hearthside   .
16 The poem was published with a stock portrait of the author.
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this context; it ranks among his most sentimental verse, and depicts its African-American

narrator as a simple, technologically-backward naif, as if viewing a photograph for the

first time.  The piece melds sentimentality, photography, and blackness, hardly the

dignified description of African-American characters that appear in most of his books.

Dunbar recalls a man looking at a photograph of a woman, moved to tears and transported

by the image:

See dis pictyah in my han'?
Dat's my gal;
Ain't she purty? goodness lan'!
Huh name Sal.
Dat's de very way she be -
Kin' o' tickles me to see
Huh a-smilin' back at me.
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She sont me dis photygraph
Jes' las week;
An aldough hit made me laugh -
My black cheek
Felt something a-runnin' queer;
Bless yo' soul, it was a tear
Jes' from wishin' she was here.

Often when I’s all alone
Layin’ here,
I git t’inkin’ ‘bout my own
Sallie dear;
How she say dat I’s huh beau,
An’ it tickles me to know
Dat de gal do love me so.

Some bright day I’s goin’ back,
Fo’ de la!
An ‘ez sho’ ‘s my face is black,
Ax huh pa
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Fu’ de blessed little miss
Who’s a smilin’ out o’ dis
Pictyah, lak she wanted a kiss!

Fig. 103, 104, 105.  PLD/ LRM, "The Photograph," Li'l' Gal, p. 110-
112.  (In sequence, with associated text).

The poem may have been a private reference to his wife, whom he first “met” in a

photograph, and from whom he was often separated while on lecture tours.   Still, like the

mask poem, Dunbar’s work casts African-Americans as particularly soft-hearted and

lovable objects of sentimentality, an emotionalism seemingly performed for the reader.  In

itself it is an illustration of the manner in which photographs typically evinced black

sentimentality, a convention the members of the Camera Club largely evaded.  Leigh

Miner depicts the narrator in a far more candid and subtle manner that did the poet; the

model, a person who looks as if he could walk through the door today, seems a stand-in

for Dunbar.17  Miner saw no contradiction between the man’s civilized comportment and

down-home diction, a candid vision reconciling twentieth-century progress and African-

American culture.

Given that so much of Dunbar’s work was illustrated, and that he had written a

poem specifically about photography, Dunbar’s mask image might be construed in part as

a reference to the practice of photography: behavior before the lens constitutes one of the

                     
17 Although the poet and some of his illustrators met at Hampton in 1901, surprisingly, none of the
members of the Camera Club actually photographed Dunbar.
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most salient contemporary examples of social performance and dissemblance.  Ultimately

however, Dunbar discredits visuality as a means of knowing inner truths, highlighting a

common disjunction between surface behaviors and inner selves, between seeing and

knowing, emphasizing that viewers “only see us.”

In portraits and family photographs, we posture and exercise practiced mirth and

the trappings of civility for posterity, subliminally aware that our image will inevitably

outlive us.  The poem asserts the subject’s capacity to represent his or herself, a

performed identity, and permitting access to the authentic self; the studio portrait is a

collaborative effort shared between photographer and model.  In this manner, Dunbar

undermines the realism of photography and the documentary tradition, specifically the

notion that photographers have absolute control over their photographic subjects.

Applied specifically to photographs of African Americans, such as had appeared in his

own books, Dunbar’s poem implies subjects’ partial authorship of their image.

Extrapolated further, the poet discounts comic images as documents of African-American

life, suggesting that sentimental images revealing dejection and despair are more accurate

characterizations of African Americans, where performed faces obscure authentic

“tortured souls” within.

Dunbar’s mask poem recalls several photographic practices: in the case of social

documentary reform photography, which casts its subjects figuratively as objects of pity,

the genre depicts the needy and unfortunate as subjects who invite paternalistic, quasi-

missionary remediation.  They provoke a sorrowful temporary glance downward that

reminds the viewer that they are on the side of righteousness, met by an adoring glance

upward, as if in helpless pleading for divine intervention.  Dunbar’s poem appealed to

white viewers by simulating a shared confidence with the reader, lured by the white

projection of solidarity, sympathy, and awareness of the harsh reality of black life in

America, the imagined bond with the black subject, a sign relished by the white viewer to

himself, that he is on the inside, initiated into the rituals of authentic blackness.   

Dunbar’s presentation of the mask also clarifies and suggests the photographic

subject’s complicity in creating the image, especially so in the case of African-American
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subjects. African.  Like the sitter for a formal portrait in a studio photograph, the subjects

of the images in the Hampton photographs are willing collaborators in the final outcome

and meaning of the image.  In the photographs that we as viewers are most accustomed to

participating in, a subject’s influence over the outcome of an image often supercedes a

photographer’s input and control over the meaning of the image.  A studio photographer

exerts control over the technical variables of framing, exposure, lens type, shutter speed,

the selection of props and background, and the exact instant in which to trip the shutter,

the “decisive moment.”  However, as ultimate consumers of the image, the subject of the

photo controls the powerful subtleties of meaning in facial expression, dress, and final

image selection – editing both the image itself and selecting the photographer and context

in which the image appears.  Based upon their control of gesture and expression, sitters

exude respectability or sympathetic charm, coy sexuality, or ironic satire of the

conventions of the medium itself.  In vernacular photography, as in the studio photograph

or family snapshot, the photographer merely functions as camera operator, and/or as set

designer, while the subject of the image asserts the prerogatives of director and producer,

wardrobe designer, and picture editor.  In any case, the many powerful forces at work in

the meaning or impact of a photograph often seem beyond a photographer’s intent or

influence, and the power of meaning resides instead in a subject or photographer’s desire

to emulate or modify social and or pictorial conventions.  If we apply Dunbar’s mask

poem to refer to photography, it asserts that subjects largely represent themselves.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SIGN AS MASK; FICTIONS MASQUERADING AS FACTS

Even in Dunbar’s day, photography was a battleground in which critics contested

the realism of representation.  Based upon the mask poem, Dunbar seems to have

weighed in for the medium’s miraculous capacity to convey its subjects without

intervention, confirmed by his poem, “The Photograph:” “Dat’s de very way she be—“.

The verse highlights the medium’s sentimentality, apparently articulated at the moment in

which a naive individual first views a photographic image.  Ranking high as a rationale for

analyzing and republishing a century-old series of photographs is the notion that the

series documents a historical reality about life at the turn of the century.  Barring gross
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alteration, photographs invariably transform a scene that appeared before the camera into

a two-dimensional image, faithfully and indexically recording the image that appeared

before the lens.  Most recent scholarship, however, asserts that meaning in photographs

is spun at several levels: by maker and viewer, and to a much lesser degree, by the subject

of the image.18  Increasingly, scholarship on photography--and other representational

systems--seeks to underscore the constructed nature of representation, how depictions of

people and events are inevitably viewed through the filter of culture.  Thus the

photograph, commonly perceived as an objective means of recording reality, is reckoned

as yet another system of signification, controlled by the vagaries of subjectivity, the

biases and social constructions determined by culture: determinants resulting from

historical period, place, class, and social affiliation.  As mere signs, photographs thus have

no inherent, natural meaning, only agreed-upon connotations conferred upon them by

culture and context.  According to recent post-structural thought, because of its

putatively transparent, objective vision, photography insidiously naturalizes cultural and

socio-political biases, masking the ideological bases of representational conventions.19

While it is a subjective, specific means of representation, photography is among

the more objective of representational media.  Reiterating film critic André Bazin and

innumerable others, philosopher Kendall Walton prominently argued that photography,

among all representational media, “is indeed special, and that it deserves to be called a

                     
18 Kendall Walton and Joel Snyder/Neil Walsh Allen debated this topic in the journal     Critical Inquiry   .
Snyder and Allen argued the constructed nature of photographic reality in “Photography, Vision, and
Representation,”     Critical Inquiry   , Autumn 1975. Reprinted in Thomas F. Barrow, et al. Eds.,     Reading
into Photography; Selected Essays, 1959-1980   .  (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982)
pp.61-91.  Arguing photography’s transparency: Kendall Walton, “Transparent Pictures; On the Nature of
Photographic Realism,”     Critical Inquiry   , December 1984, pp. 246-277. For the time being, the idealists’
“constructed reality” side of the market is at a historic high.
19 Walter Benjamin’s influential essay, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” argues
photography’s power to manipulate reality and ideology, much echoed in Roland Barthes’ several writings
on photography and in Susan Sontag’s     On Photography   .  Many post-structural scholars of the 1980s and
1990s emphasized this aspect, re-articulating the content of Erwin Panofsky’s 1924 essay,     Perspective as a
Symbolic Form    , republished and translated in 1991.  Other influential works examining cultural practices
governing photography include Hal Foster (Editor),     Vision and        Visuality   , Jonathan Crary,     Techniques of
the Observer   , Pierre Bourdieu’s     Photography, A Middle-brow Art   , Rosalind Krauss, Allan Sekula, and
Martha Rosler’s essays in Richard Bolton’s     The Contest of Meaning   , and John Tagg’s     The Burden of
Representation   .
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supremely realistic medium.”20  While photography frames and selects from reality

significantly, that which appears in the frame closely and consistently approximates

reality in its original optical context, maintaining an indexical, mathematical relationship to

its referent, that which it has captured, yet still requiring a cultural algorithm to decode its

signification.  Photographs are still admissible as evidence in courtrooms, and faces of

long-departed loved ones reappear in photographs recognizably and convincingly.  The

most eerie and convincing indication of its objective nature results from the fact that

details may appear within the photographic frame unintentionally, unnoticed by the

photographer at the moment of exposure, as one of photography’s first practitioners,

Henry Fox Talbot, was shocked to discover.21 Some time in the 1840s, Talbot found the

time of day “recorded unconsciously” on the face of a distant clock tower, documenting

when he made the image and the exposure’s duration, and discovered only later upon

close examination with a magnifier. Although photographs are now easily and

undetectably manipulated by digital technology, photography still exhibits characteristics

differentiating it from pictorial, literary, and other, more obvious forms of constructed

representational media. Although there is no way of knowing what other photographers

may or may not have placed in the image artificially, as frequent makers of images

ourselves, we repeatedly find reconfirmation of our faith in the medium.   Photography

now seems roughly analogous to sound recording, both trace reality in an indexical

manner; both are manipulated or “sutured” fairly easily and seamlessly.22 An appropriate

term for photographic manipulation of reality, “suturing” implies a invasive action, and

like cinematic montage, capable of creating new meanings by stitching together bits of

noncontiguous realities in a non-linear manner.  This has always been the case, as image-

                     
20 Walton, “Transparent Pictures,”     Critical Inquiry   , December 1984, p. 247.  Much of the theoretical
literature on the subject of photography is dedicated to this subject.  Roland Barthes’     Camera Lucida    is a
sustained inquiry on the topic. Walton repeatedly cites Andre Bazin’s 1945 essay, “The Ontology of the
Photographic Image,“ republished in Alan Trachtenberg, Ed.,     Classic Essays on Photography   , (New
Haven, CT: Leete’s Island Books, 1980) pp. 237-44.
21 Cf. Henry Fox Talbot,     The Pencil of Nature   , 1844, reprinted in facsimile, Beaumont Newhall, Ed.,
(New York: Da Capo Press, 1969), n.p. One of the inventors of the photographic image, Talbot’s text
accompanying Plate XIII records his shock that his image documented the position of the clock’s hands, of
which he was unaware and did not intend.
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makers and editors have selectively placed photographs in contexts defined by other

images, and especially, by texts: captions which frequently trump the purely visual

information from within the photographic frame.

With few exceptions, the convention of reading spatial reality in two dimensions

within a rectangular frame is now a global standard.23  We agree that photographs

document things: this or that appeared on the ground-glass when the shutter tripped; this

is that which the image denotes, its metonymic meaning. Cultural theorist Roland Barthes

identifies this as a first-order signifier in Mythologies, a pioneering collection of popular

essays on cultural symbolism, meta-narrative, or semiotics, in the mass media.24  Like all

media, photography is subject to subjective interpretation at secondary and tertiary

levels.  As Barthes explains it, the second meaning of an image or sign is its symbolic, or

metaphoric import, an interpretation imputed to the sign, dictated by a cultural usage

commonly attached to it.  A photograph of a glass of wine denotes the various specifics

of its physical manifestation: eight fluid ounces of purplish liquid occupying a squat,

transparent vessel perched atop a table, for example.  A secondary level of signification

conveys wine’s “mythology”: the manner in which wine is perceived as a cultural artifact,

its meaning at the connotative level.  At this level of inquiry, the image may precipitate a

spectrum of competing cultural visions or minor inflections, an indeterminacy or “play”

of meaning at the cultural level; the image may symbolize joie de vivre, to another the

object may represent indulgence and moral degradation, a symbol of sophistication or

connoisseurship.  

The movie, Sideways (2004), for example, tangibly demonstrates the complex

interpenetration of reality and symbols that media invest in quotidian objects.  The film

demonstrates the manner in which advertising interpenetrates everyday life, wine’s

association with rituals of the “good life” and contentment as it has been conveyed in

                                                              
22 Laura Mulvey,     Visual and Other Pleasures   , (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1989), p. 25.
Mulvey uses the term “suture” theoretically in this context.
23 Erwin Panofsky,     Perspective as a Symbolic Form    , Christopher S. Wood, trans.  (1924, rpt: New York,
Zone Books, 1991).  The pioneering work deconstructing Cartesian perspective and vision as a culturally-
constructed practice.  Also the central topic of Hal Foster, Ed.,     Vision and        Visuality      ,    (Seattle: Bay Press,
1988).
24 Roland Barthes,      Mythologies   , Annette Lavers, trans. (New York: Hill and Wang, 1972).
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commercial advertising: misty, summer-sunset picnics with family and friends, sensual

seizings-of-the-day.  In this case, the meaning of the photograph of a glass of wine is

determined less by the formal mechanics of the image, or the sensual, phenomenological

experience of drinking wine, and more by conventional perceptions of wine, dictated by

one’s culture and/or subculture.  Thus, the photographic sign itself is a mask in Barthes’

poststructural calculus, a salient component of contemporary photographic scholarship.

Photographs, because of their “reality effect,” present second-order signifieds

masquerading as first-order signs, the essential calculus of racism.  Photographs grant

cultural biases the mantle of truth, naturalizing cultural values as timeless natural laws,

conventional assumptions as givens.  Photography is among the primary tools conveying

culturasl connotations, applying secondary signifiers to neutral signs.  In the context of

this study, it is worth mentioning with respect to the significance attached to race, which

the Dunbar books explicitly sought to address and which Dunbar underminer.  Foremost

in the minds of the makers of the images in the books, it seem they explicitly sought

employ photography to alter the second-order signifieds underlying the racial mask.

In the 1970 essay “The Third Meaning,” and elaborated in the 1977 book Camera

Lucida, Barthes furthers his earlier model and proposes a third order of signification, a

punctum,  a subjective individual response based upon personal experience or

subconscious association.25  Continuing with the same example as above, perhaps wine

reminds us of a jolly, flushed uncle with whom we associate family holidays, or the smell

of alcohol on the breath of parent that channels a particular trauma; a complex personal

response by the individual psyche.  This third level of signification is ultimately

uncontrollable and unpredictable, as Barthes presents it: a “punctum,” a visual prompt

that punctures the surface of the sign, resonates in the subconscious, and channels a flood

of personal associations, transporting us away from didactic content into an

understanding of the reality of the making of the image, in the manner that Marcel

Proust’s archetypal madeleine pastry was the conduit for memory in Remembrances of

                     
25 Roland Barthes, “The Third Meaning; Research Notes on Some Eisenstein Stills,”    Image, Music, Text   ,
Stephen Heath, trans., (New York: The Noonday Press, 1977).
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Things Past.26 In this manner, according to Barthes’ inquiries, photographs are

simultaneously and uniquely both uncoded and highly-coded on several levels. Elements

of the image are both transparent and culturally, ideologically, and individually

constructed.  Interpolating Barthes’ semiotic model: photographs and representations,

because of their density of detail and the accidental nature of composition, are especially

“wild,” full of “open signifiers,” and ultimately uncontrollable. Each representation and

each sign depends upon the vagaries of audience to create meaning and exhibits no

singular, fixed meaning.  In fact, even in the case of the highly didactic images that Barthes

uses to illustrate his 1970 essay, The Third Meaning, stills from the pioneering Eisenstein

film, Battleship Potemkin, the various potential “puncta” in the image draw the viewer

away from the didactic message, conducting attention to its artifice, and untethering its

signification at the secondary, ideological level:

First and foremost, obtuse meaning [the unintended punctum]is
discontinuous, indifferent to the story and to the obvious meaning (as
signification of the story).  This disassociation has a de-naturing or at least
a distancing effect with regard to the referent (to ‘reality’ as nature, the
realist instance).27

Ultimately, the minute distractions and subjective responses in the viewer’s stream of

consciousness detract from realism, making any continuous narrative a discontinuous,

cubist assemblage, devised by obvious artifice.  Thus the punctum, or “obtuse meaning,”

a subjective digression, punctures the illusion of reality, making every representation

inherently surreal, a composite, sutured construction, and an obvious simulation and not

the referent itself.  A punctum in a subtly-posed image, for instance, reveals the artifice of

the image, reasserting photography’s realism in a circular, Surreal paradox: its

documentary verisimilitude contains within it the means of betraying its own artificiality;

because it can do this, it is a documentary medium par excellence.

Barthes’ interpretation is a modification of Walter Benjamin’s surrealist

documentary manifesto, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction:” to

                     
26 Marcel Proust,     Remembrances of Things Past   , V.1, C.K. Scott Moncrieff and Terence Kilmartin, trans.
(New York: Vintage Books, 1982), p. 48.
27 Barthes, “The Third Meaning,” p. 61.
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be truthful, a representation must paradoxically be a discontinuous narrative that exhibits

its seams explicitly, so a viewer can easily approximate the original referent by

subtracting the layer of mediation that obscures it.28  Barthes claims that all

representation reveals its own artificiality, betraying its seams, no matter how seamless

the representation.  Barthes’ conclusions are a contemporary reiteration of the Romantic

notion of photographic transcendentalism, that superficial exteriors, albeit rarely and

unpredictably, betray the immanent reality that lies beyond the surface of a photographic

image.  Barthes’ reasoning eliminates the possibility of inevitable deception and

dissemblance in photography, the subversive machinations of the subject and

photographer as confidence man and trickster.

Dunbar’s allegory in “We Wear the Mask,” however, contradicts the

photograph’s transcendent vision into interiors, highlighting the subject’s capacity to

camouflage his or her internal character from the camera’s scrutinizing gaze.  Contrary to

Dunbar’s model, Barthes’ construction offers a further means of seeing reality within the

photographic mask, re-establishing the documentary nature of the highly-constructed

Dunbar books, a distant, but tangible inner reality revealed by the sporadic punctum.

Dunbar’s mask, however, is primitive and betrays obvious seams, in fact he writes us a

poem clarifying black dissemblance explicitly, tipping us off his work isn’t always what

it seems to be upon initial examination.

Primitive amateurs and models, largely unpracticed in the conventions of

photographic posture, ultimately made the images and explicitly sought to manipulate the

second-order signification of blackness using the photograph’s “reality effect.” Despite

their highly constructed and posed nature, the photographs in the Dunbar books are

informative documents, revealing their subjects, how the subjects represented themselves,

and the manner in which the photographers constructed the images.  For the actors in the

photographs, the images primarily remain documents recording an event, no matter how

subsequent contexts alter any given image.  Caption and frame are inevitably cut away,

and the image is reclaimed by its subject, pinned to the wall on the collage next to the

                     
28 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,”    Illuminations   , Hannah
Arendt, Ed. and trans. (New York: Hill and Wang, 1975).
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mantel, and juxtaposed among other pictures and clippings in yet another context.

Despite their constructed nature, in the 1900s, any published photographic image of an

African American, forty-years old or better, was a document with the potential to reunite

a family shattered by slavery.29

Most people understand the photographic process intuitively at a practical,

everyday level, that images are constructed and posed for posterity.  Unlike most visual

media, photography is a widely-employed popular vernacular medium.  Because of our

familiarity with the process, viewers are adept at quickly identifying and dismissing

obvious artifice and pictorial conventions.  We know from experience that the presence of

a camera in a scene changes the course of events; people put their arms around each other

and squeeze together, force smiles, mug for the camera, avert their face, primp, or step out

of the frame.  When viewing family photographs, we instinctively know to subtract these

conventions from the scene before us to gauge the reality of the original scene.  We know

affected mirth is not the typical experience of the average family, that the image has been

culled from a series of out-takes.  This skepticism requires, however, a sustained vigilance

when looking at images, a level of consciousness difficult to maintain when flipping

through magazines filled with hundreds of images constructed at a variety of levels of

artifice or a daily routine populated with thousands of “wild” photographic viewings in

passing.  The “reality effect” of photography masks culturally-determined values and

ideals, naturalizing ideology, or value judgements, concealing them within its vaunted

objectivity.30  Rarely are we determined enough to recognize how photographs spin

subject matter, and how photographic conventions subtly perpetuate ideologies.  We

become inured to distorted realities, we mistake the objectivity of first-order signifiers and

displace their realism as second- and third-order signifiers.  Several photographic critics

have referred to this phenomenon as photography’s “mask” of realism, a surface we have

                     
29 bell hooks, “In Our Glory,” in Deborah Willis, Ed.,     Picturing Us; African-American Identity in
Photography   , (New York: The New Press, 1994), p. 48.
30 Barthes coined the term, “The Reality Effect,” in an essay of the same name, in which he explores
Realism’s rhetorical simulation of reality.  Rather than use the term “realism,” “reality effect” highlights
realism as a convention, a rhetoric that employs shock, novelty, density of detail, and anti-aesthetic
banality to approximate the impact of reportorial media in photography, artwork, and fiction., Roland
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learned to revere, and which grants culturally constructed ideas, such as those regarding

race, the authority of truth.  

Too often we address photographic realism as a perfunctory dialectic between

objectivity and subjectivity.  The primary consideration, however, is not whether

photographs convey physical reality.  Individuals measure themselves and shape their

lives, self-image, and ideals to approximate highly-mediated, aestheticized, and largely

unrepresentative, extraordinary realities, the double-consciousness of ourselves to which

DuBois so astutely tipped us off.  Photographs accurately reproduce that which was

manipulated for the camera; Modernity is manifest when we internalize normative ideals

and identities we appropriate in images, rendering our identity mutable and accretive,

playing back that which we have witnessed elsewhere. Like Whitman’s Leaves of Grass,

we perform successive identities we find in the mass media, and in some cases, they are

ideals we cannot live up to, whether standards of beauty, such as slimness, youth,

whiteness, or blackness.  Photography is thus crucial to the phenomenon of double-

consciousness and the nature of modernity.  

More than any other national culture, we live our lives in images and thrive by

exporting images to the rest of the world.  Before the camera, we project an image for

posterity, an ideal to which we aspire. Each of us is compelled to project our status as

exemplars, each of us a “citty on a hill,” yet Puritanism only precipitated our effusions.

Our attraction to mediated realities seems the result of complex factors, materially and

ideologically determined by large distances, a sense of exemplary mission, fluidity of class

status, technologies of persuasion fostered by government by consent, and above all, a

heightened self-interest resulting from a culture of competition and fostered by the

marketplace.  The marketplace also provided the impetus for our fragmented, polyglottal

national expression, our Mona Lisa and Handel’s Messiah, the commercial vernacular.

The U.S. embodies an outer-directed national culture of performed identities, masks that

developed concurrently with the technologies of mass communication, finding identities,

ideologies, and common culture in popular media: a virtual public forum.  Leading the way

                                                              
Barthes, “The Reality Effect,”     The Rustle of Language   , Richard Howard , trans., (New York: Hill and
Wang, 1989), pp. 141–48.
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in this manner, more than other nation, we define ourselves by the mediated affectations

we wear, the identities we perform, and the ideals we project, hedges against the inroads

of the judgment of posterity.31   

AMERICAN AFFECTATION; THE PERFORMANCE OF SOCIAL STATUS

Among the critical adjustments individuals had to make in the era following the

Civil War was to fashion and project a persona, an abstract personage to express social

status for consumption in the public sphere.  Whereas social status had once been fixed

and known: professional relationships were familial, in partnerships, in guilds or

collectives, following the Civil War the work world was systematized and specialized.

Modeled on military organization, managerial workers envisioned themselves, their co-

workers, and subordinates as depersonalized specialists who inhabited a specific niche

because of formalized guarantees of technical qualification rather than via personality,

demeanor, or social status, at least in theory. One’s professional life was ideally to be

abstracted and untainted by personal life; the workplace from the home; reason from the

emotions.  Industrial organization instituted different standards of behavior specific to

each station.  If in Europe, ritualized signs were established to negotiate relationships of

class, in America status was not fixed; upward mobility required performing the culture of

the next rung in the hierarchy.  If at work one addressed one’s co-worker by last name,

one could address the same person by a variety of different titles depending upon the

context; where the interaction was taking place: at the Masonic lodge, in church, in a

political meeting, or in the parlor over a game of cards.  Each individual was comprised of

several personas, each with a public face to show the world, a self-imaging fashioned for

consumption in sometimes widely disparate contexts. Photographs documented these

personas and mirrored the specialized behaviors for different social places and settings,

establishing proper comportment and etiquette.  Because of their portability from context

to context, however, often the default image was the public persona, the formal portrait,

                     
31 Christopher Lasch,     The Culture of Narcissism    ,  (1979: New York: W.W. Norton, 1991) and Karen
Haltunen,     Confidence Men and Painted Women; A Study of Middle Class Culture in America, 1830-1870   
(New Haven/London: Yale University Press, 1986).
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fashioning one’s self in the best possible light for consumption by one’s peers and

superiors.  

Class identity required assigning a fixed lexicon of signs, from dress, speech

pattern, and physiognomy, to social etiquette, personal taste, personality, morality,

hygiene, and interest.  In the nineteenth century, race and ethnicity were accepted as

primary signs, as absolute, determining factors dictating social standing, associations, and

economic status.  As Karen Haltunnen has demonstrated, urban life and a dramatic

increase in population in the nineteenth century required social display behavior to

negotiate the increasingly diverse and mobile population one encountered.32  If the

prewar era stressed authenticity and transcendental, consistent behavior throughout one’s

persona, the postwar era required duplicity, a ritualized interaction governed by a variety

of graphic and linguistic signs.  For instance, the boundary between middle-class and

working-class status was negotiated by intricate cues of language and verbal etiquette:

vocabulary, regional accent, and elaborate nuances in visual signs: up-to-date-fashion with

often minute increments of distinction, hairstyle, personal hygiene, race, or ethnicity.

Subtle visual markers such as sun-tanned skin indicated agricultural labor; the wearing of

eyeglasses showcased literacy and middle-class status, facial expression and

physiognomy determined “character.”  Urban life required that individuals distinguish

others and predict behavior instantaneously, at a glance, as members of specific social

divisions.  These visual cues were transmitted efficiently through photographs in the

nineteenth century.  It was through the medium of illustration and photography that the

art of reading others could be increasingly delicate and nuanced, enabling a group identity

and standardized signs to be shared over a large geographic area.  One no longer needed to

be physically proximate to share the subtle rituals and visual markers of common

identity. What once was accomplished by a promenade down the street or in the park

could be achieved by flipping through the pages of a magazine in a state of distraction.

This outer-direction, a measuring and projection of one’s self by comparison to visible

others expanded exponentially in the second half of the nineteenth century with the large-

scale distribution of photographic images, now the stock-in-trade of twentieth-century
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advertising and brand identification.  Advertisers capitalize on consumers’ insecurity at

being socially ostracized, being left out of the semiotic loop, using inferior or out-of-date

products: being unaware while others deciphered one’s lack of sophistication.

Hampton’s mission to project exemplary righteousness was a mask performed for

social acceptance, a species of affectation presented to the camera in the photographic

portrait studio.  It sought to rigorously observe the conventions of middle-class status in

the hope of achieving that status. For African Americans at the time, adopting the posture

of domesticity and civility for the camera was a persistent attempt to summon and

employ the subtle, gestural signs of middle-class status, to overwhelm white Americans

into altering blackness as a sign of social status, an effort which would ultimately be

futile.  To the great majority of white Americans, blackness was the primary visual sign

of otherness and uncivilized status, the master sign that trumped all others. From

without, the formal studio portrait of an African American was an absurd juxtaposition of

the highly-nuanced codes of civility venturing to mask the dominant, controlling code

indicating coarse character, pigmentation that established social inferiority.  Hampton’s

object, which the Dunbar books largely sought to address, was to erode the significance of

blackness as a sign.  Ultimately, that was to be accomplished by both direct and indirect

means.

Hampton’s leadership by example was distinct from the mask it projected to gain

leverage to survive in a hostile environment. This performance was not the dissemblance

Dunbar identified, he was not a carnivalesque trickster relishing triumphant powers of

suggestion, narcissistically exulting in his creative duplicity, seeking social acceptance

through wit.  In the Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, Erving Goffman makes clear

that this kind of masking was explicitly not triumphantly creative, but a defensive

posture of submission, an attempt to predict that which the social other desires, and

enacting that vision, using “duplicity in expression calculated to control another’s

responses and actions,” a defensive dissemblance of the powerless rather than ostentation

                                                              
32 Haltunnen, in     Confidence Men and Painted Women   , pp. xv, 162-3.
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or narcissism.33   The Br’er Rabbit and Signifying Monkey stories make devastatingly

clear that this species of masking was a matter of life and death with brutal consequences,

negotiating a social environment fraught with peril and bigger, better-equipped, and more

vicious animals who shaped the rules of the game to suit their own capacities.  If the mask

was a joke, it was ironic, a necessary defensive means of self-preservation nourished

bitterly and happily avoided, a means of walking the straight and narrow, of not being

noticed, of not making eye-contact and keeping the eyes lowered to the ground, of being

willfully invisible, an internalized message of racial inferiority and forcing one’s self to the

margins, into a “tight space.”34 Signifying is another genre of masking than the one

Dunbar employs, a display of daring upsmanship performed specifically for African

Americans to see who could tempt fate and bend the strictures of racial apartheid the

furthest, a challenge to see who could use their wit to suspend disbelief as they stuck

their head farthest into the lion’s mouth without actually springing the trap.

Several scholars have theorized the nature of Paul Laurence Dunbar’s Modernism,

ascribing the creole nature of masking as an emblem of modernity, however somewhat

vaguely, as a means of liberation from the technologies of surveillance employed by

colonial powers.  Masking in this context seems primarily a function of creole culture,

rather than an essentially African-American pattern of thought, behavior, and expression.

Henry Louis Gates, Houston Baker, Gavin Jones, Paul Gilroy, Eric Sundquist and others

implicitly and explicitly refer to the manner in which West African religions inhabit New

World Catholicism, drawn from ethnographic sources and especially from Hurston’s

landmark ethnography of Haitian Vodun, Tell My Horse.  We find similar structures in

Mexico, a creole that save for localizations on the Gulf Coast at Veracruz, in the Yucatan

at Merida, and in the small populations of slave escapees from the U.S., developed largely

without African influence.  In Mexico, as Gloria Anzaldua has revealed for American

audiences, Indian religions inhabited Catholicism in much the same way, a largely non-

                     
33 Erving Goffman,     The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life   , (New York: Doubleday, 1959), p. 3.
34 Ralph Ellison, “Change the Joke and Slip the Yoke,”     Shadow and Act   , (New York: Random House,
1964), pp. 56-57.
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African mestizaje.35  Several of these scholars, however, agree that there remains a

nagging, seminal aspect to Dunbar’s “Mask” poems that constitutes a nascent Modern

sensibility.  In the following chapters, I define Dunbar’s Modernism specifically by his

interactions with photography and African-American vernacular music. Implicitly,

Dunbar’s work interrogates the very nature of the photographic medium and its alteration

of identity, both in the “Mask” poem, and within the context of his photo-texts.  It is his

photo-texts and musicals which position him individually and crucially, as an author at

the center of an nascent vernacular Modernism by 1898, the year of the premiere of his

musical revue, Clorindy, Or the Origin of the Cakewalk, and in 1899, the year of the

release of the Hampton Camera Club’s first book.

                     
35 Gloria Anzaldua,     Borderlands/ La        Frontera      ; The New         Mestiza   , (San Francisco: Aunt Lute Books,
1987).
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BOOK THREE: READINGS

Chapter Eight - Reading the Books; The Photographic Encounter,
Photographic Fictions, and Photographic Identity in Dunbar’s “Mask”

Using the interior of the African-American domestic space as an allegory for

African-American “character,” the Dunbar books rhetorically promised a Progressive

exposé in the muckraking tradition, an exposure of African-American identity, advertising

the novelty of its photographic access to the interior of the African-American home and

experience.  Ultimately readers would not get a totalizing vision of African-American

character, but instead got impressions of a diverse and varied population differentiated by

personality, complexion, age, and temperament, a variety of different vectors with which

to ascribe identity, alternatives to the sentimental, racial mask.  Although the books

subliminally promised an revelation of African-American “character,” Dunbar and the

largely white Hampton photographers performed their trick, undermining the exposé

genre, and demonstrating not “character,” but characters, humanizing and individuating

African-American individuals and de-emphasizing the racial mask.  In its implicit

reference to photography, Dunbar’s “Mask” poem expresses a Modern, multivalent

definition of individual identity, independent of its reference to creole culture.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ENCOUNTER

Although the photographs were made to illustrate imaginative writing, the Camera

Club largely sought to portray African-American characters from life, within the

documentary intent established by the Folklore Society.  In the majority of the images,

the photographers used people and locales from outlying rural areas as subjects, scenes,

and character types established in Dunbar's text.  Although the subjects were often highly

directed to correspond with the descriptions in Dunbar's narrative, the club sought

authenticity by using actual characters and places in their work.  Photographed in a

present, many of the photographs and poems represented a past, and earnestly sought to

preserve an accurate record of a culture and material condition that remained evident, but
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was disappearing due in part, to their own modernizing efforts.  Individuals born in

slavery epitomized the folklife of a culture, only sporadically filtered through the

photographer’s nostalgic gauze of imperialist nostalgia and domestic sentimentality.  

There is an irony in that the Camera Club sought to document Africa-American vernacular

culture, considering the images were made to illustrate poetic fictions.

 Many of the “actors” appearing in the photographs were acquainted with

members of the Camera Club, largely diffusing the potential for tension in the interaction

between white photographer and African-American subject. Some subjects, however,

were faced with one or more unfamiliar white photographers on their doorstep bent upon

capturing them and their lives in some manner.  Unlike folklorists, the photographers

appeared on the scene not only to collect, but to direct, to bring the actors from their

homes to a pre-arranged location, to pose them, having them hold still, to ask them to

open their homes; the photographs required a highly collaborative interaction between the

individuals on both sides of the camera.  The subjects, above all, had to spend time with

the photographer, not only for long exposures, but to travel to the school, to the

cornfield, to the house with the ideal porch, to the picturesque old cabins on Downy and

Butler Farms.  With the pressure of meeting a deadline a few months distant and the rural

African-American subject's resistance to being photographed by a white stranger, the

nature of rural African-American folk culture further compounded the potential difficulty

of the photographic encounter.  The tentative process of granting white photographers

access to a personal and cultural interior powerfully informs the books.  The

photographic encounter was a careful negotiation within which both parties participated

tentatively and warily.  

Several potential dynamics may have been at work when white photographers

depicted black subjects in a rural context during the Progressive era.  Although no actual

description of a photographic session has been preserved within club documents, several

analogous accounts exists elsewhere in the Hampton record, outlining an elemental

exchange between white folklorist/photographer and African-American subject, in which a

photographer repeatedly seeks access to an African-American private space or prying
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into a subject’s emotional life inappropriately, a surveillance conducted beneath the mask.

Several of these scenarios seem the case.  In Memories of Old Hampton, a series of

historical sketches of the institute’s early years, in an article entitled "Conditions in

1873," Helen Ludlow describes the process of coaxing a subject to pose for a photograph.

A long-time resident and popular local character in charge of the school's kitchen and

dining hall, “Uncle Tom” was well-acquainted with the Hampton faculty; he is described

intimately and familiarly, as if a living artifact of Hampton's past, present since the

founding of the school.  A "Miss Loisa," wanted to take his photograph.  Ludlow

described his resistance to being photographed as a humorous anecdote:

...he stands at the kneading trough, with his paper cap on his little grizzled
head, and the charcoal shadows of his handsome little face startlingly
intensified by some comically high lights of flour, he makes a picturesque
figure which I should have liked to add to the illustrations of this article,
but no persuasion could induce him to have his picture taken.  He seems to
have some strange superstitious dread of the operation, and after chasing
him into the depths of a dark cellar, whence he was brought with
suspicions of tear tracks on his powdered cheeks, our artist was obliged to
give up his persecutions.

"You knows, missis, I'd jess do anyfin fur de General, but I can't
have no pictur' took.  Loisa, she's wanted my pictur' afore now, but I done
tell her no.  I doesn't 'prove ob picturs.  I don't want to look at no picturs.
Uncle Tom will die jess as he is, an' be forgot.  Don't want no pictur' took.

Among the unsuccessful inducements the photographer seems to have offered, she seems

to have sought to use the appeal of photography’s capacity to stem the flow of time, to

save his image for posterity.  The photographer was evidently persistent, Tom relented,

and she got her trophy.  A footnote accompanying the passage reads, "Time, which

dissipates so many superstitions, dissipated this one also, and a few years later Uncle

Tom was willing to have his "picture took."1

                     
1Helen W. Ludlow, "Conditions in 1873," in Armstrong League of Hampton Workers,      Memories of Old
Hampton   , (Hampton, Va., The Institute Press, 1909).  The article republished extracts from a historical
article; Ludlow had wanted a photograph of him to make an engraving for an article published in     Harper's
Monthly    in November 1873.  Ludlow later published Tom’s picture in the book, one of Hampton's many
illustrated promotional vehicles.
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Fig. 106.  Unknown photographer, “Uncle Tom,” from "Conditions in
1873," Memories of Old Hampton, UT-Austin Libraries.

Like dust gathered from a footprint, bits of hair or nail clippings, a shirt button, or

other traces of individual presence, the logic of hoodoo and conjuration interpreted

photography as a means of influence and control over the life of the person

photographed.  Superstition was an element of the photographic encounter, a reinforcing

factor in the photographers' awareness of folk belief.  To take an individual's image was,

and is, to have potentially lasting control over the individual depicted.  Superstitious fear

of photography was among the clichés ascribed to primitive peoples at the time, also

recorded by Miner in his description of photographing a Tlingit family in Alaska.

Hampton photographers were aware of these beliefs among their students and neighbors;

ultimately Hampton workers understood it as an indication, of the putative inferiority

and irrationality of uncivilized systems of belief.  

The link between photography and spirit is by no means exclusive to African-

American culture.  Both African-American and Euro-American traditions (if they are

indeed disparate in this case) perceive photographs as sacred objects, as a transcendental
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intermediary between present and past, between life and death, a medium that

immortalizes its subject. The photograph is a moment plucked from the stream of

experience, forever frozen in time, a reminder of the inevitability of death, a compulsive,

nominally secular ritual calculated to defy mortality, a means of eternally preserving a

ruin.2  Beyond collection and control, photography and preservation of culture at

Hampton also evokes the rhetoric of missionary charity, a photographic salvation

insuring the immortality of its subject.  In the western iconographic tradition, the image is

an oracle of access into a subject’s psyche, into the soul.3  Taking the implication further,

the Camera Club, in its focus upon superstition and preservation, was manifesting shared

mythology, a fascination with the graven image and its metaphysical connotations.  

The photograph as a means of control or malice is a figure that appears repeatedly

in the literature of African-American folklore. The Hampton community was familiar

with these kinds of beliefs through the collecting efforts of the Folklore Society and the

articles regularly published in the Southern Workman. A definitive source published in

1926, folklorist Newbell Niles Puckett’s work extensively used folklore collected at

Hampton.  Leonora Herron, Robert Russa Moton, and the members of the Camera Club

who were not directly connected to the Folklore Society would have experienced

superstitions connected to the photographic image first-hand as they went about trying to

photograph African-American folk, and they would have had ample access to associated

ethnographic materials.  

African-American resistance to being photographed was also exploited for its

comic content in the national press.  An illustrated African-American dialect poem

published in the Century in 1894, “The Kodak Fiend,” cast the photographer as a demon

who haunted African-American folk characters.  

                     
2 Roland Barthes,     Camera Lucida   , pp. 73-96.  Susan Sontag,     On Photography   , p. 155.
3 A staple of Romanticism, a transcendental capacity to peer into a subject’s interior is ascribed to
photography.  See the “Illustrious Americans” chapter in Alan Trachtenberg,     Reading American
Photographs   , especially his discussion of Hawthorne’s     House of the Seven Gables   .  See also Poe’s essay,
“The Daguerreotype” in Trachtenberg, Ed.,     Classic Essays on Photography   .  Also Christian Metz,
“Photography and Fetish” in Carol Squiers. Ed.,     The Critical Image   .
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Fig. 107.  “Lynette,” “The Kodak Fiend,” 1893,  Century, 1894.

Oh, doan’ go out, ‘Lias, doan’ go out,
For de kodak fiend he’s all about;

You know yo’ features mighty plain,
And he haunt de street and de meader lane…

…He doan’ care w’eder you clean or not,
An he’ll take yo’ rags right on de spot…

He come down hyar de oder day,
An’ he tuk dis shanty w’en I’s away;…

…De hat’s in de window and de rag’s he got,
Wid his hoodoo gun, f’om de meader-lot.

Oh, de Kodak fiend, he’s sly an’ mean,
An’ you can’t go out near his machine,

Or he’ll take you down wid yo’ kinked-up hair,
An’ yo’ dirty clothes, and yo’ feet all bare.4

                     
4 Joel Benton, “In Lighter Vein,”     Century   , March 1894, p. 800.
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By 1894, the year after the Camera Club was founded, and five years before the first of

Dunbar’s photographic books came out, it would seem that the desire to photograph

African Americans was already an established convention worthy of parody.

Always a source of detailed information about Hampton, including surprisingly

candid details, The Southern Workman published Jane Eliza Davis’ account of collecting

trip to interview Aunt Katy, one of the few surviving settlers of Butler Farm, a woman

who the writer lauded for her thrift and labor, which enabled her to build a house from

earnings and savings despite being the mother of twelve.  Davis was also a prominent

member of the Camera Club and a leading contributor of photographs to the Dunbar

books.  Although the article describes the author’s effort to collect historical

documentation from her informant, the episode likely resembles one of her photographic

jaunts in the rural districts surrounding Hampton.  Aside from dialect, the Davis makes no

racial distinctions between narrator and subject.

‘Can you tell us how to get to Butler farm?’ inquired a lady in a road cart
of a fagot gatherer standing by the dusty hedgerow.  ‘Yas, Miss, you jes
follers dis yere Big Bethel road tell you sees de Downy Farm.   …Ef you
alls foller fur ‘nuff on dat you comes to de Butler Farm…

After “finding themselves at last at a street of about a dozen houses where they drew up

before a picturesque cabin with a mud chimney,” they describe stepping over several

“pickaninnies” and ask where they might find Aunt Katy.  They are led to chairs beside a

fireplace where they meet their “hostess.”  

Aside from a conventional introduction and rendering in dialect, Aunt Katy’s

narrative was not humorous or a sentimental novelty. The piece in fact presents the

woman’s detailed historical testimony describing General Benjamin Butler’s sale of plots

of land adjoining Hampton on reasonable terms to black families, who during

Reconstruction, became homeless after being evicted by a returning white landowner from

land they had occupied since the Civil War.  The article is as close an account as one may

find of a photography trip to the countryside to photograph for one of the Dunbar books.

Written by one of the Camera Club photographers, it also documents the voice of one its

familiar subjects, presented as a rational historical witness, although evidently not
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without wary editorial intervention,5

‘Den Johnson he wuz Presidint an’ he say de Southern folks should hev
back der land.  So Mister Taylor he tole we alls dat we mus’ go—but
Lawdy, whar we gwine?  An’ we jes natchelly stayed an’ stayed tell hit got
‘long in de seventies.  But dey kep’ tellin’ us t’ go, and bimeby Mister
Taylor, he got right mad and sont fur de Union sojers. One Sunday
mornin’ what dey do, honey, but come over fum Old Point an’ knock
down we alls houses an’ tu’n we all out doors—more than a thousand head
of us!  Some of  de ‘turrs dey got cow sheds an’ hoss stables to stay in
but me an’ my chil’en we had nothing but quilts an’ sheets to meck tents
out of.

Aunt Katy tactfully says “Southern” folks rather than “white” folks, and it is Union

soldiers who turn the residents out.  The article ends with praise for “de Missionary,”

attended by the daughter of her minister, which Davis explains is Hampton’s name among

the locals, “the school which has started many a dark-skinned boy and girl on the path to

self-respect.”6  Francis Benjamin Johnston photographed the Sheppards, the “Old-Time”

couple in their cabin on Butler Farm; the image is one of several accompanying the

article.7 In some cases, this final interaction seems a plausible manner in which the

Camera Club’s work proceeded, and unlike Ludlow’s description of trying to photograph

Uncle Tom, with little indication of intrusion into the woman’s domestic space.  Other

cases may not have been without tensions or resentment, too.

The negotiation represented by the photographic encounter, the conflict between

white desire for entry and African-American resistance manifests itself in both the literal

making of the photograph, and in a subtext; the missionary impulse to access the interior

of the African-American psyche, to probe beneath the “mask." Independently of

Dunbar's presentation of African-American masking, the Hampton community and

Camera Club were conscious of an African-American identity hidden from white view,

documented in Bacon's insistence on folklore collection by African Americans, and

                     
5 The article is illustrated with photographs taken at Butler Farm.  One of the images may actually depict
Aunt Katy, and one of the individual cabins depicted in this article appears regularly in the Dunbar books
(    PCF    , pp. 20, 114).  Aunt Katy may actually be one of the models in the Dunbar books.
6 J. E. Davis, “The Old Butler Farm,”     SW     , February 1905, pp. 86-91.
7 One of the Johnston images, of the couple in their backyard, is captioned, “Food safe--Mr. + Mrs.
Sheppard—Butler Farm—1900”
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Leonora Herron's article on conjuring in the Southern Workman.  Some of the work for the

Dunbar books evidences the desire of the white photographers to access traditions,

identities, and private spaces that they knew were hidden from them, a potential

manifestation, of the Progressive desire to regulate, “uplift” and civilize the pitiable

objects of domestic sentimentality, a license to intrude within the domestic space of

others. Subjects do seem to occupy doorways as a defensive means, potentially an

indication of a self-protective reticence to be photographed, a pulling back from the

photographers, who push forward to get their image.

Fig. 108.  LRM, "Curiosity," Li'l' Gal, p. 26.

RECREATING SLAVERY, AFRICAN AMERICANS AS TYPES IN THE DUNBAR
PHOTOGRAPHS – FICTION OCCUPYING A DOCUMENTARY MASK

Based upon the photographs in the Dunbar books, members of the Hampton
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community evidently vacillated in their commitment to instilling middle-class domestic

values in their students.  Like Hampton’s institutional impetus to acculturate African

Americans, at the same time it sought to preserve African-American traditions, the

photographs in the Dunbar books to a degree counteracted the photographers’ attempts

to individuate African-American subjects.  Because of their association with Dunbar’s

text, the Hampton photographs appear to document life during slavery, although they

were photographed more than thirty years after emancipation.  To what extent are these

images documents?  Are they legitimate documents of African-American life during

slavery?  Certainly many of the individuals the photographers depicted had been slaves

thirty years prior, and who certainly would have maintained a memory of it.  The

buildings in the images were likewise built and lived in by former slaves, much of the

dress and grooming of the individuals depicted remained much the same as might have

been typical thirty years before.  However, the thirty intervening years and the manner in

which the images were made significantly detract from their authenticity, their value as

authentic evidence of life during slavery.  Are these images beyond reproach as irrefutable

evidence of the reality of slavery, or are they simulations?

Like all photographic images, Hampton’s images were consciously constructed.

The degree to which they are documentary images depends upon the claims one makes for

them.  Undeniably, the images document European-American visions of African

Americans.  They are certainly images that document details of African-American life at

the turn of the century, assuming that most of the people who appear in the homes

depicted actually lived there, which may or may not be the case in specific images.  In

many instances, it appears that Hampton students were enlisted as models and brought

into nearby homes that typified the scenes described in Dunbar’s poems.  If this had been

the case, using “talent,” “wardrobe,” and “locations” in much the same manner as do

contemporary motion pictures, are the images still to be considered evidentiary

documents?  Are the models in the images actors playing roles or do they represent

themselves?  Both cases are true in the images.   There was significant overlap in the

personnel who contributed to Hampton’s Camera Club and its yearly dramatic pageant.
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In addition to maintaining a stock of images for publicity, the school maintained a

costume collection, and a repertory cast of models who appeared in many of the club’s

photographs.  A significant leitmotif in the Dunbar books is identifying different local

characters, students, and faculty members as they appear again and again in the books, in

different costumes and settings.

Fig. 109.  LRM, [Cora Folsom as Ol’ Missus], “When Dey ‘Listed
Colored Soldiers,” CLT, p. 80.8

“WE WEAR THE MASK” AS MASK

Dunbar’s poem, however, only simulates access to African-American “reality,”

strategically interjecting only another mask beneath the African-American comic façade,

further withholding African-American realities from the white audience.  Like Stowe and

the spirituals, Dunbar’s mask presents a sentimental convention of African-American

                     
8 Staged in the Mansion House, the Principal’s residence.  A variant of of Folsom in this costume is
included among Miner’s personal prints.
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character, reinscribing African Americans as piteous and helpless victims, their only

agency is their elusiveness before a white audience. The mask reinforces sentimentality

and black emotion, while it asserts black agency, disrupting the sentimental missionary

vision of African American subjects.  It would seem that Dunbar was seeking a means of

mediating authentic black expression and black performance of sentimental emotionality

before a white audience.  

While it is tempting to ascribe to Dunbar a wily tricksterism that signified upon

sentimentality and manipulated his white audience, Dunbar’s identity was torn by a deep

simultaneous double-consciousness, both evading and subscribing to a sentimental white

vision of African-American character.  His poems in standard English were sometimes

“straight” and unironic, obvious paeans to the English Romantic poets from which he

drew inspiration. In his dialect poetry, he could mock civilized white propriety, as he did

in “When Malindy Sings:” “Easy ‘nough fuh folks to hollah/ Lookin’ at de lines and

dots...,” and proclaim the legitimacy of African-American vernacular culture, “You ain’t

got de tu’ns and twistin’s/ Fu’ to make it sweet an’ light….9”  Dunbar never claimed

exclusive allegiance to either cultural tradition; he employed both to great effect, and

ultimately proved himself the consummate African-American poet of his era, utilizing his

double-consciousness, an ability to reconcile several seemingly disparate traditions into a

single body of work.  Like DuBois, Dunbar utilized all the tools in his creative vocabulary

to produce a multivalent body of work, a characteristically polyrhythmic African-

American expression of the era.  Dunbar “ragged” on genteel white culture, and played it

straight, sometimes alternating between the two.  

Like the ragtime music for which he wrote lyrics, like Will Marion Cook, Scott

Joplin, and even John Philip Sousa, Dunbar learned to superimpose two figures at once.

Dunbar juxtaposed two or more seemingly contradictory constructions together,

polyrhythmically lurching in and out of phase, alternately accenting downbeats and

upbeats. He figuratively created a new, composite construction, a wobbling, eccentric

wholeness that was both unified and complex, synchronic and diachronic, its very

multiplicity a transgression of the puritanical, platonic impulse toward simplicity, unison,
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and order.  Thus Dunbar’s cryptic utterance regarding “jingles in broken tongue” signifies

not the inferiority of vernacular African-American expression, but articulates a

particularly African-American expressive model, in the sense that quilts are broken, non-

contiguous images: novel, expressive, and legitimate.  They both display compositional

unity and exhibit the diversity of the origin of their materials, sutured together to create a

new creative whole.

Drawing on Houston Baker’s initial take on the industrial education, Eric

Sundquist imputes a nascent Modernism to Booker T. Washington’s “masquerade,” his

signifying and concealment of internal purposes from white audiences,

Although Washington was accused by many of being the white man’s
spokesman, he was no minstrel; as Paul Laurence Dunbar’s poem might
have put it, he ‘wore the mask’ in order to create an arena of black power
(in addition to personal power) where it was possible to do so.10

Sundquist explicitly likens Washington’s deception to the rhetoric of the African-

American cake-walk.  A deceptively complex vernacular structure, the cake-walk began as

a subversive means of flouting racial hierarchy, a forum in which African-American slaves

mocked the pretensions and civilized masks of white masters.  The practice was

appropriated by the masters themselves and by minstrels, who invoked the figure to

mock the African-American dandy, who was in turn mocking white society.  A figure

implying racial determinism and limitation, in the minstrel tradition, cake walking signified

a putative African-American inability to attain the same level of civilization as white

society.  Like a parrot’s speech or black neologisms, malapropisms, and dialect, white

supremacist rhetoric cast African Americans as cake-walkers, only imperfect mimickers

of white culture, without actually being able to partake of that culture, inauthentic

imitators rather than creators.11  Much of the same rhetoric was applied to early black

poets, such as Phyllis Wheatley, explaining their versification as parrot-like mimicry

without intellectual content, primitive rhymers incapable of deeper thought or originality.

                                                              
9 PLD,      WMS    , p. 11.
10 Eric Sundquist,     To Wake the Nations   , p. 274.
11 Thomas Jefferson,     Notes on the State of Virginia   , cited in Henry Louis Gates,     The Signifying Monkey;
A Theory of African American Literary Criticism     (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), p. 66.
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Racists interpreted dialect, in fact, as a sign of the inherent inability of African

Americans to speak properly, by virtue of biological and intellectual underdevelopment.

In his study of dialect literature, Gavin Jones presents the account of the linguist Schele

de Vere, who in 1872 ascribing the sound of black dialect to “some difficulty both in their

hearing and in their organs of speech.”12  While Dunbar wore this mask, he “slipped the

yoke,” frequently undermining the precepts of the plantation tradition and white

supremacy itself.13  Aware that dialect was a communication coded to prevent white

access, the masking function of black dialect is also prompted white intrusions and

insecurities about what lay within the black mask.14

MASKING AND RACE

Dunbar’s “Mask” poem explicitly states only that members of the narrator’s

social group, which he does not specify, put on a comic facade to conceal deep emotional

injuries from the world, people who are “tortured,” “torn and bleeding,” by menial labor

performed upon “[vile clay],” and through which they must walk and endure at length.

Authored by Dunbar, a celebrated national figure, and published in a volume in which a

frontispiece photograph and literary introduction emphasize black authorship, it is not an

inappropriate deductive leap to infer that the poem refers to the social status of African

Americans.  Like photographic frontispieces depicting black authors of slave narratives,

Dunbar’s photograph is a documentary testament to his African-American identity.  To a

great extent, the author photograph determines the content of Dunbar’s landmark poem,

specifying that it describes not only a generic human condition, but more specifically, the

African-American experience.  In another context, however, re-published in a local

newspaper, for instance, the poem maintains a generic purview, without the

                     
12 Gavin Jones,     Strange Talk   , p. 106.
13 Many scholars have discussed Dunbar’s literary evasion of the plantation tradition in great detail.
Gavin Jones,     Strange Talk   , Gates, in “Dis and Dat, ” in     Figures in Black    and     Signifying Monkey   , Charles
T. Davis’     Black is the Color of the Cosmos   , Joanne Braxton in her introduction to Dunbar’s collected
works, Houston Baker in      Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance   , and Eric Sundquist in     Race and the
Making of American Literature   .
14 Jones,     Strange Talk   , p. 106.
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accompanying author photograph. Thus the photograph unmasks author and poem,

revealing Dunbar’s deeper, more specific level of meaning.

Dunbar’s “Mask” also unmasks the practice of black masking itself, the

intentional desire to obscure black signification from white observers.  Long schooled by

white surveillance: black language, gesture, and codes prevented white access into black

signification, and kept them at arm’s length as “outsiders.”  The unintelligibility or

resistance encoded within the lyrics of black spirituals, the cryptic signals of the

underground railroad, or the content of black slang are themselves means of resistance to

white supremacy, a realm in which whites are at a disadvantage and out of the loop,

where “superior knowledge and culture” does not determine status, and is rendered

impotent and powerless.15

This aspect of masking is implicitly an element of the practice of lynching, where

a child may be lynched for a nuance in meaning, looking at a white woman, whistling,

laughing in public, meeting the gaze of a white person, or uttering anything that could

even remotely be construed as an improper come-on or ridicule.  It is specifically white

powerlessness to comprehend indeterminate and subliminal open signifiers that prompts

white supremacists to resort to violence to defensively re-establish dominance, alerted to

the threat represented by the merest suggestion of defiance.  Both white dominance and

black resistance are locked in a highly-nuanced and ritualized subliminal dialectic of

dominance, investing even the smallest shred of signification with life-and-death

repercussions.

In white communities aspiring to racial tolerance, knowledge of black signification

is a mark of white status, propelling African Americans to devise more remote and

exclusive signs to evade white comprehension.  As white avant-gardes, then masses,

appropriate African-American signs, African Americans withdraw to new frontiers of

signification, enacting a ritual of courtship between white and black subcultures, the white

voyeur seeking access within the exclusive circle of black hipness, the resistant hepcat

seeking to remain aloof.  In minstrelsy as in hip-hop, and in every genre interceding, there

                     
15 Laurence Levine,     Black Culture and Black Consciousness   , p. xii-xiii. Also Henry Louis Gates,     The
Signifying Monkey   .
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was no greater badge of honor among white youth than to be “down” with black folks, to

be an insider in the arcane of black expressive culture, to “jump Jim Crow,” to appreciate

bebop and the nuances of meaning in slang and distinction in black fashion.  This type of

negritude seems much allied to that of domestic sentimentality, a badge legitimating access

to the African-American interior, a friendly means of entering private spaces, yet still an

intrusion, a self-congratulatory badge of bohemian status.16

A MODERN VISION OF THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN SELF

Dunbar’s “Mask,” however, seems only vaguely descriptive of the subtle

dynamics of black resistance. Dunbar limited himself to a sentimental presentation of the

black mask, reinscribing African Americans as long-suffering icons of paternal

intervention, recalling the pathos of Uncle Tom’s Cabin and the tradition of domestic

sentimentality.  Rather than exposing resistance, exasperation, or hostility within the

comic façade, as later black writers would do, Dunbar’s “Mask” in effect, masks African-

American masking, positing a more palatable black piteousness as the inner sanctum to

which white voyeurs sought access.  A denizen of New York’s Tenderloin gin mills and

vaudeville cabarets, Dunbar was exposed to the subversive aspects of the black mask,

demonstrated clearly in his novel of New York’s black, urban low-life, The Sport of the

Gods (1902), and by Bert Williams, the star performer of two of Dunbar’s coon shows,

Clorindy, Or the Origin of the Cakewalk (1898), the first all-black Broadway revue, and

In Dahomey (1902).17  Williams, too portrayed the African-American interior as a long-

suffering scarred soul, a significant predecessor to Charlie Chaplin’s “Little Tramp.”

Williams’ signature song, “Nobody,” from the 1906 “colored revue” Abyssinia, was a hit

and a prototype for the popular recorded blues of the ‘teens and ‘20s:

When life seems full of clouds and rain,
And I am full of nothin’… and pain;
Who soothes my thumpin,’ bumpin’ brain?

                     
16 cf., Eric Lott,     Love and Theft   , W.T. Lhamon,     Raising Cain   , Susan Gubar,     Racechanges   , p. xiv-xvi,
Ann Douglas,     Terrible Honesty   .

17 Sundquist,     To Wake the Nations   , p. 283. David Wondrich,     Stomp and Swerve; American Music Gets
Hot, 1843-1924    (Chicago: Chicago Review Press, 2003), p. 166.
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N-Nobody.

When winter comes with snow and sleet;
And me with hunger and cold feet;
Who will “here’s twenty-five cents, go ahead and get yourself somethin’ to eat? ”
–Go on…
-Nobody.

I…ain’t never done nothin’ to nobody;
I…ain’t never got nothin’ from nobody, no time:
Ahh…until I get somethin’ from somebody, sometime,
Uh-I’ll never do nothin’ for nobody…no time. (Chorus 2x)18

Williams turns sentimentality into indifference and resistance, a progressive step toward

naming resentment and anger as a reality within the comic mask.  Written with composer

Will Marion Cook, Dunbar’s lyrics for Clorindy were the latest word in the

“negrification” of transgressive American popular music featuring ragtime, the forerunner

of the rhetorical youth-culture posturing of jazz, rock and roll, and hip-hop.  Cook later

was a mentor to Sidney Bechet and Duke Ellington.19  Dunbar’s bohemian credentials are

well-worth keeping in mind to temper his self-critical “jingles in a broken tongue”

statement at face value.

Dunbar refers to ragtime casually and authoritatively in his fatalistic urban novel,

Sport of the Gods.  Even as he exposed the vices and corruption of the Tenderloin, he

was familiar with its attractions, proudly evident in his detailed descriptions of urban

geography and his facility with the hip colloquialisms of the day.  He regularly drops the

slangy refrain “out o’ sight” into his dialogue, and convincingly renders the finer points of

turn-of-the-century New York’s cheap amusements and low life, despite his

sanctimonious professions of its dangers:

The Banner Club was an institution for the lower education of negro
youth…It was a place of assembly for a number of really bright men, who
after days of hard and often unrewarded work came there and drank
themselves drunk in each other’s company…It was a substitute—poor, it

                     
18 My transcription.  Bert Williams, “Nobody,” ca. 1906, Columbia 33011, take 3.  Reissued on CD:
Stomp and Swerve; American Music Gets Hot   , Archeophone 1003, 2003.  Companion CD to the
Wondrich Book.
19 Wondrich, p. 166.
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must be confessed--to many youths for the home life which is so lacking
among certain classes in New York….  Here the rounders
congregated…Among these white visitors were not infrequent…’Maudie,’
who had a penchant for dancing to ‘Ragtime’ melodies as only the
‘pufessor’ of such a club can play them.  Of course, the place was a social
cesspool, generating a poisonous miasma and reeking with the stench of
decayed and rotten moralities.20

His authoritative familiarity and extensive narrative lingering in such environs belie his

attraction to such scenes,

‘Mr. Meriwether will now favor us with the latest coon song, entitled,
Come back to yo’ Baby, Honey.’

There was a patter of applause, and a young negro came forward,
and in a strident, music hall voice, sung or rather recited with many
gestures the ditty.  He couldn’t have been much older than Joe, but his face
was already hard with dissipation and foul knowledge.  He gave the song
with all the rank suggestiveness that could be put into it.  Joe looked upon
him as a hero.21

Several of Dunbar’s lyrics demonstrate a half-time back-beat and suggest the

vernacular origins of later forms of twentieth-century American music.  While Dunbar’s

musical, vernacular lyrics might not have made it into some of his literary presentations,

they were not out of place in the illustrated volumes, for instance the reply lines from the

call-and-response of “A Negro Love Song:” “Jump Back, Honey, Jump Back.”22

Despite his protestations and guilty descents into urban clubs, the sometime “dicty” poet

sporadically cut loose and candidly dropped the mantle of the exemplary race-man to rip

an easy, vernacular riff.

There is a fine line between wallowing in sentimentality to elicit sympathy and a

spontaneous, cathartic upwelling of bitter pain. Dunbar and the coon song performers of

the era straddled the boundary, and were equally anchored in both modes.  Dunbar

exhibited his duality explicitly, titling his first collections of poems, Oak and Ivy and

Majors and Minors.  We just don’t know which poems he thought were major, which

                     
20 Dunbar,     Sport of the Gods   , (New York: Signet Classic, 1999), p. 67.
21 Ibid., p. 70.
22 Dunbar, “A Negro Love Song,”     Li’l Gal   , p. 41.
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were minor, and the distinction may not have followed the delineation between proper

English and dialect poetry in Dunbar’s mind. He may have distinguished the pieces which

were written sincerely, and those which pandered to popular sentimental formulas in

either mode.  While Dunbar knew the expressive power of the black vernacular and

employed it frequently, he also internalized the values of white supremacy, periodically

deriding the black vernacular with self-hatred and shame.  As a member of African-

American and American high society, Dunbar also privately distanced himself from the

uncouthness of the unregenerate African-American mass.

THE CABIN AND RACIAL INTERIOR; SEEKING A VIEW WITHIN THE MASK

Dunbar’s illustrated dialect poems demonstrate a pervasive manifestations of his

mask figure, characters trapped in an interior, inscrutable to the outside world. But for the

photographs accompanying the poems, Dunbar’s repeated meta-narrative is not nearly as

readable.  Again and again, readers are brought to the cabin and within to witness the

interior of the African-American experience, within the mask, and beneath the veil.

Figuratively, the poet and photographers inscribe the interior of the African-American

domestic space as a candid expression of African-American racial character, offering

access to the essential “nature” of an entire people.  Much of the content in the Dunbar

books unfolds in this architectural dimension, a progressive passage to the interior of the

African-American home, metaphorically, to the heart of African-American life and

experience.23  From the subject's point of view, the interaction with the photographers

involved maintaining privacy, both in the psychic and architectural sense, as a retreat and

inner sanctum.  Typically, both in Dunbar's words and the illustrations, the drama is set

within the African-American domestic space: a refuge of privacy and autonomy through

slavery and well after emancipation.

A repetitive architectural theme in the photographs is the figure of the threshold,

which frequently appears independently of Dunbar's text. Its prominence was partially a

technical necessity, a function of lighting the subject adequately while maintaining a

                     
23 Gaston Bachelard,     The Poetics of Space   , Maria Jolas, trans., (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969) also
informs this assertion.
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domestic context.  Figures in doorways, gateways, and in windows often appear in the

books, a salient iconographic component to address, figures which Dunbar likewise

established in his text.

   

Fig. 110.  Left: LRM, "Keep a Song Up On the Way," Joggin' Erlong,
p. 26.

Fig. 111.  Right: LRM, "A Christmas Folksong," Howdy, Honey
Howdy, n.p.

While the threshold is a passage from interior to exterior, and the models typically face

outward, the threshold does not appear to be an uplifting escape: from incarceration and

slavery into freedom and citizenship, from savagery to civilization, from the shadows into

the open, from the past to the future.  It is not a parable for the Hampton mission, or an

allegory for the turn of the century itself, the passage from the nineteenth to the twentieth

century, as Booker T. Washington would have it, as "A New Negro for a New

Century."24  The subjects are invariably static.  By regularly placing African Americans

                     
24 Several critics interpret the threshold in such a manner in Gertrude Kasebier’s “Blessed Art Thou
Among Women,” also an image made circa 1900.  The child, dressed in street clothes, emerges; the mother
remains bound to the interior of the domestic space. See Barbara L. Michaels,     Gertrude        Kasebier,
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within the threshold and in the context of the domestic space, Dunbar and the Camera

Club seems to suggest the proscriptions against African Americans fully joining society,

to pass into the public sphere.  Given Hampton’s mission and Dunbar’s race, it is

unlikely they are suggesting that the characters are bound to the domestic sphere by their

inherent racial limitations.

 

Fig. 112.  Left: Hampton Institute Camera Club, "Itching Heels,"
[Camera Club member in doorway?] When Malindy Sings.25

Fig. 113.  Right: Hampton Institute Camera Club, unpublished
cyanotype, 1900.  Camera Club caption.  HUA.

One might also interpret the figure as an expression of protest, seeking to point

out the irony of African-American freedom and the injustice of disenfranchisement and

                                                              
Photographer and her Photographs    (New York: Harry Abrahms, 1992).  Also Mary Ann Tighe, “Gertrude
Kasebier, Lost and Found,”     Art in America   , March 1977, p. 96.
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half-citizenship.  If Reconstruction brought African Americans out of slavery into the

light of civilization, the post-Reconstruction years returned them to a state of limbo,

neither here nor there, slaves nor citizens.  Given the position of Hampton’s faculty, one

may interpret that African Americans remained on the threshold, restrained not from

within, by their own racial limitations, but were incarcerated by society. They are framed

by a rigid geometry, artificially prevented from entering the polis.26 Several of the Camera

Club’s threshold denizens demonstrate resistance and defiance, resentful either with the

imposition of being photographed, or seemingly their cynicism with the childlike status

and condescension they were typically afforded by the domestic sentimentality and

voyeurism of white interlopers.  Although the image at left below was inserted as a

humorous genre scene staged to show a woman displeased with a man who tarried too

long at the saloon, she seems authentically protective of the child and ambivalent about

being photographed.  The woman demonstrates an unpicturesque reality, hardly the

sentimental vision Dunbar unveils within the mask poem.  At right, Miner introduces

bemused cynicism, complicating oversimplification of what lies within.

                                                              
25 This image subtly documents the interaction between the photographers and the models.  The white
woman in the doorway is laughing casually with someone in the interior.
26 This is a standard reading, for instance, of Jim’s captivity in the cabin at the end of Twain’s     Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn   , an allegory for Reconstruction, a re-enslavement after a short freedom. See Shelley
Fisher Fishkin,      Was Huck Black      ?   , p. 74.
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Fig. 114.  Left: LRM, “The Delinquent,” HHH, n.p.

Fig. 115.  Right: LRM, “The Old Cabin,” HHH, n.p.

The photographs of thresholds display little of the heavy-handed attempt at allegory, but

exist as organic sites of interaction between photographer and subject, manifestations of

the photographic encounter.  Models and photographers met at the threshold; its

significance is a figure is common to both Euro-American and African-American culture.

Material collected by the Folklore Society establishes the photographers'

understanding of the symbol of the threshold within African-American culture, both in

the literal sense and figurative sense, as the site controlling access into the interior.  Within

the context of the photographic act, the occupation of the threshold by the subject

indicates a subtle resistance to the white photographers' appropriation of their image and

privacy, and resistance to the appropriation of their culture, a conditioned, reflexive

response to white parody and voyeurism.
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Much of the dynamic in the photographic interaction is mapped in the images of

thresholds, the photographers seeking to enter within the house, into the mask, subjects

resisting, understanding photography as an means of control, guarding his or her interior

by maintaining control of the portal, the opening in the mask.27  The recurrent image of

the threshold, the outstanding figure in the photographs in the Dunbar books, is largely

without precedent in the iconography of African Americans in American art.  The

predominantly white photographers at Hampton extensively used figures and signs drawn

from the African-American vernacular and the symbol of the mask established by Dunbar.

The domestic space in the illustrations in the Dunbar books should be read not solely

according to the iconography of Western art, but within the African-American vernacular

tradition as well; the cabin and its portals are visual manifestations of the mask, the

passages between the exterior and interior perception of African-American culture.

The hearth is a crucial figure among the geographic spaces Dunbar associates with

African-American culture.  An 1899 collection of Dunbar’s poems was entitled, Lyrics of

the Hearthside, suggesting poetry for internal consumption by African Americans, rather

than for public view, like the mask, an integral part of Dunbar’s appeal to white

audiences.  The hearth, as its etymology suggests, is the heart of the home, a symbolic

nucleus and an allegorical touchstone, in this case, demonstrating the inner reality of the

African-American experience.   Longfellow’s “The Golden Milestone” typifies the

ideology associated with the hearth, establishing it as a sacred domestic space, the

physical seat from whence one draws one’s character, the center of one’s family, ancestry

and life:

By the fireside there are old men seated,
Seeing ruined cities in the ashes,

Asking sadly
Of the past what it ne’er can restore them.

By the fireside there are youthful dreamers,
Building castles fair, with stately stairways,

Asking blindly

                     
27 Henry Louis Gates, “Dis and Dat; Dialect and the Descent,”     Figures in Black   , p. 169-70. Gates devotes
the first three chapters of     The Signifying Monkey    to a detailed discussion of the "guardian of the gateway"
figure in African theology, and by extension, in African-American vernacular culture.
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Of the future what it cannot give them.

…By the fireside there are peace and comfort,
wives and children, with fair, thoughtful faces,

Waiting, watching
For a well-known footstep in the passage.

Each man’s chimney is his Golden Milestone;
Is the central point, from which he measures

Every distance
Through the gateways of the world around him.

In his farthest wanderings he still sees it;
Hears the talking flame, the answering night-wind,

As he heard them
When he sat with those who were, but are not.28

Fig. 116.  Winslow Homer, “Seeing ruined cities in the ashes,” Winter
Poems, p. 22.

Longfellow’s hearthside was also published in a illustrated edition, a significant

predecessor to the genre of Dunbar’s books, a domestic accessory intended to reinstill

domestic ideology and patriarchal civility, a book to be given during the holidays as a gift

to family and friends, reinforcing the bonds of domestic sentiment. The illustrations

associated with Longfellow’s text, rendered by Winslow Homer, depict the hearthside as

a place of reflection and meditation, a pagan, domestic shrine in which one looks into the

fire to see their life played back for them, to take stock of their existence, an eerie light
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that casts shadows and renders abstract the familiar features of their home. Not unlike the

experience of being photographed, the hearth is an oracle where one’s self and ancestors

look to reflect upon one’s life, to subject one’s character to deep scrutiny, by the mute

objects populating the room, ”spiritualized by the unusual light to become things of

intellect, as Lora Romero put it.29  Homer actually depicts an individual seemingly

scrutinized from within the deific fire.

The repeated image of the elderly figure beside the hearth in Dunbar’s works

corresponds to the allegorical reading of the hearth, a forum in which one’s character is

reckoned for posterity, an evocation of the pearly gates. The former slave drifts to sleep

peacefully by the dying fire, ashes to ashes, a sign of final respite and comfort, a welcome

into heaven.  Deep within, this heart of the African-American character seems much as

Harriet Stowe depicted it, a two-dimensional moral exemplar, sanctified by suffering.

Fig. 117.  LRM, "Noddin’ by the Fire, " [Uncle Step], When Malindy
Sings, p.86.

                                                              
28 Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, “The Golden Milestone,” A.V.S. Anthony, Ed. and Eng.,      Winter
Poems   , (Boston: James R. Osgood and Co., 1870), p. 22-4.
29 Lora Romero,     Home Fronts   , p. 102, explicates the iconography of the fireside using Hawthornes’s
description from “The Custom House.”
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Fig. 118.  LRM, "The Old Cabin," HHH, n.p. Original print (cropped
by Miner), private collection.

This analysis of the hearth assumes a negative interpretation of the domestic

space, a place of limitation or entrapment, a contradiction in Dunbar's domestic imagery.

Dunbar largely evades the conventions of domestic sentimentality and patriarchy, and

pointedly rejects the underpinnings of nineteenth-century markers of civilization and the

plantation tradition.  In the patriarchal manner of the time, African-American

enfranchisement was expressed as a process of achieving “manhood;” one can hardly

imagine Booker T. Washington "nodding by the fire," "loafing" or "tinkering" in his study,

gazing out the window lost in reverie, as Dunbar wrote of himself.  While Dunbar owes

much of this posture to Romanticism and the sentimental archetype of the poet, in

writing of domesticity, Dunbar resisted both the patriarchal ideal and the puritanical work

ethic, twisting irony into his collaboration with photographers from Hampton.

In Dunbar's narrative, sitting by the fire celebrates an indulgence in relaxation and

an appreciation of the moment:

Oh you grunts an' groans an' mumbles
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Case yo' bones is full o' col,'
Dough you feels de joy a-tricklin'

Roun' de co'nahs of yo' soul.
An' you 'low another minute

'S sho to git you wa'm an' dryah,
W'en you set up pas' yo' bedtime,

Case you hates to leave de fiah.30

Dunbar uses the figure in part to evade the cultural dominance of the work ethic and the

gospel of work exhorted by the industrial education movement.  A minor rebellion, by

describing the joy of remaining by the fire instead of going to bed, Dunbar avoided the

connotation the poem would have carried had the narrator remained in bed rather than

going to work.  Even so, Dunbar celebrated procrastination and leisure as an antidote to

archetypal, exemplary diligence.  DuBois would do much the same in Souls of Black Folk

with his indictment of the industrial education movement and what he called

"Mammonism," the ever-present American preoccupation with economic advancement,

as opposed to "searching out the hidden beauties of life, and learning the good of

living…," of knowing the "end and aim of life which meat nourishes."31  Dunbar

employed the hearth as a sign indicating the heart of the domestic space, a refuge from

which the glow of peace, safety, and home emanate, ironically a shelter from white

scrutiny, a place to candidly be one’s self.  

This implication in Dunbar's work would not pass unnoticed without criticism

from the Bookerites; T. Thomas Fortune, editor of the African-American New York Age,

characterized Dunbar's work as "pure niggerism from the white man's point of view

hashed up by a black man" in a letter he wrote to Booker T. Washington.  A former

friend, Fortune's hostility was aroused specifically by Dunbar's heretical attitude toward

industry:

I enclose a Dunbar story which appeared in the Evening Post today.  The
story has thoroughly exasperated me.  If noble effort in our men is to be
habitually derided in fiction and all aspiration is to be jeered at as Dunbar

                     
30 Dunbar, "Noddin' by de Fire,"      When         Malindy       Sings   , p. 86.
31 W.E.B. DuBois, "Of the Wings of Atalanta,"     Souls of Black Folk   , in     Three Negro Classics   , (New
York: Avon Books, 1965), pp. 266-7.
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invariably does, then it would be better for the race if it had no shining
light in literature.32

In “The Old Cabin,” Dunbar depicts the cabin sentimentally, maintaining the cabin

as a regenerative African-American space, a refuge, while forcefully denying the

plantation tradition:

An’ my min’ fu’gits de whuppins,
Draps de feah o’ block an’ lash,
An’ flies to somep’n’ joyful
In a secon’s light’nin’ flash.
Den it seems I see a vision
Of a dearah long ago
Of de children tumblin’ roun’ me
By my rough ol’ cabin do’.

The same poem upholds the cabin as the receptacle of a viable African-American

vernacular culture, a homely ethnicity,

Talk about yo’ go’geous mansions
An’ yo big house great an’ gran’,
Des bring up de fines’ palace
Dat you know in all the lan’.
But de’s somep’n’ dearah to me,
Somep’n’ faihah to my eyes
In dat cabin, less you bring me
To yo’ mansion in de skies.33

Like the sentimental interior he reveals in his mask poem, the cabin’s sentimental

association also seems a mask itself.

Among Dunbar’s most serious poems in dialect, illustrated by Leigh Miner in

1906, “Philosophy” decidedly obviates both masking and missionary sentimentality.  In

the poem, "Philosophy," in Joggin' Erlong, Dunbar would ultimately contradict the

content of "We Wear the Mask," and translate it into dialect, promoting candid expression

and overt political and cultural resistance.  Dunbar powerfully presents dialect's capacity

to address serious issues even while he presents his frustration with masking:

                     
32T. Thomas Fortune to Booker T. Washington, February 10, 1900, Louis R. Harlan and Raymond W.
Smock, Editors,     The Booker T. Washington Papers, Volume V, 1899-1900   , (Chicago: University of
Illinois Press, 1976), p. 439.  I have yet been unable to determine the story to which Fortune’s letter refers.
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I been t'inkin' bout de preachah; whut
he said de othah night

'Bout hit bein' people's dooty fu' to keep
dey faces bright;

How one ought to live so pleasant dat ouah
temper never riles,

Meetin' evahbody roun' us wid ouah very
nicest smiles.

Dat's all right, I ain't a-sputin, not a t'ing
dat soun's lak fac',

But you don't ketch folks a-grinnin, wid a
misery in de back;

An' you don't fin' dem a-smilin' when dey's
hongry ez kin be

Leastaways, dat's how human natur' allus
seems to 'pear to me.

We is mos' all putty likely fu' to have our
little cares,

An' I think we'se doin' fus rate w'en we
jes' go long and bears,

Widout breakin' up ouah faces in a sickly so't
o' grin,

W'en we knows dat in ouah innards we is
p'intly mad ez sin.

Oh dey's times fu' bein' pleasant an' fu' goin'
smilin' 'roun',

Cause I don't believe in people allus totin'
'roun' a frown,

But it's easy 'nough to titter w'en de stew is
smokin' hot,

But hit's mighty ha'd to giggle w'en dey's
nuffin' in de pot.34

                                                              
33 PLD, “The Old Cabin,”     HHH    , n.p.
34 PLD, "Philosophy,"    JE    , 1906.  Originally published in 1903 in     Lyrics of Love and Laughter   .
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Fig. 119.  Left: LRM, “Philosophy,” JE, p. 34.

Fig. 120.  Right: “Spring Fever,” JE, p. 64.

Miner again followed Dunbar’s text closely, recording the character’s disillusionment

candidly and forthrightly.  The image at right seems to show overt hostility, hardly

conforming to the theme of the poem it illustrated.  

Dunbar’s portrait from the period is also an apt illustration for “Philosophy.”
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Fig. 121.  Photographer unknown, [Dunbar in his study in Dayton, ca.
1905], OHS.

Taken following the breakup of his marriage and a dying man, Dunbar apparently made

no effort to obscure his depression, and passively let the camera capture his bitter

fatalism.  Surrounded by pictures proffering his past glory and exemplary stature, the

image unveils them as mere masks.  The image hardly illustrates Dunbar’s pleasure with

“loafin’” or “Noddin’ By the Fire.”
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Fig. 122.  Left: LRM, "Blue," Li'l' Gal, p. 18.  

Fig. 123.  Right: Jane Eliza Davis?, “Fishin’” CLT, p. 68.

Dunbar describes characters looking without longingly, while trapped within the

cabin, which as in the exposé, functions as an architectural manifestation of the mask.

Dunbar’s poem depicts wistful souls, sighing and looking without fearfully, a sentimental

vision of African-American identity within the mask.  These images however do not

depict a group identity, these are isolated individuals trapped within a collective identity,

incarcerated by their blackness, an identity assigned them by the culture at large, an

exterior housing that doesn’t correspond to the reality within.  As rendered by the

photographers, Dunbar’s vision is not a trickster machinating craftily, it depicts an

individual trapped within the cabin, a stereotypical convention.  Dunbar’s vision isn’t

self-hating, a resentment at being black, or at congenital limitations, it is an innately

civilized subject limited from without, trapped within a sign, a identity connoted by

stereotypical associations rather than an innate identity.
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African Americans were not largely identified in any other way save their racial

affiliation, their identity determined by their visible difference.  Dunbar’s most famous

poem reinforces this deeper interpretation of Dunbar’s mask in its architectural form.

”Sympathy,” oft-quoted and recited, was revived and acknowledged in the title of Maya

Angelou’s best-known work, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings  (1969). This poem was

published most widely in Lyrics of the Hearthside in 1899, and it originally appeared in

1893 in Oak and Ivy, his first published work, a limited edition, although in a somewhat

different form.  Without a sense of racial pride or the legitimacy of African-American

culture, as was largely the case among African Americans at the turn of the century, race

itself was figured as a cage, an inexorable misfortune of birth, the divinely-imposed mark

of Cain.  Dunbar’s cage was literally the elevator he was forced to operate in a downtown

Dayton commercial building, despite his talent and education.

The mask poem seemingly does away with the mask by granting readers access to

the psychic interior, simulating a candid vision of an African-American interior reality

underlying a comic façade.  He gives us hope he’s going to do away with human guile but

lets us down.  Dunbar brings us to the same place we have been so often before: Pierrot,

the minstrel, the conventional figure of pathos underlying the fool.  As it has been

practiced historically, African-American emotionalism and helplessness is itself a

conventional mask, a domestic, sentimental vision. The slave narrative or social

documentary presents the tragic worthy victim, performed as a medium of exchange,

seemingly baring their soul in return for powerful allies in social reform, a calculated

reduction of individuality.  In his mask poem, Dunbar posits nothing within this

secondary façade, he leaves us in a second antechamber, shut out from the inner sanctum

of African-American experience, an unresolved chord, a bleak vision.

The photographs, however, show us the interior of the mask architecturally,

promising a peek into a mythic den of abjection and the expressive, benighted inner soul

of the race.  Our eyes, dilated from the sunshine, take a moment to adjust to the cabin’s

gloom.  What’s beneath the mask, in the hidden interior, revealed by the penetrating

scrutiny of the unblinking eye in the photographers’ vision? People are inside.
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Individuals.  Black, brown, coffee, yellow.  Women in crisp tignons and checked aprons,

men in battered hats and frayed jackets, pants torn at the knees, indicators of poverty and

ethnicity; a fair share of sentimental meditative figures by the fire. Families posed as a

collectivity. Uncles and Aunties.  People flattered by attention, people holding their

heads up, a paragon of strength of two. Middle-class strivers, loafers, brooding cynics,

mamas tenderly holding their precious babies, bemused cynics, young men, wily

tricksters, bitter crones, beaming debutantes and lucky escorts dressed to the nines.

Expressions of fatigue, happy-go-lucky optimists, banjo pickers, cotton pickers,

grandpas bouncing children on their knee, wounded psyches; tired, harried mammies; a

wary rogue, stoic matriarchs, loving couples, industrious go-getters, armed black men,

housewives, workers in the field, wry folk characters, children absorbed in play.  A great

percentage of these people, as Dunbar suggests in the mask poem, have represented

themselves, exposing but one of their manifold, multiple selves, in whatever mood they

happen to be in, and many appear again and again in various incarnations, seemingly on

friendly terms with the photographers.  Few, even in the most obviously staged images,

perform personas seamlessly, except in rare cases, and if so they are performing for the

camera, divas with a tendency to overact.  The books do present visions of bodies used

up and spirits tested, of sporadic, recognizable expressions of depression and bitterness,

but the picture we get of the aftermath of slavery is of meditation and determination, not

effusion.

As portrayed in the books, the “character” of the race is a composite of individual

characters, an optimistic portrait to be sure, with a great deal of omissions: of brutal

truths and victims, which the agitators and sociologists of the time handled bravely and

ably, and which Americans of all stripes, including African Americans, rarely saw.  And

this is probably why the books were popular among black audiences.  It was a fair

likeness of their experience of the past, a complement to the didactic vision of black

subjecthood.  The vision in the Dunbar books was a vision of black life that had been so

neglected, and so underrepresented: African Americans as individuals, conducting

everyday life, and for once, not as exemplary representatives of their whole race.  The
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images show people not in the performative mode, but mostly in the expressive mode.

Behind the mask there is no mask.

Dunbar and the Hampton photographers, imagined as a Galtonian average

depicting cultural identity--weighted only a quarter toward Dunbar to account for his half

of the books and his double consciousness--were a tan island in a sea of black.  When we

look at pictures of the photographers and teachers in their own photos and the Johnston

photos, we see people performing ritualized countenances of social elitism, not totalizing

visions that informed every minute of each day.  As the Dunbar books document, the

photographers’ vision was directed by Dunbar’s text, and the vision of whites who

seemed to have regularly forgotten they were looking at African Americans, who saw

people in manifold expressions of individuality. The vision in the Dunbar books is a

vision that naively looked beyond race as an essential signifier.  It was a vision made in

the very depths of despair, a desperate, utopian hope for alternative to a bleak future, to

when race represented merely an ethnicity rather than a totalizing identity.

Paul Laurence Dunbar’s image of the mask as a performed identity had an

important precedent, explicitly linking the image to the practice of photography.  Walt

Whitman’s “Out from Behind this Mask, (To Confront My Portrait, Illustrating ‘the

Wound-Dresser’ in Leaves of Grass)” is a sustained meditation on the interrelation of

photography and identity. The poem first appeared in Whitman’s Two Rivulets (1876),

and Whitman published the it with slight modification in subsequent editions of Leaves of

Grass, volumes Dunbar would have likely read.35  Undermining the nineteenth century’s

notion of morality suffusing fixed “character”, Whitman outlined an important conceptual

precedent to the Modernist notion of the composite nature of identity. Whitman’s poem

reflected upon a photograph George C. Potter made of him in 1871 in Washington,

D.C.36

OUT from behind this bending, rough-cut Mask,
(All straighter, liker Masks rejected—this preferr’d,)

                     
35 “Out From Behind the Mask” appears in     Leaves of Grass   , in the subsection, “Autumn Rivulets,” Book
XXIV of the 1881, 1891, and 1900 editions.
36 Jane M. Rabb,     Literature and Photography; Interactions, 1840-1990   (Albuquerque, NM: Univ. of New
Mexico Press, 1995), pp. 19, 22 (Note 6).
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This common curtain of the face, contain’d in me for me, in you for you, in each
for each,  
(Tragedies, sorrows, laughter, tears—O heaven!  
The passionate, teeming plays this curtain hid!)
This glaze of God’s serenest, purest sky,  
This film of Satan’s seething pit,  
This heart’s geography’s map—this limitless small continent—this soundless sea;

 
Out from the convolutions of this globe,  
This subtler astronomic orb than sun or moon—than Jupiter, Venus, Mars;
This condensation of the Universe—(nay, here the only Universe, Here the
IDEA—all in this mystic handful wrapt;)  
These burin’d eyes, flashing to you, to pass to future time,
To launch and spin through space revolving, sideling—from these to emanate,

 
To You, whoe’er you are—a Look.
  
2

A Traveler of thoughts and years—of peace and war,
Of youth long sped, and middle age declining,  
(As the first volume of a tale perused and laid away, and this the second,  
Songs, ventures, speculations, presently to close,)  
Lingering a moment, here and now, to You I opposite turn, As on the road, or at
some crevice door, by chance, or open’d window,  
Pausing, inclining, baring my head, You specially I greet, To draw and clench your
Soul, for once, inseparably with mine,  
Then travel, travel on. 37  

Whitman reasserts the photograph’s transcendental and fetishistic capacity to convey the spirit

for posterity through time and space, his “flashing” eyes meeting those of the viewer, seemingly

without the mediation of the photographer.   Like Dunbar, Whitman explicitly demonstrates the

subject’s complicity in the authorship of the photograph, projecting a performed identity.

Whitman’s poem complicates visible reality, asserting that photographs capture only a

consciously constructed visible façade which conceals an elusive and complex, composite identity

                     
37 Walt Whitman,     Two Rivulets, Including Democratic Vistas, Centennial Songs, Passage to India   ,
(Camden, NJ: Author’s Edition, 1876), p. 24.  In subsequent editions, Whitman emended the second line
to read, “These lights and shades, this drama of the whole…”
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within.  Whitman’s model of the psyche seems a presciently modern construction of

contradictory and fragmentary impulses, both “seething” and “serene,” contained and unified for

public consumption, for the sake of civility.

Unlike Dunbar’s mask, Whitman speaks of unbounded identity, the orb of the head a

universe unto itself, of limitless identities to be performed, of the infinitely complex and

multivalent nature of the human psyche. Although he doesn’t identify Whitman’s poem

specifically, Alan Trachtenberg alludes to it in his landmark reading of the poet’s interest in

photography in Reading American Photographs. Trachtenberg implicitly positions Whitman as

prototypical, nineteenth-century vernacular modern, likening Whitman’s serial project of

portraiture to Alfred Stieglitz’ life-long composite portrait of Georgia O’Keeffe, rendered through

years and spatial perspectives, through the vagaries of mood and inclination.  Trachtenberg cites

Whitman’s image-consciousness, his use of photography to construct the persona of the

authorship of Leaves of Grass, which one reviewer read as an “irreverently styled loafer,” and

which Trachtenberg identifies as “a dissent…from public decorum and cultural propriety, …a

workingman-poet.”38

Miles Orvell offers a contrary reading of the same image, the engraved

daguerreotype replacing the author’s name, which Whitman thought of as the real thing

itself rather than a mere sign.39   In each portrait Whitman presented, he revealed a

different, latent facet of his persona, ever-conscious of his public image, his face defining

his character for posterity.  As he articulated in the text of Leaves of Grass, he appears in

infinite guises.  Gazing at portraits from the past at the end of his life, Whitman remarked,

                     
38 Trachtenberg,     Reading American Photographs   , pp. 64, 63.
39 Miles Orvell,     The Real Thing   ,    Imitation and Authenticity in American Culture, 1880-1940    (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1989), p. 9.
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“I meet new Walt Whitmans every day.  There are a dozen of me afloat.  I don’t know

which Walt Whitman I am.”40

 

Fig. 124.  Left: George C. Potter, [photograph of Walt Whitman], ca.
1871. Ohio Wesleyan University, Bayley Collection.

Fig. 125.  Right: William J. Linton [Walt Whitman, engraving from
Potter photograph, flopped and cropped], ca. 1871.  From 1876
Leaves of Grass, p. 284.  HRC, UT-Austin Libraries.

Whitman’s use of the image of a curtain may also have influenced DuBois’ “veil” and

“double-consciousness,” a precursor both African-American writers held in common.

Many of the images in Whitman’s second stanza seem to have nourished Dunbar’s

imagery, an iconography further illuminated by the Camera Club photographers, that of

homes and open doors, windows, and fleeting, piercing glances through the mask,

acknowledging the other.

                     
40 Alan Trachtenberg,     Reading American Photographs   , p. 67.
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Interpreted in the context of Whitman’s work, Dunbar’s “mask” is not explicitly a

racial figure.  As a generic expression of social dissemblance, and there is no reason to

preclude its generic relevance beyond reference to African-American psyches, the poem

ultimately suggests the limitlessness of performed identities.  The most critical

predecessor to Dunbar’s ”We Wear the Mask”, “Out From Behind the Mask” suggested

the limitlessness of identity encouraged by photography, citing Whitman’s various

performances before the lens, and contributing to a life-long, self-portrait cobbled together

in photographic fragments, a formative expression of modern identity.  The photographs

accompanying Dunbar’s dialect poems, depicting architectural manifestations of Dunbar’s

mask, reveal the allegory as an externally-imposed incarceration, enforced by racist social

and political practices.  The mask was merely a limited means of mobility within a “tight

space,” as Houston Baker phrases it.41  The mask was a limited expression of the

nuances and free performance of identity epitomized by Whitman’s photographic

personas. Although a performance, Dunbar’s mask was restricted by the singular identity

assigned African-American individuals: the priority of the social perception of blackness,

an individual identified only as a representative of the essential “character” of the race.

Dunbar’s persona was a fractured, dual identity prompted by white supremacy and was

determined by the conventions of racial etiquette. It was the simultaneous superposition

of two rudimentary identities, an opportunism inhabiting a performed sentimentality, a

habitual means of advancement in a hostile environment.  As Kevin Gaines indicates, this

mask was an expedient means of resistance forged during slavery, an accommodation, a

repository for black resistance, a laughing barrel: both the effect of oppression, and a

means of furthering it, a sublimation of the urge to resistance.42 Dunbar’s work ultimately

looked toward a day when a black individual could drop the mask and make art in dialect

and standard English, in vernacular music and literature, when a African American could

                     
41 Houston Baker,     Turning South Again   , p. 69.
42 Kevin Gaines,     Uplifting the Race   , p. 6.  The “laughing barrel” in black folklore is a means of hiding
one’s derision for white authority.  Instead of outward contempt, one apocryphally laughed into a barrel
after an authority figure passed to muffle its sound.  See Alan Dundes, Ed.,      Mother Wit from the Laughing
Barrel   .
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convincingly put on manifold identities and creative expressions by choice, enacting the

same potential array of social personae performed by most other Americans.43

                     
43 Werner Sollors,     Beyond Ethnicity; Consent and Descent in American Culture   , (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1986).  Sollors demonstrates this dualism as a central tension in American culture. Also
Benedict Anderson,    Imagined Communities; Reflections of the Origin and Spread of Nationalism    ,
(London: Verso, 1983) establishes identity as an affiliation individually chosen.
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Chapter Nine - Conclusion – The Dunbar Books and the Stirrings of
Modernism

Several critics have pointed out that the double-consciousness of Dunbar’s "mask"

was an early manifestation of a Modern sensibility, an exemplary means of manipulating

sentimental Americans, an African-American tricksterism calculated to exert social power

under hostile conditions.  Few critics however, offer more than vague suggestions as to

the actual mechanics of this influence, citing various aspects of the allegory, interpreting

the figure as an indication of an ironic consciousness, a manipulative duplicity, a double-

consciousness, or a subtle undermining of the plantation tradition and domestic

sentimentality. Each of these models cite Dunbar’s allegory, a precedent to the

development of either Booker Washington’s manipulative machinations or W.E.B.

DuBois’ double-consciousness.  Modernism itself is in the process of being redefined as

an intellectual movement, regarded variously as an expression primarily of mechanistic

functionalism, creole hybridity, and as a movement that sought to eliminate nineteenth-

century sentimentalities and simulations.1  On their own terms, Dunbar’s mask and

illustrated books suggest a model in which Modernism is an expression of relativity,

fractured multiplicity, and simultaneity, a movement that celebrated the polyrhythmic,

African-diaspora composite of several diverse themes overlaid and resonating against one

another, some elements in correspondence, others in contradiction. The illustrated Dunbar

books, multivalent in their authorship, expression, and significance, offer several texts in

three media, a string of poems, with photographs of diverse subjects and illustration, each

medium phasing in and out of correspondence.  

Dunbar’s vision is a substantive predecessor to DuBois’ twoness: his earliest

poetry volumes, rendered in standard English and African-American dialect demonstrate a

deep duality, simultaneously articulating both American literary culture and the African-

American vernacular tradition, with requisitely metaphorical titles, Oak and Ivy (1893)

and Majors and Minors (1895). Enamored both with vernacular and genteel culture,
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Dunbar suggests that his dual expressive modes are not in competition, but exist

synchronically and play against and with each other, a fractured, disjointed, quilt-like

oeuvre.2 James Weldon Johnson recorded Dunbar’s frustration with being compelled by

public sentiment to write in dialect, and in “The Poet,” Dunbar deprecated his own

literary powers, likening his art to “a jingle in a broken tongue.”3  Dunbar’s doubts as to

the merit of his dialect literature seem a function of internalized racism, an ambivalence

that sporadically questioned the merit of African-American and vernacular expression.

We might speculate that Dunbar's "broken tongue" evokes a second inflection, as a

statement of polyglot collage rather than an admission of inferiority; a disjunctive, rather

than a dysfunctional tongue. Gavin Jones describes a parity between Dunbar’s two

unharmonious systems, embodied in his work as a “fractured consciousness.”4  

Even the term, “jingles” may refer to ragtime, a term critics frequently used to

denounce the form, signifying an insubstantial theme without weight or larger import,

with not a little racist content, indicating the form was mimetic, purely rhythmic, or

random rather than original.  Unlike playing piano rags, bells jingle, an action requiring no

expertise or training.  A 1903 writer praised Scott Joplin’s “The Entertainer” (1902)

citing its catchiness, but not necessarily its depth,

It is a jingling work of a very original character embracing various strains of
a retentive character, which set the foot in spontaneous action and leave an
indelible imprint upon the tympanum.5

Other critics were not so friendly to the genre; their criticism recalls later racist

denunciations of jazz, as well as the animosity directed at Modern Art, indicating that like

a drug, the genre was addictive and threatened to corrupt American youth:

Ragtime has dulled their taste for pure music just as intoxicants dull a
drunkard’s taste for pure water, Ragtime becomes a habit, and like all other

                                                              
1 I am referring to John Kouwenhoven’s     The Arts in Modern American Civilization   , Miles Orvell’s     The
Real Thing   , Paul Gilroy’s     The Black Atlantic   , and Ann Douglas’     Feminization of American Culture    and
Terrible Honesty   .
2 Kevin Gaines, Chapter 7: “Between Uplift and Minstrelsy,”     Uplifting the Race   , p. 184.
3 PLD, “The Poet,”     Lyrics of Love and Laughter    (1903), republished in Joanne Braxton, Ed., p. 191.
4 Gavin Jones,     Strange Talk   , p. 203.
5 Edward A Berlin,     King of Ragtime; Scott Joplin and his Era    (New York: Oxford University Press,
1994), p. 107.
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habits, it is very difficult if not impossible for its victims to break away
from it.6

Inevitably, part of its harmful nature was in its African-American origin, representing

cultural amalgamation.  

Can it be said that America is falling prey to the collective soul of the
negro through the influence of what is popularly known as ragtime music?
… If there is any tendency toward such a psychological amalgamation,
toward such a national disaster it should be definitely pointed out and
extreme measures taken to inhibit the influence and avert the increasing
danger…

The American…’ragtime’ evolved music is symbolic of the
primitive morality and perceptible moral limitations of the negro type.
With the latter sexual restraint is almost unknown, and the widest latitude
of moral uncertainty is conceded.7

This writer even linked ragtime to cultural relativism, seemingly what he meant by the

phrase “conceding moral uncertainty.”  Ragtime’s detractors actually described its

revolutionary nature quite well, seemingly better than its proponents.

The counters of the music stores are loaded with this virulent poison
which, in the form of a malarious epidemic, is finding its way into the
homes and brains of the youth to such an extent as to arouse one’s
suspicions as to their sanity.

These ‘crochety’ accents, these deliberate interferences with the
natural logic and rhythm, this lengthening of something here and shortening
there, must all have some influence on the brain.8

In its very definition, ragtime was ragged, a particularly disjunctive composite form,

borrowing and modifying earlier works, and recalling a patchwork: a fragmentary, angular,

unpredictably eccentric style.

The illustrated books represent an important aspect of Dunbar’s composite

aesthetic, a multivalent expression in the manner of Souls of Black Folk and Let Us Now

Praise Famous Men.  Dunbar’s photo-texts are fractured in their approach, early

manifestations of the disjunctive Modernist ethos, forwarded at a crucial cultural juncture

                     
6 Ibid., p. 87.
7 Ibid., p. 88.
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in which technology revolutionized American and European letters and culture.  Unlike

Dunbar, who pined for the primitivism of the “Ol’ Chunes,” DuBois sought to confer

genteel status on the black sacred tradition, presenting the old songs in notation, as they

had been cleaned up and arranged for use by the Jubilee Singers at Fisk University, the

school DuBois attended as an undergraduate. He also sourced his transcriptions from the

Hampton Singers’ repertoire; the school gave away gospel songbooks with subscriptions

to the Southern Workman as early as 1875.9  DuBois spirituals are rendered in “de lines

an’ dots” Dunbar cites as an inferior modality in the poem “When Malindy Sings.”  In

contrast, Dunbar, a ragtime librettist and exponent of photographic poetry, is

demonstrably typical of early Modernism, a movement enabled and inspired by recording

technologies that made “reality itself” transportable and repeatable: the recorded music

cylinder; cinema, which transformed photography from a static, unified medium into a

repetitive, fragmentary montage; and the half-tone printing process, which enabled large-

scale reproduction and distribution of photographs integrated with text.  In this manner,

we discover Dunbar not just as a footnote, a transitional African-American poet with

unfulfilled potential, but a legitimate figure in the development of artistic Modernism.

Dunbar’s mask, insistent individualism, ironic indirection, ragtime songs, fatalism, urban

novel, vernacular rural sympathies, and photographic books all add up to a coherent,

primitive Modern aesthetic, components of a career that make him analogous to and

contiguous with the early Moderns: Duchamp, Picasso, Edison, the Wright Brothers, and

Scott Joplin.  Dunbar wouldn’t live to see Modernism acknowledged by the culture at

large, and it is now cliché to speculate he would have taken a occupied a position at the

forefront of the Harlem Renaissance.  Dunbar’s Modernism sometimes doesn’t look

canonically Modern because it was transitional, the first tentative forays using black

vernacular expression as the actual medium of his art, and which was consumed by a

mainstream audience.  As in so many other forms of American artistic expression at the

                                                              
8 Ibid., p. 88.
9 Bruce Jackson, “1895; Folklore and Ethnology, [    Southern Workman   ]”     Folklore in Nineteenth Century
Periodicals   , p. 275.
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time, it took European eyes to recognize the artistic vitality and originality of American

vernacular forms.

UNITY AND POLYRHYTHM

As a Modern structure, the mask allegory is not necessarily a means of

dissimulation or duplicity, it is an impulse to conceal complexities and biases in a

reductive, unified shell, a seemingly objective, timeless functionalism, an ideal of its type.

Dunbar established the mask as an expression of incarceration, an externally-imposed

limit upon identity.  It is a manifestation of race and of the purifying impulse in Platonic

Modernism, rendering details and idiosyncrasies down so as to approach an ideal,

elemental state.  Frequently this kind of reductionism isn’t even convincing; a single

contradiction renders it impotent and overly simplistic, a half-truth applied so as to allay

the anxiety that results from conmplexity and inconsistency.  Sometimes, as in the case of

the defensive or strategic mask, reducing the self is a means of mobility within a hostile

environment, allowing limited freedom and movement within.  The object of Modernism

or decolonization, however, is to free one’s self and others from needless reduction, rather

than habitually perpetuating enforced and self-imposed incarcerations. Ultimately

Dunbar’s “mask” figure is the face itself, a visible skin vessel that obscures complexities

within.

The opposite polarity, the polyrhythmic strain in Modernism, offers a model that

demonstrates complexities and contradictions without reduction, displaying subjectivities,

without simulating objective truth.  One need not synthesize contradictions into a high-

resolution, but simplistic image of reality. Borrowing from Roland Barthes, Susan Sontag

ascribes a transcendent realism to photography in On Photography, a circuitous rationale

invoking historian and critic Walter Benjamin’s practice of Surreal assemblage.  Explicitly

employing a photographic rhetoric, Benjamin plucked documentary fragments from their

original context, reassembled them within a new context explicitly without authorial

intervention, writing history simply as an editor, composing an “anthology of
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quotations.”10  For Benjamin, collecting and juxtaposing was a means of depicting the

past without nostalgia and sentimentality, a partisan intervention that was obvious as

such, undermining realism by purposefully exhibiting seams demonstrating its constructed

nature and leaving recognizable its previous context.  This aesthetic rejects a continuous

surface simulating reality, and promotes a discontinuous, layered, and self-referential,

involuted representation.  His was a Surreal practice of presenting history, an explicitly

subjective vision as the means of conveying a referent more objectively, revealing partisan

subjectivities which a reader could readily perceive, letting the reader subtract obvious

biases to channel underlying realities.  For Benjamin, photography was a contiguous

medium, dangerously realistic because it could convey partisan ideas while simulating

realism, naturalizing spurious truths.  An assemblage of photographs however, as in a

collage or film, was so obviously artificial that viewers could easily recognize their artifice

and impute its referent.  Like Modern or primitive, expressionist art, Benjamin’s practice

was a representation with no pretension to realism, to timeless, absolute rectitude.

 As in Benjamin’s practice of assemblage, polyrhythms play several independent

systems simultaneously; each remains both distinct and part of a composite whole.

Henry Louis Gates, for instance, demonstrates signifying, a satirical repetition in a

different expressive context, as an African contribution to the western intellectual

tradition, in addition to its much-publicized contribution to American and New World

musics.11 In signifying, several interpretive levels are overlaid; literal, figural, and ironic,

all occupying the same narrative or textual “space,” the double-meaning implicit in

sexually-suggestive blues lyrics, for instance.  In contrast, nineteenth-century notions of

civilized advancement prioritized unity, purity, and symphony as their ideal organizing

principle, drawing on Platonic idealism and classicism as origins, and suppressing more

complex cultural origins.  Despite being popularly ascribed to African origin,

polyrhythmic musical structures are endemic to American, European, and Mediterranean

musical traditions, be it the manner European martial music retained the bodhran’s Celtic

                     
10 Sontag,     On Photography   , p. 181.
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backbeat, to the finger cymbals, castanets, and drums of Mideastern, Iberian, and North

African peoples. Each tradition plays two or more rhythms simultaneously, neither is

dominant, each system remains distinct, and each transcends itself in a new context, a

reconfigured whole.  The simplest such rhythm is two-four played over three-four time,

or vice versa, creating a rhythmic lope, an alternating eccentric wobble, a self-propelling

back-beat that unfolds either component at a new level. The African-American quilt,

blues, Dixieland, and Sousa rags embody this tradition in the New World, composite

creole forms that superimpose European and African aesthetic traditions.  The

polyrhythmic aesthetic in Modernism (and Postmodernism) relies on additive

superposition rather than mixture, counterpoint rather than parallelism, and complexity

rather than unity. On one level, it represents a field of individual fragments and a

compositional whole; at another, a mosaic composed of contradictory materials that

explicitly prompts a viewer to maintain consciousness of its individual elements.

Modernism adopted two major sources as model procedures for filtering

nineteenth-century sentimentality from art; one strain was the mechanistic, extra-human

rational vision of technology, an impetus toward ideal, functional simplicity and

elementality. Its opposite was a neo-Romantic expressionism, putatively unrepressed by

the civilized super ego and embracing repetition, variation, and subjective vision, an

aesthetic partially drawn from African diaspora models: angular, symbolic, eccentric, and

disjunctive, rather than graceful, superficial, continuous, and rigidly-ordered.  Modernists

relished the rhetorical irony of superimposing disjunctive oppositions, a practice that

would become particularly elaborated by Surrealism.  Foremost among these paradoxes

was the notion of technological primitivism, and still and motion picture cameras were its

representative tools. Alvin Langdon Coburn, Paul Strand, Man Ray, Walker Evans, Paul

Outerbridge, Clarence John McLaughlin, and other practitioners relished using

photography, the supremely realistic medium, as the exponent of primitive, cubistic, and

constructivist abstraction. Duchamp, John Dos Passos, William Faulkner, Max Ernst,

                                                              
11 Ogun and the aesthetic of reconfiguration comes to mind as a intellectual precedent.  Gates, In the     The
Signifying Monkey   , Gates ascribes rhetorical appropriations to African origin, also in “Dis and Dat” in
Figures in Black.   
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John Heartfield, David Smith, and Stuart Davis were exponents of the reconfigured

cinematic fragment in other visual media. After the introduction of cinema, photography’s

very nature was demonstrably primitive, a medium that materially and fetishistically

extracted and withheld bits of reality from the flow of time, collecting and reassembling

these fragments back together in another context, a mechanistic, synthetic, and primally

human manipulation and recycling of raw material.12

Fig. 126.  FBJ, [The Hampton Band], ca. 1900, FBJ, P&P, LC.  Neg.
LC-USZ62-38156.

MODERNISM, POLYRHYTHM, AND THE RISE OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN VERNACULAR
MUSIC

As early as 1897, recordings demonstrate the impact of African-American

polyrhythm on a much larger scale that it had previously occupied in mainstream

American culture, and as a result, the sound spread around the nation and across the

Atlantic, in a seemingly unlikely venue by today’s estimation, in march music.  John

                     
12 This figure too, has West African precedents in the figure Ogun, the god of metallurgy, the sword-
maker who recycles metal fragments to bear new forms.  In a more Afrocentric turn of mind, Ogun would
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Philip Sousa and several alumni of his band, such as the more daring trombonist Arthur

Pryor, regularly recorded rags and cakewalks and performed them as an integral part of

their repertoire.13  In 1897, Sousa’s band recorded the “El Capitan” march for the

Berliner label, which featured a revolutionary ragtime bridge.14  David Wondrich, a

scholar of early American “hot” music, suggests a nascent primitive Modernism in

Sousa’s work: “By 1898, he started cautiously programming cakewalks…Sousa’s bird,

discreetly flipped to every fancy uptown antimacassar….”15 Sousa was also responsible

for introducing the cakewalk to Paris at the same 1900 Exposition in which Johnston’s

famous Hampton images were first exhibited, the wellspring for the rage for primitive

Modernism and negritude in France, almost a generation prior to Josephine Baker’s

reign.16  Claude Debussy composed several ragtime-inspired pieces, including

“Golliwog’s Cakewalk” in 1908, inspired by Sousa’s performance at the Exposition.17  

By 1922, African-American writer James Weldon Johnson touted African-

American vernacular contributions to American and Western civilization.  In the preface

to The Book of American Negro Poetry, Johnson recorded “We don’t need to go back

very far to remember when cakewalking was the rage in the United States, Europe, and

South America. …Paris pronounced it the ‘poetry of motion.’” Johnson also established

the canonical observation that America’s only original contributions to world culture were

of African-American origin; the Uncle Remus stories, spirituals, cakewalking, and ragtime.

Like DuBois, Johnson identified the gospel tradition as the primary legitimate

contribution to America culture.18  Noting its “polyphonic” structure, and invoking its

“jangling,” a distinctly more substantial sound than the higher-pitched “jingling,”

Dunbar’s friend noted ragtime “deserved serious attention,” a particularly disjunctive

                                                              
have been the patron deity at nineteenth-century Hampton.
13 David Wondrich,     Stomp and Swerve   , p. 66. Cakewalking and ragtime are associated terms, ragtime
being the musical component and cakewalking referring to movement.  Prior to being identified as
“ragtime,” the music was identified primarily as the cakewalk genre.
14 Wondrich, p. 56.  (Berliner 42ZZ)  Wondrich’s book comes with a companion CD.
15 Wondrich, pp. 66-7.
16 Eric Sundquist,     Race in the Making of American Literature   , p. 289.
17 Mervyn Cooke,     The Chronicle of Jazz    (London: Abbeville Press, 1997), pp. 20-4.
18 Johnson, “Preface,”     The Book of Negro Poetry   , p. viii.
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expression of America’s vernacular culture. “It has become the popular medium for our

national expression musically.  And who can say that it does not express the blare and

jangle and the surge, too, of our national spirit?”19

Overshadowed by later writers who transformed African-American vernacular

forms into a central strain of twentieth-century Modernism, we forget that Dunbar was

the major African-American figure in American arts and letters, the second-most

celebrated individual figure of his race of his time, a pioneering black culture-hero in an

extraordinarily fertile thirteen-year literary career which ended at the age of thirty-three.

Based upon Johnson’s mixed critical assessment, however, Dunbar’s import has been

historically elusive for scholars to fix.  Dunbar was an archetypally Modern, multivalent

figure, with a great facility in several media, a figure who also requires study from several

disciplinary perspectives.

Dunbar’s import was not lost on his contemporaries, but his legacy has largely

been lost to cultural history.  Because of his archaic vernacular and nineteenth-century

sentimental verse, historians of culture have underestimated his role as a crucial transition

between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, a career that ended just as he was taking

his first long strides.  The African-American public, however, has long remembered the

centrality of Dunbar’s vernacular forms, keeping his words alive by reading and reciting

them across generations, and maintaining a peculiarly hybrid, culturally-specific form of

expressive photo-text that would find continued voice in later years. Dunbar’s alcoholism

and domestic violence have also complicated his legacy, as promoters of the race soft-

pedaled his career, lest posterity discover his less-than-exemplary personal life, long

whispered-at by African Americans, who largely sought to leave undisturbed the

exemplary mask of the “Poet-laureate of the Negro Race.”20

                     
19 Ibid, p. xv.
20 Eleanor Alexander,     Lyrics of Sunshine and Shadow,    p. 165. This work represents a speculative exposé
of Dunbar’s legacy, while forwarding a plausible scholarly pretext for examining dark chapters in Dunbar’s
life: the destructive behavioral legacy of slavery manifested in the African-American middle-class.
Alexander contends Dunbar raped and repeatedly battered his wife, the writer Alice Dunbar-Nelson.
Sketchy documentary evidence points this way, but isn’t conclusive.
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THE MODERNITY OF THE MASK

Despite archaic exclamatory language positing sentimentality as the depth of the

soul, by highlighting the multiplicity of the self and the universality of the African-

American mask, Dunbar composed an allegorical model that identified and proffered some

of the central tropes of early Modernism.  W.E.B. Dubois’ “veil,” the most salient figure

articulating the effects of racism advanced at the turn of the century; and “double-

consciousness,” a fractured figure of identity that superimposed both an individual sense

of self and internalized racist stereotypes, were figures he utilized throughout The Souls

of Black Folk (1903), employing visual metaphors.  The model precisely identifies the

racist Americans’ inability to see a black individual before them, seeing instead a

representative of a population, a sign prompting a series of associations, distortions,

political exigencies and/or rigid codes of social discrimination.  As DuBois articulated the

figure, double-consciousness endowed African Americans with a

…second-sight in this American world,--a world which yields him no true
self-consciousness, but lets him see himself through the revelation of the
other world.  It is a peculiar sensation this double-consciousness, this
sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of
measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused
contempt and pity.21

Derived from his training in abnormal psychology with William James, DuBois saw this

phenomenon as a pathology, a psychic vestige of years of slavery and racist oppression,

“…two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark

body…,” and he foresaw a time in which the African-American psyche would be restored

to health as a unified structure.22  Freed from an internalized, demeaning gaze,

presumably after the twentieth century’s color line had been conquered, the “…American

Negro…” would “…attain self-conscious manhood, to merge his double-self into a better

and truer self.”23  Despite pathologizing the African-American multiple consciousness,

DuBois constructed Souls of Black Folk in a fractured, inconsistent manner, manifesting

                     
21 DuBois,     Souls of Black Folk   , pp. 214-5.
22 Smith,     Photography on the Color Line   , p. 27.
23 DuBois,     Souls of Black Folk   , p. 215.
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his psychic model. Paul Gilroy described this sociological mode as a self-conscious

“polyphonic form,” born from “DuBois’s dissatisfaction with all available scholarly

languages.”

The genre of modernist writing he inaugurated in The Souls of Black Folk
and refined further in his later work…supplements recognizably
sociological writing with personal and public history, fiction,
autobiography, ethnography and poetry…

Gilroy further qualifies, that “none of these different registers of address could, by itself,

convey” the complexities of black history and the exploration of racial identity, asserting

that DuBois’ hybrid opus was an formative influence on the development of “literary

modernism.”24

Souls of Black Folk was a seminal text in Modern documentary expression,

establishing a multiplicity of representational systems in order to convey the complexity

of individuals, to work around stereotypical conventions by disjunction and montage of

familiar subjects to defamiliarize them, much as would a participant-observerer, a

investigative model to which DuBois was undoubtedly exposed.  DuBois revolutionized

documentary representation as he conveyed the condition of African-Americans in

American culture, the festering disparities between either side of the color-line which was

drawn through most American towns, which he articulated as “the problem of the

Twentieth Century.” DuBois layered various disciplinary languages to make his point,

like his old friend, Dunbar, whom he had been acquainted as a young faculty member at

Wilberforce University, juxtaposing African-American vernacular music alongside

canonical poets in standard English.25  DuBois structured each chapter head equating the

two traditions, unlike the hierarchical dualism Dunbar established in his early collections,

Majors and Minors and Oak and Ivy.  Even so, DuBois’ figure refers to Dunbar,

ultimately an element of the genesis of the notions of “double-consciousness” and

“second sight,” a polyrhythmic, simultaneous alignment and coexistence, rather than

dissonance, a dialectic between opposites, or a call and response.  DuBois abstracted the

sentimentality of the “sorrow songs” in his chapter headings by rendering them in musical

                     
24 Paul Gilroy,     The Black Atlantic   , p. 115.
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notation and without lyrics, sourced largely from songs published in Thomas P. Fenner’s

arrangements in Hampton and Her Students.26  In his final chapter he addressed the

content of the songs directly, casting them as conduits of African-American expression

rather than performative blackness, distancing them from the sentimental tradition.  Both

DuBois’ veil and double-consciousness remain current, both in the study of race and as

expressions of philosophical idealism.  Derived from the nineteenth-century Hegelianism

in which DuBois was trained, the “veil” also demonstrates the manner in which culture

functions as a filter determining what we see and how we act; that acquired ideas color

lived experience and the mechanics of perception.27  Several scholars indicate that

Dunbar’s mask poem was a formative influence upon DuBois’ landmark models of

African-American identity.28

Unlike DuBois, however, Dunbar’s variant of fractured Modern identity issued

from black vernacular musical expression and the performance of identity derived from

Whitman, a pioneering Modern voice.  If Dunbar’s Modernism was contradicted by any

factor, it was his continued reliance upon sentimental renditions of black character, James

Weldon Johnson’s famous dictum assigning dialect poetry to the school of “humor and

pathos.”29  To a great extent, however, Dunbar’s sentimentality and dialect were

themselves masks, obscuring indignation and resistance to white supremacy and black

disenfranchisement, a psychic accommodation in Kevin Gaines’ formulation.  Dunbar was

ultimately aware of the manner in which masking sublimated resistance, demonstrating

that the mask, in its architectural iteration, was a limitation to behavior and identity

enforced by the racial codes of white supremacy, a single, sanctioned identity to be

performed rather than the limitless range of identity Whitman performed in his poetry

and portraits.  Most of Dunbar’s own published portraits reveal only a mask of genteel

                                                              
25 David Levering Lewis,      W.E.B.        DuBois, Biography of a Race   , p. 175-6.
26 Sundquist,     Race and the Making of American Literature   , p. 310.
27 Kevin Gaines,     Uplifting the Race   , p. 9. Also Shelley Fisher Fishkin, “The Borderlands of Culture,” in
Norman Sims, Ed.,     Literary Journalism of the Twentieth Century   , (New York: Oxford University Press,
1990), pp. 135-145.
28 Gavin Jones,     Strange Talk   , p. 189.
29 James Weldon Johnson, “Preface,”     The Book of Negro Poetry   , p. xl.
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civility, a forced, exemplary façade necessitated by the derisive gaze of white supremacy.

Dunbar had a tense relationship with the camera, and disliked being photographed and

giving out his portrait as a young man. Dunbar characteristically hemmed and hawed

when women he courted sought to trade portraits.  He wrote apologetically to a love

interest,

Apropos of your request for my picture--I have none. I have a most
serious aversion to the camera—one which I cannot overcome sufficiently
to have even a presentable likeness taken.  I have had two sittings taken in
my life and neither result looks anything like me. 30

Few portraits of the author show him courting the camera in the manner that Whitman’s

poem describes meeting the viewer’s gaze. Dunbar seems stiff and uneasy in the majority

of his portraits.

Among the identities that Moderns would be free to perform in the twentieth

century, they enacted Africanness to shake the strictures of puritanical self-denial and

domestic sentimentality, absolute standards of morality that were the basis of the notion

of civilized behavior.  Just as Hampton promoted photography as a new standard of

realism, a means of representing blackness accurately, the avant-garde arts and letters

abandoned pictorial realism, finding in abstract and symbolic representation a greater

means of representing the depths of the human soul.  Fostered by the renewed vigor of

African-American popular musical forms and the novel, anti-establishment manner in

which ragtime parodied highbrow culture and civilization itself, Africanness was a

primitive mask Europeans and Americans could put on as a foil to express the dark, long-

repressed areas of their psyches.  

Paul Laurence Dunbar was at a forefront of Modern American arts and letters, but

based solely upon his literary output he seems inconsistently so.  “We Wear the Mask,”

while it highlighted the disjunction between surfaces and depths and contested the

veracity of realistic representation, Dunbar pointed out that for African Americans, the

performance of stereotypical blackness was an outer husk to be shed rather than

                     
30 Dunbar to Rebekah Baldwin, n.d., Roll One, Frame 137, Dunbar Papers, OHS microfilm. See also
Baldwin to PLD, August 17, 1895, Fr. 273, and ARM to PLD, April 28, 1896, fr. 300, Roll One, PLD
Papers microfilm.
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celebrated, a protective identity necessitated by white racism.  The poem seems to

express Dunbar’s desire for public candor, without dissemblance, to be understood for

who he was individually, rather than being assigned to a collective identity from without.

Dunbar may have been unsure of the literary value of his dialect writing, as several

scholars have contended, but Dunbar’s work overwhelmingly establishes that he was

working to convey serious points within his dialect pieces, that African-American

vernacular culture wasn’t merely a performative novelty, but a deeply-ingrained,

expressive wellspring, an alternative vocabulary from which serious art could issue.

Writing of white performance of black song, Dunbar’s 1899 essay in the Chicago Record,

“Negro Music,” articulates the theme he established in verse in “When Malindy Sings:”

It is only the negro who can sing these songs with effect.  The white
professional acts; the negro feels.  With the black man’s heritage of song
has come the heritage of sorrow…which the mere imitator can never
attain.31

Dunbar’s illustrated books, however, are substantially hybrid documents both mixing and

superimposing elements from two cultural traditions, as well as several different media,

interwoven with narratives and counter-narratives.  The books are compositions of text,

image, and decorative illustrations, both sentimental and serious topics in dialect, a

superposition of the work of white and black authors, as well as a hybrid, mutable

combination of the two.

While Dunbar’s poems were in dialect, the illustrations in the earliest

photographic books were superficially “straight,” largely literal translations of his verse,

conveying his ideas accurately and to the letter, rather than complementing his words

with ironic or interpretive insight.  While the images may have been formally staid, they

conveyed African-American content and African-American cultural materials, in

vernacular decor, dress, and ultimately in their very construction, legitimizing African-

American culture as worthy rudiments, upon which a distinctive, civilized culture could

be built. In a more sophisticated manner, Miner followed Dunbar’s lead and articulated

                     
31 PLD, “Negro Music,” in Herbert Martin,    In His Own Voice   , p. 183-4.
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African-American incarceration within racial identity, and counteracted the voyeuristic,

sentimental Progressive gaze.  

 Dunbar’s most celebrated voice, however, was not a sacred or genteel voice. He

derived his musical analogies from secular, vernacular sources, from musical theater and

ragtime, a movement in which he was major figure, from cake-walks and children’s

rhymes, work songs, ring shouts, and blues hollers.  Despite marking the height of social

and political repression of African Americans, the years at the turn of the century also

represent a significant adoption of African-American vernacular forms in middle-class

popular culture internationally, in music and dance, which in turn substantially influenced

the visual and intellectual culture of the Western world. Ragtime demonstrated its cultural

influence with the publication of the sheet music to Scott Joplin’s “Maple Leaf Rag,”

which sold half a million copies by 1909, and was distributed internationally in sound

recordings and piano rolls.32 The first full-length theatrical films were produced in 1903,

one of which was the Edison Company’s production of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, which

featured an elaborate cake-walk scene.33  Several cakewalk film loops date from 1903, and

other African American genre subjects date back as far as 1894.34

                     
32 Rudi Blesh and Harriet Janis,     They All Played Ragtime   , (Fourth Ed., New York: Oak Publications,
1971), p. x.  Edward A. Berlin revises their estimate in     King of Ragtime; Scott Joplin and his Era    (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1994), p. 57.  I cite Berlin’s figure.
33 Blesh and Janis, illustration following p. 80.
34 Ibid., caption for illustration following p. 80.  The Library of Congress’     American Memory    website
offers two early cakewalk films for online viewing: “Cakewalk” and “Comedy Cakewalk,” both by the
American Mutoscope and Biograph Co., 1903, shot in a New York studio.  Biograph Catalog Film Nos.
207 and 234.  Naguezalti Warren, “F, rom Uncle Tom to Cliff Huxtable” in Jessie Carney Smith, Ed.,
Images of Blacks in American Culture    lists four Edison nickelodeon titles.
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Fig. 127.  Stills from “Cakewalk,” American Mutoscope and Biograph
Company, 1903, No. 207. American Memory website, LC, Cat.
NCN046285.

Dunbar’s book, When Malindy Sings included “The Colored Band,” which alluded

to African-American vernacular music as a medium of opposition, which like the minstrel

tradition, compelled generations of young Americans to perform blackness as a statement

of resistance to ostentatious bourgeois civility and adult authority.  Several of Dunbar’s

poems evoke a polyrhythmic, Senegambian bounce and lurch, a point to which he alludes

in his formal meter, a 3-on-4-over a backbeat-2, a polyrhythmic march-tempo cake-walk,

as he cites the superiority of countercultural black musical forms.35 Dunbar evidently

performed the poem with a cakewalk, danced to ragtime music.36

W’en de colo’ed ban’ comes ma’chin’
down de street,

Don’t you people stan’ daih starin’; lif’
yo’ feet!

Ain’t dey playin’? Hip, hooray!
Stir yo’ stumps an’ cleah de way,
Fuh de music dat dey makin’ ca’t be
beat.

…You kin hyeah a fine perfo’mance w’en
de white ban’s serenade,

An dey play dey high-toned music
mighty sweet,

But hit’s Sousa played in rag-time, an’
hit’s Rastus on Parade,

W’en de colo’ed ban’ comes ma’chin’

                     
35 Blesh and Janis, p. 77. The closest descriptive reference contemporary listeners might recognize is the
New Orleans piano music of Professor Longhair.
36 Gavin Jones,     Strange Talk   , p. 191.  Cakewalk as ragtime: Blesh and Janis, p. 99.
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down de street.

Dunbar explicitly specifies a polyrhythm in the next stanza, citing the overlay of voice,

music, and the sound of feet treading in time,

…An’ sich steppin’ to de music down de line
‘T ain’t de music by itself dat meks it

fine,
Hit’s de walkin’, step by step,
An keepin’ time wid ‘Hep,’

Dat it mek a common ditty soun’ divine.

Oh, de white ban’ play hits music, an’
hit’s mighty good to hyeah,

An’ it sometimes leaves a ticklin’ in yo’
feet;

But de hea’t goes into business fu’ to
he’p erlong de eah,

W’en de colo’ed ban’ goes marchin’ down de street.37

Accompanied by photographs of the Hampton band, you can bet they weren’t playing

Handel. The Camera Club photographers were intimately acquainted with “hot” African-

American marching band music, the forerunner of the contemporary stepping tradition

that is still practiced at America’s historically black colleges, and especially at Hampton,

a flashpoint for several vernacular African-American musics and cultural practices.38  

                     
37 Dunbar,      WMS    , P. 35.
38 The pioneer African-American composer and arranger of spirituals, R. Nathaniel Dett, was a member of
the Camera Club when he was at Hampton in the ‘teens.  Camera Club minutes, Book II, membership
lists, HUA.  See Appendix A.
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Fig. 128.  Camera Club photographer, “The Colored Band [The
Hampton Band performing on the school campus],” WMS, p. 32.

In 1898, Dunbar wrote the lyrics and libretto for Clorindy, or the Origin of the

Cakewalk, with music by Will Marion Cook. In this context, Dunbar wrote “Who Dat

Say Chicken in Dis Crowd?,” “Hottest Coon in Dixie,” and “Darktown is Out Tonight.”

Starring singers Ernest Hogan and Sisserietta Jones, the “Black Patti,” and later the comic

team of Bert Williams and George Walker, Clorindy also featured a tune, “Jump Back

Honey, Jump Back,” likely Dunbar’s “A Negro Love Song” set to music, a cake-walk that

required an encore in the performance Alice Dunbar saw.39  Eric Sundquist comments

that Clorindy represented the pinnacle of the cakewalk’s reign in American culture, a

ragtime youth counterculture that swept the nation and crossed the Atlantic.40 Cook

graduated with a degree in music from Oberlin College and was classically-trained in

Europe.  Idealistically, he and Frederick Douglass’ son founded an all-black symphony

together.  Like Dunbar, Cook made his living playing figurative “jingles in a broken

                     
39 Alice Moore described a performance of     Clorindy    in a letter to Dunbar.  She also noted an
announcement indicating that Williams and Walker began their run in the show beginning September 5,
1898.  ARM to PLD, Summer 1898, and August 25, 1898, in Eugene Wesley Metcalf, Jr.,     The Letters of
Paul and Alice Dunbar; A Private History    (Ph.D. Dissertation: University of California at Irvine, 1973),
Letters 203/216, pp. 601, 634.
40 Herbert Woodward Martin and Ronald Primeau, Eds.,     In His Own Voice,    p. 161.
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tongue.”  Middle-class, light-skinned, and assimilated, he sought recognition as a classical

violinist, not a black musician.  He had also studied music with Antonin Dvorak, who had

likely encouraged him to work within vernacular genres.41  Like Dunbar, he was proud of

his achievement in African-American musical forms, recalling years later, “Gone was the

nuff-dah of the minstrel! Gone the Massa Linkum stuff!  We were artists and…nothing

could stop us, and nothing did for a decade.”42  Cook died in 1944, nearly forgotten; he

had made only two records and spent most of his career directing black show orchestras

and directing and producing vehicles for Bert Williams and George Walker. Walker died

early, and Willams was lured away to join Flo Ziegfied’s Follies.43  

Dunbar and Cook ran with the upper-echelon of black popular music and

theatrical figures in New York and Washington D.C. They were acquainted with the

regulars at the Clef Club and Marshall House in New York’s Tenderloin district, with

James Weldon and Rosamond Johnson, Harry Burleigh, Ernest Hogan, Williams and

Walker, and James Reese Europe, whose band James Weldon Johnson called “the first

modern jazz band ever heard on a New York stage, and probably any other stage.”44

Although lyrics alone don’t make coon-songs convincingly look like avatars of modernity

on paper, ragtime of the era represented an authentic expression of African-American

musical forms, played and sung by African Americans, who made a living doing it.  An

African-American songwriter and performer who had starred in Clorindy, Ernest Hogan

wrote “All Coons Look Alike to Me,” which in 1896 was among the first syncopated

popular songs popularized by white performers. Among them were vocalist Arthur

Collins, who recorded the song in 1899, with banjo accompaniment by Vess Ossman, a

virtuoso who transformed the banjo into a musical craze through recordings, reinvigorating

the instrument as a symbol of transgressive youth culture.45  Written in 1892, Tom

Turpin’s “Harlem Rag” was published in 1897, the first rag to be published by an

                     
41 Edward A. Berlin,     King of Ragtime   , p. 116.
42 Sundquist, p. 283.
43 Wondrich, p. 166.
44 Wondrich, p. 175.  Europe played society events for the Wanamakers, patrons of Henry Ossawa Tanner,
and performed at Carnegie Hall in 1912.
45     Stomp and Swerve    companion CD, cut 4.
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African-American songwriter.46  Turpin, like Joplin, hailed from Sedalia, Missouri, a

railroad town with a thriving red-light district and a local black college, which fostered just

the right mix of talent, and in the days before the widespread proliferation of the juke-box,

ample opportunities to make a living playing music.47 Dunbar, in fact, gave a reading at

George Smith College in Sedalia in 1903, where Joplin had studied, presumably in the

music department.48 The two never crossed paths; by 1903, Joplin had already moved to

St. Louis.49  Also a black Midwesterner who grew up in Dayton, Ohio, Dunbar was

likely exposed to ragtime early on, by the time he worked at the Chicago Columbian

Exposition. Ragtime reinforced blackness as a transgressive stance, utilizing syncopated

ragging, and dialect as rhetorical challenges to the on-the-beat, flat-footed propriety of the

popular sentimental musical tradition. Dunbar’s close association with black vernacular

musical forms should have guaranteed his status in African-American letters, however,

given the quick pace of change in vernacular music and the blaze of African-American

forms from black to white audiences, even a few years later, Dunbar’s hot sounds would

have sounded pretty archaic to younger musical ears.

Ragtime explicitly flaunted its broken and disjunctive African-American forms,

accenting off-beats in a manner that was foreign and lopsided to ears accustomed to

Western musical traditions, partially the effect of its rhythmic layering.  Scott Joplin

defined ragtime as having “a ragged movement” that produced a “weird and intoxicating

effect.”50 His first published piece of sheet music was published in 1899.  “Original

Rags” in fact, made direct reference to the African-American quilting tradition of

reconfiguring fragments, depicting on its cover a vernacular character before a cabin,

picking rags, an iconography shared with the photos in the Dunbar books.  Rather than

indicating the piece was composed by Joplin, the cover reads, “Original Rags…Picked by

Scott Joplin.”

                     
46 Edward A. Berlin,     King of Ragtime   , p. 47.
47 Joplin attended George Smith College. Edward Berlin,     King of Ragtime   , pp. 25, 33. Jukeboxes
became popular in the 1910s, killing the piano by WWI. Blesh and Janis, p. 264.
48 Berlin,     King of Ragtime   , p. 19, 25-33.
49 Ibid, p. 19.
50 Joplin quoted in Berlin,     King of Ragtime   , pp. 45, 178.
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Fig. 129.  Sheet music cover, Scott Joplin, “Original Rags.” Duke
University Libraries.

Ragtime was typically composed of three or more fragmentary musical themes strung

together in a choppy manner, even suddenly changing key. Performers and composers

frequently borrowed tunes from other sources and genres and syncopated them.

Musicologist Edward Berlin indicates that Joplin’s “Original Rags” appropriated and

“signified on” the song “A Virginny Frolic,” published by H.O. Wheeler the previous

year.51  Ragtime also elicited similar responses to those which Modern art would

provoke at the Armory show more than a decade later.

                     
51 Berlin,     King of Ragtime   , pp. 48-50.
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The widely distributed sheet music cover of Joplin’s monumental “Maple Leaf

Rag” (1899) actually was pirated from a tobacco card depicting Williams and Walker cake-

walking.  They had starred in Clorindy, in the previous year.52  Prior to the common

usage of the term, “ragtime,” the style was termed, “cake-walks” and “coon-songs,” the

very genre for which Dunbar wrote lyrics.53  Joplin, who moved to New York in 1906,

aspired to composing music for the lyric theater.54  In the 1890s, ragtime was largely an

obscure genre.   By 1900, it had reached a mass audience internationally, chiefly among

the young.55  In 1901, President Roosevelt hosted a cakewalk at the White House, and in

1904 the U.S. Marine Band performed Joplin’s “Maple Leaf Rag” and recorded the piece

in 1906.56  Throughout its vogue, ragtime was identified as an African-American musical

form.57

The broken, illustrative complexity and polyvocal form of Dunbar’s illustrated

volumes showcase the vernacular origins of several of his songs, dialect poems to which

he consistently referred as “lyrics” in his volumes.  As texts only, they were but half a

complementary pair, words sung a cappella, without their musical dimension, their

accompaniment.58  Released as books and lacking an acoustic medium, the illustrations

and rhizomatic decorations metaphorically suggested musical accompaniment.  Images and

decorations constituted a background field, with rhythmic punctuation and counterpoint

from the camera, another “instrument.” The whole represents a polyrhythmic,

multilayered collaboration prompted by Dunbar’s own master narrative.  The illustrated

volume, L’il Gal, offers two pieces that explicitly demonstrate the vernacular African-

American musical tradition.  Both present a phrase that is answered with a repeated

refrain, the classic figure of call-and-response.  In the case of the poem “L’il Gal,” Dunbar

                     
52 Ibid, p. 59.
53 Ibid, p. 46.
54 Ibid, p. 75.
55 Ibid, p. 86.
56 Ibid, pp. 153, 159.
57 Ibid, p. 115.
58 A rare book of music, written to accompany several of Dunbar’s most popular dialect poems, was
actually published and distributed at around the time the photo books appeared.  Evelyn McCue Wright,
Songs of Cabin and Field    (Cleveland: Evelyn McCue Wright, 1903).
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tenders another version of the mask, rendered in dialect, and giving a double meaning to

his “rags:”

Don’t you let no da’ky fool you’ cause de
clo’es he waihs is fine,

L’il Gal.
Dey’s a hones’ hea’t a-beatin’ unnerneaf
 dese rags o’ mine,

Li’l Gal.
C’ose dey ain’t no use in mockin’ whut de

birds and weathah do,
But I’s so’y I cain’t ‘spress it w’en I

knows I loves you true,
Dat’s de reason I’s a–sighin’ an’ a singin’

now fuh you,
Li’l Gal.59

Even without musical accompaniment, the meter of Dunbar’s “A Negro Love

Song” suggests “Froggy Went A-Courtin’ (You Get a Line and I’ll Get a Pole),” an

anthropomorphic animal parable, also call-and-response, the same song likely sung by

Ernest Hogan in Clorindy. Miner too, was exposed to black vernacular musical forms.

Aside from his tenure at Hampton and as a longtime singer in the Hampton Memorial

church choir, Miner’s repeated trips to the Sea Islands would have brought him into

contact with the shuffling, polyrhythmic ring-shouts that were retained there long after

they had disappeared from other locales.60  Leigh Miner got this one dead-on and added

his own device in visual “dialect;” the illustrations stop-start the song after each of the

first two couplets, and they depict metaphoric images rather than literal parallels. The

second page below depicts a tenuous byway, a single track through the woods, a

vernacular back-door path beaten between his-and-her African-American spaces.61  An

orator reading from Dunbar’s book would be required to stop for two beats, and the next

line is difficult to find: it’s positioned elusively on the page, a visual play with

                     
59 PLD, “Li’l Gal,”     LG    , p. 11.
60 Blesh and Janis, p. 189.
61 John Vlach refers to African-American pathways as counter-hegemonic spaces, vernacular byways from
backyard to backyard establishing a de facto ownership by use, a contrast to proper highways and the
symbolic, grand approaches to plantations, regulated and organized as an economic feature, and an
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typography unprecedented in the books, a Cummings-like typographical rabbit, ducking

in and out of the illustrations:

Fig. 130.  PLD/LRM/Margaret Armstrong, “A Negro Love Song,” L’il
Gal, pp. 42-3. Author’s Collection.

Neither image nor text dominates the books, the media proceed together and

independently; the words aren’t captions and the images are not merely decorative

corollaries.  Readers stop, pause, and view people and scenes, then read on.  They may

refer from one illustration to the other, moving back and forth between modes, alternating

irregularly.  The books are innovative, serious examples of American vernacular

expression, textual and visual predecessors of the African-American vernacular that would

find its way substantially into American culture, the predecessors of twentieth-century

exponents of the African-American vernacular who could self-assuredly and blithely

demonstrate that their art equaled that of any white virtuoso.                                                               

                                                              
ornament attesting to the wealth and status of the landholder.      Back of the Big House   , Exhibition catalog,
(Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution, 1993).
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Black dance was and is elusive to practitioners who haven’t studied it rigorously,

but ultimately it was thought to be an entertaining novelty, like jumping Jim Crow, a

child’s trick.  Spirituals could be explained away as spontaneous, instinctive, natural

upwellings of pain, an inborn emotionalism. Ragtime, however required technical prowess

on a piano, that like the phrasing and inflection of the spirituals, would bespeak a much-

practiced African-American technique difficult to imitate and elusive to white performers

who were not fully committed to living their art.62  It was a rigorously technical,

alternative tradition to European music, which flaunted virtuosity and resisted white

appropriation and parody, and afforded its African-American practitioners unprecedented

social respect from white audiences.63  Those who could find their way into the art

earned it, black or white.  Neither an industrial or liberal arts education demonstrated

African-American subjecthood to the same extent as did black vernacular expression.

Ultimately, unperformative black vernacular expression, fostered substantially at

Hampton, Fisk, and Atlanta University, was the trickster behind the mask, an insidious

and irreversible tide, an unassailable ingenuity that complemented and hedged the gains

exacted by direct resistance and demand for recognition as human beings.

QUILTIN’ IN DE QUA’TAHS – THE DUNBAR BOOKS AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN
VERNACULAR MODERNISM

In several ways, the photographs function as counternarratives to Dunbar’s texts,

drawing readers into internal narratives within the photographs, and away from Dunbar’s

texts.  The Camera Club photographers used a limited cast of players, a repertory group

of actors to fill out the images.  In many cases, the photographers used people in their

images who conformed to character types outlined in Dunbar’s verse. People who had

distinct identities played the stock “Uncle Ephs” and “Aunt Doshys” of Dunbar’s text.

Like character actors, they were cast in these roles because they resembled Dunbar’s

characters as the photographers envisioned them.  Among the many persuasive arguments

against the documentary nature of the images, this aspect seems foremost: neither the

                     
62 Blesh and Janis, p. 271.
63 Berlin,     King of Ragtime   , p. 80.
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poems nor images, in the context of these books, would seem to represent individuals.

Individual models stand for a whole class of people, they are inserted beside the text

where expedient, apparently undifferentiated by identity or personality.  At first glance,

the illustrations for the Dunbar books seem to contradict Hampton’s primary

photographic impetus, an effort to exhibit and individuate African-Americans, and to

change the perception of African Americans as a whole.  

More frequently, an actor plays several roles throughout the books, obvious

stand-ins for Dunbar’s stock character types. This is perhaps Dunbar’s greatest

vulnerability to charges of racism, that one actor may play several of his generic “uncle”

roles through the course of the books. Several actors appear again and again in different

contexts and as different characters, and often in costume, emphasizing the books’

theatrical, constructed nature, and undermining their believability as documentary

evidence.  In a few instances, some of the players appear in Francis Benjamin Johnston’s

documentary images as well.  Uncle Step for instance, appears in most of the books. In

the case of the dignified and modest woman below, we see her aging through seven years

from 1899 through 1906. Not once did she deign to look directly into the camera in more

than eight published photographs, always seemingly preoccupied by thought.
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Fig. 131.  Left: FBJ, [The Old Cabin, cropped to identify woman at
left] ca. 1900, FBJ, P&P, LC.

Fig. 132.  Right, LRM, JE, p. 40, ca. 1906. Original print, private
collection.

 

Fig. 133.  Left: LRM, JE, p. 88, ca. 1906. Author’s collection.

Fig. 134.  Right: Cam Club photographer, PCF, p. 78, ca. 1899. UT-
Austin Libraries.

The man below appeared in several very different costumes and familial contexts.  We

know nothing of him other than that he seemed good-natured, graceful, and enjoyed

theatrical roles. He appears to be wearing the same boots in all the pictures.
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Fig. 135.  Left: LRM, “Jealous,” JE, p. 116.

Fig. 136.  Right: LRM, “Possession,” JE, p. 104.

 

Fig. 137.  Left: LRM, “A Love Letter,” HHH, n.p., Author’s
Collection.
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Fig. 138.  Right: LRM, “Angelina,” HHH, n.p., Author’s Collection.

In several instances, two actors play a single role in a single piece, as if African-

American characters and players need not be differentiated.  In “The Memory of

Martha,” the text describes an elderly, lonely husband who mourns the recent death of his

wife, a universal theme intended to elicit sympathy and to demonstrate the humanity the

African-American narrator.  The piece attests that dialect literature has the capacity to

articulate serious topics.  The illustrations however, depict two regular players as the

singular narrator, both obviously culled from outtakes and stock images. Miner’s use of

an image of Uncle Step, with his head turned away from the camera at right, appears a

sheepish attempt to obscure the fact that two actors are playing the same part.

  

Fig. 139.  Left: Camera Club photographer, “The Memory of Martha”
WMS, p. 40.

Fig. 140.  Right: LRM, [Uncle Step] “The Memory of Martha,”
WMS, p. 40.
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Locations too, draw readers away from Dunbar’s narrative and establish a subversive,

polyrhythmic counternarrative.  Hampton’s mansion house, once a plantation home and

the principal’s residence, regularly appears as the “big house” in the books. The

distinctive fireplace below, appears in several instances throughout the books.  The

graceful young man reappears with it, this time in a beard masquerading as a rheumatic old

uncle, whose “jints is lockin’.”

 

Fig. 141.  Left: LRM?, “The Visitor,” WMS, p. 97.

Fig. 142.  Right: LRM, “The Plantation Child’s Lullabye,” LG, p. 12.

Throughout the books, the images function as counter-narratives transecting the text,

betraying and complicating the primary narrative of the books in the manner that

Benjamin and Barthes identify as a deeper documentary mode, demonstrating the

disjunctive, “wild” nature of the photographic image. As readers view the images in the

books, the manner of their production is readable.  The images don’t simply follow and

refer to the text, they also draw attention from the text into the lives of the individual

models and their participation in the production of the books.  Despite being derived from

Dunbar’s text, the photographic component of the books represents an independent

narrative both enriching and undercutting the seamless realism of Dunbar’s text and the

photographs themselves.  Despite their entirely constructed nature, they are crucial

informative documents revealing culture at Hampton Institute.

Unlike the students in Johnston’s images, most of the individuals seem actors
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happily performing a charade for the photographers.  Both models and photographers are

complicit in the production of the images, and the documentary nature of the books is

complicated, but hardly invalidated by their artificiality.  We imagine photographers and

actors hauling gear and costumes to remote cabins; some of the actors are students, some

are locals wearing their own clothes, friends of the institute willing to play along for a day

to break up their routine and make a dollar or make points with the institute’s faculty.

Some may have been standing in their dooryard as the photographer rode by in a carriage,

flattered, annoyed, or intimidated by the attention and the promise of a print for their

wall.  Still we get a documentary picture of interracial politics, we see the photographers’

often rudimentary attempts to construct the image to conform to the poet’s text.  We

discern which lines in the poems the photographers have selected to illustrate, repetitive

themes in Dunbar’s iconography, and a glimpse of the disjunction and collaboration

between the institute’s faculty and the residents of Slabtown or Butler Farm.  Above all,

we do not see stock characters, but diverse individuals as they play to type, wearing

masks, and putting on identities for the camera.  The images are not records of life during

slavery, but a pointed record of the conditions and politics of making photographs at

Hampton at the turn of the century.

The Dunbar books are early, vernacular manifestations of the discontinuous form

of twentieth-century Modernism, substantially alloying several of its major elements in a

polyrhythmic and distinctly African-American expression. They demonstrate a

simultaneity of authorship in image and text, a composite construction of photographic

fragments and textual overlays, the dialect of their poems are a means of twisting and

manipulating the elements of language to expand its expressive utility, a rudimentary

cultural relativism in Dunbar’s words and the photographer’s work.  

The discontinuity of fragmentary, composite forms has deep roots in African

diaspora culture, ancient traditions very much in evidence at Hampton. A recent

television documentary on the African-American quilters of Gee’s Bend, Alabama

highlights the opening of an exhibition of their work at the Milwaukee Museum of Art in
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2003, using the museum context to validate the quilts’ status as art.64  A recurrent theme

in the manner the show has been positioned for viewers, curators and reviewers

frequently assert the aesthetic legitimacy of the quilts because of their similarity to the

high-Modern, color-field Minimalism of such painters as Barnett Newman, Mark Rothko,

and Josef Albers.  Shown in eight cities nationally, a reviewer in the New York Times

wrote of the quilts that they are “some of the most miraculous works of modern art

America has produced, …so eye-poppingly gorgeous that it's hard to know how to begin

to account for them.”65  Presented as expressive artworks; vernacular, rudimentary

parallels to the legitimated tradition of Modern painting, curators rarely cite the deeper

origins of the quilts in African-American and African cultures.  Too often, as this example

illustrates, African-American vernacular traditions are recognized as parallels unrelated to

Western, “white” high-culture traditions, happy accidents of resemblance rather than as

sources of the Modern tradition itself.  Again and again, as in the quilting tradition of

Gee’s Bend, they are “forgotten” and “rediscovered,” aestheticized for their superficial

likeness and quaint “funkiness,” but assigned little import in American arts and letters or

for their African roots.

Among the Hampton Museum’s collections of African Art and the Kongo articles

collected and donated by the African-American missionary William Sheppard, Kuba

culture textiles from Zaire are an origin of the African-American quilting tradition

popularized by quilters such as the women of Gee’s Bend.

                     
64 The Quiltmakers of Gee’s Bend, video documentary, PBS network, aired February 3, 2005.
65 Quoted in press release, Milwaukee Art Museum website, “Exhibition Details,”
www.mam.org/exhibitions/exhibition_details.aspx?ID=25.
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Fig. 143.  Unknown maker, Raffia cut-pile cloth, Kuba people, Zaire,
William H. Sheppard Collection, 1890-1910, Hampton University
Museum.

Like quilters, Kuba cloth makers superimposed and embroidered small pieces of fabric

scraps atop a larger, background field. In Primitive Art, Franz Boas assessed designs of

this type as abstract, metaphoric references to an interwoven basket-weave, a play of

two- and three-dimensionality.  The textiles create a single pattern from multiple sources,

a collage of recycled material appropriated from one context and conveyed to another,

giving the scraps a distinctly different signification within a wholly new context, and

changing the inherent meaning of its raw materials.  Both origin and new context are read

simultaneously, as a scrap and as a part of a larger synthetic whole.

Much Modern art and literature would seem to hold this character in common,

from Cubism to Expressionism and postmodern bricolage, each a means of asserting an

author’s intervention in the image, emphasizing the subjective nature and mechanical

process of making the image. To disrupt a realistic surface, to betray and articulate one’s
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own subjective vision was thus the means of realistic representation, rather than mere

verisimilitude.  To make a realistic representation, one assembled several differing views

through time, and reassembled them as a composite, in the manner of Cubism, to achieve a

higher degree of reality occupying a more sophisticated plane.  Boas also cites the relative

nature of accurate representation using just such an example in Primitive Art, establishing

several simultaneous views of facets of a single subject in time as a heightened means of

realistic representation, equally legitimate to the optical verisimilitude of a singular

moment.66

Modernist glorification of discontinuous vision was derived largely from serial

photography and cinema, in which single photographs were taken sequentially so as to

disassemble a larger temporal event, a montage composed of shards of reality.  Working in

Philadelphia from 1883, Eadweard Muybridge used this method to much acclaim,

revolutionizing vision by demonstrating the greater degree of realism that could be

achieved using technological vision: the famous horse in motion, seemingly floating

statically with all four feet off the ground.  Muybridge’s motion photographs were among

the most celebrated quasi-scientific discoveries of his time.67 Thomas Eakins, who

worked alongside Muybridge, purchased equipment from Etienne Jules Marey, another

pioneer investigator into the nature of animal locomotion.  Eakins’ motion photographs

provided him with revelations about the mechanics of vision and studies so as he could

achieve greater verisimilitude in his paintings.68

As a result of these images, artists and scholars contested the very nature of

realism: was reality that which was visible to the human eye, or was it a greater

underlying truth revealed only by visual prostheses?69  Both were demonstrated to be

                     
66 Boas,     Primitive Art   , p. 71-2.
67 Muybridge’s work was widely published and a part of the popular consciousness.  Illustrated articles on
Muybridge’s work appeared in     Scientific American    V.39, No. 16 (cover), October 19, 1878,     London
Illustrated News   , v. 94, no. 2614 (cover), and the     Century   , v. 34, No. 3, (July 1887), p. 356.  Muybridge
also illustrated two major volumes by the mid-1890s.
68 W. Douglass Paschall, “The Camera Artist,” Darrel Sewell, Ed.,     Thomas        Eakins   , (New Haven:
Philadelphia Museum of Art/ Yale University Press, 2001.
69 Talcott Williams, “Animal Locomotion in the Muybridge Photographs,”     Century   , v. 34, No. 3, (July
1887), p. 356.  This article in the popular press laid out the terms quoting Ruskin, that the unaided eye
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true philosophically, and suffice it to say for our purposes here, several prominent artists

and scientists demonstrated that realistic representation was a matter of relativity.70

Several visual perspectives revealed contradictory, but valid, relative truths, there were

several equally correct manners of depicting a horse in motion, and few of them, like x-

radiography and other deeply penetrating means of revelation through prosthetic sight,

corresponded to human sight. The x-ray, model of deep perception through surfaces into

interiors, was invented by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen in 1895, the year prior to the

publication of Dunbar’s “Mask” poem.  Marcel Duchamp’s notorious Nude Descending

Staircase No. 2, painted in 1912, famously owes its origin to Marey’s stop-motion

composite serial photography.  Duchamp’s image appropriated Marey’s kinetic vision,

exploiting the notion ironically and aesthetically, and the artist relished the fact that

abstraction or alternative visual codes conveyed deeper realities than optical

verisimilitude.  Duchamp’s vision, exhibited at the 1913 New York Armory show, was a

dissection of time, a mechanical “decomposition of motion,” an unraveling of the unified

and singular nature of reality.71  Both Muybridge and Marey developed means of

reanimating these images, using the phenakistoscope and zoetrope, nineteenth-century,

parlor-novelty precursors of cinema.

Hampton’s dominant photographic vision is derived from motion photography.

Early on, Hampton was known for before-and-after images of Native Americans as they

were inducted and treated by the school’s civilizing machine, a process, a temporal

progression.72  Frances Benjamin Johnston’s famous images frequently depict several

individuals performing several stages of a single process simultaneously, a representation

of the passage of time in a single image, much like Eakin’s or Marey’s serial images of

                                                              
was to be the basis for realistic representation in art, that things “are only to be seen rightly with the eyes
which the God who gave them gave us, and neither with microscope or spectacles.”
70 Author unknown, “The Representation of Action in Photography,”     Photographic Times    v. 24, No. 650,
(March 2, 1894), p. 133.  Distills ideas from a lecture by Beard,     Action in Art   , 1894? and applies the ideas
to photography.  Rodin is quoted in Anita Ventura Mozley,     Eadweard         Muybridge’s Complete Human and
Animal Locomotion    (reprint, New York: Dover Books, 1979), p. xxiii.
71 Francois Dagognet,     Etienne Jules         Marey; A Passion for the Trace   , (New York: Zone Books, 1992), p.
145-150.
72 “Indians at Hampton,”     Frank Leslie’s Illustrated    47, No. 1222 (March 1, 1879).
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men vaulting and birds flying, multiple exposures exposed simultaneously upon a single

plate.

Fig. 144.  FBJ, [Hampton Students at work on a house largely built by
them], ca. 1900, FBJ, P&P, LC.  Neg. LC-USZ62-38595.
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Fig. 145.  LRM, [Young women playing field hockey at Hampton], ca.
1907. Original print, private collection.73

Although Kirstein had claimed her work as a “developed personal vision and

characteristic style,” Johnston’s construction was appropriately derived from nineteenth-

century industrial-process illustrations, which demonstrated several stages of

manufacturing in one illustration.74  A hand-rendered engraving, the genre demonstrated a

single worker at several stages of a process on a single plate.  In a photograph, several

workers stood in as a single worker, working in several positions to simulate a process in

time, but actually they work concurrently, like many of the Hampton publicity images.

                     
73 The porch of the Mansion House is visible at left, the location the Camera Club photographed the “big
house” scenes in the Dunbar books.
74 Kirstein, “Foreword,”     The Hampton Album    , p. 9.
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Fig. 146.  Engraving, maker unknown.  “Bicycle Room” [at the Weed
Sewing Machine Factory, Manufacturing Pope Bicycles, Boston, ca.
1880]. Scientific American.75

Although Hampton’s photographic style seemed archaic to Kirstein, it remained current;

photographers commonly utilized it to publicize New Deal programs demonstrating

agricultural techniques by extension agents, and it remained in use sporadically, including

by the Office of War Information. The photograph below was made on Hampton’s

doorstep.76

                     
75 This image appears to have depicted the same model in several poses, with differences in hairstyle
simulating several employees, making the factory look suitably populated and productive.
76 Maren Stange, “’The Record Itself:’ FSA Photography and the Transformation of Rural Life,” Pete
Daniel, Ed.,     Official Images; New Deal Photography    (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press,
1987), p. 47. “Junior Class in Farm Management Photo at Tuskegee” appears very much like Johnston’s
images at Hampton a generation earlier.
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Fig. 147. Alfred T. Palmer, “Servicing an A-20 bomber, Langley Field,
VA.,” 1942. FSA, P&P, LC.  LC-DIG-fsac-1a34949.

Helen Ludlow’s original statement, in the first issue of the Southern Workman to

be illustrated with photographs, asserts the medium’s greater realism as a means of

representation, and in fact, specifically cited the manner in which Muybridge’s motion

photographs revealed the deeper realism of equine locomotion, a truth imperceptible to

the human eye. In the 1890s, Muybridge lectured widely on animal locomotion, and he

rented a booth as an attraction at the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair, on the margins of the

Midway, where Dunbar and Johnston, who both worked at the fair for long stretches,

would have viewed his early cinematic loops, projected in much the same manner as

cinema today, using his revolutionary and celebrated “zoopraxiscope.”77  

                     
77 Eadweard Muybridge,     Descriptive        Zoopraxography, Or the Science of Animal Locomotion Made
Popular   , (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1893), p. 2.  Title page subtitle reads, “Published as a
memento of a series of lectures given by the Author under the auspices of the United States government
Bureau of Education at the World’s Columbian Exposition in Zoopraxographical Hall.”
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The Dunbar books evoke the serial photography and montage construction of

early film, a medium that was publicized widely the same year the Camera Club came into

existence.  The Dunbar books all embody cinematic devices; the books in fact, because

they utilized variants, parallel early cinema, the genre scenes and comic parlor clips

typical of pre-theatrical, early nickelodeon loops.  Another related archetype of this sort

appeared in Scribner’s magazine in 1895, a prototype “picture play,” “Miss Jerry,” a

fictional amateur theatrical recorded serially by photographer Alexander Black. Set largely

within domestic interiors, the piece also highlighted crucial exterior scenes, revolutionary

for their time. Although they were more controlled technically and rigorously

storyboarded, they were not unlike the narratives in the Dunbar books.78  Much of the

Camera Club photographers’ publicity work was projected as lantern slides, and Miner

became Hampton’s official cinematographer as well.  Miner’s final three books, shot and

edited alone under a strict deadline, often utilized several serial variants from a single

scene in a single poem as an expedient, but also gave the scene the illusion of the passage

of time, motion, and spatial complexity.  

The following illustrations are reproduced as schematics, out of their original

context, to show the narratives of the photographs in series.  The images below are

reorganized sequentially to demonstrate their serial nature; in the books the images are all

organized one-per-page.

    

Fig. 148.  LRM, “The Antebellum Sermon, [Allen Washington]” JE,
pp. 74-81.

                     
78 Alexander Black, “Photography in Fiction, ‘Miss Jerry,’ the First Picture Play,”     Scribner’s   , V.18,
1895.
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Several of Miner’s illustrations also use head- and tailpieces prior to and following a

poem; although the practice was a convention of book illustration, it also functioned as an

establishing shot, a formal “cut-away” introduction to a character in a studio setting, set

against a flat background out of the context of the scene, and followed by several shots

from different angles within the scene.

   

Fig. 149.  Camera Club photographer, “Lullaby.” CLT, pp. 93-98.

It is not a purely creative exercise to analyze the photographs in this manner.  Miner’s

pieces in the Dunbar books are explicitly cinematic, sequential montages of several

images, reconfigured and edited so as to form larger spatial or temporal narratives.  This is

also the manner that Miner would have first viewed and edited the images.  Few minimal,

high-Modernist photographers would show such a progression; the practice is native to

Cubism and Surrealism, practices more explicitly derived from cinema, like Eisenstein’s

pioneering schematic montages, manipulating juxtaposition and motion as a part of their

content.  As cinematic sequences with minimal illustration and graphic layouts, the

Dunbar images are also early precedents of the photo essays of illustrated magazines

popularized in the 1930s, integrating image and text on the same page, like film and

collage, they are reconfigured, polyrhythmic realities composed of fragments, ur-signs of

Modernism and relativity.
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Fig. 150.  LRM, “Reluctance,” LG, pp. 82-86.

In the case below, Miner began a scene wide and cropped into the image, forming a

sequential jump-cut as the reader turns the page, a device much like a film camera’s zoom.

The second and fourth image from left, below, both appear on sequential left-hand pages.

   

Fig. 151.  LRM, “The Christmas Basket,” JE, pp. 68-72.

The Dunbar books owe much of their form to vernacular African-American

sources, like the patchwork represented in the African-American quilting tradition.

Integrating text and image, like the pages of the Southern Workman, altering contexts, and
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reusing a stock of pre-existing material was a practice familiar to the photographers at

Hampton who largely planned and assembled the books. The African-American tradition

of pasting walls with print and images from magazines was a similar undertaking, an

aesthetic in which the photographers took repeated interest, a charming and quaint

practice, no doubt in their eyes, knowing it had  significance in conjuring and hoodoo as a

means of repelling spirits. Perhaps they were aware of the irony that they were

undertaking an identical practice, a patchwork much like the African-diaspora, Kuba cloth

textile tradition from Zaire, extant today in the United States in the quilting tradition of

Gee’s Bend.

Among the African-American beliefs that were most suited for presentation in a

visual medium, the photographers frequently depicted the African-American tradition of

papering a wall with newsprint collages and clippings as a recurrent motif, an element not

suggested anywhere in Dunbar's text.  The photographs were staged in specific locations;

wall collages were figured intentionally as components of the images. They were a

common and palpably different ambient element of home décor than was thought to be a

standard contemporary practice, a colorful, archaic element of the vernacular African-

African decorative arts in the home.  Miner, in fact, showed a great deal of interest in the

practice, although he also suggested tasteful alternatives in his discussions of the proper

placement of pictures in his teachings on home décor.
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Fig. 152.  LRM, "The Voice of the Banjo," JE, p. 45. Author’s
Collection.

The photographers would have been familiar with the custom: it was material collected by

the Folklore Society and published in the Southern Workman.79  The Camera Club

members were aware of its significance and would likely have ascribed wallpapering

practice to syncretic origins in both Africa and Europe.  The practice is likely African;

Robert Farris Thompson documents the practice in Flash of the Spirit. To protect the

home from spirits, “…traditional African-American cabins once were wallpapered with

deliberately jumbled bits of newsprint and crowded squares of magazine illustration.”80

The photographers would also have balanced this signification against its practical

function, as a means of sealing cold drafts out of an unplastered cabin’s log walls.

In a remarkable series in Howdy, Honey, Howdy, accompanying Dunbar’s poem,

“Encouragement,” Miner depicts a couple flirting affably.  They are dressed formally, and

appear to be assimilated, twentieth-century New Negroes.  The walls are covered floor-

                     
79Alice Mabel Bacon, "Folklore and Ethnology,"     Southern Workman    23, no. 2, February 1894, pp. 26-7.
Reprinted in Donald Waters,     Strange Ways and Sweet Dreams   , pp. 26-7.
80 Robert Farris Thompson,     Flash of the Spirit   , (New York, Vintage Books, 1983), p. 222.
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to-ceiling with newsprint, daintily and neatly tacked to the wall. These are not quaint

primitives relegated to the past like the Sheppards in Johnston’s before-and-after formula.

Fig. 153.  LRM, “Encouragement,” HHH, n.p.

The image is a parable of the reconciliation of Africanness, modernity, and civilized

status, a fulfillment of Anna Julia Cooper’s call for racial advancement while retaining a

“wholesome respect” for ethnic heritage that would continue to inform African-American

life, so as to avoid “servile copying” of white civilization.  The image demonstrates a

reconciliation of the view from within and without the mask, a civility built upon

indigenous values, and the external acceptance of them matter-of-factly and

unsentimentally by the photographer, a nominal, regional persistence that relieves the

monotony of standardized civil behavior.  Papering the walls is an aesthetic choice of

which Miner seemed to approve. It obeys his taste for rectilinearity and order, a

composite of image and text, both traditional and modern, truly a Hampton aesthetic.

The FSA photographer Arnold Rothstein would make the parallel between the

two practices obvious, presenting collage, like quilting, as a vernacular aesthetic native to

African-American culture, a formal similarity.
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Fig. 154.  Arthur Rothstein, “Sewing a Quilt, Gee’s Bend, Alabama,
1937.  FSA/OWI, P&P, LC.  Neg. LC-USF34-025363-D.

Although they are largely unrecognized, Dunbar’s photographic books in African-

American dialect are seminal works in American literature and visual culture, influential

landmarks that explicitly drew upon African-American folk traditions in both form and

content. At the very moment Modernism was being forged by artists, writers, and

musicians throughout the western world, Dunbar’s books promulgated a substantive

African-American visuality, composite patchworks of image and text. The composite

aesthetic in Modern art, literature, music, cinema and other media is a tradition pioneered

by African-American vernacular artists, transformed by fine-artists and other cultural

observers into the mainstream of American and global cultural heritage.  Cubist, Surrealist,

and Postmodern collage owe real obligations to African-American cultural traditions.

Sampling, dub, and appropriation in popular music may have been enabled by digital

technology, but the underlying intellectual software driving that technology maintains

profound roots in African-diaspora origins.  While the African-American vernacular may

be a parallel tradition in American arts and letters, traditions in high-culture and
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philosophy share common origins. As often as not, American art and culture is an

outgrowth of the African-American traditions, just as African-American culture drew

upon European practices.

MODERNITY AT HAMPTON

Despite its reputation as a retrograde bastion, Hampton was an institution

straddling the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the sentimental, missionary impulse and

the technological and cultural modernism emblematized by photography, cinema, and

anthropology.  Rather than an anachronism, it was at an aesthetic forefront, an unlikely

crucial locus in which African-American vernacular culture intersected industrial

technology and the early stirrings of cultural relativism.  The Hampton Museum, in fact,

was one of the major institutions at the turn of the century collecting African materials,

and its collections in Kongo culture specifically, were unmatched in their depth and range.

Among the Kongo collections to which many of the Camera Club photographers had

access, the Hampton Museum held Kuba textiles that are acknowledged as influential

objects in African-American art, directly influencing the work of such later-twentieth

century Hampton artists as John Biggers, Aaron Douglas, and Jacob Lawrence.81  

Hampton’s collecting activities were informed and directed by the school’s

substantial contacts with Franz Boas, the foremost scientific investigator to discredit the

precepts of Social Darwinism and eradicate the hierarchical model of human development

in scientific thought, the assumptions underlying domestic sentimentality and

imperialism.  Boas first articulated cultural relativism in 1911 in The Mind of Primitive

Man, later elaborated and publicized in Primitive Art.  Published in German and

translated into English in 1928, Boas’ work represented a revolutionary advance in

Western social thought. Issued roughly concurrently with the psychological model

forwarded by Sigmund Freud and punctuated by the brutality and horrors of the First

World War, Boas’ cultural relativity challenged the ethnocentric and supremacist

conception of white, Western, Christian civilization as the pinnacle of human achievement

among scientists and empirical thinkers. Ultimately it was Boas who eliminated any
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scientific basis for racist social policies.82 In 1963, the literary critic and historian

Thomas Gossett wrote in his book, Race: The History of an Idea in America, "It is

possible that Boas did more to combat race prejudice than any other person in history."83

In the Preface to Primitive Art, Boas posits two principles refuting the

hierarchical, Social Darwinist model of human development.  The first is the fundamental

equality of all human mental equipment; no race or regional population of people

represents an earlier form of human physical or mental development.  Boas’ second

principle proposes that cultural difference is merely the result of historical happenstance,

a learned and habitual response to environment and interactions with other human groups,

by proximity or precedent.  Boas utilized items from widespread craft traditions, sourced

cross-culturally from distinct and unrelated traditions, to validate his assertion.  

Boas also developed the practice of participant observation as the primary tool of

ethnographic research, a means of compensating for a researcher’s cultural bias and

subjectivity. In this manner, one shifted one’s identity back and forth, from being a

member of the society itself, to that of an outside onlooker, a ritualized interiority and

exteriority that fostered an account of a culture as nearly objective as was possible. As

Boas had done while studying an Inuit group on Baffin Island in the 1880s, by residing as

a member of the group one studied for a substantial period of time, and speaking the

language, one mentally became a member of a society to overcome hierarchical

comparisons between cultures.  The ethnographer stepped outside the culture to be able

to contextualize one’s experience for the greater benefit of scientific inquiry, a vision from

both within and without a cultural mask, a critical stance many members of the Hampton

community seem to have approximated.  Unlike the typical trajectory of an ethnographic

career, many African-American members of Hampton’s community were insiders who

moved outside their subjectivity, while retaining a substantive connection to their culture,

transformed into an ethnicity, seemingly a crucial effect of Hampton’s project overall.

Among the earliest insiders-trained-as-anthropologists, like Boas’ Kwakiutl assistant

                                                              
81 Ira Dworkin, “Kuba Textiles and the Hampton Tradition in the Arts,” op cit.
82 Thomas Gossett,     Race: The History of an Idea in America   , (1963, rpt: New York: Oxford University
Press, 1997), p. 429-30.
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George Hunt, the members of the Folklore Society and William Jones were prototypes

for Zora Hurston, who studied with Boas in the 1920s, a figure who traveled both within

and outside African-American vernacular culture, using dialect expressively and

unabashedly, herself revolutionizing American thought in the process.84  

In direct contact with Boas, Hampton had been working independently to

demonstrate both Boas’ major points, seeking to demonstrate the intellectual capabilities

of African Americans and ascribing the putative paucity of achievements and debasement

of African Americans, as a function of historical circumstance, a culture largely defined by

nine generations under the lash, but maintaining significant retentions of African heritage.

Members of Hampton’s faculty, although they may not have recognized or acknowledged

it, were also creolized by their experience at the school.

 Hampton differed from the proponents of the liberal arts in black education only

in the manner in which black achievement would be demonstrated to the culture at large,

not that African Americans had inherently inferior intellectual equipment.  Industrial

education was a pragmatic means of survival in the South, and Hampton was not as

hostile to black achievement in the arts and humanities as seemed the case at Tuskegee

under Booker Washington.  For ninety percent of its graduates, Hampton provided a

terminal educational degree.  If its graduates showed ability for higher degrees, even for

students lacking motivation, Hampton provided active encouragement and substantial

resources in coaching, contacts, and funding.  Institutionally, Hampton also resisted black

faculty members in its academic department, and maintained a rigid, anachronistic moral

code for students.  Each of these views of the institution represents only half the story;

both aspects should be played against each other to deepen our understanding of a

complex, influential, and elusive institution, as so many scholars who have assessed

Hampton and industrial education have done, publishing their initial takes and retakes.85

                                                              
83 Ibid, p. 418.  Gossett reiterated the statement in his new preface to the reprint.
84 See Ira Jacknis,     Franz Boas and Photography   , op. cit.
85 Robert Engs, Houston Baker, and Laura Wexler each have had the intellectual integrity and curiosity to
live with indeterminacy and voice internal dialogue.  Scholars know the shape of the problem due to their
insights, and we may derive our own answers from their multifaceted depictions.
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These are not recantations; they are visions, meditations, and shifts in perspective, means

of rendering industrial education three dimensionally.

The Dunbar books, like the black artists, writers and musicians of the Harlem

Renaissance, popularized black vernacular forms and content, transforming it for a mass

market and the elite precincts of culture.  Like nineteenth-century American industrial

functionalism, the Dunbar books exemplify an unacknowledged vernacular modernity that

preceded and nourished Modernism proper as it is identified in cultural history.  In

addition to different varieties of double-consciousness that Paul Gilroy and Houston

Baker identify as the herald of Modernity, African-American culture also provided a

formal vocabulary, of repetition, of polyrhythm, of disjunction, of fracture.  This

aesthetic was forged largely in musical expression, the most salient means in which the

African-American vernacular revolutionized American and global culture.  Aside from the

impact of his figurative mask, Dunbar and his photographic books applied this aesthetic

to visual images in a popular outlet and furthered and deepened the African-American

vernacular in the precincts of high culture, a project already well under way with the

popularity and reach of the earlier work of Louis Moreau Gottschalk, George Washington

Cable, Joel Chandler Harris and the oft-quoted 1893 acknowledgement of African-

American vernacular music by Antonin Dvorak.86

Dunbar’s dialect and content was more subtle, transgressive, and authentically

African American than that of his predecessors; it was not a conventional boundary that

relegated him to accomodationism and acquiescence to white supremacy. James Welson

Johnson disagreed with Dunbar’s own assessment of his dialect work, writing,

…in these dialect poems he not only carried his art to the highest point of
perfection, but he made a contribution to American literature unlike what
anyone else could have made…the first true interpretation of Negro
character and psychology.87  

In addition, many of Dunbar’s works incorporated a substantial photographic element, a

modernity integral to the development of his poetic voice that has not been fully

                     
86 Bruce Jackson, Ed., “1895; Folklore and Ethnology, [    Southern Workman   ]”     Folklore in Nineteenth
Century Periodicals   , p. 275.
87 James Weldon Johnson, “Preface,”     The Book of Negro Poetry   , p. xxxiii.
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recognized by scholars and cultural critics.  Transforming vernacular material which was

clarified, elaborated, and prompted by Leigh Miner and the Camera Club, his imagery

articulated and embodied a polyrhythmic sensibility, a cinematic creole that would be

manifested and contested in the precincts of high art.  

In 1907, the year following Dunbar’s death, Pablo Picasso painted “Les

Demoiselles d’Avignon,” a figurative abstraction featuring five crudely-rendered,

expressionistic female nude figures. Two of Picasso’s figures wore African masks, icons

of liberation from the strictures of moralistic asceticism, reinscribing blackness as an

emblem of primitive abandon, still an emblem of oppositionality to European civilization,

but inverted as a positive alterity.  Picasso’s choice of African masks as a symbol of

liberation and modernity was prompted in part by a visit to Gertrude Stein’s house in

Paris, where he handled and studied an African mask collected by Henri Matisse.88

Another apocryphal tale of the genesis of Modernism cites Picasso’s now-mythologized

detour within Paris’ Trocadero Museum during the process of painting the image, from

the Greek wing into its jumbled ethnographic section, a room of curiosities interspersed

with items from various cultures and periods.  The museum represented a surreal

ethnographic jumble, an unstructured collage of aestheticized objects, without curatorial

guidance or ethnographic context.  James Clifford ascribes its significance as the fount of

“ethnographic surrealism,” an accurate insight into cultural objects without the absolutist

pretext of representational truth.89  The site of Picasso’s epiphany, the hall was a model

for the art of the twentieth century, a demonstration of the aesthetic potential of non-

representational art, art with a deeper symbolic, cosmological vector than manifested by

Cartesian verisimilitude.  Six years earlier, the grounds of the hall had been the site of the

Paris Exposition, and the hall itself was the site of its ethnological exhibits, including a

Dahomeyan living-village exhibit, much like that which Dunbar had viewed in Chicago.90

                     
88 Sieglinde Lemke,     Primitivist Modernism; Black Culture and the Origins of Transatlantic Modernism    
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), p. 33.
89 James Clifford, “On Ethnographic Surrealism,”     The Predicament of Culture; Twentieth Century
Ethnography, Literature, and Art    (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988).  Clifford’s essay reiterates
Benjamin’s call for a surreal history, underlining continuities in early Modernism, Surrealism, and
Postmodernism, valorizing non-linear representations.
90 Shawn Michelle Smith,     Photography on the Color Line   , pp. 16-7.
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Sousa also introduced ragtime and Hampton had demonstrated its educational methods to

Europe on that very spot.  

Picasso’s “Demoiselles” depicts Europe confronting primitive Africa, classically-

posed women confronting squatting, angular, masked sirens.  The image poses an

opposition: unity, realism, and reason paired against fragmented complexity, symbolism,

and sexual abandon, a “terrible honesty” rather than an obligatory moral parable or a

projection of an unrealizable ideal.91 Picasso’s pioneering work is a manifesto establishing

primitivism and vernacular visions as hallmarks of Modernism.

Picasso would instill disjunction and abstraction as guiding metaphors in

Modernism, a reality of composites, discontinuities and associative connections, warping

linear time, and collapsing primitivism and modernity.  Much of this Modernist aesthetic

seems derived from the example of African and African-American musics, complex and

disjunctive polyrhythmic overlays of contrasting, discontinuous systems, non-

representational abstract elements juxtaposed to compel movement and intuitive

pleasure.92  Ragtime offered a significant model for Modern art, it offered a model of a

“revolt against the aesthetic tradition of the western world,” ascribed to African origin,

and it was a rigorous, technical order seemingly unrelated to Western musics, uncanny and

compelling, emblematizing both primitivism and twentieth-century technological novelty,

in that it was promulgated largely by Edison cylinder.  Throughout much of the twentieth

century, negritude and primitivism continued to define Modernism, an alternative and

oppositional order and structure obviating sentimentality and designed ideally to collapse

“dusty manikins,” the self-righteous hierarchies of human civilization.  Picasso would

hardly have processed that which he wandered into in the ethnographic wing at the

Trocadero in the same manner had he not heard of ragtime or cakewalking, had not

associated African-American vernaculars with modernity.  These early modern, vernacular

African-American precedents are what invested African-diaspora primitivism with its

aura of oppositionality, an alterity shared and posited in part by Dunbar’s promotion of

                     
91 Ann Douglas,     Terrible Honesty; Mongrel Manhattan in the 1920s    (New York: Noonday Press, 1995).
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the African-American vernacular as a counterpoint to standard English-language poetry

and the western musical tradition.  Several Modern composers with whom Picasso was

later associated would incorporate ragtime into their music as an emblem of the Modern.

Erik Satie had been a cabaret pianist and accordionist whose compositions incorporated

ragtime and jazz motifs; he wrote and performed the music for Jean Cocteau’s 1917 ballet

Parade; the sets were designed by Picasso, an explicit juxtaposition of Cubism and

ragtime.  Published ragtime piano scores also found their way to Europe early on, from

which Stravinsky incorporated the genre in his Ragtime for Eleven Instruments (1919)

and score for the theater piece, L’Histoire du Soldat (1918), which incorporated dance,

drama, narration, and music, and which also explicitly referenced ragtime.  Picasso drew

the cover art for the piano score of Stravinsky’s Ragtime for Eleven Instruments

(1919).93

                                                              
92 Sieglinde Lemke cites African music as an influence on the composer Arnold Schönberg.  As an
analogous, aesthetic system built on abstract aesthetic rudiments, music is a conceptual model for abstract
art.
93 See Mervyn Cooke,     The Chronicle of Jazz   , pp. 20-4.
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Fig. 155.  Pablo Picasso, Cover, sheet music arrangement for piano,
Igor Stravinsky, Ragtime for Eleven Instruments, 1919.  HRC, UT-
Austin.

In Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance, his earlier take on the legacy of

Booker Washington, Houston Baker takes Dunbar to task for his petulance, clinging to

civilized sentimentalities, his sollipsistic ignorance of “the game,” and his failure to work

aggressively and subversively beneath the radar to effect racial parity.  Baker denies

Dunbar canonical status as the first black Modern, laying the mantle instead upon Charles

Chesnutt, a distinction earned him by publication of The Conjure Woman, a subtly

transgressive inversion of Harris’ folk tales.  Dunbar’s antipathy to “human guile”

doesn’t disqualify his status within the sanctum of literary Modernism, if we need such a

thing.  Human guile, the performance of civilized morality, was in Dunbar’s formulary a

reduction of human identity, a limitation to a singular mask, a contrast to Whitman, who

performed a different mask each time he was confronted by a camera.

We need no moment of revelation, a singular genius through whom the divine

sends a bolt of inspiration.  Modernity didn’t begin with the Armory show, the
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publication of Leaves of Grass, Huckleberry Finn, William James’ Pragmatism, or the

first mestizo or mulatta child. It was a rolling response to industrial technologies and

social organization, a corrective to the self-congratulatory sentimental pieties of

hierarchical social organization, and a recognition of the complexities of individual

subjecthood, both in temperament and in cultural outlook.  What is significant about the

transition from triumphal, hierarchical thought to a complex, relativistic ideal is that we

find Modernism pervasive, imbricated and interlaced throughout society, finding

intellectual exponents among its most celebrated, middle-brow, and abased figures.  Each

segment well knew of the reductionism implicit in cultural hierarchy and moral

absolutism. Individuals were regularly confronted by examples contradicting the

established model of civility, be they scions of an oppressed people held down by

association with an irrelevant marker, or exponents of hegemonic power tortured by the

fact that his or her own psyche and biology contradicted their will to civilized

superiority.  Each was discontented with ostentatious civility, the self-justifying

expedient of Social Darwinism, and the ethnocentrism of evangelical Christianity, despite

their obvious imprecision.  

Given the complexities of human ability and diversity, the fall of such facile

reductionism was inevitable, a truth artificially maintained despite its evident

obsolescence. As Whitman pointed out so presciently, photography itself contributed to

the complication of subjecthood, highlighting savage and civil components in each psyche.

Similarly, photography expanded the field of vision, bringing abstracted cultures within

view of each other concretely, complicating the notions of the moral supremacy of white,

Christian, western civilization, and at least ideally, highlighting the common humanity of

each individual identity and similarities that traversed social and racial boundaries.  Part of

photography’s reductionism in fact, is that it highlights superficial similarities across

disparate ethnicities, positing a nebulous family of humanity and minimizing the invisible,

interior differences determined by culture, history, and temperament.94

                     
94 I am referring to Eduard Steichen’s traveling MOMA exhibition of 1955,     The Family of Man   , and
Roland Barthes’ animosity toward its tendency to equate vast disparities of wealth, quality of life, and life
expectancy, rendering a vapid conception of an inevitable equivalence in the human condition.  Roland
Barthes, “The Great Family of Man,”      Mythologies   , op cit.
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REFRACTIONS

Dunbar’s work shares an inchoate Modernism with many of his contemporaries

and predecessors; his direct influence is difficult to measure and trace; the mask poem is a

major point of reference in African-American letters, with multiple and indirect lines of

influence.  His work was so subtle and evocative that we are trying to assess its

signification, still bright and hot, over a hundred years later.  His work defined the mask

as a simplification of a complex interior, a call, albeit ambivalently and tentatively, for the

“terrible honesty” that Ann Douglas identifies as the primary expression of Modernism

in the 1920s.  His work is a part of a genre that includes white dialect writers working in

African-American dialect, some of which found its way into the mainstream of modern

letters, as literary scholar Michael North has pointed out in the case of Ezra Pound and

T.S. Eliot’s appropriation of Joel Chandler Harris’ language.95 Similarly, the hybrid,

expressive photo-text seems unusually pervasive in African-American letters, and the

Camera Club’s books were among the first and most visible among African-American

writers in the genre.

One of the personalities at Dodd, Mead, a young editorial assistant at one of their

imprints, the Bookman magazine, Frank Crowninshield would become an instrumental

supporter of the Armory show in 1913 as Art Editor of Century Magazine.  Several

years later, he would be one of the deans of literary and artistic Modernism as the editor

of Vanity Fair and Vogue magazines. Reaching a wider audience than Steiglitz’

Camerawork, Vanity Fair was among the earliest and most visible venues to showcase

Modernism to the broad American public outside New York, publishing the work of

Gertrude Stein, Dorothy Parker, Peter Benchley, Thomas Wolfe, E.E. Cummings, Amy

Lowell, P.G. Wodehouse, and others.  The magazine also reproduced artworks by the

premiere Modern artists, including Matisse, Picasso, Gauguin, Miguel Covarrubias, and

Edward Steichen, the long-time editorial and advertising photographer at Vanity Fair and

Vogue who later headed the photography department at the Museum of Modern Art in

New York.  Crowninshield wrote an introduction to Covarrubias’ book Negro Drawings
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in 1927.  Like the Camera Club, Crowninshield explicitly differentiated Covarrubias’

caricatures from those of Edward Kemble, who had illustrated several of Dunbar’s

books.96  He was also one of the founders and a trustee at the Museum of Modern Art

and among the pre-eminent collectors of African art in the U.S., with a world-class

collection of influential Fang figurines, and who was an influential supporter of the

museum’s 1935 show of African Art. In 1937, his collection was exhibited at the

Brooklyn Museum of Art in the show “African Negro Art; the Collection of Frank

Crowninshield.”97

As a young man, Crowninshield got his start in publishing with a reference from a

family friend, William Dean Howells, Dunbar’s first editor, and was personally

acquainted with Dunbar.98  A modest letter of encouragement from Dunbar to the not-

yet-established, but well-connected young writer and editor is tucked among Dunbar’s

papers. Crowninshield apparently wrote copy for Dunbar regularly, likely while the

author was bedridden by tuberculosis, the disease to which he eventually succumbed.

Dunbar’s undated letter to Crowninshield, dictated to a stenographer, reads:

I believe you[’re] letting Dr. Pick’s nasty little criticism affect you.  I’ve
had perfect faith in your ability to write these paragraphs heretofore, and I
have not lost it.  So I am going to leave the matter with you as usual,
knowing that it will be done better than I can do it.99

It isn’t mere supposition to speculate that Dunbar would have become an influential

literary Modernist had he lived beyond 1906.  Dunbar helped advance its underlying

philosophical and aesthetic structure and articulately demonstrated the expressive

potential of the African-American vernacular to the world and to one of the leading

literary editors of the twentieth century. Crowninshield, who worked at Dodd, Mead

                                                              
95 Michael North,     The Dialect of Modernism; Race, Language and Twentieth Century Literature    (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1994).
96 Frank Crowninshield, “Introduction,” in Miguel Covarrubias,     Negro Drawings   , (New York: Alfred
Knopf, 1927), n.p.  Covarrubias also illustrated Zora Hurston’s ethnography,      Mules and Men    (1935).
97 Cited in the catalog of a dealer of African art: <www.randafricanart.com/Fang_style_comparison.html>.
98 Frank Crowninshield Biographical and Critical essay,     Dictionary of Literary Biography   , Gale Literary
Databases (Online).
99 AM, PLD to F.W. Crowninshield, Stenographer’s notebook, n.d. (not in Dunbar’s hand). PLD Papers,
OHS, microfilm edition, Reel 1, Frame 650.
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during the years the Dunbar photo-texts were published, would become the leading

American proponent of African achievement in the visual arts, and a leading promoter of

Modern literary journalism.

* * * * * *

In 1928, published in the journal World Tomorrow, Zora Neale Hurston’s article,

“How it Feels to Be Colored Me,” presents a relativistic vision of African-American

culture, voicing its depth and expression as a way of life and art.  In the article she seems

to take direct aim at the performative sentimentality of Dunbar’s mask poem, her

statement is quoted frequently, although without direct reference to Dunbar,

I am not tragically colored.  There is no great sorrow dammed up in my
soul, nor lurking behind my eyes…I do not belong to the sobbing school of
Negrohood who hold that nature has somehow given them a low-down,
dirty deal.100

Hurston, taking aim at the seeming self-pity of Dunbar’s model of identity, also seems to

have appropriated his image, alloying it as a substantial component of her own art and

sensibility. Like Dunbar, Hurston’s model of African-American identity took the form of

a vessel through which the voice of culture spoke, an African-diaspora consciousness that

inhabited and complemented a visibly civilized modernity.  Hurston also derived a

portion of her sense of double-consciousness from Franz Boas, her mentor at Barnard

College, whose participant-observation she cites indirectly in the text of her study of

black folklore, for which Boas wrote an introduction, Mules and Men (1935),

From the earliest rocking of my cradle, I had known about the capers Brer
Rabbit is apt to cut and what the Squinch Owl says from the house top.
But it was fitting me like a tight chemise.  I couldn’t see for wearing it. It
was only when I was off in college, away from my native surroundings
that I could see myself like somebody else and stand off and look at my
garment.  Then I had to have the spyglass of Anthropology to look
through at that.101

                     
100 Zora Neale Hurston, “How it feels to Be Colored Me,” in Alice Walker, Ed.,    I Love Myself When I
am Laughing…Am Then Again When I am Mean and Impressive   , (Westbury, NY: The Feminist Press,
1979), p. 153.
101 Zora Neale Hurston, Introduction,      Mules and Men    (1935, rpt.: New York: Harper and Row, 1970).
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Although educated at Columbia and Howard Universities, Hurston also seems the

progeny of the “Hampton Idea,” a commitment to self-sufficiency and independence. In

her autobiography, Hurston ascribed her stubborn iconoclasm to being raised in the

Afrocentric community of Eatonville, Florida, among the first self-governed, incorporated

black townships in the nation, a product of the self-help activism of the turn of the

century fostered by the “industrial” education movement.102  

* * * * * *

Ralph Ellison’s landmark novel, Invisible Man, renders an allegorical and evocative

portrait of industrial education, largely through the character of a school’s obsequious

principal, Dr. Bledsoe, seemingly a stand-in for Booker T. Washington, symbol of the

movement. Although Ellison attended Tuskegee, he largely channeled the aura of the

principal second-hand from Washington’s Up From Slavery, written a generation prior to

his tenure there, and from traces he found at the school, simulating a first-hand account.

Ellison’s portrait of the principal is a composite of his own experience at Tuskegee and

Washington’s account of his education at Hampton and founding Tuskegee. Born four

years after Washington’s death, Ellison attended Tuskegee from 1933 to 1936, when it

was a liberal arts college under Principal Robert Russa Moton, one of Dunbar’s

photographic accompanists, who cringed initially at the manner Hampton prompted its

students to perform spirituals before sympathetic whites.  

Ellison renders the scenes his narrator-protagonist passes at the school’s rural

margins, as he carelessly guides a genteel white patron off course, face to face with an

incestuous black sharecropper. As they troll through the “quarters” in the country

districts adjoining the town, the two view rickety paling fences and dog-trot cabins,

“bleached white and warped by the weather.  Sun-tortured shingles lay on the roofs like

decks of water-soaked cards spread out to dry,” their “chinks filled with chalk-white

clay.“103 In the novel’s hyperbole, the Principal viciously chastises the narrator for his

naivety and expels him for exposing the patron to the lurid scenes undermining the

                     
102 Zora Neale Hurston,     Dust Tracks On a Road    (1942, rpt.: Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1984),
p. 3
103 Ellison,    Invisible Man   , p. 46.
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school’s hard-won posture of civilized puritanical morality, and endangering the school’s

finances.  Long before, Moton had made similar transgressive journeys through the

country districts at Hampton, with camera and notebook, collecting folklore and

illustrating Dunbar’s books as a member of the Camera Club.104  Moton also performed

African-American folklore for consumption by trustees, and employed the performative

mask at Tuskegee.  Ellison’s Dr. Bledsoe, the beatific Founder, was probably as much

Moton, whom Ellison had witnessed first-hand, as it was Booker T. Washington, whom

Ellison had not.  Ellison’s searing account of theatrical obsequiousness before white

patrons fuses Washington’s description of Hampton in Up From Slavery with his own

experience at Tuskegee.  Although the allegorical name of the school’s Principal, Bledsoe,

seems an allusion to them, at the time Ellison wrote the novel, he would not have been

aware of Moton’s assent to the syphilis tests conducted by the U.S. Public Health

Service at the school’s hospital from 1932 to 1972.105  Several cultural critics, including

Houston Baker, view the experiment as tantamount to the human medical experiments

performed by Nazi doctors in concentration camps.106 Houston Baker’s latter take on

Booker Washington, as a self-serving totalitarian in Turning South Again, seems inspired

largely by Ellison’s acid descriptions of Tuskegee in Invisible Man, refracted through the

syphilis study.  Baker’s latter excoriation of Washington and industrial education at

                     
104 Dunbar’s poem, “A Hunting Song,” in     Poems of Cabin and Field   , was largely illustrated by Moton.
Moton’s initials indicated his author ship in several images in     Poems of Cabin and Field   , Dummy book,
Camera Club Files, HUA.
105 In the course of the experiment, medical personnel monitored 400 male African-American victims of
the disease without intervention. 72 subjects were still living in 1972, when the experiment was
terminated, only after it had been exposed in the press. Although the disease was curable only after
penicillin became widely available in the early 1950s, medical intervention may have stopped the further
spread and mitigated the effects of the disease. The Tuskegee experiment is frequently upheld and debated
as a landmark case of unethical human research. Medical ethicists and historians are split in their
assessment, with some upholding Moton’s actions as being motivated by a desire to dispel medical myths
of the congenital inferiority of African Americans, a fallacy to which American doctors widely subscribed
at the time. Allen M. Brandt, “Racism and Research; The Case of the Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment” in
Susan M. Reverby, Ed.,     Tuskegee's Truths: Rethinking the Tuskegee Syphilis Study    (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2000).
106 Houston Baker,     Turning South Again   , p. 96. Ellison’s descriptions of sexuality and rampant mental
illness in the townspeople are now all the more pointed, as is Ellison’s allegorical name for the character of
the school’s principal, Dr. Bledsoe. Syphilis is transmitted by open chancre sores.
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Tuskegee may be colored as much by Moton as by a perception of Washington’s

character.107

Ellison was a freelance photographer, book reviewer, and writer for the Federal

Writer’s Project in the late 1930s and early ‘40s.  When he wrote Invisible Man in the

1950s, he probably freshened his memory of Alabama in part from pictures out of the

Depression-era photographic canon.108 Ellison’s descriptions of the rural shacks

surrounding the industrial institute seem composites of the Dunbar books and the FSA

photographs of the 1930s.  Ellison’s invisible-man narrator also owes his genesis in part

to Dunbar’s mask poem, appearing throughout much of the book masked in hat and

glasses. The alias he gives himself, “Rinehart,” suggests an interior that is only a

performed exterior, “Rind-heart,” a soul progressively restricted, trapped, and impelled

into self-regulated incarceration underground.

* * * * *

In December 1902, Alice Mabel Bacon returned to the Hampton campus to visit

after teaching for several years at the first western-style school for women in Japan.109

An interracial group of members of the faculty and staff held a reception in her honor,

many of whom had been members of both the Folklore Society and Camera Club.  Frank

D. Banks, Frances Benjamin Johnston’s model graduate, wrote the invitation,

Dar’s gwine ter be er quiltin’ in de qua’tahs
Nex’ Chuesd’y atternoon;
De hour will be de time de clock strikes eight.
You’s ‘vited, now git dar soon
We do’n like dese folkses dat’s always late!
Dey hol’s back de time to pass de plate.

                     
107 Baker’s vision of Washington seems particularly colored by Ellison’s narrator’s confrontation with Dr.
Bledsoe prior to his expulsion.  Immediately after his sanctimonious performance in the chapel, and
without missing a beat, Bledsoe excoriates the narrator for his hesitancy to lie and manipulate the school’s
trustee: ”…haven’t we bowed and scraped and begged and lied enough decent homes and drives for you to
show him?…My God, boy!  You’re black and living in the South—Did you forget how to lie?”     Invisible
Man   , p. 138.
108 Ralph Ellison, “Introduction,”    Invisible Man   , p. x.  “Ralph Ellison,” in     Dictionary of Literary
Biography, Volume 76: Afro-American Writers   , 1940-1955. Trudier Harris, Ed., (Gale Group online,
1988), pp. 37-56.
109 Fritz Malval, Alice Mabel Bacon biography, HUA.
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Miss Alice is gwine ter be down dar wid us;
Folks in de big house say.
She is comin’ ter see us fum erway up Norf
Whar dem Yankees stay.

Come den an he’p us to mak her welcome back
‘Mongst sunshine and flowers
Fer you know she’s one er dese quality folks,
An’ better’n dat, she’s ours.

I don’ know what is gwine ter be de eatins,
I tells yer dis ter start.
Jes’ to have Miss Alice to look in on us,
Will happify de heart.110

Despite its mugging plantation diction, Banks’ poem shows authentic affection

and intimacy, a joke shared privately between familiars and enjoyed mutually.  They were

to eat and socialize together, the black staff and administrators appropriated Miss Bacon

as “ours,” belonging to an interracial, collective “we.”  If we can see through such

discursive conventions and the veil of time, we get a glimpse of inevitably densely

complex relationships between African Americans, some of them men; and white

teachers, most of them women, enjoying a transgressive familiarity.  Despite its racist

appearance, if we find Banks’ dialect an indication of racism, from the little we know of

these individuals, we find a mixed group of middle-class people enjoying a sincere, mutual

interest and masquerade in African-American folklore and language.

The evening offered further transgressions.  On the same night, the group staged a

carnivalesque pageant, “Quiltin’ in de Qua’tahs,” in which black and white members of

the staff figuratively, if not sartorially and literally, “blacked up” for the occasion, playing

the roles of many of their models and Dunbar’s literary characters. Banks played Uncle

Nazareth, “who’s seen younger days but is spry yit;” Captain Washington was Uncle

Pompey, “dat laks de young folks;” Major Moton played the part of Mr. Caleb Johnsing,

“what loves ter dress fine;” Mr. Evans played Reg’ Reuben, ”dat ever’body laks;”

Leonora Herron was Sis’ Lines, “dat was gibin’ de quiltin’;” Emily Herron was Celie, “De

                     
110 Tccm, Frank D. Banks, “Reception for Miss Alice Bacon,” December 9, 1902.  Alice Mabel Bacon
box, HUA.
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handiest so’t ob a gal,” and a Mrs. Davis played a character straight out of Dunbar’s

repertoire, Melinda, “who kin’ sing sho’s yo’ bawn.”111  It is worth noting that none of

the senior administrators or white male faculty took part.  There also may have been a

subtle compulsion for black men to perform, although Frank Banks seemed a sincere and

more than willing participant.

If a pageant was actually staged, Cora Folsom would have been its director.  She

was in charge of the school’s “exhibits and entertainments,” staging Hampton’s

fundraising events and costumed pageants over the years, including one in Carnegie Hall in

1900.112 Such pageants included a Hampton Folklore Concert, in which “Fifty Negroes

in Costume will represent the characteristic songs of old slave days,” aided by a “band of

Indians in native dress” who will “give the lo[r]e, dance and war songs of their people.”

Scenes included a camp-meeting, a labor song, a courting song, a corn-shucking song, and a

slave’s Saturday night, in which the chorus sang secular songs accompanied by banjo and

bones and patted Juba.  For the finale, the chorus appeared on stage in street clothes and

sang “Old Folks at Home,” “My Old Kentucky Home,” and closed with a rendition of

the “Battle Hymn of the Republic.”113

In complex and unexpected ways, Hampton and the Dunbar books were

intersections and hybrid works, straddling boundaries mediating internalized racism and

self-liberation, between sentimentality and Modernity, between performative masking

and self-expression, between accommodation and resistance, between cultural elitism and

relativism.  Its richness and patterned, disjunctive complexity itself is the story, a reality

more vibrant and interesting than the historical record explicitly conveys or superficial

exploration reveals.

In The Signifying Monkey, Henry Louis Gates interprets Dunbar’s “Prometheus”

as an unambiguous repudiation of his black identity and birthright, an incarceration within

black skin, a deprecation of African-American vernacular culture, citing the poem’s last

stanza,

                     
111 Tccm, “Quiltin’ in de Qua’tahs, Dramatis Personae,” December 9, 1902 for Miss Bacon, Alice Mabel
Bacon Box, HUA.
112 TccM, J.E. Davis, “Foreward,”     Reminiscences of Cora Folsom    , Folsom Box, HUA.
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The measure of our songs is our desires:
We tinkle where old poets used to storm.
We lack their substance tho’ we keep their form:
We strum our banjo strings and call them lyres.114

Dunbar was writing a paean to Shelley, but he also likens himself to Prometheus, the rebel

bound and martyred by Zeus for eternity atop a mountain for subversively giving

humanity the gift of fire and the manifold arts of human ingenuity.  The Camera Club

perceptively articulated Dunbar’s martyr-like demeanor in its images of African

Americans incarcerated within the cabin.  As the epic concludes, Prometheus was freed

after generations of bondage and torment.  Dunbar would have likely understood the

poem as a description of bondage from without, a reference to slavery and not an

admission of his own inferiority, dreaming of a day of limitless potential and release from

having his identity dictated to him.  The poem could equally be construed as a generic

expression of nostalgia, and is contradicted explicitly by his later works, “When Malindy

Sings” and “The Colored Band.” The poem is a preliminary articulation of what would

become Dunbar’s mask, an expression of underlying but nominal difference, a substance

inhabiting form, an African soul inhabiting modern material reality.  Above all,

“Prometheus” specifically refers to “desires,” to black ambition. Ultimately Dunbar

suggests African Americans weren’t aiming high enough, and his later work dictated that

African-American vernacular culture would be integral to African-American art.  His

career was an example for posterity.  Dunbar’s mask is a classical and African image.

Dunbar’s genius was Western and African.  Prometheus is the Hellenic figuration of

Ogun, ironworker and Yoruban spirit of the forge, source of human ingenuity,

transformation of materials, ambivalent spirit of creation, destruction, and

regeneration.115  Both spirits were Hampton’s and Dunbar’s muses, and from our

vantage point today, their ambivalent intellectual gifts to humanity seem hardly worth

differentiating or prioritizing.

• • • • • •
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114 Henry Louis Gates, Jr.     The Signifying Monke   y, p. 115.
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In a small and lonely cabin out
of noisy traffic’s way,
Sat an old man, bent and feeble,
dusk of face and hair of gray,
And beside him on the table,
battered, old, and worn as he,
Lay a banjo droning forth this
reminiscent melody:

…So the future cannot hurt us
while we keep the past in mind,
What care I for trembling fingers,
--what care you that I am blind?

Fig. 156.  Paul Laurence Dunbar/ Leigh Richmond Miner, “Voice of the
Banjo,” JE, Author’s Collection.  (Associated text inserted).116

                                                              
115 Robert Farris Thompson,     Flash of the Spirit   , p. 52.
116 PLD, “Voice of the Banjo,”    JE    , p. 42.
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EPILOGUE: MODERNISM, SENTIMENTALITY, AND THE
DOCUMENTARY TRADITION: ALABAMA, SUMMER 1936

Despite their efforts to purge sentimentality from aesthetic culture, the

Modernists of the twentieth century maintained substantial reserves. Interwar

Modernism transformed African-Americans from rural, childlike objects of charity and

nurture to urban avatars of psychological adjustment: unrepressed, openly and humanly

sexual, models of defiant, transgressive opposition to the species of sentimentality that

had been ascribed to them following the last war, a childlike lack of self-consciousness, a

fun-loving emotionalism, a neo-Romantic psychological primitivism of “natural men.”

Outside popular forms of entertainment, one salient manifestation of African-American

sentimentality was the practice of social documentary photography, a ritually

mechanized sight that continued to position its subjects as objects of missionary interest,

of sympathy and intervention modeled largely upon African-American prototypes.

Fig. 157. Ed Clark, [Graham Washington Jackson, Warm Springs,
GA.], Life Magazine, April 17, 1945.1

                     
1 This image evoked the nation’s mourning upon the death of President Franklin Roosevelt.  Although it
depicts this man’s personal grief, it also represents the grief of a race and of a nation.  The image also
recalls the genuflecting slave at the feet of Lincoln, another President felled in the middle of a national
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Although they had partially sprung themselves from subjugation in the rural South,

African-Americans figuratively remained symbolic sinks of emotion. Despite its advances

and attempts at cultural regeneration, Modernism is an incomplete project, still unable to

fully realize its ideals and shake the ethnocentrisms, racial hierarchies, and sentimentality

of the nineteenth century.  

This was the very issue that inspired James Agee and Walker Evans to create their

landmark collaborative work in image and text, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men.  An

extended, ironic, and monumental musing on the difficulty of accurately transmitting the

experience of impoverished white tenant farmers, Agee’s text implies that any attempt to

document any other cultural experience is at best, a monumental, revisionist undertaking.

As early as 1936, Agee indicted the documentary genre, and its roots in the Progressive

exposé, as an exhausted, conventional, and disingenuous form. Outraged by the continued

sensationalism, sentimentality, and reductivism of the genre, Walker Evans and James

Agee set out to reform the medium of documentary representation itself.

The immediate impetus that drove Agee to expand what was to be a magazine

article into a five-year project (the finished product was published in 1941), was the

publication of You Have Seen Their Faces in 1937, a dual-media production in image and

text by the photographer Margaret Bourke-White and her husband, the writer Erskine

Caldwell.  Caldwell had written Tobacco Road in 1932, a book that was viewed widely as

a theatrical adaptation, among the most popular revivals of interest in the South since

Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin and Harris’ Uncle Remus tales.  Bourke-White, a glamorous,

self-promoting magazine photographer, had previously specialized in photographing

Hollywood lifestyles and the industrial sublime.  Like many photographers of the era,

several of whom were Evans’ colleagues at the FSA, she had studied with the Pictorialist

Clarence White and embodied a bold, frankly two-dimensional graphic aesthetic, a

persistence of the classicism and sentimental aestheticism of nineteenth-century, self-

consciously artistic photography.2  Agee’s antipathy to You Have Seen Their Faces was

                                                              
crisis.  It remains a parable of white voyeurism of black emotion, a rhetoric many documentary
photographers would employ, depicting black abjection, in the 1960s and 70s.
2 Bonnie Yochelson and Kathleen A. Erwin,     Pictorialism into Modernism    , p. 193.  This work implicitly
reveals Platonic modernism as a continuity of nineteenth-century purity and hierarchical aestheticism.
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an acute response to the broader vogue for sentimental documentation of poverty in the

South during the Depression, and the co-optation of the social documentary genre by the

conservative mass media.  What had been subversive content for leftist social theorists

and reformers was co-opted by the mainstream media as poignant entertainment and

voyeurism.  Ironically, the tenant-farming project was initially an assignment for the

glossy business monthly, Fortune, sister publication to Life, for whom Bourke-White

regularly photographed.  Agee unleashed his contempt in a scathing parody in an

appendix at the end of his book, quoting an article publicizing You Have Seen Their

Faces, without editorial intervention:

This famous photographer can well afford Hollywood’s best.  In less than
eight years she has climbed to the top of her profession and is now—-
movie actresses barred—-one of the highest paid women in America….

And this is the young lady who spent months of her own time in the last
two years traveling the back roads of the deep south bribing, cajoling, and
sometimes browbeating her way in to photograph Negroes, share-croppers
and tenant farmers in their own environments.  Seventy-five of these
photographs appear in You Have Seen Their Faces, a book for which
Erskine Caldwell wrote the text.3

Among the images Agee thought particularly odious was an image of an African-American

minister captured off-balance by Bourke-White’s instantaneous exposure, his head tilted

back, his mouth agape, and his eyes bulging.4  The sensationalism of the image typifies

the conventional vision of African-American religion: rollicking and emotional, interpreted

according to puritanical cultural norms as a lack of self-restraint, a primitive expression of

religious ecstasy, a thinly-sublimated, inappropriate sexuality.  

According to William Stott, contemporaries upheld You Have Seen Their Faces as

the Uncle Tom’s Cabin of sharecropping, a recycling of the reformist exposé, renewed by

the poignant, eye-catching, and graphically Modern photographs Bourke-White brought

                     
3 James Agee and Walker Evans,     Let Us Now Praise Famous Men   , (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1980), p. 450-1.
4 Agee quoted an article ironically, which glorified Bourke-White’s preacher image.  May Cameron,
“Snuff, ‘Religion and Patent Medicine,“ quoted in     Let Us Now Praise Famous Men   , p. 451.
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to the formula.5  Stott recounts White’s sensationalism, rendering readers’ sympathy as

an opportunity for voyeuristic, ritual indulgence and casual, moralistic hand-wringing,

Faces of defeat, their eyes wizened with pain—or large, dazzled, plaintive;
people at their most abject: a ragged woman photographed on her rotting
mattress, a palsied child, a woman with a goiter the size of a
grapefruit…eyes full of tears.  These people are bare, defenseless before
the camera and its stunning flash.  No dignity seems left them. …we see
them spotlit in the raptures of a revival meeting, a woman’s arms frozen
absurdly in the air; we see a preacher taken in peroration, his mouth and
nostrils open like a hyena’s.6

Fig. 158.  Margaret Bourke-White, [African-American preacher], You
Have Seen Their Faces, 1937.

                     
5 William Stott,     Documentary Expression and Thirties America   , (1973, rpt.: Chicago: Oxford University
Press, 1986), p. 220.
6 Stott,     Documentary Expression   , p. 220.
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In an interview with Evans, Stott recorded the photographer’s aversion to White’s

sensational, self-congratulatory reformism. Evans explained the origin of their distaste,

characterizing the work as

…a double outrage: propaganda for one thing, and profit making out of
both propaganda and the plight of the tenant farmers.  It was morally
shocking to Agee and me.  Particularly so since it was publicly received as
the nice thing to do, the right thing to do.  Whereas we thought it was an
evil and immoral thing to do.  Not only to cheapen them, but to profit by
them, to exploit them—who had already been so exploited.  Not only that
but to exploit them without even knowing that that was what you were
doing.7

Despite Modernism’s vigorous effort to purge nineteenth-century sentimentality from

the arts and letters, ironically not a little of it remained, much of it directed toward the

South, and of that, much was associated with African-American figures, such as White’s

preacher-hyena.  Much of the missionary impulse in abolitionism and the sentimentality

of the plantation tradition had been sublimated within the social documentary tradition.

Despite his vigilance, Evans was compelled to engage in the sentimental exposé to satisfy

the requirements of the FSA.

Evans began his essay in Let Us Now Praise Famous Men with sentimental

images of George and Annie Mae Gudger and their villainous landlord, although he

proceeded to complicate this simple rhetoric with dense, composite portraits in several

photographic genres.8 A contradictory portrait of Annie Mae Gudger appeared earlier in

American Photographs, depicting the woman’s wry smile, prior to the publication of her

abject portrait in Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, unveiling a trickster behind the iconic

and sympathetic mask, and the multiple component characters underlying “character.”

Evans exhibited both images , subtly revealing the personality of his subject, part of a

several rhetorical devices the two authors employed, a strategy critic T.V. Reed terms

“Cubist Sociology.”9

                     
7 Ibid, p. 222.
8 T.V. Reed, “Unimagined Existence and the Fiction of the Real: Postmodern Realism in Let Us Now
Praise Famous Men,”     Representations    24, (Fall 1988), p. 161.
9 William Stott first actually recorded the two variants of the same image.  Reed, “Unimagined
Existence,” p. 162.
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In the summer of 1936, while initially seeking subjects for their short

documentary article on the plight of Southern tenant farmers, Agee and Evans happened

upon an allegorical scene that summed up race relations at the time.  Described in great

detail in one of the opening chapters of their monumental work, Agee vignettes a scene as

it unfolded near Greensboro, Alabama in the chapter entitled, “Late Sunday Morning.”

The short chapter eventually recounts how they found the three subject families of white

sharecroppers for their piece.  Curiously, the chapter describes their first failures in detail,

and begins with a tangential account of how the two were obliged to join a landowner on a

short drive out of town to his farm, worked by several tenant families.  In his

characteristically baroque and lengthy recounting of the tale, Agee includes the

landowner’s joke, welcoming them to photograph his tenants, “…if you can keep the

niggers from running off when they see a camera,”10 and directs a matter-of-fact aside to

readers, explaining that the excursion was actually an awkward waste of their time:

“…nearly all his tenants were negroes and no use to me….”11

Although the tenants may have been useless for the main body of Agee’s work, he

included the scene among the expository “Preliminaries” he presents readers to

contextualize the material in the book.  The tangential vignette explains why the work

treats only white tenants rather than presenting a broader sociological picture of both

black and white tenant cotton farmers of the Depression South.  Ralph Ellison could have

summoned the scene for his similar description in Invisible Man, itself an echo of Robert

Russa Moton’s decription of his first experience of musical performance at Hampton:

This nearest four-room house we were approaching was the
foreman’s.…Negroes appeared at the doors of the two nearest tenant
houses….   

…we caused an interruption that filled me with regret: relatives were here
from a distance, middle-aged and sober people in their Sunday clothes,
…and I realized that they had been quietly enjoying themselves….  The
foreman was very courteous, the other men were non-committal, the eyes
of the women were quietly and openly hostile…. …two men from the

                     
10 James Agee and Walker Evans,     Let Us Now Praise Famous Men   , (1941/ 1960, rpt., New York:
Houghton Mifflin, 1980), p. 25.
11     Famous Men   , p. 26.
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third house came up; soon three more came, a man of forty and a narrow-
skulled pair of sapling boys.  They all approached softly and strangely
until they stood within the shade of the grove, …their eyes shifting upon
us sidelong and to the ground and to the distance, speaking together very
little, in quieted voices: it was as if they had been under some sort of
magnetic obligation to approach just this closely and to show themselves.
The landlord began to ask of them through the foreman, How’s So and So
doin’, all laid by?  Did he do that extra sweeping I told you?—and the
foreman would answer, Yes Sir, yes sir, he do what you say to do, he doin
all right; and So-and-So shifted on his feet and smiled uneasily….  And
you, you ben doin much coltn lately, you horny old bastard?—-and the
crinkled, old, almost grey-mustached negro who came up…and
whined,…Now Mist So and So, you know I’m settled down, married man,
you wouldn’t—-and the brutal negro of forty split his face in a villainous
grin and said, He too ole, Mist So and So, he don’t got no sap lef in him;
and everyone laughed, and the landowner said, these yer two yere colts
your, ain’t they?…. …and the landowner said that eldest on em looks to
be ready for a piece himself, and the negroes laughed, and the two boys
twisted their beautiful bald gourdlike skulls in a unison of shyness and
their faces were illumined with maidenly smiles of shame, delight, and
fear….12

Agee describes the end of the dreary interaction with great precision, a suitable finale for

this allegorical command performance of affected merriment.

But now three others stood in the outskirts who had been sent for by a
running child; they were young men, only twenty to thirty, yet very old
and sedate….  They wore pressed trousers, washed shoes, brilliantly
starched white shirts, bright ties,…and at their hearts were pinned the
purple and gilded ribbons of a religious and burial society.  They had been
summoned to sing for Walker and me, to show us what nigger music is like
(though we had done all we felt we were able to spare them and ourselves
this summons)….  It was as I expected, not in the mellow and euphonious
Fisk Quartette style, but in the style I have heard…jagged, tortured, stony,
accented as if by hammers and cold-chisels.13

After singing another religious piece, “that hung like fire on heaven…and sank along the

arms and breast of the bass as might a body from a sunken cross,” the landlord requested

yet another tune, this time “…something with more life to it…[.]”  The singers complied,

                     
12     Famous Men   , pp. 27-8.
13 Ibid, pp. 28-9.
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…stiffened in their bodies and hesitated several seconds, and looked at
each other with eyes ruffled with worry…and with blank faces they struck
into a fast, sassy, pelvic tune whose words were loaded almost beyond
translation with comic, sexual metaphor….14

Agee closes the chapter, explaining his role in the episode,

I had been sick in the knowledge that they felt they were here at our
demand, mine and Walker’s, …and now in a perversion of self-torture, I
played my part through.  I gave their leader fifty cents, trying at the same
time through my eyes to communicate much more, and I said I was sorry
we had held them up…and he thanked me in a dead voice, not looking me
in the eye….15

In Agee’s time, the racial masquerade remained an exhausted convention, reeking of

ritualized pathos, an indignity casually demanded of African Americans.  Although

African-American sharecroppers were originally to be a part of their study, Agee and

Evans excluded them, given the likely impossibility of interaction without the interference

of years of conditioned behavior between white documenter and African-American

documented.  Both took for granted their inability to penetrate the African-American

mask, and the Sisyphean effort that would be required to transcend the conventions of

sentimentality in their piece.  They had enough battles to fight as it was.

The work of the two is now a monument of twentieth-century non-fiction, a

bookend to DuBois’ similar study, in which he additively mustered every rhetorical

means at his disposal to shake loose the conventional manner of envisioning African

Americans, as if obscured by a veil.  The Dunbar books also seem an appropriate

predecessor to the work of Agee and Evans, like theirs, composite works, densely

awkward collages of image and text that openly display their construction, a rhetoric

largely derived from their subjects’ vernacular collages.16   T.V. Reed ascribed to Agee

and Evans’ work an ethos of “Postmodern Realism,”

                     
14 Ibid, pp. 29-30.
15 Ibid, p. 31.
16 Reed cites collages of image and text on the mantel as one of Agee’s inspirations, “Unimagined
Existence,” p. 163.  Agee reproduced several such “decimated news clippings” in his text. Despite Robert
Farris Thompson’s authoritative testimony, we have yet to determine conclusively whether this practice is
an African-American vernacular or a Southern vernacular, and exactly where its origin lies.  It is
symbolically an African-American vernacular in the Dunbar books.
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A self-conscious, ironic, politically engaged mode of writing that takes
reality more seriously than did the realists and aesthetic form more
seriously than did the modernists.  Postmodern realism employs the self-
reflexive, realism-disrupting techniques of modernism and postmodernism
but places these techniques in tension with realist claims to represent and
intervene in daily life.17

Reed articulates the manner in which Agee and Evans’ work embodies a postmodern

ethos, a succinct statement of the primary characteristics of Postmodern expression.

Although he draws heavily upon Surrealist theory, Reed draws a boundary between

Modernism and Postmodernity.  This delineation seems largely artificial; Agee and Evans’

work embodies Walter Benjamin’s perceptive, self-reflexive realism, and the disjunctive,

expressionistic mode in Modernism seems typified by Let Us Now Praise Famous Men,

as Reed so convincingly demonstrates. A close friend of Sergei Eisenstein’s English

translator, Jay Leyda, Evans explicitly utilized cinematic sequencing to assemble

American Photographs.18  Evans also quoted Whitman’s Leaves of Grass as an epigram

to his 1971 retrospective exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art.19

In its haste to distance and distinguish itself from Platonic, mechanistic

Modernism, Postmodernism downplays its roots in Modernism, a movement with a

seemingly dual nature.  On the one hand, there exists a unitary impulse to render reality in

ever simpler, mechanistic terms, a tendency toward absolutism and fascism. A composite,

disjunctive reality is equally manifest in Modernism, embodied by Cubism, Surrealism,

Dadaism, and Postmodernism, each characterized by an anti-hierarchical cultural and

physical relativism. To a great extent, the sensibility embodied by each of these

disjunctive movements originates before the First World War, in expressionistic

Romanticism and an African-diaspora aesthetic, an irrefutable, persistent, and insidious

reminder that western elites maintain no proprietary monopoly on cultural achievement.

                     
17 T.V. Reed, “Unimagined Existence,” p. 156.
18 Trachtenberg,     Reading American Photographs   , pp. 258-9. Evans was a friend of Jay Leyda, translator
and editor of Eisenstein’s theories of montage. See Rathbone or Mellow’s biography of Evans.  Evans
photograph of Leyda appears on p. 206 of Mellow’s bio.
19 James R. Mellow,      Walker Evans   , p. 248.
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The Dunbar books are an unheralded testament to this supposition, complicating

twentieth-century intellectual history, the historical legacy of Hampton Institute,

Dunbar’s artistic achievement, and introducing a significant addition to the canonical

history of photography.  Modernism didn’t merely issue from a postwar disillusion with

“civilization,” but it emerged years before because the notion of civilization was no longer

tenable, contradicted as it was, by a steady procession of cultural achievements from the

Third World that inexorably challenged Western cultural supremacy.

Evans’ photographs seem particularly affiliated with the Dunbar books,

displaying a similar iconography, of uninhabited rooms and scrutinized décor, of close-up

portraits where subjects portray themselves, of hats tilted back as halos, of abiding,

orderly interiors that demonstrate a struggle to maintain dignity, to deny chaos and

entropy, despite existences compromised by poverty. Both works use similar means of

evading sentimental conventions, albeit with differing degrees of sophistication.  Despite

frequent characterization of Let Us Now Praise Famous Men as an unprecedented

anomaly in American letters, it had several precedents in vernacular expression at several

levels, in African-American vernacular culture and unsentimental nineteenth-century

photography and journalism, an elaborate, disjunctive expressionism.  Agee’s final image

in the work invokes an African-American rhetoric, a call-and-response between two

unidentified animals (foxes?) in the dark woods, a counterpoint and complicity that Reed

identifies as a image recalling the work’s dual authorship and the interaction between its

photographic and literary components.  Agee renders the sound for the reader in a

primitive musical notation of his own devising, the typeset lines and dots of punctuation

marks used outside their typical linguistic signification.  Agee describes waiting with

Evans for the first animal to call in another round of call and response,

…once again we were intense with waiting; and then, by some rhythmic
genius a little, but only a very little, off-beat, off the beat of eccentrics our
ear had of the sum of the calls computed, a very little before it was quite
possible to expect it, there came the voice of the first creature; and it was
with the breaking open of the voice that we too broke open, silently, our
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whole bodies broke open into a laughter that destroyed and restored us
more even than the most absolute weeping ever can.20

Agee describes this release of emotion as a species of elation related to that which he

experiences while “watching negroes,” among other stimuli.  His final image also invokes

the absence and subliminal presence of African-Americans in the book, using several

musical similes describing the foxes’ anthropomorphic calls, also invoking African-

American animal tales.

The central American art photographer of the twentieth century, Walker Evans

transcended social documentary photography even as he drew upon images of African

Americans as a major source in his work.  Frequently cited as a forerunner of Pop Art,

Evans demonstrated the penetration of everyday reality by images in mass media. Evans

was a historian of culture, a cataloguer of the unrecorded vernacular modernisms and

anachronisms of the nineteenth-century past.  Although he is little identified specifically

as a photographer of African Americans, a major component of his work actually depicts

blacks throughout the U.S. and Cuba.  If one looks at his work through this lens, images

of African Americans form a persistent means of introducing vernacular culture in his

groundbreaking 1938 book and exhibition, American Photographs, much of which he

photographed while working for the Farm Security Administration.  His scenes of

Southern main streets and store porches surreptitiously capture several black men,

squatting and squinting in the sun, eyeing the photographer suspiciously.  Two images

from American Photographs explicitly scrutinize the grotesque, racist clichés and cartoons

of minstrel show posters.  Although he frequently photographed African-American

subjects, he never seemed to pull it off forthrightly, frequently using detective cameras

and ninety-degree prism finders and other periscope-like devices to conceal his actions.21

One of Evans’ earliest professional assignments was to document the collection of

African masks at New York’s Museum of Modern Art, which he was still completing as

he photographed African Americans in the area around New Orleans in 1935, the body of

work immediately preceding his work for the FSA and in Alabama.  Evans was hired to

                     
20 Agee and Evans,     Famous Men   , p. 467.
21 See Gilles Mora and John T. Hill, “The Deep South” in Walker Evans;     The Hungry Eye   , p. 102.
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complete the project for the museum by his friend, Thomas Mabry, who had previously

worked as an administrator at Fisk University.22  Evans also knew Frank Crowninshield,

as a MOMA trustee and collector of African Art, and in the context of New York

magazine publishing.23  Evans’ portfolio, African Negro Art, was monumental, requiring

a year to complete and printed in four volumes encompassing 477 photographs.  Among

the buyers and recipients of Evans’ African Art portfolio, one set was given to Hampton

institute in 1936, assuming the portfolio would be used as an education resource, despite

the strength of Hampton’s own world-class African art collection.24

The mask project required Evans photograph his subject matter frontally and

factually, with even light, and as unobtrusively as possible, utilizing the visual rhetoric of

scientific illustration and documentation.  Evans would continue to mine this detached

aesthetic in much of his work, celebrated as the apogee of New Objectivism in American

art.  Although the mask project was a commission, it occupied nearly a year of his life.

An aspiring writer in the late ‘20s, Evans shadowed and spied on the literary modernists

of the Paris scene, including Joyce, Fitzgerald, and Hemingway, and was acutely aware of

the significance of African art and the lexicon of primitivist Modernism.  Like the pre-

World War One Africanisms of Picasso, Braque, Brancusi, Picabia, and Giacometti, Evans

traced Modernism to its vernacular roots, of which African-American subjects were an

integral part.

Evans had a special relationship to depictions of African Americans in the mass

media; as Belinda Rathbone recorded in her biography of Evans, the photographer’s father

was an account executive and copywriter for the Chicago advertising agency, Lord and

Thomas.  Headed by Albert Lasker, the agency was among the nation’s largest, and the

first to use subtle psychological tactics.25  Evans’ father, Walker Evans, Jr., joined the

Chicago firm in 1908, and oversaw the agency’s Aunt Jemima account for the Quaker

                     
22 Virginia-Lee Webb,     Perfect Documents; Walker Evans and African Art   ,    1935    (New York Museum of
Modern Art/ Harry Abrahms, 2000), p. 27.
23 James R. Mellow,      Walker Evans    (New York: Basic Books, 1999), p. 206.
24 Webb,     Perfect Documents   , p. 29.
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Oats Company. In addition to fostering Dunbar, Johnston, and ragtime, the Chicago

Exposition of 1893 gave the world the beaming, black earth-mother, the servile maker of

pancakes on a fictive plantation, whose ubiquitous exclamation, “I’se in Town, Honey,”

gave many Americans their major impression of African-American character.  The box of

instant pancake batter was a modern proxy for the status conferred by having a black

domestic servant.26  According to Rathbone, the elder Evans’ contribution to American

culture “made an indelible impression on his son, who was later to cringe with

embarrassment at the thought of it.”27  With a decided aversion to “politics” in his image-

making, Evans hardly would have decried the intrusion of advertising in the American

landscape in such a didactic manner.28 Evans seems characteristically observant and

detached, recording only its disjunction, the interpenetration of America’s reality by

commercialism, a performed merriment reminiscent of the African-American mask.29

African-American characters figure as a central component of this rhetoric in Evans’ most

seminal work, published and exhibited as American Photographs.

                                                              
25 Roland Marchand,     Advertising the American Dream; Making Way for Modernity, 1920-1940   ,
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985), p. 22.  Lasker’s wife was also a trustee at MOMA at the
time of the publication of     The Hampton Album    .
26      Michael Harris, Colored Pictures   , p. 68.  Marilyn Kerns-Foxworth,     Aunt Jemima, Uncle Ben and
Rastus      ; Blacks in Advertising, Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow     (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1994).  See
also Megan Granda, “Aunt Jemima in Black and White; America Advertises in Color, (M.A. Thesis,
Department of Art History, University of Texas at Austin, 1992).
27 Belinda Rathbone,      Walker Evans; A Biography    (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1995), pp. 6-7.
28 Interview with Walker Evans, Conducted by Paul Cummings, (Connecticut), October 13, 1971, (New
York City) December 23, 1971, Oral Histories, SI, AAA.  <archivesofamericanart.si.edu/oralhist/
evans71.htm>.
29 Ralph Ellison notes the affinity between advertising and masking in “Change the Joke and Slip the
Yoke,”     Shadow and Act   , p. 54.  Ellison also cautions against assigning tricksterdom to African-American
origins.
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Fig. 159.  Walker Evans, “Minstrel poster in Alabama town,” Jan.
1936, FSA, P&P, LC. Neg. LC-USF342-001134-A.

Rathbone interprets Evans self-consciousness with his father’s profession as the

source of his fascination with the manner in which advertising and mass media

interpenetrate daily life, one of the most salient elements of Evans’ oeuvre.  In addition,

however, the specter of Aunt Jemima demonstrates Evans’ awareness of the depiction of

African Americans in the media and its impact upon the American visual landscape and

racial ideology.  Evans’ work hints at African-American complicity in the project of

Modernism.  Much of Evans’ work demonstrates the American penchant for

performance, from the bombast of advertising messages found in the flow of daily life, to

the false-fronts and artificially embellished nineteenth-century vernacular buildings he

documented so rigorously.

It is a testament to Evans’ open and straightforward approach that he is rarely

identified specifically as a photographer of African-American subjects.  His strict
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aversion to maudlin sentiment precluded producing stereotypical images of African

Americans.  In fact, based upon his explicit scrutiny of the caricatures of African

Americans, one could infer that his unsentimental, New Objectivist gaze was motivated

by romanticized depictions of folk characters and images of African Americans in genre

art and photography. Nineteenth-century images of African Americans seem oddly

seminal to Evans’ body of work, even as an opposite polarity to his own work. Once an

aspiring writer inspired by the French Realist novelists, Evans was acutely aware of the

idealized portrayals of the U.S. South in nineteenth-century literature. Closing American

Photographs with an image of a wrecked plantation house, Evans seems to demonstrate

the obsolescence and threadbare persistence of the plantation tradition in American arts

and letters, the manner in which the ghost of the nineteenth-century past continued to

inhabit the American imaginary.  Likewise, Evans demonstrated nineteenth-century

vernacular precedents of the Modernist enterprise.

Kirstein’s concluding essay for American Photographs casts Evans as a historian

in the manner of Benjamin, and compares his work to the disjunctive, surreal montages of

Eisenstein and other “butchers” of film, who “let the facts speak for themselves.”30

Evans also positioned himself as a surrealist, appropriating much of his imagery and

practice from Eugene Atget, a virtually unknown Paris photographer in his time, who

quietly recorded the ruins of nineteenth-century Paris until his death in 1927. Evans,

acutely initiated into European photographic trends, saw himself, like Atget and

Benjamin, as a recorder of ruins for posterity, a sensitive and judicious editor of

penetrating fragments.  Much like his friend Bereneice Abbott, who preserved Atget’s

work, Evans envisioned his own work much as he perceived Atget’s mysterious purpose,

and which he articulated cryptically:

“His general note is lyrical understanding of the street, trained observation
of it, special feeling for patina, eye for revealing detail, over all which is

                     
30 Lincoln Kirstein, “Photographs of America: Walker Evans,”     American Photographs    (1938 rpt., New
York: Museum of Modern Art, 1988), p. 196.
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thrown a poetry which is not “the poetry of the street” or the “poetry of
Paris,” but the projection of Atget’s person.”31

Like Agee in a sense, Evans saw a surfeit of subjectivity as a means of recording the spirit

of an era that was passing into oblivion.  Evans’ work of the 1930s emulates Atget’s

work in an American context, and like Atget, he sought to revive a nineteenth-century

photographic vision as a means of chronicling the nineteenth century as it was visibly

passing into the twentieth century. As Bereneice Abbott had done for Atget, Evans made

prints from Matthew Brady’s original negatives for the Smithsonian Insitution in 1935.

Along with Evans’ images of Civil War monuments and rural storefronts, gingerbread

architectural ornament, he positioned Southern, rural African Americans as vestiges of the

nineteenth century, a culture destined to pass into oblivion as a result of the great

migration, the ecological and economic crisis of the 1930s, and the mechanization of

cotton agriculture.  It is African Americans who are largely associated with cotton

cultivation, and at least spiritually, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men seems an attempt to

channel a rhetorically-absent other, the African-American rural culture of the South.

                     
31 Walker Evans, “The Reappearance of Photography,” reprinted in Alan Trachtenberg, Ed.,     Classic Essays
on Photography    (New Haven: Leete’s Island Press, 1980), p. 185.
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Fig. 160.  Walker Evans, “Shoeshine Stand Detail,” Southeastern U.S.,
[1936], FSA, P&P. LC.  Neg. LC-USF342- 008287-A.

Let Us Now Praise Famous Men is a monumental struggle to depict or

commemorate “others” without reducing them to a two-dimensional caricature of

victimhood or sentimental icon.  Even though the three families documented in the book

were white, much of their iconography of is uncannily similar to earlier depictions of

African Americans, including those made at Hampton to accompany the Dunbar books.

Agee’s work seems an outgrowth of DuBois’ Souls of Black Folk, an explicitly

polyvalent attempt to defamiliarize readers with the established social documentary

genre, a cause with such import for him that it required a refashioning of the social

documentary genre itself.32  Like the Dunbar books, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men

                     
32 Shelley Fisher Fishkin, “The Borderlands of Culture” in     Literary Journalism in the Twentieth Century   ,
op cit, explicitly pairs these two works, and names them among four seminal works seeking to reform the
social documentary genre, in company with Tillie Olsen’s     Tell me a Riddle    and Gloria Anzaldua’s
Borderlands/ La        Frontera   .
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was a multivalent, reformist manifesto rendered in photographic image and text, depicting

an ethnic, typically Southern other, a genre significantly promoted by Hampton, and

which found many continuing exponents through the years. The list includes several early

twentieth-century travelogues in the Highways and Byways series by Clifton Johnson,

Julia Peterkin and Doris Ulmann’s Roll Jordan Roll (1933), Erskine Caldwell and

Margaret Bourke-White’s You Have Seen Their Faces (1937), Dorothea Lange and Paul

Taylor’s An American Exodus, Archibald MacLeish’s Land of the Free (1938), Wright

Morris’ works, Richard Wright’s 12 Million Black Voices (1941), which included some of

Evans‘ FSA images, the WPA state guide series, Langston Hughes and Roy de Carava’s

Sweet Flypaper of Life (1955), Gordon Parks’ A Poet and His Camera (1968), and

innumerable, less-auspicious others.  Perhaps a result of Dunbar’s influence, the photo-

text typically functions as an expressive form for African-American authors, whereas it

typically represents a documentary form in American culture at large.  The South, it

seems, offered especially visual subject matter, its poverty, picturesque decay, and racial

difference making for entertaining viewing as well as reading. The flourishing of non-

fiction, hybrid texts followed advances integrating image and text in magazine journalism

and emulating cinematic narrative; the Dunbar books are no exception, and were among

the earliest and most widely-distributed works of their type. They were, like many

documentaries, personal projects undertaken by Hampton’s unusually well-developed

publication office, extended-length versions of pieces which might have appeared in the

Southern Workman.

The Dunbar books and Agee and Evans’ work share deeper similarities, a common

intention to substantially evade the sentimental conventions and crude moralism typical

of reformist non-fiction, a deeper intent than mere social reform. Here we have a family

gathered uneasily on the stoop at the threshold of their home, we see silent, empty

rooms, with personal mementoes gathered on the mantel, newspaper clippings littering

the walls, the simplicity of the subjects’ lives illustrating their humanity and dignity

despite a struggle with poverty, the cabin space as the central stage upon which their lives

unfold, a metaphor for their social position, but not their humanity.  Much of the
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iconography of rural poverty seems derived in part from the congruency of images of

rural poverty and life in the slave quarters, archetypes sited at the cabin.  Both

productions were ultimately rendered by participant-observers, individuals who

modulated in and out of their subjects’ lives and spaces, and systematically defamiliarized

that which they thought they knew. Each project let their subjects put down their guard,

and spent significant time patiently breaking through the manner they put-on for

civilizing reformers.  Above all, both frequently let domestic spaces speak for themselves,

willingly forgoing voyeurism of human subjects.  Both rhetorically approximated a

sociological, investigative rigor and consideration for their subjects’ privacy, in as much as

possible, to encourage them to represent and champion themselves.

Lincoln Kirstein wrote the preface to Evans’ book, American Photographs, in

1938.  Four years later, in 1942, Kirstein purchased the leather-bound album of

photographs in a bookseller’s shop documenting education at Hampton Institute a

generation earlier, a nineteenth-century vernacular artifact, a photographic project without

the conscious aestheticism of the artwork of its time, a straight documentary presentation

in the manner of Matthew Brady.  Like his friend, Evans too, celebrated the pure utility

of photography as it was employed in the nineteenth-century. Kirstein donated Frances

Benjamin Johnston’s “Hampton Album” to the Museum of Modern Art, the institution

which first mounted Evans’ work, the first by a photographer at a major museum.  When

the Hampton Album was published two decades later in 1966, following the Civil Rights

movement and the upsurge in interest in African–American culture, the images became the

most recognizable body of historic images of African Americans. Johnston’s images

largely restored Hampton Institute’s place in the popular consciousness, reacquainting

the public with the school’s photographic legacy, forged long before, in the years of

lantern slide fundraisers and dainty books of poetry illustrated earnestly with amateur

photographs.  Unlike Johnston’s and Evans’ work, Leigh Richmond Miner and the

Hampton photographers collaborated with a black author and successfully engaged and

depicted individual African-American personalities, an extraordinary and unparalleled

achievement, given the time and place in which the photographs were made.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A - The Hampton Institute Camera Club - List of Members
and Biographical Notes

The abbreviations to the right of a name entry indicate any official position within the
Camera Club that the individual held.  Individuals may have held the same office
consecutively or repeatedly.  The positions are in the order in which they were held.
Dates in parentheses indicate years active in the Camera Club, dates in brackets indicate
life dates.

* - indicates a contributor to the Dunbar books
‡ - indicates an African American
† - buried in Hampton cemetery
P - President
VP - Vice President
T - Treasurer
S - Secretary
L - Librarian
E - Executive Committee member
Darkroom - Darkroom Manager

*† Mr. Leigh Richmond Miner - E (1900-4, '07-14?)
-Teacher of art, then Director of Applied Art, was the school's official photographer
from 1907-1933, cinematographer, and landscape designer.  Book committee: CLT,
WMS. Taught Hampton 1899-1933, [1864-1935].

* Miss Emily Kate Herron- T,P,E,L (1893-?)
-Secretary to H.B. Frissell, Book committee: CLT, WMS.  Conducted the
correspondence with Dodd, Mead during the production of WMS.  Album of
photographs housed at Chrysler Museum, Norfolk, VA. Published A Florida
Cypress and Other Poems, (NY: H. Harrison, c.1938).  Ph. B. Boston University.
From Dedham, MA. Taught Hampton 1892-1929, [1869?-1959]

* Miss Leonora Epes Herron- S,L,VP,P (1893-1906)
-School Librarian, member Hampton Folklore Society. From Dedham MA. [?-1925]
B.A., Boston University.

* Miss Jane Eliza(Jennie) Davis - L,E (1893-1906)
-Mathematics teacher, Davis replaced Bacon as Editor of the Southern Workman;
head of the Publication office, Secretary of Armstrong League, faculty fundraising
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organization.  Also a painter.  Wrote two books on the history of Hampton and the
Jamestown area.  Died Fox Chase, PA., Oct. 31, 1935, buried Troy, NY.  A.B.
Vassar College, 1878.  Book committee: PCF. Taught Hampton 1879-1930,[1857-
1935]

Mrs. Mary Alice (Ford) Armstrong E,S (1893-1899)
-A teacher at Hampton, the second wife of General Armstrong, married 1890.
Taught at Hampton until 1904.  Founded summer community with Alice Bacon in
New Hampshire, staffed by Hampton students and graduates. From Lisbon, NH.  A
cousin of William H. Scoville [1864-1958]

Mrs. Mary[Mollie]Gorton Darling (1894-1907)
-Teacher in the Indian department, left to teach at the Fort Belknap Agency in
Montana in 1892, returned to Hampton to marry trustee and Hampton oyster baron
Frank W. Darling.

Miss Hillard (1894)
Dr. Frances Weidner (1897)
Jane Langley (1899)
Mr. J.S. Leach (1893-1904?)

*† Miss Harriette W. Howe S,E (1894-1906)
-Daughter of Albert Howe, one of Armstrong's original staff, who was in charge of
trade school and building of the first school buildings.  She briefly taught cooking
classes. [?-1917]

Miss McNear (1899)
* Mr. John H.  Jinks - S,P,E (1902-?)

-Head of manual training department. From Hartford, CT.  Graduate of Pratt
Institute. Taught at Hampton 1899-1924.  [?-1932]

*‡† Major Robert Russa Moton - E,VP,T (1893-1915)
-Commandant of Cadets, School Disciplinarian, member of Hampton Folklore
Society, Hampton Graduate, Class of 1890, became Principal of Tuskegee, 1916-
1935 and Hampton trustee in 1918.  From Rier’s Depot, VA. [1867-1940]

* Mr. William Lincoln Brown - L,VP,P,E,T (1893-07)
-School Bookkeeper, Cashier.  Editorial Staff, Southern Workman.  Book committee:
PCF, CLT.  Brown conducted the correspondence with Dodd, Mead and Co. during
the production of CLT.  From Washington, DC.  At Hampton 1891-1918. [?-1940]

* Mr. Richard Riley - T (1897-1904)
-Clerk in the Treasurer’s office.  Book committee:  PCF, WMS.  Taught Hampton
1896-1903, then worked for Times-Dispatch, Richmond, VA.
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* Mr. Frank Knight Rogers - P,E,T (1898-1912)
-Director of Trade School, then school Treasurer 1908-1932.  Acting Executive
Officer, 1930.  Book committee: WMS.  At Hampton 1897-1932.  From Worcester,
MA., B.A. Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 1885. [1864-1938].  Wrote “Technical
Instruction to the Negro” Journal of the Worcester Polytechnic Insititute, V.3, No. 5
(July, 1900), p. 339-349.  Obit in JWPI, V.42, No. 1, (1938) p. 20.

* Miss Cora Mae Folsom (1893-1920's?)
-(1855-1943) Editorial Staff, Southern Workman, teacher and administrator of the
Indian Department, the most knowledgeable faculty member concerning Indians,
made numerous trips West to visit graduates on reservations, probably a member of
the Folklore Society, at Hampton for 42 years, 1880-1922, Curator of the Hampton
Museum.  Wrote and directed Hampton School pageants. Book committee: WMS.
[1855-1943]

Miss Caroline  W. Andrus (1894-1900?)
A staff member in the Indian department from the age of ten in 1885, assisted
Folsom in maintaining records of the school's Indian graduates, and became the
Director of the Indian Records office. Resigned from school in 1922 to open a
restaurant in Hampton, the Magnolia Tree Inn.  Engaged to Sauk/ Fox anthropologist
William Jones at the time of his death in the Philippines in 1909, correspondence
with Franz Boas spans nearly three decades, regarding Jones' work. Jones attended
Harvard after Hampton, then received a Ph.D. in Anthropology from Columbia
University under Boas.  Andrus was from Saratoga Springs, NY. [1875-1961]

* Mrs. Julia Dodd Frissell (1893-1909
-wife of Hampton Principal H.B. Frissell and daughter of Hampton trustee Amzi
Dodd.

‡ Capt./Major Allen Wadsworth Washington (1902-5)
-Assistant to Maj. Moton, then Commandant and Disciplinarian. A Hampton
graduate, Class of 1891.  Appears in several images in the Dunbar books.

Miss Marie Ulsamer- S,E,VP (1902-22)
Miss Nan Scoville- T (1893-1900?)
- May be Annie Beecher Scoville, involved with Indian department, wrote a number
of articles on Indian history in the Southern Workman

* Miss C. Augusta(Gussie) Adams - S,E,VP (1893-?)

* Mr. Francis Chickering Briggs - E (1893-1906)
-school administrator - Business Manager (Purchasing Agent)  Liason to F. Holland
Day.  Died February 24, 1908.
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* Rev. Herbert Barclay Turner P (1893-1906)
-School chaplain, minister of the Hampton Memorial Church.  Conducted the
correspondence and met with Dodd, Mead during the production of PCF.  Had been
pastor of Washington, CT. Congregational Church,

* Miss Sarah E. Proctor- E (1897-1899)
-Book committee: PCF.

Mr. R.E. Eastman (1902)
This member may have been mistaken for George Eastman, the founder of Eastman
Kodak and a large donor to Tuskegee.

Miss Louise Dodd

Miss Louise Hopkins Armstrong (1905-7)
-later Mrs. William H. Scoville, daughter of General Armstrong

Miss Virts (1894)
Miss [Charlotte R.?] Thorn
-founder of Calhoun School?
Miss M.D. Waters
Miss Harris (1902-
Miss Nellie S. Fish - T
Mr. Hewins- VP (1893-4)  
Miss A.I. Boardman L,S (1894-1899)
-a teacher at the Whittier school, the elementary school at Hampton for teacher
training

Miss Williametta O. Nash T (1893-1899)
Mr. [H.J.]? DeYarmett E (1896-8)?
-a numbers of DeYarmettes were on the Hampton faculty, among them a sheet metal
worker who arrived in 1899 to teach iron work.   Another Mr. and Mrs. DeYarmette
declined to join in 1907.

Mr. J.J. Wilson (1907)
-the school's Assistant Treasurer

* Miss Jane S. Worcester (1897-1901)
* Miss Mary Wright Nettleton L (1899-?)

-teacher at Whittier, then in the academic department, from Washington CT.
Graduate of New Britain Normal School.

* Miss Helen C. Clarke T (1901-6)
-from New York, graduate of Pratt Institute, teacher of cooking in the Women's
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Department

Miss Addie Jayne S (1902-5)
-teacher

Mr. Alex Purves (1902-1905)
-Alexander Purves was the Treasurer of Hampton, a Trustee, and the son-in-law of
Hampton's major benefactor and the long-time President of Hampton's Board of
Trustees, Robert C. Ogden.  Purves died at Hampton in 1905.

* Mrs. Alex Purves E (1902-1907)
Mrs. Purves was probably Ogden's daughter, and was also a Vice-President of the
New York Hampton Association, Hampton's New York fundraising arm.  Book
committee, WMS.

* Mrs. Brown P,E (1902-1907)
-wife of William L. Brown, book committee: WMS.

Miss Flora F. Low VP,S,P,L,T,E(1902-?)
- daughter of Seth Low?, New York City mayor, and Trustee of Hampton and
President of the Board of Trustees at Tuskegee.

Miss Bessie Loesch S (1904-6)
Miss Ethel Craighead L (1904-7)
Miss Bernette Bacheler VP (1903-?)
Miss M.J[G]. Batchelder (1903-5)
Miss E.W. Froeligh (1903)
Miss Giffen (1903)
Miss Alice Treadwell (1903-4)
Miss Budd Darkroom (1905-6)
Miss Fuller (1905)
Miss Helene N. Johnson S, VP (1905-7)
Mr. F.J.R. Ford (1905)
Mrs. Ford (1905)
Mr. Young (1903-5)
Mr. George Hosford (1903-5)
Miss Smith (1905)

‡ Mrs. Elizabeth [Harris] Moton (1906)
-married Robert Russa Moton in 1905, died 1906.

Miss Mary O. Nash (1905-?)
-hired by Cora Folsom as Miner’s replacement in the art department.

Miss Warner (1905)
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Miss Sarah White L (1905-18/21)
Miss Watt (1905)
Miss S.P.N. Winslow (1905-8)
Miss Wohlfarth (1905-6, 12)
Miss Ida Tourtellot S (1907)
Miss C.E. Chase L (1907)
Miss Marie Gilbert L (1908-10/11)
Mrs. Aery
-William Aery was a regular contributor to the SW.

Miss LeCrone (1905-7)
Mrs. J.J. Wilson (1906-7)
-wife of the Assistant Treasurer of Hampton.

Mr. William Herbert Scoville (1905-7)
-Business Manager of the Southern Workman, the school Secretary, like Miner, from
Cornwall, CT.  Grandson of Henry Ward Beecher.  His sister Martha was married to
James Henry Moser, illustrator of Joel Chandler Harris’ Uncle Remus, His Songs and
Sayings(1881).

Mrs. W.H. Scoville (1905-7)
-Louise Armstrong (see above)

‡† Mr. Charles S. Isham S,P (1906-11)
-The December 1899 S.W., p. 436 lists him as a graduate of the Richmond Normal
School, Class of '95; he attended the Normal Course at Hampton, and he became a
faculty member.  A letter he wrote  to the administration, in the HUA, demands
equal status and treatment for African-American faculty members.

Mr. J.A. Thompson (1906)
Miss Sock (1906)
Mrs. Elizabeth D. Hawkes S,E
Mr. W. Hawkes
Miss Louise Kingsbury L
Miss Mary I. Vick S,T
Mrs. W.T.B. Williams E (1909-18/21)
Mr. W.T.B. Williams   (1909-18/21)
Mrs.  F.J. Robinson E
Miss Miriam C. Whittier S,T (left 1920)
-A relation to abolitionist poet John Greenleaf Whittier?  The poet donated proceeds
from his last book to Hampton, dedicated to S.C. Armstrong.

Miss Emma Johnston VP (1903-4, 1906)
-Head of the Night School at Hampton.
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Miss Ethel C. Buckman P,VP,T,S
-A building on the Hampton University campus is named for her.

Dr. Mix
Miss Ulrich
Miss Dodd
Mr. V.W. Dow P
Mr. Hugh W. Alger T,P,VP(left '18-'21)
Mr. Joseph W. Coughlin (withdrew Feb. '17)
F. Gammack (withdrew '16-7)
Miss Alta Reed L,E
Mr. Fred E. Fossett E (left '18-21)
Miss Alice G. Bryant S,VP,E
Miss Alice Price L,T (left 1920)
Mrs. Everett E,VP
Mr. George P. Perry E,VP
Mr. Charles Perry (left '22-'23)
Miss Lyon (1903-22/23)
Mr. Spencer Phraner P (left '22-'23)
Mrs. Warren [Bidwell] Blodgett
Miss Sara Lane S,P,E
Miss Norton

‡ Mrs. Allen Washington
Miss Gregg

‡† Capt. Frank L. Grady E,T
-the title, Captain, indicates he was involved in the Disciplinary and Cadet training
structure.  Probably Washington's assistant after Moton's departure to Tuskegee.

Mr. Fenno Heath
-graduate of Pratt Institute, art teacher at Hampton, he and his wife were Leigh
Miner's best friends.

Mr. Donald M. Fenn P,E
-a teacher at Hampton and friend of Miner and Heath.

Miss Eleanor Hoffman S
Miss Harriet S. Holway P, Darkroom
Miss Robinson VP
Mr. Ira Fuller T
Miss Mary C. Coolidge S
Miss Thorkleson
Miss Wilkinson
Mr. W.K. Bunner VP
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Miss Viola M. (Bunny) Severin S
Mrs. Marion Leavitt L
Miss Louisa Coffin S
Mrs. Mary W. Tuttle L

Miss A. Rockwell (1906-11)
Mr. J.W. Jones (1909-11)
Miss Katharine Read

‡ Mr. R. Nathaniel Dett (resigned '18-'21)
-Director of Vocal Music at Hampton.  A renowned African-American composer,
arranger of spirituals, and pianist.

Miss A. LaPerle Howard (left '18-21)
Miss Sagendorf
Mrs. Jerome F. Kidder (left '18-21)
Miss Edith Washburn (withdrew '16-7)
Mr. George Ketchum
-Art teacher at Hampton after Miner, a relation of one of Hampton's original
trustees, Edgar Ketchum?

Grace Squires (left '18-21)
Miss Roberts (left '18-21)

Norton (left '18-21)
Hedrick (left '18-21)

Mabel S. Drew
Mr. Wallis (1919)

Sources: Camera Club Minutes, Account book, and membership lists, Camera Club boxes,
Faculty Files, Hampton University Archives, Hampton Institute Cemetery,
Hampton, Virginia.  Identification of African-American individuals was not
indicated in these sources, many were identified by interpolation from the
Southern Workman and HUA faculty files.  Some information was sourced from
genealogical records on the World Wide Web.  It is likely that other African
Americans are among the members indicated on this list.  Faculty files do not
indicate race.
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Appendix B - Major Works By Leigh Richmond Miner

(Does not list all published photographs made for Hampton Institute)

Cooley, Rossa B.  “Aunt Jane and her People; The Real Negroes of the Sea Islands,”
Outlook, v. 90, no. 8, (October 24, 1908).

---.  “America’s Sea Islands,” Outlook, v. 121, no. 18, (April 30, 1919).

---. “The Homes of the Free; I. Satisfying Afflictions,” The Survey; Graphic Number, v.
LI, no. 1, (October 1, 1923), p. 5.

---.  “The Homes of the Free; II. The Bandage of Love,” The Survey; Graphic Number, v.
LI, no. 3, (November 1, 1923), p. 148.

---.  “The Homes of the Free; III. From Slave Hut to Home,” The Survey; Graphic
Number, v. LI, no. 7, (January 1, 1924), p. 341.

---.  “The Homes of the Free; IV. The Oncoming Generation,” The Survey; Graphic
Number, v. LI, no. 9, (February 1, 1924), p. 465.

Dabbs, Edith M., Face of an Island; Leigh Richmond Miner's Photographs of St. Helena
Island, New York: Grossman Publishers, 1971.

Dunbar, Paul Laurence.  Candle Lightin' Time.  New York: Dodd, Mead and Company,
1901.

---.  When Malindy Sings.  New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1903.

---.  Li'l' Gal.  New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1904.  

---.  Howdy, Honey, Howdy.  New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1905.  

---.  Joggin' Erlong.  New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1906.  

Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute.  Everyday Life at Hampton Institute,
[promotional pamphlet], ca. 1909. [signed copy at Cornwall (CT) Historical
Society Collection, #400].

Holland, Rupert Sargent.  Letters and Diary of Laura M. Towne, Written from the Sea
Islands of South Carolina, 1862-1884.  Cambridge, MA: Riverside Press, 1912.
Illustrated with Miner photos.
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House, Grace Bigelow.  “Roads of Learning on St. Helena,” Progressive Education, v.
XIV, No. 4, (April 1937), p. 246.  Illustrated by Miner and Winold Reiss.

King, Benjamin Franklin, Ben King's Southland Melodies, Chicago: Forbes and Company,
1911.

Miner, Leigh Richmond, "With the Thlingets in Alaska," [series of articles, illustrated]
Southern Workman (Hampton, VA), April 1899, p. 130, June 1899, p. 218,
November 1899, p. 428.

---.  "By Indian Canoe to the Hidden Glacier," [article, last of above series, illustrated],
S.W., December 1899, p. 420.

---.  "Sunrise," [poem, illustrated], S.W., July 1900, p. 406.

---.  "Sunset," [poem, illustrated], S.W., April 1901, p. 199.

---.  "Art-Teaching at Hampton," [article, illustrated], S.W., May 1903, p. 219.

---.  "Thanksgiving," [poem], S.W., November 1904, p. 590.

---.  "En' Ob Day," [poem, illustrated], S.W., June 1905, p. 341.

---.  "Sunset," [poem, illustrated] S.W., August 1905, p. 438.

---.  "Mos Done Trablin’," [unpublished handbound photographic portfolio, vintage
prints], December 1905, private collection.

---.  "O My Brudder, have you come for to help us?" [unpublished photographic
portfolio, vintage prints captioned by Miner], [ca. 1905], private collection.

---.  "Summer's Child," [poem], S.W., October 1907, p. 533.

---. "We Thank Thee," [poem, illustrated] S.W., November 1913, p. 625.

---.  "Home Decoration" [article, illustrated], S.W., March 1918, pp. 129-37. [Also
Hampton Leaflet, Vol. VIII, No. 1.]

---.  "Tek Keer Uv Jim," [poem, illustrated], The Outlook, October 16, 1918, p. 264.

---.  "Tek Keer Uv Jim," [poem, illustrated], S.W.,  December 1918, p. 583.

---.  "Give Jim His Chance," [poem, illustrated], The Outlook, April 23, 1919, p. 720.
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---.  "Two Negro Lullabies:" "De Li'l Road to Res',""Dey Don' Know," [poems,
illustrated] The Outlook, September 17, 1919, p. 84.

---.  "The Christmas Spirit," [poem, illustrated], S.W., December 1919, pp. 649-650.

---.  Yesterdays, [unpublished manuscript, illustrated], ca. 1923, n.p., private collection.
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